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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

ELUSIVE EMPOWERMENT: ASSESSING THE IMPACTS OF CONFLICT ON 
GENDERED RELATIONS, IDENTITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN ACHOLILAND 

      
Carissa Strum Western, Ph.D. 
 
George Mason University, 2020 
 
Dissertation Director: Dr. Leslie Dwyer 
 
 
A brutal 30-year conflict between the Lord’s Resistance Army and the Government of 

Uganda in Acholiland (Northern Uganda) left hundreds of thousands of people dead, and 

millions of Acholi individuals and communities displaced from their homes. The conflict 

led to a humanitarian crisis of staggering proportions, which was met with much 

international attention and intervention in its later years. This study involved 15-months 

of qualitative fieldwork with four communities in Acholiland and identifies and examines 

a complex web of impacts and changes experienced by Acholi in the midst of conflict 

and displacement. The research considers changing gender norms and dynamics arising 

from conflict and takes a critical look at “external” frameworks and benchmarks used to 

assess complex issues of gender and empowerment in this context. The project stresses 

the need to look at gendered impacts within a wider socio-cultural context and suggests 

that externally imagined benchmarks and frameworks will never be sufficient without a 

deeper understanding of how people view their own experiences, opportunities, and 
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realities. As such the research prioritizes Acholi perspectives and experiences. One of its 

key findings (and contributions) relates to the identification of Acholi cultural concepts of 

power, and the recognition that cultural concepts and systems still dictate, define, and 

constrain individual options and opportunities, particularly those of women, despite 

significant changes observed in relation to socio-cultural and gender norms. Observations 

regarding the failure of many external actors to identify and integrate culturally relevant 

concepts and experiences into their interventions, particularly those related to gender 

empowerment, also help to highlight common shortcomings in these approaches and 

point to reasons for the frequent dissonance between well-intentioned project goals and 

people’s lived experiences, needs, and realties.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 

This research responds to an emerging body of literature within the gender and 

conflict field that suggests conflict often restructures societies in a way that shatters 

social and cultural norms, alters gender relations, and may lead to unexpected 

opportunities for women to diversify their roles and to renegotiate their positions in 

society (Ahikire, Madanda, & Ampaire, 2012; El-Bushra, 2003; Fuest, 2008; Hughes & 

Tripp, 2015; Petesch, 2011; Sow, 2012; Tripp, 2012, 2015). This literature has indicated 

that rather than simply constraining or disempowering women, unexpected and positive 

opportunities for the advancement of women’s positions, wellbeing and even 

empowerment may exist in periods of socio-economic, political, and cultural flux arising 

from or following conflict (Ahikire, Madanda, & Ampaire, 2012; El-Bushra, 2003; Fuest, 

2008; Hughes & Tripp, 2015; Petesch, 2011; Sow, 2012; Tripp, 2012, 2015). These 

assertions challenge more conventional gendered perspectives that link violence to 

masculinity, view women primarily as victims of conflict, or focus on the negative and 

disempowering impacts of conflict on women1. However, the body of research in this 

area is still relatively small. Existing studies have produced somewhat divergent findings 

 
1 (Bourdieu, 2004; Brison, Brison, & Brison, 2002; Cohn, 1993; Connell, 1987; Gill, 1997; Haeri 

& Puechguirbal, 2010; Ochen, 2015; Pascoe, 2011; Pickup, Williams, & Sweetman, 2001; Scheper-
Hughes, 1992; Theidon, 2007; Turshen & Twagiramariya, 1998) 
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about the nature and consequences of these changes on women’s lives or their long-term 

implications for communities recovering from conflict. Some studies have pointed to 

significant institutional openings and gains in women’s political participation and 

representation at the national level following conflict (Hughes & Tripp, 2015; Tripp, 

2010, 2012, 2015; Tripp, Casimiro, Kwesiga, & Mungwa, 2009), while others have 

indicated local level economic mobility and empowerment (Ahikire et al., 2012; El-

Bushra & Sahl, 2006; Petesch, 2011). Some of these studies suggest changes can be 

observed in gender roles but not wider gender relations (Judy & Sahl, 2005), and others 

argue that conflict fundamentally alters cultural assumptions and gendered behaviors and 

expectations more broadly (Tripp, 2010, 2012, 2015). As such, conclusions on exactly 

how conflict can and does impact gendered experiences and opportunities are still 

variable with some scholars viewing changes triggered by conflict as temporary or time 

limited phenomenon, while others believe conflict can bring about long-term changes to 

the socio-economic, cultural and political relationships, dynamics and structures that 

define and constrain women and men’s behavior, choices, and opportunities.  

Studies linking conflict to openings and positive opportunities for the 

advancement of women’s positions, opportunities and even empowerment certainly tread 

new ground and make potentially important contributions to the gender and conflict field. 

However, research in this area is also still lacking and existing studies clearly indicate 

that changes in gender roles, relations, and dynamics brought about by conflict are both 

incredibly complex and highly varied. Challenges around the treatment of gender and 

measurement of empowerment in conflict and post-conflict settings also continue to 
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undermine conclusions regarding the nature and sustainability of such changes. Both 

concepts are highly fluid, subjective, and complex, and must be understood in relation to 

the specific contexts in which they are being assessed or considered. Too often this is not 

the case, and narrow conceptualizations of these concepts or externally imposed 

benchmarks and frameworks created to measure and understand them can and do over-

simplify situations and overlook important factors, systems or experiences that define 

people’s lived realities. Despite criticisms surrounding the use and application of 

universal models and frameworks (such as empowerment) to local contexts, efforts to 

understand and address issues related to gender empowerment and equality in conflict 

and post-conflict settings have continued to rely on them to a large extent. Such 

frameworks often prioritize outside interpretations of a situation or rely on externally 

imagined or imposed benchmarks to assess and examine complicated concepts and issues 

such as gender empowerment. As a result, they are often conceptually distant (Kabeer, 

1999), from people’s feelings and experiences and raise serious questions regarding their 

congruence with people’s realities and situations on the ground.  

Empowerment, for example, is a particularly complex and problematic concept 

(Narayan, World Bank, 2005), and major international development institutions are still 

struggling to develop effective benchmarks and methods for measuring it. Too often 

empowerment is associated broadly with women’s participation in activities or spheres of 

life that are not traditionally their domain and measured using benchmarks that do not 

adequately or necessarily reflect women’s own interpretations of their situation. 

Development practice, where the concept of empowerment has been most extensively 
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considered, has been widely criticized for its reliance on proxy measures and a focus on 

individual economic and political gains2 (Cruikshank, 1999; Diener, 2009; Eyben & 

Napier-Moore, 2009; MacKenzie, 2009; Swai, 2010). Critics have argued that a focus on 

these components of empowerment obscures a broader understanding of the concept as it 

relates to multiple aspects of people’s lives or is tied to systems, structures, and 

relationships that connect people on a basic level (Eyben & Napier-Moore, 2009). Some 

have even argued that the very exercise of empowerment requires the creation of a 

problematic categories of people (Cruikshank, 1999), and that such categories erase the 

complexity of places and experiences and are based on assumptions that those 

intervening know implicitly what others need (Cruikshank, 1999). It is arguably very 

difficult to understand or capture concepts as complex as empowerment without such 

measures, but they are not sufficient without a deeper understanding of how women (and 

men) view their own lives, wellbeing, and opportunities (Diener, 1984; Diener and 

Biswas-Diener, 2002). In the context of conflict, there is a critical need for a broader and 

more holistic understanding of the multidimensionality of changes associated with 

changing gender dynamics, opportunities and empowerment, well as a deeper look at 

how they play out in women’s everyday lives and whether they can actually lead to 

significantly altered positions or expanded opportunities for women over the long-term. 

 
2 Since empowerment as a concept is difficult to measure in and of itself, a number of “proxy” measures 
have been developed to measure what are believed to be the end product or results of its existence. These 
are more tangible outcomes or behaviors which are believed to “signal” or indicate the achievement of 
empowerment. For example, access to education, control over recourses, civic and political participation. 
Proxy measures have been most commonly focused on aspects of political and economic spheres and 
aspects of life. See Chapter 2 for more information.  
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Just as the conceptualization and measurement of empowerment has presented a 

major challenge to studies exploring changes in gender norms and dynamics in the context 

of conflict, so too has the conceptualization, consideration, and approach to gender. 

Gender is also an extraordinarily complex, fluid, and often problematic concept, and 

one of the biggest challenges in thinking about gender is that it is not a universal 

category or a fixed or predetermined state. Rather, it is a social construction that is 

defined by and imbedded within the social processes, patterns and relationships that 

structure societies and shape people’s lives, behaviors, expectations, and opportunities 

(Cohn, 1993; Butler, 1999; Taylor and Miller, 1994). In this way gender is also highly 

context specific. It is both understood and experienced differently in different places 

and spaces. It is also subject to change. Gender norms and identities are fluid and can 

be challenged and redefined just as other aspects of people’s identities or behaviors. 

Like empowerment, however, gender has been applied too readily as an analytical tool 

or policy initiative in many circumstances without adequate consideration or 

recognition of local contexts, perspectives, or realities through which it is defined 

(Steady, 2005). Within the African context, where this study took place, some scholars 

have pointed to a trend in which approaches and interventions aimed at addressing 

gender issues have focused primarily on women’s needs and experiences, making the 

term gender largely synonymous with women (Mekgwe, 2008; Nnaemeka, 2004; 

Oyewumi, 2016; Parpart, 1992; Steady, 2005). These critiques warn of the dangers of 

essentializing women or polarizing men and women’s needs and experiences in this 

way. They highlight the fact that narrow or simplistic understandings of gender 
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frequently overlook the variability of gendered experiences (both during conflict and in 

its aftermath), and fail to account for the many ways in which gender is constructed, 

enacted, challenged, and reconstituted in these circumstances (Mekgwe, 2008; 

Nnaemeka, 2004; Oyewumi, 2016; Parpart, 1992; Steady, 2005).  

These critiques are particularly relevant in relation to studies looking at 

changing gender norms and dynamics arising from conflict and highlight major and 

ongoing challenges encountered by them when it comes to considering such issues in 

these contexts. Both in relation to gender and empowerment, there is a wider and 

critical need to be aware of how externally imposed benchmarks, categories, and 

measures can simplify or erase the complexity of people’s experiences and realities. 

There is also an ongoing need to think more carefully about how analysis around broad 

and complex issues, such as gender and empowerment, can be adapted or designed to 

better account for and capture complexity, to move beyond the perspectives of those 

leading investigations, and to adequately reflect people’s own interpretations and 

understandings of their experiences and situations. In the case of empowerment this 

means transcending conventional frameworks and benchmarks typically used to 

conceptualize and measure it, moving away from a desire to create or uphold 

universally applicability benchmarks, and taking a deeper dive into the places and 

spaces that create and give meaning to people’s lives, behaviors and expectations. With 

gender this also calls for theoretical frameworks that move beyond men and women as 

demographic categories to approaches that consider how masculinity and femininity are 
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constructed, enacted, and manifested in people’s everyday lives in any given place or 

context. 

A long-standing interest in these issues and questions, and professional work in 

the region, steered me towards the case of Northern Uganda. Here nearly three decades of 

conflict between the Government of Uganda (GoU) and the Lord’s Resistance Army 

(LRA), a rebel group led by Joseph Kony left hundreds of thousands of people dead and 

nearly two million Acholi displaced from their homes. At the time this represented nearly 

the entire population of Acholiland. The conflict was characterized by extreme violence 

against Acholi populations by both government forces, and the LRA. In 1996 the GoU 

mandated and implemented what it called a protected village policy. Outwardly this 

policy was supposed to protect the Acholi from the LRA by placing them in areas where 

they could be protected by the military. This policy represented a campaign of mass 

displacement of staggering proportions, forcing hundreds of thousands (and ultimately 

millions) of Acholi into camps where they were expected to live without any basic 

infrastructure, services, provisions, or assistance. The formation of protected villages 

(later referred to as IDP camps) lead to a severe humanitarian crisis, which drew 

significant international attention and intervention in its later years. This crisis continued, 

and some have argued was perpetuated by humanitarian intervention, for several decades 

until a cessation of violence agreement in 2006 marked the gradual return of Acholi 

communities to their homes.    

Within this context some research has pointed to a dramatic shift in gender roles 

arising from conflict, and more significantly to an observable increase in women’s 
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economic roles and opportunities in the region in its aftermath (Ahikire et al., 2012; 

Llamazares et al., 2013; Sow, 2012). This research suggests that conflict may have 

resulted in major gains and openings for gender empowerment, with women visibly 

driving the local economy in the decades following conflict (Ahikire et al., 2012; 

Llamazares et al., 2013; Sow, 2012). These studies also indicate, however, that despite 

important economic gains and women’s significantly empowered status in economic life 

and activities, women’s participation and advancement in social and political spaces were 

still severely lacking. The studies also point to a number of negative consequences 

associated with shifting gender roles in the region, including high levels of domestic and 

gender-based violence and complex and shifting social and gender dynamics within 

Acholi households, families, and communities. These were attributed to changes in 

gender roles triggered by conflict. Given that these studies identified a substantial level of 

women’s economic empowerment arising from conflict, a disconnect or dissonance 

between these gains and women’s mobility in social and political spheres was particularly 

interesting to me and not well or adequately addressed. These findings and observations 

are what initially piqued my interest in Northern Uganda as a case study. I wanted to 

better understand why changes in economic roles and opportunities arising from conflict 

(what previous studies had identified as empowerment) were not translating to other 

dimension of women’s lives. More importantly, given some of the common challenges 

outlined above in relation to the conceptualization and measurement of gender 

empowerment, I was particularly interested to know whether Acholi women themselves 

interpreted these shifts and changes as empowerment, and whether they themselves 
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viewed them in positive terms. Also of interest to me in this case was to understand how 

those intervening in the region during and after conflict had (or were) recognized and 

responded to changing gender norms and dynamics, and again, the congruence of 

gendered interventions and approaches in this context with women (and men’s) own 

realities and interpretations of their experiences, needs, and situations.  

This research project involved 12 months of qualitative fieldwork in Acholiland, 

and extensive interviews and interactions with four separate communities in Pader, Gulu, 

and Kitgum sub-districts. One hundred and twenty individuals were interviewed over a 

nine-month period, 67 of whom were women and 53 men. This phase also included 

informal discussions, focus groups and a small amount of participant observation. My 

aim with community interviews was to create a more comprehensive picture of the nature 

and extent of the changes experienced by Acholi women (and men) in the context of 

conflict, particularly changes in gender norms, roles, and dynamics. Given questions left 

outstanding by previous studies I wanted to better understand how changes arising from 

conflict intersected and impacted, both positively and negatively, on all aspects of Acholi 

women and men’s everyday lives. Because the project was built around concepts of 

gender, power, and empowerment (which are socially and culturally constructed, enacted, 

and understood), it was also critical that the meanings of these concepts were not simply 

assumed from the outset. A conceptual scoping phase therefore represented an important 

part of early interactions with communities, during which conceptual mapping was used 

to explore these concepts in collaboration with target communities before research 

questions were probed directly. 
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A separate interview phase was also carried out over several months with local 

and international organizations operating in the region. This phase was primarily 

designed to look at how organizations had or were responding to changes in gender roles 

and dynamics arising from conflict, and to identify any differences between them in 

relation to their understanding and approach to gender and their engagement with Acholi 

communities. This phase included interviews with key organizations who were or had 

been operating in Acholiland during and following the conflict, as well as a review of 

literature and grey literature. Organizations interviewed during this phase were identified 

through the triangulation of data from community interviews in which individuals 

discussed organizations who had worked (or were working) in their community during 

and following conflict. From this data a list of 38 organizations was compiled, 26 of these 

organizations were international and 12 were local.   

The research highlighted several changes and consequences arising from conflict 

as observed and discussed by participants of this study. The first is that conflict either 

triggered or accelerated changes that were felt and experienced in many, if not all facets 

of Acholi life. This includes changes encountered in relation to cultural and traditional 

norms, social, economic, and livelihood systems. Conflict also undoubtedly caused 

significant changes to gender relationships and dynamics, in many cases turning cultural 

and traditional systems and hierarchies on their head. It would be difficult to argue or 

prove that all changes observed were linked directly to conflict, and certainly many may 

have occurred regardless of it. However, two things appear to be important in relation to 

the extensive changes encountered and observed here. The first is that most people 
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interviewed themselves associated these changes either directly or indirectly with 

conflict, and the second is that changes that happened in the context of conflict occurred 

so fast that most people are still struggling to adjust to them in the decades following 

conflict. This indicates that regardless of causality, conflict accelerated changes across 

many (if not all) aspects of Acholi life, leaving in its wake a totally altered reality for 

most Acholi individuals, families, and communities.  

In relation to gender roles, norms, and dynamics specifically the research found 

that several major changes or shifts have occurred. The most striking of these shifts 

relates to the absence or retreat of men from their traditional roles and responsibilities 

within their families and the consequent uptake of these roles by women. This was most 

evident in relation to men’s responsibilities to provide for their families, a role that was 

foundational to the achievement of masculinity, respect, and authority within traditional 

Acholi society. Women and men interviewed associated this change both with direct and 

indirect impacts of conflict. These included violence, death, and abduction, as well as 

conditions encountered in IDP camps including the preferential treatment, protection, and 

selection of women for various initiatives and programs led by humanitarian actors. As a 

result, women became the primary breadwinners in Acholi families taking on the 

majority of men’s roles in farming, income generation, and caring and providing for their 

families. While this has presented new opportunities for women, for example their 

participation in business, trade, and a considerable contribution to fueling the local 

economy, an expansion of economic roles and responsibilities does not appear to have led 

to considerable social or political mobility or gains. In families where men are still 
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present, structures of power remain largely male-dominated and authority and decision-

making still rests with men. What is also important to recognize here is that in the context 

of conflict the uptake of traditional male roles by Acholi women was driven by necessity 

and not choice. As such these new roles seldom come with or lead to freedom or 

opportunity in any real sense. Most women interviewed did not describe feelings of 

empowerment as a result of such changes, but rather spoke of feeling abandoned by men 

and overwhelmed and overburdened by their new roles and responsibilities.  

Furthermore, for most women an increase in their economic responsibilities has yet to 

translate into enhanced autonomy, authority, or decision-making power in their families 

or communities. 

Another very clear finding emerging from the study relates directly to men’s 

failure and inability to fulfill their traditional roles and responsibilities within their 

families, and a subsequent crisis of masculinity that can be widely observed in Acholiland 

in the aftermath of conflict. In a context where men have largely abandoned or been 

displaced from their traditional roles and are failing to live up to traditional gendered 

expectations, a confluence of factors appears to contribute to a widespread collapse of 

Acholi male identities and the precarious position in which many Acholi men find 

themselves today. These include alcoholism, loss of respect, loss of authority, lack of 

employment and livelihood opportunities, as well as trauma and mental health issues. 

These both stem from and contribute to men’s inability to fulfill their traditional roles and 

responsibilities and were blamed by both men and women as major factors in Acholi 

men’s struggles.   
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What was interesting to observe initially was that many men appeared willing to 

let women step into the breadwinner role and to shoulder more (if not all) economic 

responsibilities within the family. The uptake of these roles by women did and does not 

appear to pose a threat to men’s sense of identity, power, or authority. This was not, 

however, the case in relation to other aspects of life, for example social and political 

decisions and authority. Rights programs and initiatives in particular were seen as a direct 

threat to an already fragile sense of male authority, and Acholi men appear to view 

women’s rights as directly in conflict with their own interests and positions. A push for 

women’s rights in particular became a central focus within the camp environment, with 

this trend continuing into the post-conflict period when there was a huge (and 

disproportionate) focus on women’s rights and economic empowerment by post-conflict 

development actors. Often misaligned with Acholi cultural concepts of rights, which 

focus on responsibilities rather than entitlements, Western-centric rights programs have 

been poorly received and understood by Acholi men and are widely seen as something 

that further disenfranchises and disempowers them. Pushback against such interventions 

from Acholi men is widespread even today and behaviors and attitudes associated with 

this phenomenon include further abandonment of male roles to women, resistance to 

gender programs, resentment, anger, family conflict, and even physical violence towards 

women.  

One of the key findings of the research, and its major contribution to the 

literature, relates to the complexity of Acholi cultural concepts of power and to the 

importance of these concepts in understanding and addressing these and other complex 
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and changing gender dynamics arising from conflict. What became evident from this 

study is that despite major changes observed in gender roles and norms, gendered power 

dynamics in present day Acholi society are still intricately tied to cultural and traditional 

systems and understandings of power. Changes that occurred during and following 

conflict must therefore still be understood within a wider Acholi cultural context as 

cultural systems, structures, and expectations still very much dictate, define, and often 

constrain individual options and opportunities. In particular, the study identifies and 

unpacks two key cultural concepts of power— Twero and Keru—which I propose are 

central to understanding gendered hierarchies, relationships, and dynamics both within 

traditional Acholi society and today. These concepts have been either totally overlooked 

or inadequately examined through previous studies, and more importantly many 

organizations and external interventions attempting to address gender issues arising from 

conflict have completely failed to recognize or consider them. 

These cultural concepts and understanding of power may go a long way to 

explaining the puzzling disconnect between the observed expansion of women’s 

economic roles and opportunities in the region (Ahikire et al., 2012; Sow, 2012), and 

their continued inability to realize enhanced authority or decision-making power in social 

and political spaces. A deeper dive into these cultural concepts of power provided some 

interesting revelations. The Acholi concept of Keru relates primarily to the economic 

realm or space and to an individual’s ability to improve theirs and their families lives and 

situation through hard work, energy, capacity, or motivation that comes from within 

themselves. In this way Keru is something that people (women and men) have 
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intrinsically. It is not something bestowed upon or granted by others, nor contingent upon 

the fulfillment of specific roles or responsibilities. Traditionally both men and women’s 

energy, motivation, and hard work (their Keru) were central to their complimentary roles 

and responsibilities to support and provide for the families. It was (and remains) 

acceptable and expected for both women and men to have Keru, and an increase in 

women’s ability to work hard, produce, earn, and support the family is therefore not 

viewed as a direct threat to male power or authority. The concept of Twero, on the other 

hand, is linked to a wider set of social rules and norms that define men and women’s 

roles, behaviors, and positions within their families and communities. Twero relates 

directly to rights, authority, power, respect, and decision-making capacity. Unlike Keru, 

Twero is something that is contingent on performance and the fulfillment of certain roles 

or responsibilities. It is therefore earned and not intrinsically bestowed upon someone. 

Traditionally men were (and still are) seen and expected to have ultimate authority and 

decision-making power (Twero) within their families and communities. As such, any 

attempts by women to access or fulfill these roles are seen as a direct threat to male 

power and authority, as well as any external efforts (such as rights programs) that are 

seen to encourage this shift.  

Observations made through this study highlight the failure of many external 

actors to identify and integrate culturally relevant concepts and experiences into their 

programming, particularly programs related to gender empowerment and rights. While 

Keru and Twero are closely linked they are not interdependent and having one does not 

mean or assume someone can or will have the other. This disconnect has and continues to 
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pose a challenge to actors working on gender issues in Acholiland, particularly to 

external interventions. The main issue is that programs focusing primarily on building 

women’s economic capacity and empowerment typically work to increase women’s Keru 

without a deeper understanding of how a women’s economic gains do, or more typically 

do not, translate to other aspects of her life. Thus, while women continue to benefit from 

economic empowerment programs and demonstrate enhanced economic roles and 

mobility, their rights, freedoms and decision-making power within their families and 

communities remains curtailed. Similarly, external organizations attempting to deal with 

structures confining or constraining women in the social and political spaces have done 

so primarily using a Western-centric rights-based approach. These appraoches have relied 

heavily on the idea of entitlments, while largely overlooking cultural interpretations of 

rights, which are mostly based on resposibilites. They have also typically overlooked or 

hugely over-simplified the way in which rights relate to the traditional systems and 

structures of power (Keru and Twero) that are still at play in the everyday lives of Acholi 

women and men. In so doing, a push for women’s rights in Acholiland has further 

isolated and threatened men’s already fragile sense of authority and masculinity creating 

a new set of obstacles and challenges for women at the family and community level.  

Overall the research points to several challenges that remain problematic for those 

attempting to address impacts and issues on the ground in Acholiland, particularly in 

relation to gender. These challenges are very much tied to wider theoretical and practical 

debates in this area. Firstly, a lack of consideration and understanding of cultural 

concepts such as Keru and Twero in gender programming (particularly by external 
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interventions) is a good example of the constraints on effectiveness posed by the 

imposition of external frameworks, especially when issues, concepts, and experiences are 

not adequately understood within a local context. This is particularly true when dealing 

with complex concepts such as empowerment, which are highly subjective and context 

specific. In Acholiland, the potential to use cultural concepts of power to unpack and 

explore a more widely recognized dissonance between women’s economic empowerment 

and the enhancement of their voices and capacity in social and political spaces has been 

severely underutilized. This has resulted not just in a common misinterpretation of what 

is happening on the ground, but also in a frequent disconnect between well-intentioned 

project goals and the real, lived outcomes and consequences for Acholi women and men.  

The second challenge relates to how and with whom interventions engage, and 

this brings us back to the issue of gender and how it is broadly conceived. The motivation 

to focus on women typically comes from concerns regarding deeply embedded systems 

and structures that are seen to constrain them, and the disadvantaged and disempowered 

positions from which they (are assumed to) operate within these systems. A desire to 

level the playing field, so to speak, has driven and informed many approaches that 

prioritize women’s experiences and needs, which in turn see the exclusion of men 

(assumed to be the root of the problem) as key to achieving this objective. This study has 

highlighted, however, that a focus on women at the total exclusion of men can and has 

had serious ramifications both for women themselves, and for the outcomes and 

sustainability of projects and programs seeking to support them. Acholi cultural 

understandings and interpretations of gender see women and men as two parts of a 
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greater whole whose roles and responsibilities are tied to the wellbeing of the family unit. 

In contexts such as Acholiland where women and men’s lives are intrinsically and 

intricately intertwined on a basic and everyday level, it is nearly impossible for women to 

act or operate in total isolation from men. Programs focusing on or benefiting only 

women without a deeper understanding of the systems, structures, and relationships 

binding them to men have therefore been plagued by resistance and pushback at a local 

level, leading to complicated and often negative consequences on relationships between 

women and men within Acholi families and communities.  

It is my hope that this study will highlight and examine these important 

experiences, challenges, and findings. Both in a way that contributes to and enhances a 

deeper theoretical understanding of the wider and lingering impacts of conflict on the 

Acholi, as well as providing practical insights into how gendered interventions can be 

enhanced to better respond to the complex and evolving gendered experiences, needs, and 

identities in this context. The following chapters will explore the historical and cultural 

context in which the conflict in Acholiland took place, identify and unpack changes 

arising from conflict within the region, and consider a range of intervention efforts aimed 

at addressing gendered issues and impacts. Most importantly, the research project and 

this dissertation were designed to prioritize the views and experiences of Acholi women 

and men who made this study possible, and it is my sincere hope that they do so.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
Theoretical background  

While women’s experiences and roles in conflict were not extensively explored or 

understood for some time, gender is now a critical topic of consideration in conflict 

resolution, peacebuilding, and development fields. Those working within these fields 

have come to recognize the importance of understanding human behavior as defined and 

influenced by the social systems and processes that order our worlds, and that gender is 

embedded within these systems and in the narratives people create to make sense of the 

world around them. As such, understanding gender and the ways in which it shapes 

norms and behaviors is critical to understanding the systems and social dynamics that 

lead to conflict, as well as addressing and resolving conflict and its impacts in a 

comprehensive and sustainable way.  

A growing interest in the gendered aspects of war and peace spans multiple 

dimensions and the body of literature that covers this topic is now quite diverse. Without 

engaging in a review of the entire topic of gender and conflict it is important to 

acknowledge how expansive it has become, and that several distinct and divergent 

perspectives exist within this field. I will outline these only basically and briefly below to 

provide a picture of the wider landscape in which this research has taken place. This 

review will then speak more specifically to a body of literature to which this research 
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project responds, as well as to the major challenges that it identifies and addresses. As 

much as possible the discussion will focus on research and literature related to issues, 

questions, and debates within the African context, and where possible in the context of 

Uganda. This is because the project prioritizes local experiences and interpretations and it 

is within this context that the research took place. Uganda-specific literature will also be 

covered and considered in the following data chapters alongside findings from this study.   

 

Divergent perspectives on gender and conflict  

The era of UN Resolution 13253 was characterized by a wider academic and 

practical recognition of the complex and varied ways that women are both impacted by 

and participate in conflict, as well as their critical role in post-conflict peacebuilding and 

reconciliation processes. Prior to this, however, a large body of literature and research 

focused on the negative impacts of conflict on women, and	the disempowered position 

from which women operated in these contexts. There was a strong focus on women as 

victims of conflict with much attention drawn to the devastating impacts of conflict and 

sexual violence on women’s bodies, minds, and lives, and the disempowered positions 

from which women are seen to operate in these contexts (Bourdieu, 2004; Brison, 

Brison, & Brison, 2002; Haeri & Puechguirbal, 2010; Ochen, 2015; Pickup, Williams, & 

Sweetman, 2001; Turshen & Twagiramariya, 1998). In relation to such perspectives 

 
3 UN Resolution 1325, which was passed in October 2000, recognized both the impact of conflict on 
women, as well as their vital and often untapped role in post-conflict recovery processes and solidified 
recognition that the needs and experiences of women and girls required special and careful consideration in 
conflict-and post-conflict situations.  
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masculinity has often been linked to violence and men, who are seen to hold the 

monopoly on power, viewed as the primary perpetrators (Cohn, 1993; Connell, 1987; 

Gill, 1997; Pascoe, 2011; Scheper-Hughes, 1992; Theidon, 2007). A common 

assumption has therefore also been that women lack power and agency during times of 

war, and that conflict restricts women’s actions and severely limits their options and 

opportunities (El-Bushra & Sahl, 2006). 

Others have looked more deeply, however, at the active roles that women play in 

conflict, arguing that women are not simply passive victims but also actors who have a 

number of options and strategies available to them in conflict and post-conflict contexts. 

In relation to women’s agency during and following conflict, most attention has been 

paid to women’s peacemaking potential and to their roles in supporting reconciliation 

efforts (Marchbank, Jacobson, & Jacobs, 2000; Onyejekwe, 2005; Rehn & Sirleaf, 

2002). UN Resolution 1325 crystalized these perspectives not just in theory but in policy 

and practice as well. This resolution recognized the disproportionate impacts of conflict 

on women and girls, their roles as agents of peace, as well as the untapped potential for 

women to contribute to conflict-resolution and peacebuilding processes (United Nations 

Security Council, 2000). Recognition of the important roles that women can and do play 

in these processes certainly marked important steps for the gender and conflict, 

peacebuilding, and development fields. However, a focus on women’s natural 

tendencies to nurture and support social harmony has also been criticized, particularly in 

the African context, for distracting from the complex gendered dynamics and realities of 

conflict, reinforcing gendered perspectives that victimize women and vilify men, and 
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essentializing women’s roles in conflict and society at large (Cheldelin & Eliatamby, 

2011; Cohn, Kinsella, & Gibbings, 2004; Forcey, 1991; Haeri & Puechguirbal, 2010; 

Mekgwe, 2008; Oyewumi, 2016; Parpart, 1992; Steady, 2005). 

A smaller body of literature and research has challenged prevailing narratives 

about the purely passive or positive roles of women, arguing that both women and men 

take on complex and varied roles in conflict. This literature suggests that as social actors 

women, like men, are able to formulate strategies to pursue their goals, even in 

restrictive circumstances, and looks at the varied roles that women play in conflict rather 

than the disempowered position from which they operate (Bennet, Bexley, & Warnock, 

1995; Cheldelin & Eliatamby, 2011; Coulter, 2008; Coulter, Persson, & Utas, 2008; 

Moser & Clark, 2001; Swai, 2010; Utas, 2005a). This literature points to a range of 

strategies pursued by women during conflict and indicates that women’s agency can 

have divisive as well as unifying effects. These strategies include, for example, the 

taking up of arms and the mobilization of women towards violence (Adler, Loyle, & 

Globerman, 2007; Brown, 2014; Butalia, 1995; Coulter, 2008; Coulter et al., 2008; 

Hogg, 2010; Moser & Clark, 2001; Sharoni, 2001; Utas, 2005a), women’s roles in 

planning, instigating, and perpetuating conflict (Hogg, 2010), as well as the varied ways 

in which women (just like men) benefit economically, socially, and politically from 

conflict and the systems it creates and perpetuates (Coulter et al., 2008; Judy & Sahl, 

2005; Utas, 2005b). 
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Women’s agency, opportunity, and empowerment arising from conflict 

Rather than looking at women’s active or passive roles in conflict, an emerging 

body of literature goes one step further to suggest that conflict may actually lead to 

unexpected opportunities for women to diversify their roles and to renegotiate their 

positions in society. Existing research in this area diverges from perspectives that believe 

conflict simply constrains or disempowers women, suggesting instead that conflict often 

shatters social, cultural and political norms, alters gender relations, and creates a unique 

set of conditions and dynamics that allow for the fundamental restructuring of society 

(Fuest, 2008; Hughes & Tripp, 2015; Judy & Sahl, 2005; Petesch, 2011; Tripp, 2012; 

Tripp et al., 2009). Some studies have suggested that unexpected and positive 

opportunities exist for the advancement of women’s wellbeing and empowerment during 

periods of social, cultural, and political flux brought about by or following conflict; and 

that these periods must be looked at in relation not just to their negative impacts, but also 

in relation to the opportunities they provide to move out of or away from structures and 

systems that traditionally constrain women (Fuest, 2008; Hughes & Tripp, 2015; Judy & 

Sahl, 2005; Petesch, 2011; Tripp, 2012; Tripp et al., 2009). While these studies do not 

suggest that conflict should be seen as a positive force, they do indicate the need to look 

more deeply at the dynamics of conflict and the nature of changes brought about by it, 

particularly in relation to changing gendered norms, relationships, and structures. This 

growing body of research provides important insights into both the short-term relational 

changes that occur during and following conflict, as well as pointing to the existence and 

opportunity for longer-term structural and systemic changes in gender norms and 
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dynamics across multiple facets and levels of society. Research points both to changes 

that occur organically as a result of shocks or conditions created by conflict, and to 

opportunities to build upon or galvanize such changes that may offer the promise of 

advancing ideals of gender empowerment or equality.   

 

National political participation, representation, and women’s rights  

For example, research conducted by Aili Tripp in Uganda, and Africa more 

broadly (Tripp, 2010, 2012, 2015; Tripp et al., 2009), suggests that “since roughly the 

early 1990s and especially after 2000, some of the most dramatic changes in women's 

political engagement have occurred in countries that came out of major conflict” (Tripp, 

2015, p. 57). In two key studies (Hughes & Tripp, 2015; Tripp, 2015) Tripp explores the 

correlation between conflict and a rapid increase in women’s political and legislative 

representation, leadership, and gender rights reforms in African countries between 1990-

2014. Using Latent Growth Curve (LGC) models4, Hughes and Tripp (2015) look at 

changes in women’s national legislative representation over 25 years (1985-2010) across 

all 48 countries in sub-Saharan Africa. This study suggests that “large-scale wars are 

most likely to produce major disruptions in social relations, creating circumstances that 

allow for new understandings of women’s roles” (Hughes & Tripp, 2015, p. 1513), and 

that countries recovering from conflict in Africa demonstrate a different trajectory than 

those that have not experienced conflict when it comes to women’s political participation 

 
4 Latent Growth Curve models are used in social science, particularly in statistical analysis, to assist in 
making predictions or projections regarding changes over time. Tripp’s study, a longitudinal study, uses 
this model to analyze changes in political engagement over time.  
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and representation at the national level. In her book, Women and Power in Post-Conflict 

Africa, Tripp (2015) builds on this quantitative study as well extensive fieldwork in 

Uganda, Liberia, and Angola to explore the causal mechanisms responsible for these 

changes. Tripp observes that during periods of conflict in these countries, “women began 

to take on new roles and new forms of leadership in the household, community, and 

nation more generally” (Tripp, 2015, p. 148), and that as a result “war inadvertently 

opened up new possibilities for women, creating new visions of what was possible” 

(Tripp, 2015, p. 14). Tripp suggests that these changes were brought about because 

violent conflict caused major disruptions to normal gender relations and expectations, 

creating space for new norms and behaviors to develop. She also points to the existence 

and impact of women’s mobilization movements within this context, and to the role of 

international actors and “the spread of new international gender norms” (Tripp, 2015, p. 

145) brought about by external interventions during and following conflict. Ultimately 

Tripp argues that in the case studies she examines, the decline of conflict can be linked to 

significant shifts in gender relations and to the “emergence of a new gender regime” 

(Tripp, 2015, p.145), which presents openings for women’s political participation and 

representation in legislature and state institutions.  

In relation to Uganda specifically, Tripp’s research indicates that Museveni’s rise 

to power in 1986 marked a shift in the country’s leadership, but also a major reordering 

of Uganda’s political institutions which “allowed for women leaders to rise to national 

power (and local leadership) in a significant way…and allowed for a change in women's 

rights policy” (Tripp, 2015, p. 100). However, Tripp also observes that the same gains in 
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women’s political representation and leadership cannot be observed after the end of 

conflict in northern Uganda because the conflict “did not result in a change in national 

leadership, nor did it necessitate significant institutional transformations” (Tripp, 2015, p. 

100). Tripp’s research provides an important analysis based on changes observed in 

political institutions, legal frameworks, and women’s national leadership, but it does not 

deeply explore how such changes reflect (or don’t reflect) women’s experiences and 

opportunities at the local level. Tripp herself notes that “it remains to be seen in many 

countries whether these changes in political gender regimes, laws, norms, and institutions 

will result in continued changes in people's daily lives and whether they can be 

sustained” (Tripp, 2015, p. 143).  

 

Local economic gains and “empowerment”  

At a local level, most attention has been paid to enhanced economic 

responsibilities, opportunities, and economic gains arising from conflict. A study carried 

out by International Alert and EASSI 5 (Ahikire et al., 2012) looked at the way in which 

conflict in Northern Uganda pushed women into positions of economic responsibility, 

leading to what the study identifies as an increase in the relative empowerment of women 

in communities recovering from conflict. The study looks at northern Uganda as part of a 

regional case study on women’s political participation and economic empowerment 

arising from conflict and suggests that conflict propelled women into positions of 

economic responsibility, thus positively impacting women’s economic power, decision-

 
5 The Eastern Africa Sub-Regional Support Initiative for the Advancement of Women 
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making capacity, and control of resources. Enhanced economic participation, visibility, 

and an increase in women’s participation in family decision-making are seen as indicators 

of empowerment both on an individual and collective level, although the concept of 

empowerment is not clearly defined within the study. The research indicates a significant 

trend in increased responsibility and decision-making at the household level in matters 

related to management of household resources, finances, and affairs. 

The war forced women to enter trade/business, albeit on small scale, as one of the major 

 sources of livelihood. There was a shift in household power relations/dynamics. Survival 

 of the family came to be heavily dependent on women as most men died or were engaged 

 in the war. … Hence the war fundamentally reversed household roles. Family survival 

 became heavily dependent on women – they became the breadwinners. This trend has 

 continued into the post-war period, with long term implications. (Ahikire et al., 2012, p. 

 6)  

This increase in household level economic power is taken as a general indicator of 

an increase in women’s power in their families and communities, and the study notes that 

“the situation is, therefore, clearly one of relative empowerment of women, both as 

individuals and as a collective” (Ahikire et al., 2012, p.7). The jump from household level 

economic gains to broader empowerment seems rather quick, however, and the study’s 

examination of the link between women’s economic mobility and their gains in social or 

political spaces (both locally and nationally), is somewhat tenuous. For example, the 

study sees women’s increased decision making within their families as an indicator of 

increased power within their communities more broadly. It observes that “the number of 

women taking the bulk of family decisions currently is now sizeable in northern Uganda; 
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this also has an impact on the general picture of women’s power in the community” 

(Ahikire et al., 2012, p.7). It also sees women’s increased participation in development 

programs as an indicator of enhanced participation and decision-making within public 

spaces, and as gateway for women’s ascendance to positions of leadership in their 

communities and more broadly. “Although the political impact of these spaces should not 

be exaggerated, they form an opening to the otherwise airtight recruitment system of 

leadership which mostly favors men” (Ahikire et al., 2012, p. 8). While this is a fair 

observation, parallels should not be drawn too hastily between these two spaces, and it 

would be risky to assume that an increase in women’s participation in development 

programs will necessarily translate to their participation and voice in the wider public 

space beyond. Given the myriad of forces and factors that determine and compel 

women’s participation in such programs, and the many obstacles (social, cultural, 

political etc.) that hinder their participation in public spaces and decision-making, the 

jump would surely not be an easy or a clear one. The study does, however, go on to note 

that “although we saw increased possibilities at community level, the broader picture is 

that, as women struggle for family survival and development almost single-handedly, 

men continue to dominate the political arena” (Ahikire et al., 2012, p.8). Conclusions are 

therefore somewhat shaky, leaving unanswered questions regarding an observed 

disconnect between women’s economic empowerment, and their social and political 

mobility and opportunities following conflict. 

A paper series published through Georgetown’s Institute for Women, Peace and 

Security (Hudock, Sherman, & Williamson, 2016) highlights similar gains experienced 
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by women in times of conflict, and notes that “gender norms that previously hindered 

women’s economic participation become more lax in times of upheaval…and when men 

take up arms, women fill the economic roles that are otherwise unavailable to them” 

(Hudock et al., 2016, p. 8). Findings regarding women’s economic gains and 

empowerment arising from conflict in Northern Uganda (Ahikire et al., 2012) were used 

to support this research, which points to the significance of these changes for post-

conflict development and argues that “women’s economic empowerment could be the 

linchpin of change” in this context (Ahikire et al., 2012, p.9). Findings such as these 

certainly break important ground and make some critical contributions regarding 

previously unrecognized opportunities for women’s economic empowerment and 

mobility following conflict, however, the basis on which these conclusions are made 

leaves much to be answered. For example, these studies do not adequately define or 

unpack the concept of empowerment, which is central to their conclusions, and the link 

between observed economic gains and a more generally empowered status is not deeply 

explored, considered, or explained. 

A qualitative study by USAID (Petesch, 2011) looks at women’s empowerment in 

the context of conflicts in Colombia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Sri Lanka. Using life 

story interviews6 carried out over a ten-year period to trace the lives and experiences of 

125 women in 37 communities across four countries, the study compares women’s 

 
6 Life story interviews represent a qualitative method used to capture individual narratives. The method 
involves repeated in-depth interviews, discussions and/or interactions with individuals over a period of 
months or even years to piece together a deep narrative “story” related to their lives and experiences.  
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relative empowerment in communities impacted by conflict with those that have not been 

exposed to conflict. Although the study takes place outside of the African context, it 

looks closely at the impacts of conflict on several aspects of women’s lives. The study 

indicates that conflict in these countries opened up opportunities for women to diversify 

their economic and political activities, and that women in communities directly impacted 

by conflict scored higher on empowerment measures than those in communities that had 

not been exposed to violence. The study links women’s “ability to make independent 

decisions” to their empowerment status (Petesch, 2011, p.7), finding that women’s 

control over economic assets and participation in decisions at the family and community 

level were considerably enhanced following conflict. While the study’s findings are 

significant and suggest that post-conflict periods may offer a unique “window for 

programming interventions to build on these positive but time limited forces” (Petesch, 

2011, p.7), its conclusions are challenged by inherent methodological and analytical 

limitations. For example, the study attempts to prioritize women’s own descriptions of 

factors impacting their lives, but ultimately relies on conventional frameworks to measure 

empowerment and to draw conclusions about the impacts and consequences of changes 

on women’s lives: 

For a woman to attain a rating of “substantially empowered,” she had to indicate in the 

 course of the interview that she exercised independent control over key areas of her life 

 in a minimum of three of the following areas: (a) education, (b) work, (c) marriage and 

 childbearing, (d) nonfamily friendships, (e) membership in a local group, or (f) political 

 engagement.” (Petesch, 2011, p.8) 
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As such the study prioritizes women’s perspectives, without prioritizing their own 

interpretations of impacts across areas and dimensions of life deemed as significant to 

them. Instead, empowerment ratings are assigned based on women’s level of control in 

areas viewed to be significant by those leading the investigation, categories which align 

with those typically used in empowerment and development practice and not necessarily 

those deemed to be important by women themselves.  

A study looking at the impact of conflict on gender relations in Uganda, Sudan, 

Angola, Somalia, and Mali (Judy & Sahl, 2005) points to the multidimensionality and 

complexity of changes experienced in the context of conflict, as well as to the negative 

consequences of these changes. The study was designed to assess, address, and inform 

gender sensitive programming in development projects being implemented in areas 

affected by or recovering from violent conflict. The study indicates that although some 

positive changes occurred for women in the context of conflict, these changes were not 

experienced positively across all aspects of women’s lives. The study observes 

specifically that women’s increased participation in economic activities following 

conflict and new “opportunities for women to enter lucrative occupations that were 

previously reserved for men” (Judy & Sahl, 2005, p. 83) also had unforeseen and 

negative consequences. For example, in Northern Uganda the study found that conflict 

turned traditional gendered norms, expectations, and behaviors on their head, leading 

women to take on roles formerly played by men. The study also found, however, that 

cultural upheaval and a loss of cultural identity was linked to “strategies for reclaiming 

and restoring a vision of ethnic and gender identity” including “aggressive behavior, a 
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resort to violence and self-harm, and militarization…which played a role in perpetuating 

vicious cycles of conflict” (Judy & Sahl, 2005, p.28). In Sudan, the study found that 

women who enjoyed enhanced economic opportunities were still experiencing high levels 

of domestic violence at home, and that men’s failures to fulfill traditional roles and 

expectations “can result in violence as a means of maintaining control and power” (Judy 

& Sahl, 2005, p.40). Ultimately, the study questions whether changing gender roles 

actually translate to altered social and cultural values and value systems and concludes 

that “gender relations comprise a number of different elements that need to be examined 

separately” (Judy & Sahl, 2005, p.83). These conclusions and findings point to the need 

to look more deeply at the impacts and consequences of conflict across multiple 

dimensions of people’s lives, and to consider and prioritize the interpretations of those 

experiencing them and not just the perspectives and priorities of those doing the 

investigating.  

 

Shaky conclusions  

The studies outlined above strongly challenge conventional views about the 

impact of conflict on women but the body of research in this area is still relatively small, 

particularly in the African context. Furthermore, findings have led to somewhat different 

conclusions regarding the impact of conflict on women’s opportunities, wellbeing, and 

empowerment possibilities. Some studies have pointed to significant institutional 

openings and gains in women’s political participation and representation at the national 

level following conflicts, while others have indicated that women in communities 
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recovering from conflict have demonstrated economic gains and scored higher on certain 

economic empowerment measures than communities not directly impacted. Some studies 

have suggested changes can be observed following conflict in gender roles but not gender 

relations, and others argue that conflict fundamentally alters cultural assumptions and 

gendered behaviors and expectations more broadly. One of the key challenges observed 

in relation to studies linking conflict to positive opportunities for the advancement of 

women’s positions, rights, and empowerment is that many have focused primarily on 

changes in just one or two aspects of women’s lives (e.g. political, economic or social). A 

more comprehensive picture of the nature and multidimensionality of these changes 

across all aspects of women’s lives is still needed, as well as a deeper understanding of 

how changes at one level impact, both positively and negatively, other dimensions of 

women’s lives. 

 

Elusive empowerment  

Whether such changes can be considered empowerment or whether an 

empowerment framework can and should be used to assess them (as many of the studies 

above have done), is also a question that needs to be considered much more deeply. 

Differing conceptualizations of empowerment can (and do) lead to major differences in 

how empowerment is imagined, understood, and ultimately measured. Empowerment is a 

particularly complex and problematic concept with “many dimensions that do not 

necessarily move together at the same pace/in the same direction” (Narayan-Parker, 

2005, p. 20). Although empowerment is now a central focus of post-conflict 
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reconstruction, peacebuilding and development interventions, many of those intervening 

in such contexts are still struggling to develop truly “rigorous methods for measuring and 

tracking changes in levels of women’s empowerment” (Malhotra, Schuler and Boender, 

2002, p.3). To give some indication of this challenge, there are currently close to 600 

quantitative and qualitative indicators used to measure women’s equality and 

empowerment (Chung, Kantachote, Mallick, Polster, & Roets, 2013, p. 6) across several 

key dimensions including economic, political, social, cultural, legal, and psychological 

(Narayan-Parker, 2005). 

 Traditional benchmarks and empowerment measures have, however, focused 

most heavily on achievements in the economic, social or political spheres (Malhotra, 

Schuler, & Boender, 2002), a trend that is evident in many of the studies outlined above. 

This is likely because these are the dimensions that have received the most attention in 

theory, are easiest to measure with conventional quantitative indicators, and have 

therefore been most extensively considered and utilized in practice. One of the biggest 

challenges with measuring empowerment at the individual economic and socio-political 

levels is that it is difficult to measure directly, but instead is most frequently measured 

through the outcomes of its action(s) (Kabeer, 1999). This means that observable 

behaviors most commonly used to measure empowerment, for example access to or 

control over resources, education and employment, political, and economic or civic 

participation, are merely proxies (Kabeer, 1994, 1999; Malhotra et al., 2002; Narayan-

Parker, 2005). They tell us little about a person’s actual feelings or perceptions of their 

own situation, and as such are often conceptually distant from the phenomenon or the 
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relationships and dynamics that enable or constrain it. Such measures typically do not, 

and cannot, capture the complexity of people’s lives or realities (Diener, 2009; Kabeer, 

1999). This is because such measures inevitably require “movement away from the 

criteria of women’s choices and the realities of the families, communities, and societies 

in which they live, to a definition of power and achievement based on the values of those 

who are doing the measuring” (Kabeer, 1999, p. 452). As such these measures tend to 

prioritize outside interpretations over those of the individuals and communities actually 

experiencing the changes or impacts in question, and are often not congruent with 

people’s own interpretations of their situations (Diener, 2009).  

 Regardless of the dimension being studied, the question of context poses another 

major challenge to the measurement of empowerment. It is extremely difficult to find or 

create indicators that have universal relevance or applicability and this is because the 

behaviors or achievements that are often used as proxies “have very different meanings in 

different contexts” (Malhotra et al., 2002, p. 77). For example, in a context where a 

woman’s physical movements are constrained by cultural or social norms, a woman’s 

ability to move freely around or away from her home might be a significant indicator of 

her personal and social mobility, freedom, and choice. In another context, however, it 

may hold little meaning or bearing at all in relation to these things (Malhotra et al., 2002). 

Even trickier is the fact that within any given context, behaviors and norms can and do 

change over time. This means that the significance or relevance of certain behaviors or 

proxy measures as indicators of empowerment are also likely to change (Kabeer, 1999; 

Malhotra et al., 2002). In other words, while an indicator may be useful and relevant in a 
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certain place at one point in time, it may not be a good measure of the same outcome 

several years later, even in the same place. This challenge is particularly relevant in the 

context of conflict, where sociocultural norms are disrupted and the “behavioral and 

normative frontiers that give meaning to particular behaviors evolve” (Malhotra et al., 

2002, p. 77) often rapidly and unpredictably.  

 In light of such challenges, empowerment is, too often, associated broadly with 

women’s activity, participation or achievements in specific areas or dimensions of life, 

and measured using benchmarks that do not adequately reflect women’s own 

interpretations of their situation or lived experiences on the ground. Development 

practice, where the concept of empowerment has been most extensively considered, has 

been widely criticized for its focus on individuals and its reliance on the measurement of 

individual economic, social, and political gains (Cruikshank, 1999; Diener, 2009; Eyben 

& Napier-Moore, 2009; MacKenzie, 2009; Swai, 2010). Some have argued that a focus 

on these aspects of empowerment obscures a broader understanding of the concept as it 

relates to multiple aspects of people’s lives, or is tied to or the complex relationships 

through which people are connected on a real and everyday level, or to wider structures 

that constrain them (Eyben & Napier-Moore, 2009; MacKenzie, 2009). Others have even 

argued that the very exercise of empowerment requires the creation of a problematic 

categories of people “whose defining characteristic are said to be their subjective sense of 

powerlessness” (Cruikshank, 1999, p. 77). As such, these categories erase the complexity 

of places and experiences, and are based on assumptions that those intervening know 

implicitly “what is best for others” (Cruikshank, 1999, p. 77). Thus, while it is arguably 
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very difficult to understand or capture concepts as complex as empowerment without 

such measures, approaches that rely solely on external benchmarks and interpretations are 

unlikely to reveal the nature of individual experiences or localized understandings of 

power and empowerment in a real and everyday context. Such measures are “not 

sufficient without an understanding of internal feelings of competence, energy, and a 

desire to act” (Diener, 2009; Diener & Biswas-Diener, 2002; Narayan-Parker, 2005, p. 2), 

or a deeper understanding of how women (and men) view their own lives, wellbeing, and 

opportunities.  

 

The question of gender  

 Just as the conceptualization and measurement of empowerment has presented a 

major challenge to studies exploring changes in gender norms and dynamics in the 

context of conflict, so too has the conceptualization, consideration, and approach to 

gender. In research exploring the implications of empowerment and development 

programs on African women, Elinami Swai (2010) suggests that gendered frameworks 

often control or suppress women’s agency and can further deny them power. Swai (2010) 

argues this is because the very exercise of gender empowerment “enables the dominant 

class to shape women’s conduct, regulate their capacities, standardize their needs, 

aspiration and desires, and above all, categorize and differentiate them from men” (p. 11). 

This differentiation and categorization of women’s experiences and needs as separate 

from men’s is something that gender empowerment and development practice has been 

criticized for, particularly in conflict and post conflict contexts in Africa (El-Bushra & 
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Sahl, 2006; Mekgwe, 2008; Oyewumi, 2016; Steady, 2005; Swai, 2010). In a study 

exploring gender relations in armed conflict in five African countries, Judy and Sahl 

(2005) found that although “both men and women lead gendered lives…the discourse of 

gender and development [following such conflicts] tends to stress women as a priority” 

(p.82). This is because prevailing narratives and (external) interventions have tended to 

view women as victims of conflict and violence and of cultural, traditional, and historical 

systems and processes (for example patriarch, religion, and colonialism), which are in 

turn seen to severely disempower and constrain them (Mekgwe, 2008; Nnaemeka, 2004; 

Steady, 2005; Tamale, 2004). Steady (2005), highlights a persistence of problematic 

“concepts, methodologies and paradigms of the study of gender and conflict in Africa” 

(p.1), stemming from the ways in which gender has been idealized within Western 

institutional and analytical frameworks (Steady, 2005). Steady (and other female African 

scholars) have argued that such analytical frameworks tend to reduce gender to 

distinctions between women and men, and overlook the complex realities faced by 

individuals at a family and community level (Mekgwe, 2008; Oyewumi, 2016; Steady, 

2005; Swai, 2010).  

 Critiques of reductionist (Steady, 2005) perspectives and approaches towards 

gender caution that approaches prioritizing only women’s roles, needs, and experiences 

in conflict and post-conflict contexts can have polarizing rather than unifying effects 

(Esuruku, 2011). They warn against the theoretical and practical dangers of essentializing 

gender, and suggest that analyses arising from such interpretations represent simplistic 

conceptions of gender that are far removed from women and men’s everyday lives 
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(Mekgwe, 2008; Oyewumi, 2016; Steady, 2005; Tamale, 2004). Within this context some 

scholars have argued that gender has simply become a “code word for women” (Theidon, 

2007, p. 21) that does not adequately consider how power is defined or understood by 

women and men at the local level (Tamale, 2004, p. 3). In other words, they point to a 

trend in which talking about gender has too frequently become synonymous with talking 

narrowly about women’s issues without deeply considering how men and women’s 

needs, experiences, and challenges are often combined on a basic and everyday level. By 

divorcing women from men in this way, it is easy to overlook the social and cultural 

webs that both bind and define women and men’s lives. Most importantly, these critiques 

argue that such dichotomous and simplistic understandings of gender fail to fully 

appreciate the complexity and variability of gendered experiences (both during conflict 

and in its aftermath), or to account for the many ways in which gender is constructed, 

enacted, challenged, and reconstituted in these circumstances (Mekgwe, 2008; 

Nnaemeka, 2004; Oyewumi, 2016; Parpart, 1992; Steady, 2005). Such perspectives 

maintain that gender, like empowerment, is a contested and problematic concept that has 

been applied too readily as an “analytical tool and policy initiative” (Steady, 2005), with 

little recognition that discussions and interventions built on often Western or ethnocentric 

conceptualizations do not account for or fit local contexts or realities (Steady, 2005). 

 Though these critiques and cautionary discourse point to serious challenges in 

relation to gendered lenses, approaches or interventions it continues to be important to 

consider them. As a social construction, gender shapes our lives, our behavior, and our 

expectations (Butler, 1990)(Butler, 1999; Taylor and Miller, 1994), and establishes norms 
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related to people’s roles, responsibilities and rights in their families, communities, and 

societies (Cohn, 1993). To understand social systems and processes, particularly those 

that lead to or perpetuate conflict and violence, it is important to understanding how 

gender is constituted and constructed in different settings, and the opportunities or 

constraints that come along with those constructions, both for women and for men 

(Taylor and Miller, 1994). The biggest challenge in thinking about gender, however, is 

that it is not a universal category nor a fixed or predetermined state (Taylor and Miller, 

1994). What is clear from the critiques above, is that gender cannot be limited to narrow 

distinctions between men and women, but rather must be understood as a contextually 

specific social construction whose associated roles and dynamics are imbedded in the 

social process and patterns that structure society and shape people’s lives, behaviors, 

expectations, and opportunities (Cohn, 1993; Butler, 1999; Taylor and Miller, 1994). This 

calls for theoretical frameworks that move beyond men and women as demographic 

categories, to approaches that consider how masculinity and femininity are constructed, 

enacted, and manifested in people’s everyday lives in any given place or context. As has 

been argued with the case of empowerment (above), there is a wider and critical need to 

be aware of how externally imposed benchmarks, categories, and measures can simplify 

or erase the complexity of people’s experiences and realities. Furthermore, there is an 

ongoing need to think more carefully about how analysis around broad and complex 

issues, such as gender and empowerment, can be adapted or designed to better account 

for and capture complexity and to reflect people’s own interpretation and understanding 

of their experiences and realities, not just that of those leading investigations.   
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The problem with good intentions 

In the grand scheme of things, why does this all matter? It matters because, too 

often, the desire to do good and to help in situations where people are seen to be suffering 

or disadvantaged is undermined by failures to fully understand a situation, system or 

context of the complex relationships, and the experiences and realities of those who live 

within it. The critiques and challenges outlined in the discussion above (in relation to 

both empowerment and gender), highlight the importance of perspective. They show that 

the lens through which any situation or context is perceived directly informs and drives 

the way we understand and approach what is happening within it. The challenges raised 

above extend far beyond the question of gender empowerment and its applicability or 

utility in assessing changes in women’s roles and opportunities in the context of conflict, 

and feed in to larger debates around the application of universal and macro-level models, 

policies and frameworks to local situations. These debates are not new, but they continue 

to be extremely important in many situations. This is particularly true in conflict and 

post-conflict contexts where external intervention frequently occurs on many levels and 

across multiple dimensions of people’s lives. In these complex, volatile, and rapidly 

changing situations it is critical to understand issues and impacts from the perspectives of 

those who are experiencing them, and the implications of our actions no matter how well 

intentioned. The section below will look specifically at such concerns in relation to 

humanitarian intervention in Northern Uganda and will then draw on several key 
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examples from other contexts and fields to illustrate these questions and issues more 

broadly. In Uganda a thirty-year conflict involving GoU and the LRA (the rebel group 

led by Joseph Kony) affected nearly the entire population of Acholiland (Uganda’s 

northern-most region), leading to a severe humanitarian crisis which drew significant 

international attention and intervention in its later years. The conflict left hundreds of 

thousands of people dead, and over two million displaced into government-mandated and 

created protected villages (Burnett, 2012). Forced movement of Acholi communities into 

protected villages was widely recognized, however, as an extensive and widespread 

campaign of forced displacement by the government and protected villages were widely 

referred to by the humanitarian community as IDP camps. 

A study conducted by Adam Branch (2009; 2011) in Northern Uganda over the 

last decade of the conflict looks closely at the infrastructure and implementation of 

humanitarian intervention in IDP camps in the region, and at the many ways (often 

unintended) that such interventions suppressed and ultimately worsened the situation for 

Acholi communities. These camps (protected villages) were established to protect Acholi 

communities from the LRA, but were highly criticized for being an attempt by the 

government to pacify and control the Acholi in order to prevent collaboration with or 

recruitment by the LRA (Branch, 2009a, 2011). The establishment of IDP camps, which 

at the height of the conflict housed nearly the entire Acholi population, was quickly 

followed by an influx of humanitarian interventions7. Most camps in the region were in 

 
7 Branch uses this term to refer to a wide range of humanitarian and peacebuilding interventions from food 
and material aid, to “humanitarian assistance programs” and peacekeeping and military efforts.  
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existence for nearly a decade (Branch, 2009a, 2011; Dolan, 2009; Finnström, 2008). 

Branch argues that humanitarian interventions in Northern Uganda were intimately 

intertwined with state violence against the Acholi, suggesting that it was these 

interventions and the delivery of aid and humanitarian assistance to IDP camps that 

ultimately ensured the viability and long-term sustainability of the government’s policy 

of forced displacement (Branch, 2009a, 2011). Furthermore, he argues that these 

interventions greatly contributed to physical and psychological suffering of the Acholi, 

because of an inherent need to pacify and depoliticize Acholi communities in order 

effectively deliver humanitarian assistance to camp populations:  

It is not only the instrumentalization of humanitarian aid, but also its administrative 

 dimension that can lead to negative political and practical consequences. 

 Humanitarianism can silence its supposed beneficiaries, subjecting them to intense 

 discipline in the name of efficient aid delivery and leading to depoliticization. (Branch, 

 2011, p. 90) 

In a context where many Acholi were held in camps against their will, Branch 

argues that humanitarian organizations relied heavily on an extreme administrative order, 

which in turn required the Acholi to be passive victims physically and ideologically. This 

administrative regime entailed extreme forms of discipline within the camp environment, 

many of which relied on state actors (or what Branch describes as “continued state 

violence”) to achieve (Branch, 2011). “There is much evidence that the treatment meted 

out to refugees by too many of those delegated to help them is such that it can only be 

described as ‘inhuman’ ‘discipline’ to ‘infantilize’ the population” (Branch, 2009a, pp. 

80–81). In Northern Uganda, where intervention occurred to address a humanitarian 
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crisis, Branch argues that intervention efforts not only helped to sustain it, but also to 

worsen and prolong the suffering of Acholi communities. In this context, he suggests that 

the impacts of displacement into IDP camps on the Acholi were not just physical, but 

resulted in a significant loss of agency, autonomy, and basic rights. “Human rights are 

displaced from the political to the administrative, from the popular to the elite, from the 

autonomous to the dependent, from emancipation to control, from struggle to 

demobilization” (Branch, 2011, p. 7). 

Branch makes some strong claims regarding the instrumentalization of violence 

and displacement of human rights in the name of humanitarian intervention in Northern 

Uganda, but he is not the only one to draw such conclusions. Of specific significance is 

research conducted by Chris Dolan (2009), who undertook many years of fieldwork in 

Acholiland before, during, and after the conflict. In his book Social Torture, Dolan 

(2009) draws similar conclusions about the impacts of IPD camps on Acholi individuals 

and communities. He argues that the physical and psychological duress under which most 

Acholi were forced to move into and stay in camps can only be likened to situations of 

torture. “I was repeatedly struck while working there by how often people referred to 

what was happening to them as ‘torture,’ and as a form of persecution. Many would 

describe the ‘protected villages’ as ‘concentration camps,’ and even talk of a ‘genocide’” 

(Dolan, 2009, p.9). Dolan, like Branch, highlights the ways in which humanitarian 

intervention in Northern Uganda acted to enable and amplify physical, psychological, and 

institutional violence against the Acholi, prolonging and exacerbating extreme suffering 

experienced by individuals and communities in the camp environment. Other key studies 
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undertaken during this time (Dolan, 2002; Finnström, 2008; Woodburn, 2003), provide a 

clear indication that forced displacement and physical containment, along with various 

physical and administrative restrictions placed on populations living in IDP camps, gave 

rise to a new and complex set of dynamics and conditions that impacted people on a 

physical, social, emotional, and psychological level. These will be discussed and 

considered in more detail in the following chapters, along with data and findings from 

this study.  

Pulling together a compilation of studies from Tanzania, Malawi, Bolivia, Nepal, 

Estonia and India, The Aid Effect (Mosse & Lewis, 2005) considers the agendas, 

objectives, and discourse behind the development and implementation of international 

aid, humanitarian assistance and development policy and practice. The book takes a 

critical look at the disjuncture between international policy frameworks and local level 

practice and outcomes. It points to hidden agendas and processes that tend to frame, 

guide, and impact the implementation and outcomes of humanitarian assistance, aid and 

development efforts on the ground. Through its various contributors, the book considers 

the forces behind the development and management of international aid and development 

assistance in several countries (noted above), pointing to policies formed by and around 

broad international, regional, and sectoral goals and objectives, particularly those of large 

international organizations such as the World Bank and IMF. The book looks at the 

dialectic between international agendas and broad policy frameworks and actual impacts 

and outcomes on the ground. It suggests that these objectives seemingly “work towards 

minimizing the importance of the local and the specific, instead emphasizing 
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transnational knowledge as exemplified in the discourse of funding organizations” (Buijs, 

2008, p. 669). Studies included in the book show that even where local engagement has 

taken place, for example in Tanzania where programs empathized local capacity building 

and partnerships, these efforts are driven primarily by broad transnational institutional 

policy goals rather than sustainable and deeply engaging local-level strategies (Mosse & 

Lewis, 2005). Overall, the book questions the impacts of such broad policies and 

neoliberal frameworks on the so-called recipients of aid and development programs, but 

it also points to the importance of perspective and the power of analysis. The studies 

included in this book were the product of extensive (often ethnographic) fieldwork and 

they speak strongly to the strength of deep and micro-level analysis as a tool for 

unpacking and understanding the implications of high-level policies, frameworks, 

agendas and approaches at a local level.   

While The Aid Effect raises theoretical questions regarding the fulfillment of 

assistance and development objectives for transformation and empowerment on a global 

scale, a study conducted by Campbell (2003) provides a compelling, concrete example of 

these questions on the ground. Campbell’s study explores the impacts and outcomes of an 

HIV prevention program in South Africa, as she tries to better understand the issues and 

challenges faced in the fight to halt and prevent the HIV crisis. Campbell looks 

specifically at the implementation of programs in a mining town, where sex workers, 

miners and youth are found to engage in risky sexual behavior despite initiatives to 

inform and educate them about the consequences of unprotected sex. In a context where a 

seemingly well thought out program was experiencing major failures and 
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disappointments, Campbell (2003) seeks to understand, “Why do the best intentioned 

attempts to stem the HIV epidemic have so little impact?” (p. 1). This question is 

particularly puzzling to Campbell (2003) given the project prioritized popular 

development approaches to community engagement, “like most development projects, 

this one used the methods of ‘community participation’ and ‘multi-stakeholder 

partnerships’ to address its goals” (p. 1). Campbell’s study finds that rationality is only 

one factor in decisions related to sexual behavior, and that individual decisions and 

choices, particularly those related to risky behavior and flesh to flesh contact, can only be 

understood as part of a “complex and detailed web of ideas” about people’s health and 

sexual choices that are tied to the complex social systems and conditions that define and 

constrain them (Campbell, 2003, p. 1). After extended local engagement and analysis of 

the project, Campbell identifies several factors that she believes constrained the project 

and accounted for its apparent failures in preventing people for engaging in risky sexual 

behavior. Campbell finds that not only did the project fail to adequately consider the 

complex social context or prioritize efforts to address socio-economic, cultural, and other 

(complex) factors impacting individual decision-making around sexual behaviors, but the 

project also narrowly conceived its target population, viewing them as “the objects rather 

than the subjects of intervention” (Campbell, 2003, p. 191). She concludes that the 

project’s success was ultimately limited by “the lack of an appropriately holistic 

conceptual framework” (Campbell, 2003, p.188) and that in the end, there was “too little 

acknowledgement of the need to supplement biomedical STI control and traditional 

health education with efforts to create community and social contexts, which would 
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enable and support increased condom use, and increased use of potentially vital clinics 

and services (Campbell, 2003, p. 188-9). 

In their review, “Outsourcing Social Transformations,” Watkins, Swidler, and 

Hannan (2012) seek to understand the motivations and objectives of an ever-growing 

number of development NGOs and the organizations that fund them. Responding to 

debates about whether development actors can and have lived up to their promises to 

“empower communities and transform the lives of individuals” (p. 286), the authors 

emphasize frequent failures to do so and attempt to identify the factors that shape and 

determine how these organizations function, and in turn how these factors impact their 

outcomes on the ground. The authors argue that “these organizations confront a profound 

contradiction between the global visions of transformation that animate them and the 

complex, obdurate material and social realities they encounter on the ground” (Watkins, 

Swidler, & Hannan, 2012, p. 286). One of the biggest challenges identified by the study 

in bridging this gap is that most organizations work from a distance and therefore have to 

rely on other intermediaries or partners to carry out programs for them at ground level. 

These often take the form, for example, of other national or local organizations.  

The complexity of the NGO organizational field derives from the enormous uncertainties 

 of altruism at long distance. The conjunction of faraway, unpredictable, and poorly 

 understood environments; ambitious, vague, and often unrealizable goals … even those 

 who operate at highly rationalized bureaucracies- are forced to export uncertainties to a 

 complex chain of subcontractors and affiliates whose activity they then struggle to 

 manage and rationalize. (Watkins et al., 2012, p. 288)  
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As such, both funding objectives and organizational policies are seen to have a 

trickle-down effect, encountering inevitable distance between where these policies are 

made and where projects are ultimately implemented. This creates conceptual and 

physical distance between project goals and local realities. The authors argue that the 

result is too often a situation where the aims and objectives of these organizations are 

incongruent with their actual outcomes on the ground.  

 

A peacebuilding perspective  

Major debates (across multiple fields) have also dealt with questions related to 

how best to integrate local experiences, perspectives and realties into external 

interventions, and these continue to be pertinent and important questions in such 

contexts. For example, lessons and experiences from the peacebuilding field point to 

both a practical move towards this goal and ways in which interventions have 

attempted to do this (Hellmüller, Hellmüller, & Roughley, 2018; Mac Ginty, 2015; 

Randazzo, 2016, 2017). These include (amongst many other things), the development 

and use of models to enhance local engagement such as models of “local ownership” 

and “hybridity” that rely on an overlap between local and international actors 

(Hellmüller et al., 2018),  “local legitimacy”, and “ownership” of or “partnership” with 

external or international peacebuilding efforts and interventions (Mac Ginty, 2015).  

Experience also points to some of the unintended consequences, tensions and “internal 

contradictions” inherent in this "turn” towards a local focus and that can and do arise 

from different efforts and approaches to make this transition (Séverine Autesserre & 
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Autesserre, 2010; Sverine Autesserre & Autesserre, 2014; Richmond, 2012).  Some of 

the biggest challenges appear in relation to how the local is conceptualized and 

therefore implemented through peacebuilding programs and interventions on the 

ground, which some have argued continues to rely on outside interpretations (Séverine 

Autesserre & Autesserre, 2010; Sverine Autesserre & Autesserre, 2014; Richmond, 

2012). Mac Ginty (2015) argues, for example, that the concept has been broadly 

applied and often confused, and that a “critical lens” is required to separate it from the 

wider “territory” of intervention activity and to understand it in relation to the specific 

“networks and relationships” to which it relates. Pamina Firchow (2018) also points to 

how peacebuilding efforts are still plagued by a drive to measure peace and deeper 

issues related to the conceptualization of key concepts, such as the local, peacebuilding 

and reconciliation in relation to peacebuilding efforts and interventions. Firchow 

(2018) argues that these concepts are context specific, and that inadequate time or 

attention has been directed in peacebuilding efforts to define or understand their 

meaning with “beneficiary populations”. Firchow also maintains that “challenges of 

commensuration and translation arise when identical measurement systems are applied 

to uniquely different social and political circumstances facing communities around the 

world” (Firchow, 2018, p. 30). She points to the importance of defining peace and 

identifying contextually specific indicators of peace in conjunction with “beneficiary” 

communities in order to inform and drive peacebuilding efforts at a local level. She also 

points to the value and power of employing participatory approaches to do so.   
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The research and studies discussed above draw on examples from various 

contexts, including conflict, peacebuilding, humanitarian assistance and development 

fields. It would be impossible to cover all relevant debates and literature across these 

fields, but the examples provided above aim to highlight the importance of “appropriately 

holistic conceptual frameworks” (Campbell, 2003). They also point to how such 

frameworks can and do impact the way in which solutions and interventions are 

envisioned and implemented, as well as their potentially positive and negative outcomes 

and impacts on the ground. In particular, the literature reviewed here points to and 

highlights a number of things that are worth noting in relation to this study and its 

approach and objectives. While it is arguably very difficult to understand or address 

complex concepts and issues such as gender and empowerment without externally 

imagined frameworks and benchmarks, too often this complexity is erased by the need to 

simplify or approach them within a universal context or using universal frameworks (as is 

illustrated by the discussions and examples provided in the section above). However, 

experience from and within these fields has shown that any issue or concept cannot, and 

should not, be considered in isolation from the locality and the broader system of factors 

in which it exists. This is particularly applicable when considering concepts and issues as 

complex, subjective, and mailable as gender and empowerment. One of the biggest 

critiques of conventional empowerment approaches and frameworks (as outlined above), 

is that they will never be sufficient without consideration of complex local systems and 

circumstances or a deeper understanding of how people view their own experiences, 

opportunities, and realities. Likewise, certain gendered approaches have been heavily 
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criticized for focusing narrowly on women, without considering or acknowledging the 

complex system of forces, factors, norms, and behaviors that connect women and men’s 

needs and experiences on a very real and basic level.   

The debates and arguments outlined above therefore underscore the importance of 

carefully considering and reflecting on the lens through which any analysis or 

intervention takes place. They point to the fact that, too often, the desire to address broad 

and complex issues, such as gender equality and empowerment, are undermined by 

failures to fully understand a situation, system or context, or the complex relationships, 

experiences and realities of those who live within it. In response to these challenges this 

research project attempted to look both broadly and deeply at the nature and 

consequences of changing gender relations in the context of conflict in Acholiland, and to 

understand how these changes have affected cultural and traditional ideas about 

masculinity and femininity and the positions and situation of Acholi women and men in 

post-conflict society. To avoid pitfalls encountered when relying on outside definitions 

and understandings of key concepts such as gender, power and empowerment, the project 

aimed to prioritize, first and foremost, Acholi women and men’s own interpretations of 

these issues and of their experiences and situations. It is my hope that this research will 

create a more comprehensive picture of the nature of changing gender relations across 

multiple levels, and to help unpack how such changes intersect and impact, both 

positively and negatively, different aspects of Acholi women’s and men’s everyday 

realities. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS 
 
 
 

 

Research context and case selection  

The research project was carried out in Acholiland, Northern Uganda, where 

several decades of conflict involving the Government of Uganda and the LRA left 

hundreds of thousands of people dead, and over two million displaced by the government 

into protected villages (Burnett, 2012). The conflict affected nearly the entire Acholi 

population, leading to a severe humanitarian crisis which drew significant international 

attention and intervention in its later years.   

The impacts of conflict and forced displacement on Acholi communities were 

both devastating and widespread, with research indicating that gender roles and the 

livelihood practices based upon these systems were upended during the war (Ahikire et 

al., 2012; Anderson, 2009; Dolan, 2002, 2009).  Some studies have suggested that these 

changes are associated with a wider shift in certain gender norms and dynamics, both 

during and directly following conflict, pointing to positive opportunities and outcomes 

for women in Northern Uganda (Ahikire et al., 2012; Sow, 2012, p. 6). It was these 

studies that initially drew my attention to the region, making it an interesting case study 

through which to explore changes in gender roles, norms, and dynamics brought about by 

conflict, and specifically the idea that conflict might create certain opportunities and 
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openings for women’s empowerment. I was interested in exploring what others had 

identified as positive shifts and empowerment gains experienced by women in Northern 

Uganda following conflict, especially because these studies left lingering questions about 

the impacts of such changes on and in other aspects of women’s lives. I was particularly 

curious about how women themselves interpreted these shifts and changes, and whether 

previous studies were accurately reflecting women’s own interpretations and feelings 

about their situations. I also wanted to better understand how actors intervening in 

Acholiland (both during and following conflict) were recognizing or responding to 

changes in gender norms and dynamics, and whether their understandings were congruent 

with women’s own interpretations and realities.  

 

A brief history of conflict  

The history of conflict in Northern Uganda is long and complex, and has been 

linked to many factors including colonialism, ethnicity, tribalism, economic and social 

inequality, and poverty, amongst others (Dolan, 2009; Llamazares et al., 2013; Lomo & 

Hovil, 2004). While theories about the causes of conflict may differ, it must be 

understood within a wider historical context. As is the story with many African countries, 

ethnic and tribal tensions and systems of political, social, and economic inequality can be 

traced back to colonial systems of governance (Advisory Consortium on Conflict 

Sensitivity (ACCS), 2013; Kasozi, 1994; Llamazares et al., 2013). Such is the case in 

Uganda, where the colonial state “was constructed through European expansionist 

violence, manipulation of pre-existing differences, and policies of divide and 
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rule…which impeded the emergence of a Ugandan nationalism and generated ethnic and 

religious divisions” (Global IDP Database, 2005, p. 22). This also laid the foundations for 

political turmoil in years to come. The Colonial regime favored Southern tribes, 

particularly the Buganda, because kingdoms and traditional systems of chieftaincy 

provided a ready vehicle through which the colonial government could administer control 

through indirect rule (Finnström, 2008). On the other hand, lineage-based clans in the 

North, which did not have such clear-cut systems of leadership, proved to be a more 

difficult model through which to impose colonial systems of governance (Branch, 2011). 

The southern territory was also favored as a “cash crop and industrial zone” (Branch, 

2011, p.26), while the north was “designated a labor reserve” (Branch, 2011, p.26), a 

system of economic zoning that greatly favored the south and disadvantaged the north 

(Advisory Consortium on Conflict Sensitivity (ACCS), 2013). As such, while it “cannot 

be said that ethnic collective belonging is merely a colonial invention” (Ronald R 

Atkinson, 1989; Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994; Finnström, 2008, p. 31), colonialism 

no doubt increased the salience and polarization of ethnic identities in Uganda (Mamdani, 

1976).  

After independence, Uganda’s first president, Milton Obote, “aspired to undo 

ethnic political fragmentation created by the differential treatment of districts under 

colonialism” (Branch, 2011, p. 71) by seeking political support from those groups that 

had been previously marginalized, particularly the Acholi and the Langi in northern 

Uganda. Obote favored and built support from these groups through a system of political 

patronage, and came to rely heavily on them, particularly in the armed forces (the 
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Uganda National Liberation Army or UNLA) (Advisory Consortium on Conflict 

Sensitivity (ACCS), 2013; Branch, 2011). “The result was that Obote’s effort of tribal 

equalization only reversed the national hierarchy…and further consolidated the 

importance of tribal ethnic identity within Ugandan politics” (Branch, 2011, p. 56; 

Mamdani, 1976, 1995a, 1995b). This hierarchy was reversed again when Idi Amin seized 

power in 1971, reconstituted the UNLA with soldiers from his home region, West Nile, 

and “launched a series of violent political purges” (Branch, 2011, p. 57) in the North. 

During this time many Acholi and Langi soldiers and Acholi political leaders were killed 

(Finnström, 2008). When Obote took power again in 1980, he was quick to reconstitute 

the UNLA once more with Acholi and Langi troops (Human Rights Watch, 2012), 

further entrenching a politically and ethnically motivated game of tit-for-tat between the 

north and the south. Against this backdrop, and in resistance to Obote’s regime, Yoweri 

Museveni formed what would later become the National Resistance Army. “The NRA 

built support throughout the south of Uganda by framing its revolution in regional terms, 

as a struggle to throw out the north in favor of the south” (Branch, 2011, p. 60).  

Between 1981 and 1986, the NRA, led by Museveni, waged what came to be 

known as the Bush war against Obote and his UNLA troops (Finnström, 2008). The war 

occurred primarily in an area called the Luwero Triangle, where the NRA drew support 

from local Buganda and Banyarawanda communities (Branch, 2011), and where the 

Acholi-led UNLA carried out an extensive and brutal population removal campaign in an 

effort to quell the NRA and destroy its popular support base (Branch, 2011; Isis-WICCE, 
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1998). When Museveni and the NRM/NRA8 finally came to power in 1986 following 

Tito Okello’s regime, the UNLA was quickly disbanded and the NRA became Uganda’s 

national armed force (Finnström, 2008). In the first months of Museveni’s regime, the 

NRA launched a massive “counterinsurgency, leading to massacres and extensive human 

rights abuses against the Acholi population as they chased a retreating UNLA north 

(Advisory Consortium on Conflict Sensitivity (ACCS), 2013; Branch, 2011; Llamazares 

et al., 2013). Against this backdrop of colonially imposed systems of political and 

economic disparity between the south and the north, and a history of violent military 

repression towards political opposition and uprising, the “grievances that define North-

South relations today were cemented” (Advisory Consortium on Conflict Sensitivity 

(ACCS), 2013, p. xii) and the roots of conflict in Northern Uganda must be understood. 

While the roots of conflict well predate 1986, the rise to power of Museveni 

marked the rise of anti-government rebellions in Acholiland, most notably the Uganda 

People’s Democratic Army (UPDA), the Holy Spirit Movement/Holy Spirit Mobile 

Forces (HSM/HSMF), and the LRA, each of which “attempted to build a constituency 

against Museveni and the NRM” by “imposing internal order upon Acholi society” 

(Branch, 2011, p. 62). These rebellions were responding both to political crisis that was 

perceived as being internal to the Acholi, and a national one (Branch, 2011). “The 

national crisis was brought about by the destruction of the political links that had tied the 

Acholi to the national state” during colonialism and Obote’s regimes (Branch, 2011, 

 
8 The National Resistance Movement (NRM) was the political wing of Museveni’s National Resistance 
Army (NRA).  
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p.62).  The internal crisis “stemmed from a breakdown of authority” (Branch, 2011, p.62) 

and “crisis of order” within Acholi society following the return of Acholi soldiers from 

Obote and Okello’s UNLA back into rural and community life (Behrend, 1998; 

Finnström, 2008). These movements, particularly the HSM, received some popular 

support in Acholiland in the early years, but extreme violence against civilians and forced 

recruitment soon became the strategy of choice, particularly for Joseph Kony and his 

LRA who did not share the same support base as Alice Lakwena and the HSM (Branch, 

2011).  

The government’s counterinsurgency was equally as heavy handed, and the 

NRA’s security sweeps frequently involved extensive human rights abuses and massacres 

of Acholi communities perceived to be rebel supporters (Branch, 2011; Finnström, 2008; 

Llamazares et al., 2013). Later the government’s counterinsurgency strategy involved an 

extensive campaign of mass displacement and internment, a strategy motivated as much 

by a desire to prevent political organizational and opposition within the Acholi as a 

genuine desire to protect Acholi communities from the LRA (Branch, 2011; Dolan, 2009; 

Global IDP Database, 2005). Between 1996 and 2004, the number of Acholi living in the 

government’s protected villages rose from several hundred thousand, to upwards of a 

million, representing nearly the entire Acholi population, and leading to a humanitarian 

crisis of epic proportions (Branch, 2011; Global IDP Database, 2005). While government 

troops had previously been known to forcefully clear Acholi from their homes as part of 

their counterinsurgency strategy, for example when 100,000 were displaced by the NRA 

in the Gulu district in 1988 (Dolan, 2009), the protected village policy initiated in 1996 
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represented a systematic and prolonged campaign of mass displacement. In most cases 

Acholi communities did not move voluntarily away from their homes, but rather were 

subject to intimidation and violence by the Ugandan military (hence the policy frequently 

being referred to as forced displacement). 

 
Research questions 

 The research project sought to address the following questions:  

i. Is/was the LRA conflict associated with shifts in gender dynamics, power 

relations, and/or cultural ideas about femininity and masculinity within Acholi 

communities? 

ii. Have/how have these changes impacted, both positively and negatively, different 

aspects of Acholi women’s and men’s lives? 

iii. Have/how have organizations intervening during and after conflict responded 

to/addressed changes in gender roles, relations and dynamics arising from 

conflict? 

iv. Are such responses/approaches in congruence with the lived realities of Acholi 

communities, and women and men’s own interpretations of their situation?  

 

Methodological approach  

Literature linking conflict with changing gender roles and openings or 

opportunities for gender empowerment makes potentially groundbreaking contributions 

to both the conflict and development fields. However, significant challenges still exist in 
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relation to the assessment of changes brought about by conflict, their measurement, and 

implications on the lived realities of women and men whose lives have been directly 

impacted. A growing body of research addressing such questions in the context of 

conflict has relied heavily on methods and frameworks of measurement borrowed from 

the development field. Such frameworks are problematic because they rely on measures 

and benchmarks that are not necessarily linked to women and men’s experiences, 

realities, or interpretations of their own situations. Attempting to move beyond theoretical 

reflection and towards the practical applicability of research and its findings, this project 

was driven by a need to look deeply at local context, meaning and meaning-making 

around gender, power and empowerment in the context of the LRA conflict, and to 

understand individual realities and challenges from the perspective of those who have 

experienced and lived through it. Rather than relying on external benchmarks and 

measures, the research project sought to employ tools and methods for gathering 

information that prioritized the experiences, perspectives, and needs of conflict affected 

individuals and communities.  

While it was originally envisaged that every aspect of the project would employ a 

participatory framework, initial fieldwork raised some questions regarding both the 

practical and ethical feasibility of a fully participatory approach. In a context where many 

individuals, particularly women, are overburdened by their responsibility to care for their 

families, sustain livelihood activities, generate a source of income, and carry out daily 

chores and household tasks, it became difficult to justify or incentivize a research 

approach that relied heavily on the work and participation of these individuals. Certain 
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participatory tools, such as participatory video, which was initially included in the 

research design, were ultimately not implemented for this reason and due to financial 

constraints faced in acquiring necessary equipment and training. Following preliminary 

fieldwork, the project design was modified to employ a combination of conventional 

qualitative methods such as interviews and focus groups, in conjunction with less time 

and resource intensive participatory tools such as conceptual scoping and mapping and 

community feedback meetings and loops. These methods will be discussed in the sections 

below.   

Broadly speaking, participatory research refers to a wide range of tools and 

methodologies whose overarching goal is to create research that is relevant, useful and 

responsive to the individuals and communities at its core (Mac Ginty, 2013; McIntyre, 

2007; Narayan, 1996) to harmonize and integrate, as far as possible “the goals of the 

researcher and those of the people whose lives are the focus” of research (Hirsch, 2002, 

p. 14). In line with participatory research approaches, the project sought to give priority 

to the applicability, accuracy, and authenticity of data (Mac Ginty, 2013; Narayan, 1996) 

by ensuring that information and data gathered from the project was reflective of the 

experiences of Acholi individuals and communities (Van der Riet, 2008).  Above all, and 

despite changes made to the study design due to practical and ethical considerations, the 

research sought to prioritize the views, perspectives and experiences of research 

participants, rather than relying solely on theoretical assumptions or value judgements of 

the researcher(s). Both the participatory and qualitative tools employed during the 

research will be discussed in the following sections.   
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Pre-dissertation fieldwork and selection of study sites 

 A pre-dissertation fieldwork trip to Acholiland was made possible by a grant 

awarded to me by S-CAR. With the help of this grant I travelled to Uganda for ten days 

in May 2016 to carry out initial exploratory and scoping research for the project. The trip 

allowed me to achieve several key objectives including identifying communities of 

interest, making initial contact with these communities to discuss the research project, 

and most importantly, gaining a clearer understanding of the local context and dynamics, 

the relevance of my research questions, and the applicability and feasibility of the 

proposed methodologies.  

 

Identification of target communities  

 The Acholi sub-region is made up of three districts, Gulu, Pader and Kitgum, and 

seven sub-districts; Agago, Amuru, Gulu, Kitgum, Lamwo, Nwoya, and Pader (see 

Figure 1 below). Four potential study sites were visited during preliminary fieldwork in 

May 2016—Pabo, Paicho, Atiak, and Mucwini. These sites were chosen initially due to 

the diversity of their locations within the region (some were closer to urban centers whilst 

others were more remote), as well as initial access to these communities made possible 

through local contacts. Representatives from each community were identified and acted 

as points of entry into their community. One full day was spent with each community 

during preliminary fieldwork, during which community leaders and members were 

invited to voluntarily attend discussions regarding the research project. Ultimately two 
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communities were selected to participate—Pabo and Paicho. These communities were 

selected based on interest from, and level of access to, each community with some 

variation between them in their exposure to direct violence9, and the level of NGO 

presence or assistance to the IDP camp in which communities were moved during the 

conflict. The study was later expanded to include communities in Kitgum and Pader 

Districts in the north of the region. 

 

a. Pabo (or Pabo) is located in the central/north Gulu district. Pabo encountered direct 

attacks from the LRA during the early years of the conflict and was later the site of 

one of the largest IDP camps in Northern Uganda. The government began moving 

communities into camps in 1996, and Pabo camp was set up that same year. 

Communities remained in camps for nearly a decade until gradual return began in 

2006. Pabo camp received considerable attention and assistance from humanitarian 

organizations and NGOs, and was one of the biggest IDP camps in Acholiland with 

an estimated population reaching 56,937 in 2005 (Health Action in Crises UGANDA 

WHO Strategy paper for 2006 Present context Overview, n.d.).  

b. Paicho is located in the eastern Gulu district, within the greater Awach community. 

There are no records of sustained or direct attacks on Paicho by the LRA, but the area 

was a HSM/Kony stronghold during early years of the conflict. For this reason, 

impacts such as disruption in services, farming and livelihood activities, food supply, 

 
9 Direct violence refers to the occurrence of direct (physical) attacks or massacres on or in a community 
during the years of the LRA conflict, 1986-2006.  
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education and so forth were significant in this area. The community was moved into 

camps around 1996 and began gradual return in 2008. Paicho IDP camp was 

considerably smaller than Pabo, with an estimated population of 24,435 in 2005 

(Health Action in Crises UGANDA WHO Strategy paper for 2006 Present context 

Overview, n.d). Due to its smaller size, Paicho had less intense or sustained 

humanitarian and NGO assistance than larger camps such as Pabo.  

c.  Kitgum and Pader—the study was later expanded to include communities in Kitgum            

District (Amida and Lamola) and Pader District (Pajule), which are located in North and 

North Eastern Acholiland and are more remote and rural than Pabo and Paicho. This was 

done after six months of fieldwork, both because initial analysis determined that 

saturation point10 had been reached in both Pabo and Paicho communities, and because 

access to communities in these two districts was facilitated and made possible through 

my female research assistance, Beatrice.  

 
10 Saturation point refers to the point at which a researcher determines that additional interviews conducted 
as part of a study will not yield or provide significantly new or different information, or that sufficient data 
has been acquired through interviews to ensure the study purpose or questions are met.  
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Figure 1: Map of Uganda indicating the three main sub-regions of Acholiland 
Source: Ministry of Health, Uganda 

 

Translation, interpretation, and research assistants 

 A female and male research assistant, Beatrice and David, were engaged from the 

outset of the project to assist with interpretation and translation during preliminary and 

primary fieldwork. Both research assistants were from Acholiland, fluent Acholi 

speakers, and had lived and worked in the region for most of their lives. Several 

candidates were initially identified, and Beatrice and David were ultimately selected 

based on their previous work and research experience. Beatrice and David worked with 

me during pre-dissertation fieldwork; and throughout the duration of the project, I spent 

time observing them in community and individual discussions throughout preliminary 

fieldwork in 2017 and conducted further training and mentoring over a one-month period 
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in early 2018, during which we pilot tested individual interview guides (see sections 

below).  

 Initially Beatrice and David took turns interviewing, translating (Acholi-English-

Acholi) and note taking (in English), so that it was possible for me to monitor and check 

the consistency of interpretation, translation, and interview skills. Later, during the main 

interview phase, David became responsible for interviewing men and Beatrice for 

interviewing women. We were mindful of ensuring David was not present during female 

interviews so that women could speak freely and openly about sensitive issues related to 

gender roles, relationships, and dynamics. The same strategy was implemented in male 

interviews, although we soon found that men were generally not bothered by female 

presence and ultimately my own or Beatrice’s presence did not impact information 

shared, as was the case with female interviews.   

 

Methods employed  

As mentioned above, after initial pre-dissertation fieldwork, the study design was 

modified to include a combination of participatory tools, along with other qualitative 

methods.  

 
Conceptual scoping/mapping  

Because the project was built around concepts of gender, power, and 

empowerment, which are socially and culturally constructed, enacted, and understood, it 

was critical that the meanings of these concepts were not simply assumed when research 

was initiated. Rather, it was important to understand and define these concepts in 
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collaboration with target communities before questions related to these concepts were 

probed directly. To do this, community members were invited to participate in a series of 

community discussions to brainstorm key concepts. Participation in these discussions was 

entirely voluntary, and group size was determined by the number of community members 

interested in participating. Initially several larger group discussions were held in each 

community, and later smaller male and female only buzz groups (Newing, 2010) were 

utilized to facilitate deeper and more diverse contributions around core concepts. Buzz 

groups were used to provide an opportunity for those not comfortable participating in 

large group discussions to speak and share their views more freely.  

Within both larger, mixed group discussions and smaller buzz groups, a 

conceptual mapping approach was utilized to probe key concepts including gender, 

power, and empowerment prior to the initiation of individual interviews. Conceptual 

mapping allows the researcher to “access local classifications relevant to the particular 

context of the research rather than basing research solely on the researcher’s 

categorizations” (Van der Riet, 2008, p. 560) of concepts under consideration. 

Brainstorming activities and exercises served as the primary tool for exploring key 

concepts with communities. During these exercises discussion group participants were 

asked to share everything they associated with a concept, with all participant input being 

noted down uncritically (Newing, 2010). Once a comprehensive list of inputs was created 

for each concept, themes or groupings of themes were identified and pulled out in 

conjunction with those participating (Newing, 2010). Ensuring that the suggestions and 

ideas of all involved were noted and recorded was important both for capturing multiple 
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perspectives and viewpoints on a concept, and for making sure that multiple groups 

within the community felt that their contributions were acknowledged and represented. 

Figures 2 and 3 (below) were taken during buzz group sessions with female and mixed 

participant groups in Mucwini, Kitgum District in May 2016.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Mixed community discussion, Mucwini, May 2016             
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Figure 3: Women’s buzz group, Mucwini, May 2016 
 

Information and inputs gathered from conceptual scoping exercises proved 

important and extremely useful in determining language to be used when interviewing 

individuals (in Acholi) about the key concepts and the research questions outlined above. 

For example, one of the biggest take-aways from conceptual scoping sessions was that 

there is no word for empowerment in the Acholi language, and that it was necessary to 

use a literal translation medu twero pa mon or adding power for women to discuss this 

concept. Additionally, power appeared to be a particularly complex concept in Acholi, 

with several inter-related concepts being used to discuss it on a regular basis—Twero and 

Keru. As such interview guides were translated in order to bring interview questions 

more in line with local language, understandings, and meanings of key concepts within 

the local context. These concepts will be addressed further in later chapters.  

 

 
In depth/semi- structured interviews  
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Pilot testing and revision of interview guides 

 Once official research clearance11 was obtained and interview guides were 

finalized and translated into Acholi, an interview pilot testing phase was initiated in 

November 2017. Test interviews were conducted with women and men in each 

community, in conjunction with my research assistants who acted as interpreters. All 

male interviews were conducted in conjunction with my male research assistant, David, 

and all female interviews were conducted in conjunction with my female research 

assistant, Beatrice. A total of 11 test interviews were conducted with women in Pabo and 

Paicho, and 12 test interviews with men in these communities.  

During the pilot phase, we found that questions were not being very well received 

or understood by respondents. They appeared too general, and people seemed unsure 

about what they were being asked to talk about. We also found that the term medu twero 

pa mon (the term adopted to discuss empowerment) was problematic as it was strongly 

associated with NGOs and NGO teachings, particularly on human rights. This association 

led to confusion about who we were and appeared to skew answers based on expectations 

of what we were there for or what we could provide. Additionally, the term medu twero 

pa mon appeared to hold little meaning in Acholi in relation to its English counterpart, 

and instead two (inter-related) concepts of power that had been identified in concept 

scoping phase—Twero and Keru—appeared more critical to the research questions being 

probed. Interview questions were therefore reworked, reworded, and simplified based on 

 
11 In order to obtain a research permit for Uganda, an application has to be made for ethical review and 
clearance by the Uganda National Council for Science and Technology (UNCST), which involved a review 
of the research proposal and also a separate Human Subject Review by a designated ethics committee.  
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these observations, and questions were added to probe Acholi concepts of or power, Keru 

and Twero, more directly.  

 Another important observation made during the interview pilot testing phase 

related to bias which appeared to be introduced by virtue of my presence as the primary 

researcher. Due to the heavy intervention by humanitarian organizations and NGOs 

during and directly following the conflict, white foreigners are still typically assumed to 

be connected to sources of funding or the promise of project implementation of some 

kind. Over the course of a dozen interviews with Acholi women and men, answers to 

questions posed by me, or simply in my presence, were very often framed in relation to 

expectations related to the provision of financial or other forms of assistance. By 

conducting several interviews without me present, we found that responses in my absence 

related much more directly and deeply to issues probed by the interview guides and less 

to efforts to secure assistance. We also found that people appeared more comfortable to 

discuss issues with the research assistants in Acholi without the constant interruptions of 

translation. We therefore decided that in the interest of the data, it was preferable for 

interviews to be conducted primarily by both research assistants entirely in Acholi. A 

second interview phase began in early 2018 with the use of the new and updated 

interview guides and led by my research assistants David and Beatrice. The interview 

phase was ongoing for most of 2018, and I visited the team in the field at regular intervals 

throughout the year to check up on and monitor data collection through community 

interviews, while also initiating and conducting a second phase of interviews with NGOs 
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and organizations operating in the region. This phase will be discussed in further detail in 

the section below. 

 
 

Sampling strategy  

 Due to the sensitivity of the research topic and questions, identification of 

respondents for interviews was done initially through existing contacts established during 

pre-dissertation fieldwork. Once the team began working within communities, chain 

referral (Newing, 2010) was used to identify and recruit people for interviews. Through 

this approach, individuals who had been interviewed either suggested others within their 

community for the research team to approach (snowball sampling), or people volunteered 

to take part in interviews once they were made aware of the presence of the research team 

by other members of the community who had already been interviewed (respondent-

driven sampling). The team aimed, as far as possible, to achieve equal gender 

participation from men and women in the interviews, and to maintain some variation with 

regards to other demographic information such as level of education or marital status.  

Initially it was a challenge to interview as many women as men, both because women 

themselves were hesitant to engage in discussions and because they normally needed to 

seek permission from the husbands before doing so. However, as the team spent more 

time in each community people became more comfortable with their presence, enabling 

the team to do more interviews with women. By the end of the project, female 

participation in interviews represented 56% of the total sample. Interviews also attempted 
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to consider generational differences in perspectives by including different age sets12,  

with a minimum age of 25 years. This minimum age was established from the outset of 

the project to include only respondents who were old enough to have lived through at 

least a decade of conflict, and who were at least five years of age when the government 

began moving communities into camps in 1996. 

 

Sample size  

 Over the course of nine months the team conducted 120 interviews, of which 67 

were with women and 53 with men. Interviews took place primarily in Paicho and Pabo. 

However, in October 2018 we began interviews in Kitgum District (Amida and Lamola) 

and Pader District (Pajule), when access to these communities became possible through 

my female research assistant, Beatrice. The decision was made to expand to these 

communities both because initial analysis of interview data suggested we were reaching 

the saturation point13 for interviews in Paicho and Pabo communities, and because 

Kitgum and Pader are remote and represent a more rural demographic than Pabo and 

Paicho, which are in closer proximity to Gulu. A total of 17 interviews were conducted 

with communities in Kitgum and Pader Districts, representing just over one sixth of the 

total sample.   

 

Research field notes  

 
12 Age sets were determined according to community definitions of such categories, for example elders, 
youths etc.  
13 Saturation “refers to the stage in qualitative data collection when collecting more data produces little 
important new information or understanding relevant to research questions” (Newing, 2011, p.75). 
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Prolonged ethnographic fieldwork was not undertaken as part of this project, 

however, I collected detailed field notes during regular visits to and with communities 

over the course of the year. Both research assistants also kept field notes, which they 

shared with me on a regular basis when I was not in the field, and which we discussed in 

depth during weekly Skype calls. Field notes helped me to keep track of observations 

about things that were not always shared in individual interviews, such as people’s 

interactions with one another and their roles and behaviors within their families and 

community. They also helped to gain a sense of general goings on in the spaces in which 

the research was being conducted. While field notes were not analyzed as primary data, 

they proved very useful in gaining a deeper understanding of the social context, 

relationships and dynamics probed directly through interviews, and provided important 

information that helped to triangulate and better understand findings from individual 

interviews. A good example of this is information gathered through field notes about men 

and women’s daily roles, where they could be seen at various times of day, the sorts of 

activities they were participating in and so forth. This information helped to triangulate 

data from interviews regarding women and men’s stated roles and responsibilities in their 

families and communities.   

 

Review of intervention landscape in Acholiland  

Due to heavy intervention from humanitarian aid and development organizations 

in the decade before and directly following the end of the conflict, understanding the 

intervention landscape became vital to understanding the research context and to the 
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investigation of core research questions. The research project was therefore designed to 

include a review of the intervention landscape in Acholiland. This component of the 

project sought to better understand intervention activity, including what kind of programs 

international and local organizations were implementing during and following conflict, 

any differences in their approach to gender, as well as how such organizations responded 

to changing gender roles, norms, and dynamics brought about by conflict in their practice 

and programming. The review included interviews with key organizations who were 

operating or had operated in Acholiland during and after the conflict, as well as a review 

of literature and grey literature. During community interviews, individuals were asked to 

recall which organizations had worked or were working in their community during and 

following conflict, and on what issues. From this data a list of 38 organizations (26 

international and 12 local) was compiled. In total 42% (16 out of 38) of all organizations 

mentioned by community members were interviewed. Thirty-eight percent (10 out of 26) 

of international organizations referenced in community interviews were interviewed, and 

50% (6 out of 12) of local NGOs mentioned by community members were interviewed. 

These interviews were conducted with organizations in Gulu over the course of several 

months in 2018. All interviews were conducted by me in English, typically with one of 

the research assistants present.  

 It is important to note that the intervention analysis component of the research did 

not intend or attempt to assess or evaluate the efficacy of programs in any way, but rather 

simply to understand broad trends in intervention, and any differences between local and 

international approaches to gender and gender programming during and following 
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conflict. As such the analysis was limited to information and data obtained through 

primary interviews, and in a few cases to information publicly available on the NGO's 

websites where necessary to fill in gaps.  

 

Data management and analysis 

 Data from interviews with community members and concept scoping group 

discussions was coded and analyzed in Nvivo. Nvivo is a software program that allows 

for the coding and analysis of written, audio, or video data sources. All interviews were 

transcribed and uploaded into Nvivo, where they were systematically coded and later 

analyzed to identify thematic trends in the data. Thematic analysis (Aronson, 1995; Braun 

& Clarke, 2006, 2012; Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2011) was favored over other forms 

of analysis, primarily because of challenges and constraints posed by the need for 

translation of interviews. Since all community interviews and group discussions had to be 

translated from Acholi into English, losing information, meaning, and context in 

translation was both a reality and challenge in the analysis of community interview data. 

Given Acholi was the primary language of communication, conducting any analysis 

around or based on systems or patterns of direct communication (such as content 

analysis) was problematic because it would require both language and cultural fluency. 

Thematic analysis was therefore favored as it allowed for the identification and 

interpretation of broader “patterns of meaning” (Aronson, 1995; Braun & Clarke, 2006, 

2012; Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2011) and themes arising from and across interview 

data. Community interviews were treated as a separate dataset to interviews with local 
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and international organizations, and as such these data sets were coded and analyzed 

separately. Basic descriptive quantitative techniques were used to analyze interview data 

from the interviews with local and international organizations in order to pick out trends 

in approaches or programming across or between organizations interviewed, along with 

some content analysis to compare more qualitative variables, such as an organization’s 

approach to gender or to local communities. 

Beatrice and David were responsible for the translation of community interview 

guides from English into Acholi, and of community interview transcripts from Acholi 

into English. These transcripts formed a large part of primary data entered and analyzed 

in Nvivo. To double check the quality and consistency of transcript translation, a 

percentage of all interview transcripts (10%) were randomly double checked by an 

independent Acholi translator throughout the duration of the project. All interviews 

conducted with international and local organizations were conducted by me in English, 

and therefore did not require interpretation or translation of any kind.  

 

Ethical considerations and research clearances 

IRB approvals were obtained for each phase of the research project, from pre-

dissertation fieldwork to completion of primary research. Additionally, research 

clearances were sought and obtained in Uganda through the Uganda National Council for 

Science and Technology (UNCST). This process did, however, take seven months and 

lead to considerable delays in the initiation of fieldwork. National clearance also entailed 

a separate ethics review, which was conducted through a national Research Ethics 
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Committee. Certain ethical considerations were built into and prioritized in the research 

due the nature of the project and context in which fieldwork was taking place.  

 

Informed consent 

 Informed consent forms were provided to community members interested in 

participating in group discussions and interviews. These forms were translated into 

Acholi and outlined the goals of the research project, data collection methods, topics of 

discussion, as well as respondent’s rights, including to request confidentiality and cease 

participation in the research. Literate individuals were asked to sign informed consent 

forms prior to their participation in any part of the research process. Verbal consent was 

acquired for any individuals who were illiterate. In some cases, we found that individuals 

did not wish to have any written record linking them to the research, and in such cases a 

waiver of signed consent (previously requested through IRB) was applied. Copies of 

consent forms were given to respondents for their own records or in the event they 

needed or wanted to contact the researchers in the future with questions or concerns about 

the research process or their involvement in it.       

 

Confidentiality, privacy, and protection of personal data  

 The confidentiality of individuals was a primary concern and was protected by 

removing any identifying information in written records and by coding subject’s names 

using initials and demographic data such as age and gender. Information linking 

pseudonyms to real names was stored on a password protected device. All interviews 
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were conducted in a space and place where respondents felt safe and comfortable to 

speak openly and freely. For this reason, the team had to maintain flexibility and 

interview locations often varied depending on what respondents preferred. Interviews 

were conducted in people’s homes, fields, marketplaces, and a number of other private 

and public spaces depending on respondent preferences.  

 

Addressing risk 

 Although minimal risks were associated with the research, those identified were 

primarily related to the risk of psychological and emotional discomfort or distress caused 

by recounting and discussing conflict and its impacts on individuals, families, and 

communities. The risk of social reprisal against individuals who expressed views that 

were not accepted by other individuals or sectors of the community (in particular women 

expressing views that went against cultural or social norms and expectations) also had to 

be considered, along with the risk of reprisals by state or government bodies against 

individuals for sharing certain information related to the conflict.  

 Several strategies were employed to address and minimize these risks throughout 

the research process. As mentioned above, informed consent was obtained before the start 

of all interviews or individual and community discussions, participation in the research 

process was entirely voluntary, and care was taken to consider and respect concerns about 

privacy, confidentiality, safety, and security both in storage of information and location 

of interviews. Individuals were not under any obligation to participate unless they felt 

comfortable sharing their views and experiences with the team. Individuals were given 
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the option to cease participation at any time during the process without explanation and 

were given the option to stop any interview or discussion and return to it at a later time if 

they chose to. Respondents were also given the option to debrief or discuss interviews or 

discussions after they had occurred, or to review, amend, or recant any portion of any 

interview or discussion once it was over. When multiple interviews or discussions were 

carried out in a community, the team ensured there was sufficient time in between to 

avoid emotionally stressing or overburdening respondents and participants. With these 

provisions in places we found that, in general, community members were open to 

discussing and sharing their views and experiences with us, particularly after the team 

had spent some time in each community. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: PRE-CONFLICT ROLES AND NORMS 
 
 
 
 

This chapter will describe some key characteristics of Acholi society before the 

conflict began, drawing primarily on interview data as well as several key references on 

the Acholi (Ronald R Atkinson, 1989; Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994; Girling, 1960). 

The first section will look at livelihood practices, socio-political organization, and key 

cultural and traditional practices, while the second section will look more specifically at 

certain aspects of pre-war Acholi culture and society related to gender norms and roles, 

masculinity, and women’s rights and roles. While mostly descriptive in nature, this 

chapter is important in building a more comprehensive picture of Acholi society and life 

before the conflict began, and in better understanding the nature of changes that will be 

described and explored in later chapters.  

 

Cultural and traditional practices  

Livelihood practices 

The term Acholi historically refers to multiple socio-political groupings of people, 

or chiefdoms, spanning a large area between Northern Uganda, Northern Kenya and 

Southern Sudan (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994). There are important and 

recognizable differences between different sub-groups often referred to as the Acholi 

(whose explanation is beyond the scope of this study), but there are also several 
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characteristics that underpin the socio-political ordering of Acholi societies. One key 

characteristic being their livelihood practices.  

Before the war, the Acholi were agro-pastoralists, meaning that their livelihood 

practices consisted of a combination of agriculture (farming) and livestock rearing 

(pastoralism) (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994). Different sub-groups occupying Acholi 

relied on agriculture and pastoralism to different extents, depending on geographical and 

environmental circumstances. The Acholi of Northern Uganda (the region now called 

Acholiland) were primarily reliant on small-scale farming practices, with livestock being 

kept or bred for specific purposes (Atkinson, 1994). “The Acholi people, who were 

prosperous two decades ago, were predominantly agriculturalists practicing subsistence 

farming alongside animal husbandry as a major source of livelihood. Cotton, tobacco, 

coffee and maize were among the major cash crops grown by the people” (Owona, 2008, 

p.158). As one informant from Kitgum explained, “back in the day, farming was our 

main source of livelihood given the fact that we Acholi people are farmers and engage 

mainly in agricultural activities” (Male, Kitgum, February 2, 2018). Traditionally the 

Acholi farmed a limited variety of crops, for example “millet, sorghum, and sesame” 

(Atkinson, 1994, p.54). These crops were largely meant for family consumption and were 

grown based on their productivity in the region (Atkinson, 1994). 

Cash crop production was introduced later, when the colonial government 

recognized and identified the region as ideal for growing cotton, tobacco, and maize; and 

the development of infrastructure connected it to markets (Girling, 1960). During this 

period, the Acholi began growing a few specialized (cash) crops for sale. “In the past 
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everyone would cultivate the same thing, hence more market but also would farm mostly 

in food crops for the livelihood of the family. Cotton was strictly for money” (Male, 

Paicho, April 24, 2018). 

Farming was undertaken by family or cooperative working groups (Atkinson, 

1994), consisting of men, women and children, although men and women had clearly 

defined and different roles in this activity (these will be discussed in more detail in a later 

section). Families generally farmed as much land as they could work, limited only by 

their size and hence amount of labor available, with the outcomes of farming activities 

being used to support the family unit (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994; Girling, 1960; 

Harris, 2017). As was explained during a women’s focus group discussion in Paicho:  

In the past, digging was designed in such a way (if you are a polygamous man), there is 

 a piece of land that both of your wives would dig, and the outcome of that digging is put 

 in your (man's) granary. This doesn't stop the other two wives from digging their own 

 plots, but the plot that is under the husband, the one that binds them all (this is called 

 Moro), the outcomes of farming this plot are brought to the man’s granary. (Women’s 

 Focus Group, Paicho, Nov 11, 2018) 

Food was stored in family granaries, which, as well as representing a food source 

for the family, were also used as a benchmark for wealth, along with cattle (Girling, 

1960). While these granaries (or Moro) were seen to belong to the male head of 

household, they were typically managed by women.  

Women acted as the “family bankers”, in consultation with their spouses, despite the 

 proceeds or income having been earned by both husband and wife in their 

 complementary roles. Such proceeds were kept in pots (agulu) that men were prohibited 
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 from opening. Women were free to engage in awak and ayela (community and family 

 social support groups respectively) to boost food production. (The Cross Cultural 

 Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 6) 

Strict social norms and taboos prevented men from interfering in the management 

of family granaries and food products, and violation of these norms was met with equally 

harsh consequences.  

Men were prohibited from controlling the produce and not allowed to look into a granary, 

 whose control was the sole responsibility of women, even when some produce was to be 

 sold or exchanged. If a man contravened this, he was seen as irresponsible, disrespected 

 by society, ridiculed in songs, be divorced without any refund of the bride price. (The 

 Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 8) 

Women and men’s responsibilities and rights as related to livelihood and other 

practices will be discussed in more depth in a later section.   

Keeping livestock (cattle, goats, and chickens) was also common amongst the 

Acholi of Northern Uganda prior to the conflict. However, unlike other groups whose 

livestock represented a vital source of livelihoods, for example the Karamojong 

(Atkinson, 1994), livestock were used primarily for farming purposes (for example to 

help work the land), for the generation of income for family needs, and for ritual or 

ceremonial purposes. “Complimenting agricultural production in Acholiland was the 

wide-scale ownership of short-horned cattle used for ploughing and serving as a source of 

wealth. Cattle were abundantly owned and would be sold as needed to support family 

activities” (Owona, 2008, p. 158). Livestock (and cattle in particular) represented an 

important source of wealth for Acholi families in Northern Uganda before the conflict, 
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and were the primary means through which bride price payments were made (Atkinson, 

1994). A female respondent in Paicho explained, “in the past we had animals. Money was 

kept in the pot not bank, we never knew of shops to make money. Money was for 

marriage and incase of bad health. If money was not there that’s when animals were sold” 

(Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018).  

Together, small-scale farming and livestock rearing ensured that families were 

self-sufficient and able to sustain themselves from their land and livestock. “Poverty, 

famine and drought were unheard of in Acholiland because of the conducive environment 

for agricultural production, and a tradition of cattle and livestock ownership and being a 

hard-working community. In short the Acholi community was prosperous and self- 

sufficient” (Owona, 2008, p. 158). Because the Acholi were largely self-sustaining, there 

was little need for or use of money or cash, with systems of barter and trade existing 

within and between communities. Business did not really exist as an economic activity, 

or if it did it was extremely small-scale, and an activity reserved only for men.  

Before the war started, we were wealthy in a sense that we had livestock, enough land, 

 we had crops, so people didn’t really care much about money in their lives. We used to 

 do barter trade, you give you have for those that you don’t have and may need. (Male, 

 Kitgum, February 2, 2018) 

While both farming and livestock rearing were practiced, land was used by 

families and communities in specific and clearly defined ways. Farming areas were 

demarcated from grazing areas, so livestock was left to wander freely without concern for 

loss or theft. As one male informant in Paicho explained, before the war  
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You may leave them to graze freely and check on them later because the areas 

 demarcated for grazing is clear and not mixed with crops. Living things like cows are not 

 tied all the time they are allowed to move freely. This kind of problems [referring to land 

 conflict or livestock theft/loss] were not there, and if a mistake happens you are only 

 warned not to happen again. (Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017) 

Another described how land was both abundant and regularly shared amongst 

Acholi families prior to the conflict, “Acholi had cows and other animals and birds and 

also land for cultivation. This land had no conflicts and there was no sale of land. Acholi 

would offer free land to in laws and relatives, but this war brought many problems” 

(Male, Paicho, February 13, 2018).  

Typically, the bulk of work and farming took place just before and during the 

rainy season, while dry seasons were seen as a time to rest and dedicate energy to other 

important cultural activities.  

Farmers become idle when the dry seasons set in…. (he laughs) but in our tradition, 

 people use the dry seasons to rest and use the time to go from place to place to attend last 

 funeral rites if they are invited. This is the time when there no rains to disrupt such 

 functions which we take so seriously, it’s even the best time for people to get to know 

 each other in order to avoid cases of incest when relatives start getting involved 

 romantically involved without knowing that they are related. (Male, Kitgum, February 2, 

 2018) 

Rituals and ceremonies, usually carried out by elders, played an important role in 

seasonal farming cycles. “The elders used to perform rituals whenever the dry spell was 

too long saying that that ritual would appease the gods and then they would release the 
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rains” (Male, Kitgum, February 29, 2018). Certain livestock were used only for ritual 

purposes or to mark special occasions and were not reared for regular consumption or 

sale. A male informant in Paicho explained that chickens in particular were used only 

ceremonially, for example, in rituals related to growing seasons, harvest, and the 

welcoming of rain.  

My father and other elders at certain specific seasons would pick a chicken of a specific 

 color and at exactly the same period in time of the year they would go and cook it under 

 this Tugu tree, and they would be speaking or swearing certain words as required of 

 tradition. They would speak to the tree saying, “we respect you that’s why we have 

 brought you food so if it will rain today make sure it’s not dangerous rain but that which 

 will help our crops for good harvest. Let there be no hails storms and less wind.” This is 

 how they would swear, and the outcome was normally good. (Male, Paicho, December 

 13, 2017) 

Hunting was also widely practiced in pre-conflict Acholiland and used to 

supplement food sources obtained through farming. As a male-dominated activity, it also 

represented an important activity for asserting or enacting Acholi masculinity, and 

marking the transition to adult life. “Hunting had always been a component of 

livelihoods, used to enrich the diet of the hunter's household, as a source of cash, and as 

proof of masculinity” (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 5, “Reductions in Hunting,” para. 1).  

Norms and behaviors related to Acholi masculinity will be discussed in more detail in a 

later section.  

 

Socio-political organization  
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When discussing the Acholi prior to the LRA conflict, it is important to note that 

key sources (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994; Girling, 1960) have pointed to the fact 

that a collective Acholi ethnic identity did not arise until the late seventeenth century. 

Prior to this, evidence suggests that the Acholi region was home to multiple groupings of 

individuals and communities, who, while sharing similar lifestyles, livelihood practices, 

and socio-political ordering (loosely identified as kinship-based agro-pastoralist 

communities) did not identify as and were “no way defined as a single society” 

(Atkinson, 1994, p. 75). According to Atkinson (1994), it was not until after the 

seventeenth century (for reasons whose explanation is beyond the scope of this study) 

that people and communities living in the region now identified as Acholiland “moved 

towards a single ethnic identity” (p. 75). Therefore, in discussing traditional Acholi 

society and communities as they existed before the conflict, the following section refers 

to the sociopolitical organization and structures that were typical from this period (late 

17th C) onwards.  

After the late seventeenth century, the Acholi were organized into several loosely 

grouped political units, or chiefdoms. Each chiefdom had its own ruler (chief), known as 

the rwot. A rwot was both the leader of the chiefdom, and also of his own kindship-based 

lineage (Atkinson, 1994). Under each chiefdom existed lineage-based clans (or kaka), 

which were themselves governed by lineage heads and elders (ladit kaka) (Atkinson, 

1994). Thus, the overall power of the rwot (plural rwodi) was somewhat limited, as it was 

shared and sometimes superseded at the clan and village level by lineage heads. “The 

political history of the Acholi is that of divided and autonomous chiefdoms. The 
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chiefdoms were, in turn, a conglomeration of different clans. It must be emphasized that 

the clan system was a vital feature of the Acholi political organization” (Amone & 

Muura, 2014, p. 243). 

As noted above, Acholi sociopolitical organization and structures were 

traditionally kinship-based and patriarchal, meaning that men held ultimate authority in 

both community and family (Girling, 1960), and patrilineal, meaning that an individual’s 

descent was traced through his or her father’s lineage (Girling, 1960). In addition, the 

Acholi were also patrilocal, meaning girls and women would live with their families until 

they were married, and then would leave the parental home and move to live with their 

husband’s families after marriage. Boys and men remained in their parental homes, and 

when married, their wives would come to live with them there (Girling, 1960). As a 

female informant from Kitgum explained: “Back in the day, a young boy was seen as 

responsible when he builds his own hut to sleep in when he reaches puberty, and he is 

most definitely expected to bring a girl home and they start to build their own family 

together as husband and wife in his parents’ home” (Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018). 

In Acholi, therefore, every village was “named after the exogamous, patrilineal, 

patrilocal and patriarchal lineage at its core (kaka)” (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994, p. 

76). As such, the village represented an important social unit, with each village or 

community governed and organized around clan/lineage-heads (ladit kaka). Girling 

(1960) noted of the Acholi that “the village is a living reality, it is the social group into 

which they are born and spend the greater part of their lives, [and] it plays a major part in 

regulating their relations with other Acholi” (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994, p. 77). 
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Within the village or clan, elders were the most highly respected individuals, wielding 

authority and decision-making power over many matters both in the village and 

community and families therein, as well as holding primary responsibility for mentoring 

and teaching younger generations about Acholi norms, traditions and customs, 

particularly boys.  

Clan elders, by definition, are the most senior people in this family circle (kaka). They 

 have the responsibility to preserve and transfer culture, tradition, and knowledge to 

 younger generations. Because the clan elders are the regulators of the clans and are 

 representatives at the village level, they have always been highly respected in the family 

 and villages. (Atkinson, 1994; Girling, 1960) (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 66) 

While elders played an important role in the regulation of the community life and 

transference of culture, the family unit also played a central and critical role in Acholi 

culture. Within village-based social units, life was organized around the family unit both 

spatially, and culturally. “The patriarchal setting in rural Acholiland is based on extended 

families. A typical dog gang (family) consists of a husband, wife(s), and unmarried 

children, grandparents (parents to the husband), unmarried siblings, offspring of deceased 

siblings, among other relatives” (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 65). Being patriarchal, 

family units were headed my men, who held ultimate authority within and over those in 

their family. Male family heads were inferior only to clan leaders and elders (ladit Kaka) 

in the socio-political hierarchy of the village-units and clans (kaka).  

Members of such a family share a compound that comprises of houses and circular huts 

 with a high peak finished in the mud. These buildings face each other, a practice which 
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 acknowledges the authority of the head of the family, who in most cases is a 

 father/husband. (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 65)  

Along with elders, immediate and extended family members played a critical role 

in upholding and transferring Acholi culture to younger generations, with the family 

being the “primary institution for socialization” (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018) and 

critical for ensuring that Acholi norms, values, and socio-political hierarchies were 

upheld. “Family in Acholi is the primary institution for socialization, for passing on 

cultural norms and values, and smooth functioning of the clan system” (Kiconco & 

Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 66). 

 

Fireside culture  

As mentioned above, the family-unit was at the core of Acholi cultural 

socialization, and the mentoring of children by parents and elders was the primarily 

method by which cultural norms and practices were passed down from generation to 

generation. Know to the Acholi as fireside culture, this is something many older Acholi 

described in interviews as a cornerstone of Acholi culture before the conflict. Normally 

boys would learn from their fathers and male elders around the fire at night (known as 

wan-goo, or boys fireplace), and girls would be taught by their mothers or older female 

relatives in the same way around the fire or in the home (known as wan-gmac or tukeno, 

meaning girls fireplace) (The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017).  

Many older respondents recounted the importance of fireside culture during their 

youth, remembering how they were taught by older family members, and the important 
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lessons that were passed down to young Acholi through this informal method of 

mentoring. A female informant from Kitgum explained the concept of fireside culture in 

the following way:  

The parents were supposed to sit around bonfire with their children in the night and teach 

 them how to behave and treat other people in society. This [sitting around the fire] was 

 mostly for the boys and their fathers, who would teach the boys how to become 

 responsible men when they grow up. The girls would sit in the kitchen with their mother 

 as she teaches them how a responsible and respectful woman is supposed to behave and 

 carry herself in society. (Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018) 

Similar information was repeated by other older Acholi when talking about this 

cultural concept. For example, a male informant from Paicho remembered that “in the 

past a boy would keep with the father by the fireside and the girl would keep with the 

mother at the kitchen into the night and would get trained” (Male, Paicho, December 13, 

2017). Another explained this in terms of the disappearance of this practice, “the reason 

why I say the war brought all this is because in the past before the war boys would learn 

from their fathers around the fire side (Wangoo) and girls would learn from their mothers 

in the kitchen, but now the war brought everyone in the camp and this is not possible” 

(Male, Paicho, November 20, 2017).  

As explained above, lessons taught by the fireside were supposed to pass on both 

cultural and traditional norms to the younger generation, and to equip them with 

information and knowledge that would prepare them for their adult years. “Elders, 

especially women, gathered and told stories, tales, riddles and other idioms to children. 

Such information related to reproductive health, social relations and gender, family 
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maintenance and caring skills, among others” (The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 

2017, p. 10). By virtue of their role in teaching the younger generation elders were highly 

respected and played a very important role within families and the wider community. 

“Clan elders, by definition, are the most senior people in this family circle (kaka). They 

have the responsibility to preserve and transfer culture, tradition, and knowledge to 

younger generations” (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 66).  

 

Justice and dispute resolution 

While elders were largely responsible for maintaining social order and mediating 

and resolving disputes both within families and within the community, Acholi society 

before the conflict was built around an ethos of collective social responsibility and 

accountability. When it came to maintaining social order within the family, particularly in 

relation to the upbringing of children, this was seen as a collective responsibility that fell 

on the whole (extended) family unit (Dolan, 2009). This meant that it was accepted, and 

even expected, that other members of a clan or community, beyond parents and 

immediate family members, could and should play a role in the upbringing and discipline 

of Acholi youth (Dolan, 2009). This was also the case even beyond the family unit, and 

certain people within the community were allowed to take it upon themselves to punish 

anyone in the community seen to break or violate accepted cultural norms. One male 

informant from Kitgum explained that “the energetic youths of the clan were allowed to 

punish one who has gone against the rules and customs of the clan and it was taken as 

something normal” (Male, Kitgum, February 2, 2018), while another remembered that  
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those days clan members had full rights to discipline by caning any member of the clan 

 who does something contrary to the rules of the clan. A meeting would be called, and 

 every able and mature member of that clan was expected to attend without fail if there 

 were matters to be addressed. Wrong doers would be beaten there in front of everybody 

 present. (Male, Kitgum, February 6, 2018) 

When it came to the resolution of disputes and conflicts, family disputes were 

typically settled at home, with the intervention of elders (if necessary) who played the 

role of arbiters. “Our parents used to settle social issues at home with the intervention of 

elders who used to act as judges” (Male, Kitgum, February 2, 2018). Extended family 

members were also expected to be present to offer support and counselling when such 

disputes arose. “In the past, the extended family would support the family to remain 

intact by counseling and advising both parties when they have made mistakes” (Female, 

Paicho, February 23, 2018). In marital disputes in particular, the brothers of the husband 

also played an important role in addressing and mediating issues, with the help of elders 

if necessary.  

If you are a wife and you don’t listen to your husband then the issue is brought to the 

 brothers of the man and if that also fails then the issue is taken to the elders of the home 

 and if this fails then she is sent back to their home to come back with her parents to 

 mediate the issue. (Male, Paicho, December 13, 2017) 

While male elders held a special role and authority in mediating conflicts, 

typically, measures taken to resolve disputes involved all those affected within a family, 

clan, or even the wider chiefdom. Again, this kind of restorative justice approach 

represented a collective responsibility to maintain order and facilitate a sense of social 
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accountability. A restorative justice approach was taken both with minor conflicts and 

also with more serious violations. For example, Dolan (2009) explains the practice of 

paying compensation for the intentional killing of another clan member, known as culo 

kwor. This practice served “to re-establish communication between the clans of victim 

and perpetrator” (Dolan, 2009; Finnström, 2008; Girling, 1960). And further,  

By involving not just the offender but also his or her family and clan members, 

 compensation thus also served as a mechanism for the restoration of social cohesion. “By 

 involving not just the offender but also his or her family and clan members, 

 compensation thus also served as a mechanism for the restoration of social cohesion.” 

 (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 6, “Breakdown of Restorative Justice,” para. 2) 

Despite colonial and post-colonial stereotypes that painted the Acholi as an 

inherently aggressive and war-like society (Dolan, 2009; Finnström, 2008), external 

conflict and warfare (i.e. between clans or between the Acholi and outsiders) was also 

strongly sanctioned and regulated in pre-conflict Acholi society. Decisions to go to war 

were made very carefully, and were controlled by strict codes, and decision-making 

structures that involved both men and women within the clan and community (Okot, 

2019). As such decisions related to war and conflict reflected a delicate balance and men 

and women’s roles within Acholi society and between traditional ideas about masculinity 

and femininity. This will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.  

 

 

The significance of land   
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Land traditionally held very special significance to the Acholi on multiple levels. 

On one hand, land guaranteed the Acholi a source of livelihood and means by which to 

sustain themselves, both in the present and the future. On a more intangible level, land 

connected the Acholi’s to their ancestors; it was a place to bury their dead and to 

maintain a sense of who and where they came from (Woodburn, 2003). As one informant 

from Kitgum explained, before the war  

Land was communally owned, and the elders were the ones in charge of demarcating 

 and dividing it among clan members. The boys and their wives were allocated plots 

 where to build their huts and where to dig. Nobody was expected to sell any piece even if 

 he had the most pressing problem that requires money to solve it. The girls were not 

 given land because the tradition dictated and dictates that they cannot own land since they 

 would be going to get married elsewhere. (Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018)14 

Land was passed down within clans and families and was never considered as 

being for sale. Although it could be given to or shared amongst extended family 

members. “Those days people took pride in maintaining very big plots of land and 

ownership was passed on from one generation to the next” (Female, Kitgum, February 

13, 2018). Conflict over land was also rare given clear rules related to the collective use 

and inheritance of land. When land disputes did occur, they were settled within the clan 

or family by the elders, who were responsible for apportioning land and for knowing clan 

and family land boundaries. “Back then, land wrangles which were very rare by the way, 

 
14 While it was clear from information collected from informants of this study, and from existing literature, 
that women did not traditionally inherit land in Acholi culture, the study did not clearly establish other 
inheritance norms or whether it was customary for women to inherit in any shape or form.  
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were settled from home with the help of the elders who knew every boundary” (Female, 

Kitgum, February 25, 2018).  

Land rights were also clearly gendered with ownership of land passed down from 

fathers to sons who were given land to work and to live on with their wives. Because the 

Acholi were patrilocal and girls and women were expected to go and live with their 

husbands, daughters were not passed on rights to land ownership, per se. “Those days 

people took pride in owning very big plots of land and ownership was passed on from 

one generation to the next and only boys were considered fit to own land because they 

marry and stay home but girls were taken as visitors who would eventually leave and go 

to their husband’s homes” (Female, Kitgum, February 13, 2018). However, women did 

traditionally have certain rights to land and were entitled to access and use land in their 

birth place before marriage (even though not entitled to ownership), and also to return to 

their parental homes and access or use their fathers land as they needed if their marriages 

failed. Widows also traditionally inherited their husbands land, as well as the right and 

responsibility to divide the land amongst his sons when they came of age (The Cross 

Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 8). Women’s rights in relation to land will be 

discussed in more detail in the next sections.  

 

Death and burials 

As mentioned above, one reason Acholi connection to the land was so important 

was because it reflected a connection to their past and to their ancestors. Traditionally, 

each clan had their own burial ground reserved for members of the clan who were 
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supposed to be brought home to be buried regardless of where or who they were living 

with at the time of their death. “We don’t bury our people in public cemetery like we 

watch in movies, in our culture, every clan has their burial ground at their home so when 

somebody dies no matter how far they are the body has to be brought back home and 

taken to the village” (Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018). Funerals represented important 

events, which before the war were marked by large clan and family gatherings. If 

necessary, people would travel long distances to attend last funeral rites and rituals and 

celebrations, which sometimes lasted several days, were intended to honor the deceased 

and to pay tribute to the ancestors.  

Acholi people used to take seriously the practice of holding last funeral rites for their 

 dead love ones. In this phase, people come together to celebrate the life of the deceased 

 and remember them, it’s more of merry making because people sing, dance, eat and drink 

 not like when the person has just died and the whole atmosphere is dull and sad. A 

 witchdoctor was brought home according to tradition and the elders believe that he act as 

 a mediator between the living and the dead because he claimed that he would 

 communicate with them so his work was to translate what the spirit is saying. (Male, 

 Kitgum, February 6, 2018) 

Since a clan’s identity and history was linked to its paternal lineage, both funeral 

rites and ceremonies, and the physical space occupied by ancestral burial grounds 

therefore played an important role in Acholi identity and the cycle of life. 
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External relationships  

In addition to the distinctive aspects of pre-war Acholi culture and society 

described above (which arose as themes from interviews with community members), it is 

also important (and useful) to understand more generally the way in which the Acholi 

viewed themselves and their relationships with one another before the conflict began. In 

talking to the older generation of Acholi about their lives, many respondents spoke of 

solidarity, mutual interest, communal responsibility, respect, and strong social 

relationships within extended families and communities as key characteristics of Acholi 

life before the war. As one informant put it, “the spirit of togetherness was what defined 

the people of Acholi” (Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018). While these can be recognized 

as characteristics of close-knit traditional societies in many places, and may not be unique 

to the Acholi, there are several things worth noting in relation to this theme, which were 

mentioned repeatedly in interviews with older Acholi.   

Respondents spoke of a communal responsibility for raising children (touched on 

briefly in the above sections), and the fact that it was acceptable for members of the clan 

and community, even those who were not immediate family, to discipline children to 

ensure they were brought up according to traditional norms and values.  

Acholi people used to look out for each other in all aspects of their lives, from sharing 

 what they have to raising children in the community. Anybody was free to discipline any 

 child who does anything contrary to the community law and the parents would not feel 

 offended that their child has been disciplined by another person. (Female, Kitgum, 

 February 2, 2018) 
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This ethic of communal discipline was both about ensuring the younger 

generations were brought up well, but also about looking out for and after one another as 

a community. An ethic of care and the idea that individual wellbeing was tied to that of 

the clan was something that respondents spoke of often, providing numerous examples of 

how it was commonplace to help those in need without question or expectation of 

anything in return. “Acholi people had the solidarity of standing with other people in 

needs back then, we would offer help in whatever form to their friends and relatives and 

we believed in sharing the little we had with those who lacked” (Male, Kitgum, February 

12, 2018). Some respondents spoke of a shared and communal responsibility for 

subsistence within the clan and community. They explained that when it came to farming 

it was quite common for community and clan members to help those individuals or 

families who, for whatever reason, were unable to produce enough to sustain themselves. 

This could come in the form of land, “those days people used to help each other with land 

for farming whenever you would ask for and it was given free of charge” (Female, 

Kitgum, February 25, 2018), or in the form of communal labor, “people used to form 

groups of up to twenty people or more and these groups would go digging in people’s 

farms in turn until everybody’s garden is done” (Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018). At 

other times people would simply share the outcomes of farming with those that needed it; 

“in the past you would even visit a relative’s home and just say I am hungry give me food 

and you will be given. In the past you may harvest little from your brother’s garden if you 

needed some small foodstuff” (Male, Paicho, December 13, 2018). What these examples 

point to generally is a highly cooperative society, founded on ethics, collective and 
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communal responsibility, care, and a strong sense of community. As one informant put it, 

“the spirit of togetherness was what defined the people of Acholi” (Male, Kitgum, 

February 7, 2018).   

It is also worth noting these observations are made with an acknowledgment of 

the possibility that the passage of time and the devastating events and impacts of the 

conflict have led people to view the past (and in particularly tradition and culture) much 

more positively. For the older generation in particular, who largely believe that conflict 

has been responsible for the loss of important cultural and traditional norms, I did notice 

a distinct nostalgia with which they spoke about traditional society. It was my 

interpretation that this nostalgia was tied not just to the loss of tradition and culture, but 

also to the loss of so many important things (people, places, relationships etc.) during and 

following conflict. Nostalgia for these losses as a whole are likely intertwined with 

memories of pre-war Acholi culture and society, which may potentially lead people at 

times to view the past with somewhat rose-colored glasses.  

 

Gender roles and norms 

While the section above documents some key characteristics of Acholi society 

before the war, as recounted by respondents, (which are undoubtedly gendered in certain 

ways), this section will look more deeply at specific aspects related to gender norms, the 

ways in which masculinity and femininity were defined and enacted, and to men and 

women’s roles and rights within pre-war Acholi communities.  
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Marriage 

Marriage can be understood to be one of the most important institutions and rites 

of passage in Acholi, playing a critical social and economic role both in the lives of 

individuals, as well as on a wider societal level (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018).  

Historically, marriage played a vital role in the maintenance of the Acholi clan system, 

which was both patrilineal and patrilocal, as mentioned in an earlier section (Girling, 

1960). Within this system, “marriage was a significant aspect whose central role was to 

unify kaka (clans) and control procreation” (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 68), as 

well as providing an important source of income and economic security for families 

through the practice of bride price payments (Girling, 1960). 

On an individual level, marriage marked the transition from childhood to 

adulthood, defining an individual’s social status as well as their place within their family 

and community. With marriage came a shift in status, “marriage status is such an 

important aspect of an individual's socialization, a rite of passage (in terms of 

recognition, respect, pride) and a source of well-being” (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 

68), though the implications of this shift were different for men and women. For men 

marriage clearly established their role as head of household, earning them respect and 

authority both within their own family and the community at large. This status was not 

afforded to younger men, or men that were not married. “You might be a giant of a man, 

you may begin to grow grey hair, you may be old and toothless with age, but if you are 

unmarried, you are nothing” (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 68). For women marriage 
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clearly established their position in their husband’s family, affording them certain rights 

and decision-making power that were not afforded to unmarried women.  

Marriage is social security… apart from representing a principle basis of respect, self-

 esteem, and pride… marriage provides a woman freedom to function as an accepted 

 member of a wider society, which is considerably limited for an unmarried female. 

 (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 68) 

However, the patrilocal system in itself, “the norm that once a lady leaves her 

parent’s home and goes into marriage, she officially belongs to her husband’s family both 

in life and in death” (Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018), had significant implications, 

particularly for women. While marriage came with a certain social status in Acholi 

society (and afforded married people more rights and respect than those who were 

unmarried), it was not until a woman bore children that she was fully accepted and 

afforded rights within her husband’s family. “She loses her own clan identity on marriage 

but does not fully assume the clan identity of her husband, and is viewed as an outsider 

and therefore not to be trusted” (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 7, “What Women (Are Supposed 

To Be) Like,” para. 3; Girling, 1960). This status changed, however, once bride wealth 

payments had been settled and a woman had given birth. At this time, she became 

accepted and integrated into her husband’s family, gaining considerably more rights and 

decision-making power within the family unit (these rights will be discussed in more 

detail in a later section). If her husband were to die, patrilocality determined that she 

should remain in his family or clan and re-marry to a brother or close male relative.  
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While early and arranged marriages were the norms, marriage itself was highly 

regulated and the whole family and clan would get involved in the process of choosing a 

potential partner.  

Those days good marriage partners were got from traditional dance feasts and festivals 

 where by different groups from different villages would come and gather in one central 

 point like for three days as people perform their different traditional dances, it was from 

 there that young men and boys would notice and admire girls that they want for wives. 

 (Female, Kitgum, February 25, 2018) 

Once a match was identified, it was also the responsibility of the families to 

carefully vet each other, both to ensure the other’s socio-economic suitability for 

marriage and that they were not closely related. Marriage would be sanctioned only “after 

doing thorough background checks on the boy’s family, as the boys’ parents also do 

thorough background checks on the girls’ family” (Female, Kitgum, February 25, 2018).  

The practice of bride price payment (otongo-keny) acted both to formalize 

marriage and, more importantly, represented an important source of income and wealth 

for the bride’s family.  

Whatever the man takes to the girl’s home is given to the parents and uncles who in turn 

 pass over to the boys who are home so that when they are also ready to marry, they take 

 the same bride price and pay it the other side of the girls who will be coming home as 

 their wives. (Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018) 

A period of courtship was typical to allow for vetting and for bride price 

negotiations to take place. Once agreed upon, payments were often made in installments, 

each representing an important stage in the process of marriage.  
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When otongo-keny negotiations are completed and the first instalment is paid, the 

 couple is considered engaged and the young man takes the girl to his home – Girling 

 (1960:21, 72) calls this stage of customary marriage “cohabitation”. The couple can be 

 engaged or cohabiting for a while and upon the completion of bride wealth payment, the 

 bride's status changes from nyako (girl) to dako-ot (housewife). (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 

 2018, p. 68) 

As noted above, the birth of the first child marked the final stage in the marriage 

process, representing an action that confirmed a woman’s value and sealed her position 

and rights within her husband’s family (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018).  

Polygamy was common and widely practiced. And the number of wives that a 

man had was often seen as both an indicator of his wealth, and a benchmark of his 

masculinity. “Most men those days had a maximum of four wives and a minimum of two 

and they would take pride in that because the community would label him as a ‘real’ man 

since he was able to marry all those women” (Female, Kitgum, February 11, 2018). 

While wives had no right to object to this practice and were expected to live with and get 

along with fellow co-wives, a man’s ability to take multiple wives was highly contingent 

on his ability to provide for them. “Culture very much supported it as long as the man 

would treat them equally by providing for them the basic necessities” (Female, Kitgum, 

February 11, 2018). This responsibility to provide and protect was in fact seen as a 

cornerstone of marriage, and his ability to demand respect and command authority was 

highly contingent on his ability to deliver in this respect (this will be covered in more 

detail in a later section).    
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Division of roles  

While roles were clearly defined and divided according to gender in pre-war 

Acholi society, the overall pattern was that of complementarity. Women were responsible 

for certain tasks, and men for others, but in general roles and responsibilities were 

divided up and shared in such a way that ensured all the needs of a family unit were met. 

“In this culture men and women traditionally had a mutually supportive 

relationship…although their gender roles are separate, women and men interdepend on 

one another and work collaboratively for the common good” (Okot, 2019, p. 45).  

When it came to livelihood practices, men, women, and children all had roles to 

play in farming for subsistence, although roles here were also clearly divided and defined 

by gender. Men did the hard-manual work of opening, clearing, and ploughing the land, 

while women were responsible for weeded, harvesting, and cleaning and preparing crops 

for consumption.  

According to our culture, people are trained to do work according to their gender. When 

 it comes to farm work, men prepare the garden and get them ready for planting seeds, the 

 women on the other hand, wait to do the weeding, and also harvesting and preparing the 

 crops is to them. (Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018)  

While women were shouldered with proportionally more of the agricultural work 

than men, boys might assist in women’s tasks such as weeding, and according to 

respondents it was not uncommon for men to assist in the harvesting of crops, a role not 

traditionally their own.  

When it comes to garden work, us women would do the weeding of millet, groundnuts, 

 sesame seeds because they are the hard ones to weed and needs someone to really bend 
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 for long, and the boys weed maize, cotton, hip potatoes and plant cassava. Women would 

 do the harvesting in most cases, but the men can also help, but it’s not their work. 

 (Female, Kitgum, February 25, 2018) 

Beyond subsistence farming practices, men were primarily responsible for 

generating income and providing for their families, typically through other activities such 

as cash crop production and the management of productive assets, including livestock 

(Sengupta & Calo, 2016). Men also traditionally hunted, which supplemented families’ 

agricultural food sources (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994). It was primarily the man’s 

role to generate income, but the management of it was left to women who traditionally 

controlled the family granary (including the sale or trade of produce) and managed 

household finances. Strict norms prevented men from interfering with women’s roles in 

this activity (The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 8). 

Women and girls were primarily responsible for all domestic work and for 

maintaining the home. This included preparing food, cooking, cleaning, collecting water, 

washing, caring for children, along with other domestic chores. “Those days a woman 

was supposed to take care of her home…the wife and the girls cook food, fetch water, 

collect firewood, wash clothes, take care of the children and keep the house clean” 

(Female, Kitgum, 25 Jan, 2018). Men and boys did little in the house but were 

responsible for looking after the livestock and assisting in physical maintenance and 

upkeep of the homestead. “As a boy you grew up knowing that you have to take the 

animals to the fields to graze, sweep the compound, and collect logs for lighting the 

bonfire” (Male, Kitgum, February 2, 2018). Aside from agriculture, other forms of 
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manual labor were also primarily reserved for men, who were responsible for doing 

manual chores such as building and maintaining huts. “It’s like this, this lady in the past 

would pick grass or I would fetch water for building a wall or making bricks” (Male, 

Paicho, November 29, 2017). Women partook in some of these activities, but men were 

responsible for any activity that involved hard or heavy labor. 

Lastly, while the physical care of children, as a domestic chore, was the 

responsibility of the wife or female children, the mentoring of children was seen as the 

joint responsibility of both parents (and even extended family). As discussed above, 

according to fireside culture it was usually the responsibility of the father and male elders 

to educate young boys and the mother and older females to teach and train young girls 

about their roles and responsibilities.  

The parents were supposed to sit around bonfire with their children in the night and 

 teach them how to behave and treat other people in society. This was mostly for the boys 

 and their fathers who would teach the boys how to become responsible men when they 

 grow up. The girls would sit in the kitchen with their mother as she teaches them how a 

 responsible and respectful woman is supposed to behave and carry herself in society. 

 (Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018) 

In sum, roles were clearly divided by gender in pre-war Acholi society, but with 

some respondents indicating that women did proportionally more work than men. 

Information gathered from informant’s points to a system of interdependent, mutually 

supportive, and complimentary roles, which together ensured the well-being, 

productivity, and self-sufficiency of the family unit.   
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Acholi masculinity  

Dolan (2009) suggests that, traditionally, Acholi masculinity was founded on 

three main pillars—marriage, and a responsibility to both provide and protect. 

Specifically, Dolan argues that the achievement of masculinity was contingent on the 

fulfillment of certain actions or responsibilities associated with these pillars, which would 

define a man’s status within his family, community or clan by setting him apart both from 

women and from other men (Dolan, 2009). The first of these pillars, marriage, was 

critical in marking a man’s transition from youth to adulthood, as well as affording him a 

higher status than other unmarried men in the community. Dolan (2009) explains that the 

full achievement of masculinity was impossible “without making the transition to 

adulthood by way of marriage and thereby marking the difference between youth and 

adults” (Chapter 7, para. 1). While marriage entitled a man to certain status within and 

control over his household, once married, he was expected both to provide for and to 

protect his family. The respect and authority he could command, both from his wives and 

his children, was therefore contingent on his ability to fulfill these important male 

responsibilities (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018). Dolan (2009) therefore argues that 

Acholi masculinity was “inherently relational,” relying on a man’s achievement of certain 

roles and responsibilities towards women (and children) and understood only in contrast 

to femininity and women’s roles and positions.  

Whereas men are supposedly powerful by contrast with women, they cannot have the 

power without the women as the primary markers of masculinity center around their 

relationship with women. The power over other men, by contrast, rests in excluding them 
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from the equation on the basis of their not being married. (Dolan, 2009, Ch. 7, 

“Masculine Roles,” para. 3) 

As such, though power relations were hierarchical and male dominated, the 

achievement of masculinity (and with it, authority) had to be earned and was respected 

only on the fulfillment of certain responsibilities towards and within the family.  

 

Women’s rights and roles  

Pre-conflict Acholi society can be seen to fit within more traditional 

interpretations of patriarchal and patrilineal power relations and systems of gendered 

hierarchy, in which men hold ultimate power and authority and women’s roles and rights 

are subjugated to those of men. However, it is important to recognize that despite such 

structures and hierarchies, women did have important roles and rights within Acholi 

society. These largely related to family well-being and protection, but were clearly 

defined and respected, nonetheless. Furthermore, Acholi society was based on an ethos of 

mutual respect and understanding, which extended to relationships between women and 

men. Male power and authority were not absolute, but rather were contingent on the 

fulfillment of men’s responsibilities to protect and provide for women and children. The 

following section will first look briefly at systems of gendered hierarchy within pre-

conflict Acholi society, before turning to look more closely at rights that protected 

women and defined a clear and significant place for them in Acholi life. These have 

mainly to do with their rights and roles in the home. 

As is typical in many patriarchal societies, women are often viewed as property, 

as inferior to men, and their roles are restricted to private spaces (the home or household), 
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giving them little access to voice or decision-making power within community, public, or 

political spheres. Many of these traits are visible in Acholi society, both pre and post 

conflict (Dolan, 2009). As already described above, marriage is central to the creation 

and maintenance of gender roles, and particularly masculinity, in Acholi society. 

Marriage marks the passage to adulthood and to the achievement of masculine and 

feminine roles and defines men and women’s roles and responsibilities in the family, 

home, and community. The payment of bride price as central to traditional marriage has 

been understood to limit and undermine women’s positions within their families and 

communities.   

A common practice in Acholi society, in which wives are exchanged for bride wealth and 

 then brought to the man’s family. As a result, unmarried women may be seen as a source 

 of wealth to the family but not really part of it because they are going to leave once of a 

 marriageable age. (Branch, 2009a, p. 140) 

Women were largely seen as an economic asset and investment in girls and their 

rights within their birth home and family, whether in relation to the allocation of land, 

education etc., were limited because they were not expected to remain there after 

marriageable age. “According to our culture, girls are looked at as objects of interest 

because if a man shows interest in a girl, her parents and brothers are expecting her man 

to marry her by paying whatever the girl’s parents have asked for in the marriage list” 

(Female, Kitgum, February, 2018). 

Similarly, women’s rights once in their husband’s home were also limited as they 

were seen to be the property of the husband’s family or the clan she married into. This 

relegated her to a lower status within the family, which limited her authority in this 
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context, at least until children were produced (Dolan, 2009). The birth of the first child 

elevated a woman’s status within her husband’s family and clan, affording her certain 

rights and decision-making power (described in more detail in a later section). Women, 

particularly elders, did play specific and important advisory roles within their 

communities, but in general women had limited access to public decision-making spaces 

or positions of leadership within their clan or community. “Women participated in 

community and family leadership although their involvement at the community level was 

limited. Their participation in the public sphere was through representation in a well-

structured system of governance that was male-dominated” (The Cross Cultural 

Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 6). This meant that while Acholi women had important 

and recognized roles and social rights within certain spaces, for example the family unit, 

and rights related to productivity, the management of family finances and ensuring family 

wellbeing (economic rights), ultimately their public decision-making power was curtailed 

and always subordinate to that of men (The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017).  

 

Rights and positive roles 

Acholi culture placed certain restrictions and limitations on women’s rights and 

roles, as described above, but women also made important contributions to many aspects 

of Acholi life. By virtue of their reproductive role, they were seen to represent an 

important tie between the Acholi past and its future, and embody the promise and 

interests of the next generation (Sengupta & Calo, 2016; The Cross Cultural Foundation 
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of Uganda, 2017). As such women’s roles and rights within certain spheres (particularly 

social and economic) were clearly recognized, respected, and protected. Women’s  

Socially prescribed roles (revolving around their reproductive, productive and advisory 

 functions) …were interpreted using the lenses of Acholi ethical principles and values. 

 This enabled women to survive, to be protected, to associate and to receive justice, as any 

 other member of the community. (The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 6)  

The responsibility to care for and protect women fell to husbands and clan elders, 

whose ability to fulfill and uphold this responsibility was foundational to Acholi male 

identity, as mentioned earlier. Although there are numerous rights that could be explored 

and considered in relation to Acholi women’s positions in pre-conflict society, this 

section will consider only those that are most relevant to this study. When discussing 

women’s rights and roles, it is also important to note that as with men’s power and rights 

to authority, women’s rights were also contingent on the fulfillment of certain 

responsibilities.  

 

Marital rights 

Traditionally, the personal and sexual security of young girls was taken very 

seriously. There were strict norms against pre-menstrual and pre-marital sex, which was 

taboo and highly sanctioned (Patel et al., 2012). The protection of young girls was 

primarily the responsibility of male heads of household, but this responsibility, as well as 

the important mentoring role, also fell to older female relatives, particularly aunts (wayo) 

and grandmothers (adaa). Young girls typically slept in their own huts, along with their 

grandmothers, who were supposed to ensure their protection and prevent predation by 
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older men. This reflected a “culturally imbued concept of personal and community 

consent, and represented a child protection system that placed a high value on the Acholi 

girl’s personal and familial dignity and served to protect her sexuality” (Patel et al., 2012, 

p. 5). 

In one respect women were viewed as the property of their husband once married, 

but on the other hand this concept of personal consent also extended to decisions about 

marriage. Traditionally “women largely had the right to choose their husbands and 

marriage was seen as sacred and consensual” (The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 

2017, p. 9). Once married a husband’s right to wield authority over his wife (or wives) 

was contingent on his ability to provide for her. As such women had the rights to be 

supported and provided for, including rights to access and to utilize their own parcel of 

land, as well as to access, make use of, and manage other resources or economic assets 

vital for the maintenance and survival of the family (The Cross Cultural Foundation of 

Uganda, 2017). These rights stood regardless of how many wives a man chose to marry, 

with each wife in a polygamous marriage holding these rights independent of one another 

(The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017). Wives were also entitled to their own 

physical space, so each had the right to have her own hut and to manage her own 

household. “As expressed in the adage cip pa mon pe twome (the hems of women’s skirts 

do not touch). Each wife also had a right to make independent decisions within her own 

home and these had to be respected by everyone, especially family members” (The Cross 

Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 9). A man was also required to obtain consent 

from his first wife in order to enter a polygamous marriage and take another wife, and the 
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first wife had the right to deny consent to her husband if she felt he was not fulfilling his 

responsibility to provide for her and her children (The Cross Cultural Foundation of 

Uganda, 2017, p. 9). 

 

Social and economic rights 

Women’s rights were also well defined within their home, a private space. In 

particular, wives (once they bore children) held both social and economic rights and 

considerable sway in decision-making regarding or affecting the wellbeing of their 

family. This related both to the upbringing and mentoring of children, as well as to the 

material maintenance of the family unit. “Women had the right to be supported with tools 

and resources for production, such as farming inputs and granaries, by the men, 

especially their husbands, fathers or fathers-in-laws and brothers” (The Cross Cultural 

Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 8). Men controlled most productive assets, but women 

were entitled to participate in, and in some cases, having the sole right to their 

management. This was particularly the case when it came to family granaries. Both men 

and women farmed the land together, but women had sole control over the management 

of its productive outcome. This was kept in pots called agulu, which men were not 

allowed to investigate or interfere in (The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017). 

Even beyond farming, which was a joint activity, women had influence over decisions 

regarding other productive assets controlled by men. For example, “no man would for 

instance exchange the family’s livestock without his wife’s consent, although livestock 

was considered a man’s property. Even when contributing selected animals to a son of 
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the clan for his marriage, a wife’s approval was mandatory” (The Cross Cultural 

Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 9).  

 

Land rights 

Women also had clear rights in relation to land, both in their family home before 

marriage and in their husband’s home thereafter. “Every woman – married or not – had a 

right to access land for use and had unlimited powers to determine how that land was 

used (except giving it away or exchanging it)” (The Cross Cultural Foundation of 

Uganda, 2017, p. 8). For example, while girls were not entitled to own or inherit their 

father’s or family’s land, they were entitled to access and use land in the same way as 

boys, without question or contestation, up until the time they were married. If a woman 

remained single and did not marry for any reason (though this was frowned upon) she 

maintained the right to live with her family and utilize her father’s land throughout her 

life. Similarly, if a woman became separated from her husband and returned home to live 

with her family, she regained the right to access and utilize family land (The Cross 

Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017). When married and living with her husband, a 

woman was expected to work his land and the outcomes of that digging 15 would go to 

the family granary (which was owned by the man). However, as one woman explained 

during a focus group discussion in Paicho, “this doesn't stop the wives from digging their 

own plots, but the plot that is under the husband, the one that binds them all (this is called 

Moro), the outcomes of farming this plot are brought to the man’s granary” (Women’s 

 
15 Respondents refer to farming as “digging”  
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Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 2017). In other words, women were obligated to dig 

on their husband’s land, but they were also free to dig separately so long as the outcome 

of digging on his plot, or Moro, were put in his granary. In actuality this was the “family” 

granary, which was typically managed by women (as described above). Lastly widows 

were expected to remain in their husband’s home and remarry into his clan, but they also 

“inherited the estates of their deceased husbands and the responsibility of apportioning 

land to the sons when they came of age was their sole prerogative” (The Cross Cultural 

Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 8). As such, widows did not forfeit all rights to land 

when their husbands died, but rather were ensured some kind of security in their 

husbands’ family home and maintained some decision-making power about how land 

was divided amongst their children.  

 

Norms against sexual and gender-based violence 

Clear norms against sexual and gender-based violence also existed in traditional 

Acholi society. As mentioned earlier, women, viewed as life-givers and representing a 

connection to the future, had a right to be protected and to live free of violence. Young 

girls were protected by strong norms against pre-marital and pre-menstrual sex, which 

were upheld by both male and female relatives. Other norms protecting women and 

preventing sexual and gender-based violence have also been documented, including 

norms against killing women and acts of sexual violence such as rape. It is important to 

note, however, that these norms were not frequently discussed by respondents of this 

study, so information on this topic comes primarily from secondary sources. Nonetheless, 
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other inquiries point to the fact that violence against women was taboo, and there were 

severe punishments both for killing a woman as well as for any form of sexual violence 

(The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017). Domestic violence was treated 

slightly differently, since this was a private matter, but was highly frowned upon and met 

with equally strong punishment. Elders were tasked with addressing any suspected case 

of domestic violence, and doing so required involving the perpetrators family 

(particularly the father and older male and female relatives) who were expected to 

explain (both to elders and the wider community) their failure in mentoring their child 

and upholding Acholi cultural values related to the protection of women (The Cross 

Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017).  

  Elders would come very early in the morning one by one and sit outside the house. The 

 ladit Paco or ladit Dogola (family head) would invite them in, but they would refuse. You 

 can imagine how threatening this was. They would ask to talk to the head of the 

 household…[he]would then be put to task to explain why he had failed to teach his son or 

 grandson and the elders would ask him to have a meal prepared for them as they sorted 

 out the matter. He would have to select an animal from the kraal, usually from the guilty 

 son’s or grandson’s animals. This affected the family wealth and acted as a prohibitive 

 measure in case of domestic violence. (The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017, 

 p. 9) 

As mentioned above, respondents of this study did not speak extensively about 

pre-conflict norms related to sexual and gender-based violence (other than the protection 

of young girls). However, respondents did report that, in relation to the current situation, 

elders often ignore reports of domestic violence or wife beating. It is difficult to draw 
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conclusions based on available data, but this could mean that either these norms were 

(traditionally) not strictly upheld or enforced or could reflect a change in these norms. 

The latter will be considered in greater detail in Chapter 7.   

Lastly, it is important to note that although women’s public roles were limited, 

they did participate in public decision-making in certain ways. In most cases their 

participation was indirect, but in some cases, they wielded more direct influence. For 

example, in traditional Acholi society war was highly sanctioned, and women played an 

important role in decisions related to war.  

 Decision makers were interdependent: thus, whereas it was the role of men to go to war 

 and doing so was decided by the Rwot council, they would not proceed without the 

 women’s sanction in the form of a blessing…. These blessings were at times withheld, 

 depending on the reasons given by the senior women in the community. (The Cross 

 Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 9) 

Okot (2019) argues that despite the classic patriarchal division and hierarchy of 

roles in pre-war Acholi society, women’s roles in rituals and decision-making processes 

related to war reflect the complementarity of men and women’s roles in society as a 

whole, and the idea that both genders play important and complimentary roles towards 

achieving a greater communal good. “A glance at the historical roles women play in war 

and peace times as ‘priestesses’ to veto or sanction a war, reaffirms how Acholi culture 

frames gender equality and controls both the private and public socio-political lives of 

males and females” (Okot, 2019, p. 38). Okot suggests that this synergy is symbolic of 

the nature of relationships between men and women in traditional Acholi society, in 
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which the actions and roles of individuals (both men and women) were guided by the 

needs of the family, and community or clan as a whole (Okot, 2019).  

 

Power and authority  

When looking at both men and women’s roles, rights, and responsibilities within 

pre-war Acholi society it is clear that structures of gendered hierarchy existed, and that 

men held much power and authority within this system, both within private and public 

spaces. However, gendered power structures also existed within a context of mutuality in 

which both men and women’s roles and responsibilities were seen as complimentary and 

working towards the good of the family, clan, and community. Women lived within a 

system of gendered hierarchy, but they did have rights and decision-making power within 

Acholi society. These rights were, however, were limited to certain spheres and 

contingent on fulfillment of their culturally defined roles and responsibilities.  

Until the early 1980’s, the concept of rights in Acholi was largely understood as placing 

 emphasis on roles, rather than entitlements. Roles consisted of ‘must do’s’ and it was in 

 the fulfilment of one’s roles that rights and entitlements could be realized. Rights or 

 entitlements therefore did not exist independently of responsibilities. (The Cross Cultural 

 Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 6) 

Therefore, as outlined above, though characterized by male-dominated systems of 

power, Acholi men’s power and authority was contingent on their responsibility to 

provide and protect (Oosterom, 2011; Sengupta & Calo, 2016; Woodburn, 2003), and 

respect for their authority (from wives and children) was earned by fulfilling these 

responsibilities. Additionally, age also acted as a basis for power and authority. “This was 
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a society in which age-based power relations predominated (Harris 2012a). Older men 

held political power, including control over access to land. Older women had 

considerable say within the household and polygynous wives ran their own mini-

households within the larger ones managed by their husband” (Harris, 2017, p. 6). Again, 

within this age-based system, both men and women held different but important roles in 

family and community decision-making structures.  

This explanation relies primarily on previous studies on the topic, which have not 

been particularly extensive, though such interpretations of gendered power dynamics 

were largely supported or confirmed by respondents of this study. However, this study 

identified several inter-related concepts of power in Acholi that have not been as widely 

recognized or explored on a theoretical level. One concept in particular, Twero, relates 

directly to culturally defined gender hierarchies and systems of power. This concept is 

complex and nuanced in nature but is critical to understanding power relations and 

dynamics within both pre and post conflict Acholi society. In the post-conflict period 

many international organizations working in Acholiland have adopted the word Twero to 

discuss the idea of rights, particularly women’s rights, but most have used it as a literal 

translation and applied it to Western concepts of rights. As a result, the complexity and 

nuance of this concept as it relates to gendered hierarchies and systems of power in 

Acholi have been largely overlooked. This, and other concepts related to power in Acholi 

will be explored in depth in Chapter 7.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: EXPERIENCES OF CONFLICT 
 
 
 
 

The study aimed to better understand shifts in gender dynamics, power relations, 

and cultural ideas about femininity and masculinity within Acholi communities in the 

context of conflict, and how those shifts were experienced and interpreted by Acholi 

individuals. First-hand accounts of individual experiences were collected during 

interviews, focus group discussions and informal conversations with respondents in 

Paicho, Pabo, Pader and Kitgum. Each individual’s experiences were unique, but together 

these narratives provide a more comprehensive picture of Acholi experiences during the 

years of conflict. What becomes obvious, both from respondent’s accounts, as well as 

accounts and information available in the literature, is that despite individual experiences, 

there were certain collective experiences that characterized what many Acholi went 

through during decades of conflict. Furthermore, the breadth and extent of impacts 

encountered are quite staggering. For the most part, it appears that impacts were felt 

across multiple aspects of individual, family and community life, creating a complex 

cascade of changes that fundamentally altered the way the Acholi existed. Understanding 

these conflict experiences is critical to understanding broader socio-economic, cultural, 

and gendered changes that are evident in the aftermath of conflict, and which will be 

explored in later chapters. This chapter will draw on interview data and relevant literature 
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to outline and highlight broad themes in Acholi collective experiences of conflict, both 

before Acholi communities were resettled into protected villages.16 

 

Experiences of conflict prior to camps  

This chapter will focus primarily on Acholi collective experiences during the first 

decade of conflict, (roughly 1986-1996), before the majority of the Acholi population 

were resettled by the Government of Uganda into camps17. Because camps created a very 

particular set of circumstances and living conditions, which are not necessarily 

characteristic of the conflict in the years prior to forced resettlement, experiences during 

the period spent in camps will be dealt with separately to those prior to camps in the 

following chapter (Chapter 6).    

In analyzing data related to experiences of conflict (prior to camps) primary data 

from interviews was coded in Nvivo, and themes related to conflict experiences were 

identified and categorized. Figure 4 represents the main categories of experiences arising 

from interview data, with width of bands indicating how prevalently each category of 

experience was mentioned. Wider bands indicate that a specific issue or topic was raised 

with higher frequency in interviews and primary data. Bands on the outer circle represent 

 
16 Museveni’s protected village policy came into effect in September 1996, when the Government of 
Uganda, through its military forces, started to move hundreds and thousands of Acholi into camps, where 
they would (supposedly) be protected from the LRA by the UPDF. This policy, and “protected villages” 
will be dealt with in more detail in the following section. 
17 While officially called protected villages by the Government of Uganda and military forces, several 
different terms were used to refer to these “villages”. For example, they were typically called IDP camps by 
humanitarian and aid organizations and have been referred to in relevant studies by other names such as 
“internment camps”. Respondents of this study referred to them simply as “camps”, and this is therefore the 
terminology that will be employed in this study and the sections that follow. 
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sub-categories within a given category, which will be discussed further within the 

following section. It is important to note that this graphic represents purely qualitative 

data and is shown only to help the reader understand the frequency with which each issue 

was raised or discussed by respondents. Responses have not been quantified numerically, 

and the choice of graphic was determined (or rather limited) by tools available in Nvivo 

for representing data visually.  

 
 
 

 

Figure 4: Broad themes relating to collective experiences of conflict (prior to camps) 
 
 
 
This figure represents major categories of experience discussed by respondents, with the 

width of band representing the frequency with which each category was referenced.  
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Violence (death, fear, trauma)  

 Even for those who are not intimately familiar with this conflict, many will 

remember it as characterized by extreme brutality and violence against civilians. Most 

media accounts focused on the LRA’s use of violence, particularly its violence against 

children and forced recruitment of child soldiers. The violence inflicted on the Acholi 

population by the LRA was intense and has been widely discussed and documented. It is 

important to note, however, that the experiences recounted by respondents indicate 

violence that is attributed both to the LRA and to the NRA18. For their part, the LRA used 

violence to terrorize the Acholi population and to grow rebel ranks through forced 

conscription, particularly as it began to lose popular support. On the other hand, the 

military viewed the Acholi as a ready source of recruits for the LRA and used violence to 

discourage people from siding with Kony’s forces and to punish them for (allegedly) 

harboring or protecting them.  

As can be seen in Figure 4, the topic of violence featured most heavily in 

respondent’s accounts of conflict. Although, when speaking about violence, respondents 

also regularly referenced death, fear, trauma, and grief or loss19. 

 

 
18 When the conflict began, the Ugandan military were called the National Resistance Movement, or NRA. 
However, following the enactment of a new constitution in 1995, the NRA became the Uganda People's 
Defense Force (UPDF). The Ugandan military will therefore be referred to both as the NRA, and as the 
UPDF in the following sections/chapter, depending on the period being referred to. 
  
19 In this data, loss is differentiated from death in that is refers to the loss of something other than a person, 
and can refer to both tangible things such as farms, land, homes, material items, or intangible things such as 
culture, tradition etc.  
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Figure 5 indicates the frequency with which death, fear/trauma, and grief/loss 

were mentioned in discussions related to violence. Loss is differentiated from death in 

that it relates to the loss of something (either tangible or intangible) other than loss of life.  

 
 
 

 

Figure 5: Death, fear, and trauma 
 
 
 
 A large proportion of respondents interviewed had lost a relative or someone 

close to them and spoke of personal loss in one way or another. As one respondent 

explained, “it is very rare to find a family that didn’t experience direct impact of the 

conflict because the rebels killed so many people so there is a high chance that you will 

find a family that lost their loved ones during that time or suffered in some kind of way” 

(Female, Kitgum, February 2018). Other respondents recounted experiencing or 

witnessing violence on a level that is nearly unthinkable. Without wishing to be too 
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graphic, I feel it is necessary to share some of these accounts (in the words of respondents 

themselves) to convey the magnitude of violence inflicted on the Acholi population by 

the LRA, and the level of fear, terror and trauma that they left in their wake. Table 1 

below provides some examples of direct accounts of violence reported by respondents. 

The following sections will also feature direct accounts of impacts and experiences to 

illustrate and support the findings highlighted. This is because it is my intention to 

prioritize the views and perspectives of Acholi individuals, and not just my own 

interpretations.   

 
 
 
Table 1: Violent incidents reported by respondents  
 

Respondent/Location  Incident  
Female, Kitgum, January 21, 2018 In Agago district, people were slaughtered, 

chopped into pieces, and cooked in pots and 
the local community members who were 
abducted were asked to eat the dead bodies 
that were chopped and cooked 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  People were murdered, people’s ears, lips, 
arms and legs were cut off and by the way 
some of these people decided to commit 
suicide because they felt like they could not 
live the way they were left 

Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018  There are no atrocities these rebels did not 
commit. I remember one time when we were 
seated around the bonfire at home before we 
were moved to the camps, we heard dogs 
barking from the neighbor’s place so people 
were like could it be the rebels are nearby? 
And before we knew it, we were surrounded, 
and they had come with the owner of the dog. 
They told us not to make any mistake of 
running or else they would shoot us all dead. 
They tied the dog to the owner’s back and 
started beating it. In the process of beating, 
the dog bit the back of his master and their 
point was, that we should not keep dogs at 
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home that will bark at them as they move, 
and they left. 

Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018 I remember hearing a story that happened in 
some camp in Agago district where one 
abductee who had become one of the rebels 
escaped and went back home with a gun so 
the rebels followed the boy home and when 
they reached the place where the boy comes 
from, they hacked to death twenty-two 
civilians. 

Female, Kitgum, February 23, 2018 There was an incident that happened in 
Agago district when the rebels went to a 
trading center, rounded up people, and killed 
some before cooking them in pots and 
ordered the ones who were alive to eat them. 
They were only lucky that some other 
soldiers came right on time and saved them 
from eating their fellow human beings. We 
hear rumors that some of those gruesome 
murders were carried out by government 
troops. 

Male, Kitgum, February 8, 2018  All communities were characterized by fear 
and untold suffering, we lost hope and faith 
in God and gods since it appeared as though 
they had abandoned us. 

Female, Kitgum, February 9, 2018  The whole region was characterized by fear 
and suspicion, any strange person was 
suspected of being a wrong person because 
the rebels would send some of their people in 
plain clothes in different communities to 
check and confirm where the government 
soldiers were staged, such that when they 
(rebels) come back in the night they would 
know exactly where to pass and dodge the 
soldiers or engage them in gun fire when they 
were not aware. The rebels in most cases 
resorted to killing the civilians because they 
claimed that the local people knew where the 
soldiers would be but just didn’t want them to 
know. 

 
 
 

This level of violence was, however, not limited to attacks from the LRA. Violent 

attacks on civilians were also frequently carried out by Ugandan military forces. While 
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many respondents of this study were more hesitant to discuss this issue, it was a theme 

that came up in interviews on numerous occasions and is also supported by findings of 

previous studies. Respondents described the way in which soldiers would use violence as 

a retaliatory tool, looting villages, or killing people in the wake of LRA attacks. Based on 

fieldwork conducted with 170 members of self-help groups in Gulu in 1999, Dolan 

(2009) presents some clear figures related to acts of violence attributed to the NRA.   

Twenty-nine out of seventy-seven killings were attributed to Government troops. Four 

 out of five rape cases were also attributed to Government forces. Thus, although overall 

 the rebels were responsible for 70.4 per cent of major traumatic incidents to individual 

 persons, the Government was responsible for nearly one third. When attributing 

 responsibility for damages to personal properties, the picture was more or less 50:50. 

 (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 3, Table 3.5) 

Findings from Dolan’s discussions with ten self-help groups in the Gulu district in 

1999 provide an interesting insight into the prevalence of violent incidents carried out by 

government troops versus the LRA. These findings can be seen in Table 2, reflecting 

incidents reported by 171 participants of his focus group discussions (86 women and 85 

men).  
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Table 2: Incidents of violence attributed to LRA or government troops as reported 
by Dolans focus group participants in 1999.  

 

Source: Dolan, 2009, Table 3.4 
 
 
 

The information and accounts highlighted above point to an environment of 

extreme fear and uncertainty perpetuated by conflict. It is clear that the Acholi population 

were often caught between the two forces and were subject to severe violence from both 

sides. The LRA used violence predominately as a tool for recruitment, whereas 

government forces used violence as a form of punishment for (suspected) collaboration 

with rebel forces. Acholi individuals and communities were unable to escape violence no 

matter what they did, leading most people to live in a state of extreme fear. It appears that 

this fear was almost paralyzing for many people. As will be outlined in the sections 

below, fear or threat of violence ceased normal activities in almost all walks of Acholi 

life, preventing farming and livelihood activities, restricting movement, social activities, 

and leading to both a short and long-term state of physical and emotional trauma that 

many respondents indicated still lingers today. By permeating and impacting every aspect 
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of Acholi life, violence not only interrupted and severely fractured the Acholi as a 

society, but it also fundamentally attacked and eroded Acholi collective and individual 

identity, something that respondents of this study spoke frequently about in relation to the 

impacts of conflict. This was particularly true in relation to gendered identities. The ways 

in which conflict and violence ate away at and altered traditional and cultural norms and 

Acholi masculinities and femininities will be explored in greater detail in the following 

sections and chapters.  

 

Gender-based violence (GBV) 

Incidents of rape and gender based violence (GBV) were also wide-spread, 

mentioned in respondents accounts and well documented in the literature (Allen & 

Vlassenroot, 2010; Apuuli, 2005; Branch, 2009; Dolan, 2002, 2009). Again, these 

incidents were not limited to the LRA, but attributed also to the Ugandan military. Most 

accounts focus on rape and violence against women carried out by both forces. In the 

case of the LRA, those who were abducted were often forced into sexual slavery (though 

the LRA were also known to commit rape and other forms of GBV when attacking and 

looting villages). As one respondent recalled, “young women who were abducted were 

subjected to sexual abuse and violence and they were not expected to resist or else risked 

being killed” (Male, Kitgum, February 29, 2018). Another explained, “Our women and 

young girls were subjected to sex slavery, our children were abducted and forced to 

torture and kill people against their will” (Male, Kitgum, February 6, 2018).  
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 Men were, however, also the victims of sexual violence. In fact, during the early 

years of the conflict in Acholiland, the rape of men was common and widespread. Known 

as “Kek Gungu” male rape was a distinctive military strategy employed by the NRA to 

terrorize the Acholi population, and to punish or discourage them from collaboration with 

the LRA (Van Acker, 2004). Though rarely mentioned or discussed by respondents 

during interviews, some secondary sources have documented its prevalence. “The 

NRA/M’s revenge rape against Acholi men was widespread enough that the Acholi 

invented a new vocabulary, tek gungu… The term literally means the way which is hard 

to bend” (Esuruku, 2011, p. 31). During his fieldwork, Dolan (2009) also identified this 

phenomenon and documented several discussions related to male rape, which took place 

with his own respondents. 

The stigma attached was even higher than for female rape, and workshop 

participants described how ‘when a man is raped it takes away his manhood and he fails 

to act to bring change’. The late medical superintendent at Lacor hospital pointed out that 

‘It [male rape] was used by the Government soldiers as a weapon. The anger goes very 

deep, the men cannot talk about it , it is the women who bring it up. (Chapter 7, 

”Increased Male Vulnerability," para. 6) 

The impact of female rape and GBV on the social fabric of communities has been 

well documented and understood in academic literature. As a weapon of war rape has 

been used to destroy the social fabric of society, attacking and destroying both male and 

female dignity, relationships, and identities (Brison et al., 2002; Card, 1996; Diken & 

Laustsen, 2005; Kohn, 1994; Pratt & Werchick, 2004). However, as Dolan’s workshop 

participants point out, the stigma associated with male rape, though not discussed as 
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openly, was often even worse for men in relation to its social and psychological impacts 

than it was for women. By raping Acholi men, the NRA were directly attacking and 

undermining Acholi male identity and culturally established models of masculinity 

through which men were supposed to represent strength and offer protection to women 

and their families (Dolan, 2009). Respondents from Dolan’s 1998-1999 fieldwork 

indicated that for many men in Acholiland who were victims of Tek Gungu, the shame 

was so great that men could not acknowledge or speak of it. Communities’ members 

indicated that in many cases, it actually drove them to suicide (Dolan, 2009). In reference 

to Tek Gungu and its impacts on men and Acholi communities, Dolan notes that both in 

his own fieldwork, and in other studies attempting to explore the issue at the time, 

information was obtained primarily through women because men were unwilling or 

unable to discuss it (Dolan, 2009). The same pattern was observed in this study. While 

very few respondents mentioned this issue at all, it is important to bring attention to it 

given its prevalence and impact, particularly on Acholi men. As outlined in Chapter 4, 

Acholi male identities were built upon responsibilities to provide for and protect their 

families. Fulfillment of these responsibilities entitled men to respect and authority and 

represented one of the primary pillars of Acholi male identity. What is significant here 

(even though not discussed by participants of this study directly) is to recognize the way 

in which conflict and violence, particularly this kind of sexual violence, attacked and ate 

away not just at the fabric of society, but at the very foundation of Acholi masculinities 

and femininities. Rape and sexual violence was a source of great shame and stigma for 

women, often causing them to be labeled as dirty, ruined, and no longer worthy of 
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traditional marriage, partnerships, or the rights and protections offered under these 

arrangements (this is will discussed further in the following sections). Both Tek Gungu 

and the rape of Acholi women also compromised men’s ability to carry out and uphold 

the very roles (protecting and providing) that defined their masculinity, causing 

humiliation and debilitation, particularly for men, on both an individual and community 

level. These impacts and issues will also be discussed in more detail in the following 

chapters (see in particular Chapter 7).  

 

Abduction 

As mentioned above, the large-scale abduction of children and use of child 

soldiers was a widely publicized part of the LRA conflict. Abduction drew much 

international attention to the conflict, particularly in later years. Most respondents 

interviewed were directly impacted by abduction in some way, either through abduction 

of a family member or someone from their community. Estimates indicate that “between 

1986 and 2006 approximately 54,000 to 75,000 people, including 25,000 to 38,000 

adolescents and teenagers, were abducted with the majority (89%) of them from Acholi 

sub-region” (Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018, p. 66).  

The LRA forcefully recruited young boys and girls into fighting forces to act in a 

number of roles including combatants, porters, cooks, manual laborers, and sex slaves 

(also known as soldier’s wives). Children were frequently abducted during attacks on 

villages, and the LRA also later targeted schools and even churches. Respondents 

recalled several attacks in which hundreds of children were abducted by the LRA at one 
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time. In one such incident in 1996, close to 140 girls were abducted from St. Mary’s 

boarding school in Aboke (in Lira district) and equally large number from St. Charles 

Lwanga college in Agago district (Male, Kitgum, February 2018). Respondents reported 

that many of them did not come home, and that to this day they do not know if they are 

alive or dead. Table 3 provides some examples of accounts and experiences of abduction 

reported by respondents. 

 
 
 

Table 3: Incidents and experiences of abduction reported by respondents  
 

Respondent/Location  Incident  
Female, Kitgum, November 4, 2018 The girls narrated that the rebels would just 

pick any girls they wanted from among them 
to become their wives and they were not to 
object or else they would be killed; those who 
tried escaping and were caught would be 
given to the young children to execute them 
by hitting their heads with axes or chopping 
them off with pangas (machetes) and that 
was to act as an example to the rest who 
thought of escaping. The rebels called the act 
of making young abducted children kill 
people an act of initiation into the group, 
which all of them were to perform at one 
point. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 29, 2018 My parents tell us that the rebels were really 
interested in children because they would use 
them as child soldiers and that explains why 
they were abducting them all the time. There 
are families whose children were taken by the 
rebels and up to now they never returned so 
people say that maybe they have died by 
now. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 12, 2018 Children were abducted, and girls and 
women were raped. The rebels took many 
young girls to South Sudan and forcefully 
made some of them become their wives. 
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Some of them who were lucky managed to 
escape and come back home and some of 
them were rescued by the soldiers, but the 
unlucky ones died there. In 1998, the rebels 
abducted over one hundred girls from St. 
Lwanga college school in Agago district and 
only a few of them returned home; we don’t 
know whether the rest are still alive. My son 
was abducted in 2004 when he was only 
seventeen, but God is good, he brought me 
back my son after one year.  
 

Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018 While I was held captive, I literally 
experienced the suffering and pain people go 
through, the rebels used to make us carry 
heavy loads and trek the whole day or night 
until they decided to camp somewhere and 
rest. Things like sacks of sugar, rice, maize 
flour, and salt which they would loot from 
people’s shops were among the things we 
would be made to carry. They also used to 
make us uproot people’s cassava, sweet 
potatoes and other food crops for their own 
consumption and everywhere they passed and 
found things like chicken, goats, and turkeys, 
they would carry and go with so generally 
they depended on people’s things for their 
survival. Young women who were abducted 
were subjected to sexual abuse and violence 
on several occasions and they were not 
expected to resist or else risked being killed. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February13, 2018 Some of the girls who were abducted and 
returned with children still face the challenge 
of being fully accepted in communities 
because the children remind people of their 
tormentors. Most of them don’t get the 
chance to express their experience of the life 
they led while in the bush. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018 Sometimes they would use people whom they 
had abducted as an example by murdering 
them in front of the others if they tried to 
escape and were caught. This was to serve as 
warnings to other abductees that they are not 
to escape because the same fate would be 
theirs. The young children who had been 
abducted would be ordered to murder big 
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people and they claimed that was the 
initiation process to fully become one of their 
members and they were not supposed to 
refuse because you would be killed. 
 

Female, Pabo, May 24, 2018 During the war, many people suffered, 
especially mothers with many children but 
now women live together with their children. 
 

 
 
 

Abduction not only fundamentally fractured and traumatized Acholi families and 

communities, but it also led to a specific set of changes in social norms, behaviors, and 

dynamics. More specifically, conflict triggered a breakdown in cultural and traditional 

systems of mentorship and collective communal responsibility through which cultural 

and traditional norms were transmitted and older generations shared a collective 

responsibility for the upbringing of Acholi youth (see Chapter 4). A key example of these 

impacts can be seen through a phenomenon that became widely known as night 

commuting. To avoid abduction, children began to leave their homes and villages at night 

to sleep in more secure locations such as churches and hospitals in towns and urban 

centers. These night commuter’s (Patel et al., 2012) became temporarily dislocated from 

their families, leading to circumstances in which many young children were left without 

adult supervision. In these situations, cultural norms and taboos were often abandoned, 

and children were left to behave and interact in ways that were not culturally sanctioned 

under normal circumstances. For example, engaging in pre-menstrual or pre-martial 

sexual relationships, or engaging in sexual relationships with multiple partners (Patel et 

al., 2012). This behavior was highly frowned upon in traditional settings, and norms and 
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behaviors existed to protect against and prevent it (see Chapter 4). As a consequence of 

the night commuter phenomenon, important forms of mentorship and cultural 

transference were lost or abandoned, leading in turn to a loss or erosion of cultural norms 

and behaviors that would have been passed down or expected of Acholi children and 

youth under normal circumstances. This loss of cultural norms and systems of mentorship 

led to what many Acholi adults described as a lost generation, a theme that will be 

explored in more depth in later sections and chapters (in particular Chapter 7).  

Many adults were also abducted during LRA attacks but were primarily used to 

carry goods that the LRA looted rather than being conscripted into fighting forces. They 

were, however, typically released soon after abduction and before they reached any of the 

LRA’s major bases so as not to reveal or expose their hiding places (Male, Kitgum, 

February 2018). Those who were lucky enough to escape or be released, particularly ex-

combatants, often faced challenges when they returned home. Both men and women 

returnees were frequently shunned and stigmatized by their communities because of the 

atrocities they had or were believed to have committed, often against their own families 

and community members (Gwed-G, personal communication, November 2017; Esuruku, 

2011; Kiconco & Nthakomwa, 2018).  

Women in particular faced shame and stigmatization when they returned from 

being soldier’s wives, and many came home with soldier’s children, or with HIV/AIDS 

(Female, Kitgum, February 2018). Because they had been integrated into the LRA’s 

ranks and had often been forced to participate in fighting, they became associated with 

death and were seen to carry bad or evil spirits (also known as Sen) (Patel et al., 2012). In 
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the course of his fieldwork in Acholiland in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s, Finnström 

observed in relation to returnees that “in a deeper sense girls are more often held to be 

impure sexually and thus morally more dubious, and even more dangerous, than boys” 

(Finnström, 2008, p. 193). As a result they were considered unwomanly, violent, and not 

fit for marriage (Patel et al., 2012). Such stigmatization and perceptions that LRA ex-

combatants or returnees were somehow spoilt or socially compromised (regardless of 

whether they were abducted or not) often led to long term alienation of ex-abductee 

females from their families and communities (Female, Kitgum, February 2018). In a 

context in which marriage held very high cultural significance and importance (see 

Chapter 4), these women, according to respondents, were typically considered unfit as 

partners as they failed to fulfill or uphold traditional female roles or models of femininity. 

They were associated instead with male qualities linked to violence and their (suspected) 

role in LRA atrocities. Consequently, they often struggled to find both social acceptance, 

which was largely linked to important rites of passage associated with marriage, and a 

stable living environment in which they could support themselves, as this stability was 

traditionally also achieved and upheld through marriage (see Chapter 4). Respondents 

reported that ex-combatant women could often be found living dubious lives in urban 

centers, or taking on jobs normally associated with men, for example hard manual labor.  

 

Displacement and loss of mobility  

While most of the Acholi population spent on average between 5-10 years in 

camps during the course of the conflict, the government-mandated policy of forced 
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displacement, what Museveni called the protected village policy, did not come into full 

swing until 199620 (Dolan, 2009; Finnström, 2008). Before this time Acholi who were not 

living in camps or larger urban centers still experienced displacement and dislocation 

from their homes and land because of insecurity. Fearful of LRA attacks, many people 

were forced to leave their villages in search of safe places to hide, and respondents 

reported vacating their villages at night and sleeping in the bush to avoid attack and 

abduction, sometimes for days or weeks at a time. Respondents spoke of nights of terror 

sleeping outside in all conditions, being bitten by snakes, getting sick, being forced to eat 

raw and uncooked foods, and suffering from extreme hunger. Often, they were forced to 

leave everything behind, and at times men and women would hide separately to try and 

avoid children being found and abducted by LRA soldiers. These experiences led to both 

physical and psychological dislocation for many Acholi as families and communities 

were separated from each other, often for weeks, months, or even years at a time. People 

did not know if their loved ones were alive, dead, or abducted. And as with violence, 

displacement also left people to live in a constant state of fear and uncertainty. It also led 

to massive disruption of many (if not all) aspects of Acholi life. This included changes to 

physical and spatial living arrangements as many people fled to the bush or took shelter 

in urban centers, an interruption of social interactions, activities, and gatherings, as well 

as disruptions to economic activities and traditional livelihood practices. Table 4 provides 

 
20 Museveni announced the “Protected Village” policy in 1996, and it was officially mandated the same 
year. Before this time, the NRA were forcefully displacing some Acholi communities from their land, but 
until 1996 forced displacement was not part of an official or widely coordinated military strategy.  
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some examples of accounts and experiences of displacement reported by respondents and 

the impacts of these experiences on various aspects of their lives. 

 
Table 4: Incidents and experiences reported by respondents in relation to 
displacement  
 

Respondent/Location  Incident  
Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018 When anyone asks me about my experience 

of the war, I normally task them to imagine a 
scenario whereby every day you have to 
leave your home to go and sleep in the bush 
or a cave or even in some unfinished building 
somewhere because you would assume the 
rebels will not be interesting in coming in 
since it looks deserted. You picture elderly 
mothers and fathers carrying their sleeping 
bags to go find refuge somewhere else other 
than sleeping at their homes, imagine 
children walking long distances to and from 
to seek for shelter for the night. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 6, 2018 All we did best was run from one place to 
another looking for a safe haven and it 
reached a point that some people gave up 
running and stayed and waited for whatever 
came their way. Everybody was to be on their 
toes and ready to flee their current place in 
case it was declared unsafe. We slept in 
bushes and sometimes under rainfall and 
amidst glaring gun shots and deafening bomb 
blasts. Those people left their homes with 
nothing apart from some blankets and a few 
of their belongings. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 21, 2018 The war didn’t only displace people from 
their homes but caused the death of a 
staggering number of almost one million 
people. The conflict made us and our 
children sleep in bushes because of fear for 
our lives and the lives of our children who 
would be abducted, and in most cases rain 
would get us out there but we had no shelter. 
Some people were bitten by snakes in the 
night out in the bush just because we were 
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looking for where to hide and be safe from 
the rebels. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 11, 2018 People could not do anything other than run 
to the bush all the time for safety, it was so 
funny that if you or any your family had a 
cough, you would wake in the morning and 
find all the people you were taking cover 
with all gone to another location because they 
feared that the rebels would hear people 
coughing and come straight for them. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 28, 2017 Before people went to camps most people ran 
from the conflict and congested themselves 
in the heart of town. 
 

 
 
 

Associated with experiences of displacement, respondents also spoke of a loss of 

mobility. Because people were unsure of where the LRA were hiding or where and when 

they would attack next, many people were too scared to move between various places for 

fear of ambush, both locally and within the region. As a result, people were often too 

fearful to access their farms (gardens), or to move to local or regional markets to buy or 

sell produce. Children could not get to schools, and there were severe limitations in 

accessing hospitals or medical services. Again, this in turn had massive impacts on 

everyday aspects of Acholi life. As with physical displacement, loss of mobility 

interrupted normal social and cultural practices (for example cultural dances and fireside 

practices of Wangoo and Wang Mac; see Chapter 4) as people feared these would draw 

attention. For example, respondents reported that people completely stopped using 

outdoor fires for fear this would draw attention to or signal their location. In a society 

where fireside culture was central to social relationships and interactions, this severely 
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impacted traditional forms of cultural mentorships and transference (see Chapter 4). 

Interruption of farming, livestock rearing, and other traditional livelihood practices led to 

conditions of extreme hunger and economic hardship; and lack of access to social and 

other critical services, such as education and healthcare, had both physical and 

psychological impacts on individuals, families, and communities. Again, many of these 

impacts were intertwined and mutually reinforcing, turning Acholi life completely upside 

down. Table 5 provides some examples of accounts of experiences reported by 

respondents in relation to loss of mobility to illustrate the width and breadth of these 

impacts. All impacts mentioned and identified in this section will be discussed in greater 

detail in Chapters 6 and 7.  

 
 
Table 5: Incidents and experiences reported by respondents in relation to loss of 
mobility  
 

Female, Pabo, August 2, 2018 During the war people would not go to the 
farm and everyone lived in the center. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018 There was no freedom to do anything and 
move freely because you would end up dead 
or abducted and taken away. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 2, 2018 People could not move to other districts 
because you risked being ambushed on the 
way and killed if you got unlucky and besides 
there were no means of transport that people 
could use at that time. I remember I lost some 
friends we went to school with because the 
rebels ambushed them on the way as they 
were returning home for holiday from the 
Gulu district. The rebels opened gunfire on 
them and killed a total of ten young students 
and left many injured. 
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Male, Kitgum, February 9, 2018  It was very difficult for people to engage in 
businesses or move from one place to the 
other because that meant government troops 
had to escort people in a convoy to their 
destination but all the same, the rebels would 
still try and ambush them on the way. This left 
so many questions with no answers to date, 
whether the rebels were fighting us, the 
unarmed civilians, or were turning their 
frustrations of failing to their goal for fighting 
on us. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018 People would be ambushed and killed on the 
way as they traveled to other locations, so this 
made traveling very difficult. If it was an 
emergency case like taking a patient to a 
hospital, the soldiers were to escort the 
vehicle taking the patient to hospital but even 
then, the rebels would still try to attack and 
kill people. 

 
 

 
Loss of livelihoods 
 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the Acholi were traditionally agro-pastoralists and 

their livelihoods were based primarily on farming, along with small-scale livestock 

rearing (mainly goats, chickens, and cows). During the years of conflict, the foundations 

of Acholi livelihoods were almost entirely lost or destroyed (Patel et al., 2012). And as 

mentioned above, people’s access to their land and farms was greatly impeded because of 

insecurity. Even before the Acholi (were) moved to camps, many farms were abandoned 

or left fallow because people were either too scared to access them (see above section on 

loss of mobility) or left them behind as they moved away from their homes in search of 

safety (see above section on displacement).  

Looting, the primary means by which the LRA sustained themselves, also 

contributed greatly to the loss and destruction of Acholi land and property. The 
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NRA/NRM were known to loot, with some sources indicating they did so almost as 

frequently as the LRA (Dolan, 2009). During LRA attacks and NRA/NRM raids, 

respondents reported the destruction of property including farms, huts, shops, wells and 

other village infrastructure. Respondents also reported that both LRA and NRA soldiers 

would steal anything they could including crops, both harvested and those that were 

growing in people’s gardens, goods kept in village shops, as well as personal items from 

people’s homes. Looting was not just a vehicle for personal gain for LRA and 

government soldiers but was also a way to destroy and destabilize the very economic 

foundations on which Acholi society was based. By looting and destroying land, farms 

and homes in this way, government and LRA forces ensured that Acholi communities 

were left in a position of physical and economic vulnerability. The intentionality behind 

creating this vulnerability, much like with violence, also served a purpose. For the LRA, 

for example, increasing the vulnerability can be linked to a strategy of recruitment. By 

reducing economic options and opportunities of Acholi communities the LRA were 

potentially increasing their pool of recruits. For government forces, looting and 

destruction of Acholi land and property were both intended (by the NRA) and perceived 

(by the Acholi) as a form of punishment for, or warning against collaboration with rebel 

forces.  

Livestock, which was an asset of particularly high economic value to the Acholi, 

was also frequently stolen or killed during attacks and raids by LRA and NRA forces. In 

some instances, particularly when people fled their homes, they could not take their 

livestock with them. It was therefore abandoned or left behind, and typically was not 
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there if or when people returned to their homes months or years later. In the case of 

cattle, the most valuable of the Acholi’s livestock, Karamajong cattle rustlers from the 

neighboring region also took advantage of insecurity in Acholiland during the conflict to 

step up raids on Acholi herds (Woodburn, 2003). Dolan (2009) argues that cattle losses 

experienced by the Acholi during the conflict were equal only to significant losses that 

occurred towards the end of the 19th century. These losses were encountered because of 

theft by slave and ivory traders and cattle raiders. His argument is backed up by figures 

reflecting staggering cattle losses, particularly during the first decade of the conflict: 

“Willet Weeks gives a figure of 123,375 for 1983 … Gersony claims 285,000 for 1985 

dropping to 5,000 in 1997 ” (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 3, “Introduction,” para. 3).   

 Together, the loss and destruction of Acholi farms and livestock destroyed the 

foundations on which Acholi livelihoods were built. Once a productive and self-sufficient 

society, most individuals and families became unable to sustain or support themselves as 

they had done prior to the conflict. Dolan (2009) notes that “the period 1986 to 2006 thus 

marked a dramatic reversal in fortunes for the majority of people in Gulu and Kitgum, a 

reversal within the lived experience of a significant proportion of the population” 

(Chapter 3, para. 3). Many respondents of this study reported experiencing extreme 

hunger during the conflict, being unable to farm or experiencing losses in agricultural 

productivity, or having no income or economic assets with which to purchase food or 

other basic necessities. Not only did this leave people in an incredibly fragile and 

vulnerable position, with no real means to sustain or support themselves, but it also 

disrupted many socio-cultural and gender norms around which traditional livelihood 
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systems were built. These communal agricultural systems defined and determined, for 

example, men and women’s roles and responsibilities in their family. They also set up 

expectations related to communal and collective responsibility. While Acholi society was 

traditionally divided along gendered lines, gender roles and responsibilities were also 

structured in a way that ensured both men and women’s work was contributing to the 

greater well-being of the family unit (see Chapter 3). The loss of traditional livelihood 

practices and systems (primarily farming) interrupted the basic systems and structures 

around which people’s roles were defined and enacted. And with this disruption came a 

vacuum in which social and gender roles and norms entered into a state of flux, leading to 

a range of changes and consequences that will be discussed further in later chapters 

(Chapter 6 and 7). Table 6 provides some examples of accounts and experiences reported 

by respondents in relation to loss of livelihoods.  

 
 
 
Table 6: Incidents and experiences reported by respondents in relation to loss of 
livelihoods  
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018 These rebels also used to depend on our food 
stuff that we fled and left behind. They would 
go to our gardens and take food stuff that 
were there, things like cassava, potatoes, 
groundnuts, beans, among others. Then at 
home, they would kill the goats, chicken, 
turkeys, pigs, and cows for their own 
consumption. They would also raid shops and 
take things like sugar, salt, torch cells, 
biscuits, and anything that they could need. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February18, 2018 We never had that much money but at least 
we were happy with what we used to get 
through farming, but the conflict came and 
destroyed it all, our homes, our crops and our 
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livestock so we need to be compensated and 
supported to reach where we were. They used 
to break into people’s shops and get things, 
take our domestic birds, goats, and other food 
stuff for their own use. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 6, 2018 Our properties were looted, our livelihoods 
and economic activities were destroyed, and 
our homes were destroyed too.  
 

Male, Kitgum, February 29, 2018  Things like sacks of sugar, rice, maize, flour, 
and salt which they would loot from people’s 
shops were among the things we would be 
made to carry. They also used to make us 
uproot people’s cassava, sweet potatoes and 
other food crops for their own consumption 
and everywhere they passed and found things 
like chicken, goats, and turkeys, they would 
carry and go with so generally they depended 
on people’s things for their survival. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 8, 2018 Sometimes we had to depend on uncooked 
foods like cassava and sweet potatoes because 
you risk cooking and the smoke will notify 
the rebels that people are hiding in a certain 
area nearby. Our food stuff in the farms was 
what the rebels also depended on for their 
food and even our livestock and domestic 
birds from home while we the owners and the 
children endured hunger in the bushes. 
 

 
 
 

Health  

Insecurity and loss of mobility meant that many people had difficultly accessing 

hospitals or health services, and in addition, hospitals were often a target of LRA attacks. 

Respondents explained that health centers were frequently looted and medical supplies 

stolen, and doctors and nurses were either abducted to help care for LRA soldiers or fled 

out of fear. This left the main hospitals and health centers in the region severely 
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understaffed. Dolan (2009) recorded that in the late 1980’s Lacor Hospital, a private and 

highly ranked hospital in Gulu, “had lost all its senior staff and was left with the 

superintendent, one other doctor and the founding couple. Most nursing staff had also 

left” (Chapter 5, part IV, para. 3). Consequently, many people died of conditions that 

would have been preventable or treatable under normal circumstances because they were 

either unable to access medical care, or hospitals and medical centers were unable to 

provide them with treatment (Dolan, 2009). 

Dolan (2009) also noted an observed increase in infectious diseases and outbreaks 

such as malaria, TB, cholera, and hepatitis; and in 2000 there was an outbreak of Ebola, 

which health centers and workers struggled to contain due to the conflict. The region also 

experienced an HIV epidemic and severe sexual health crisis because of the conflict 

(Dolan, 2009). Though it is hard to find reliable figures on the rate of HIV infection 

during the years of the conflict, data from one of the hospitals provides some indication 

of its increase and prevalence during the conflict. A local news article from 2006 notes 

that “antenatal data at St Mary’s Lacor Hospital – a Catholic hospital near Gulu Town – 

indicate a prevalence rate of 11.9%, though local organizations believe the rates may be 

far higher” (Solomon, 2006). To put this figure in context, the national rate of infection in 

Uganda (considered a country with a high rate of HIV infection) at this time was 

estimated at around 6.4% (Dolan, 2009). This is 5.5% lower that the figures for 

Acholiland in the same period. In relation to the conflict in Northern Uganda, Patel et al. 

(2012) found that,  
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Contributing factors which increase the spread of HIV in the context of the conflict 

 include: breakdown of family and other social and community structures; increased 

 dependence on men for physical or economic security; lack of access to sexual health 

 information, health care and social services; increased sexual and gender-based violence, 

 and; sexual interaction between civilians and combatants. (Patel et al., 2012, p. 3) 

These findings are echoed in information provided by respondents who spoke of 

health-related issues and extremely limited access to healthcare during the conflict, 

particularly in the period before people (were) moved into camps, as outlined in Table 7. 

As such, increased HIV infection rates observed during and following conflict must be 

looked at not only in terms of physical health, but, as Patel et. al (2012) and Dolan (2009) 

suggest, as symptomatic of a wider breakdown and “debilitation” of Acholi culture and 

society. The infection rates point to behaviors and interactions that did not take place or 

were taboo in traditional society, and to a breakdown or lack of normal social and cultural 

norms that would normally prevent them. They also point to an absence of traditional 

protections (for example for women), to traditional systems of mentorship that guided 

Acholi youth, as well as to economic deprivation and a narrowing of economic and 

livelihood options that drove people towards more risky behaviors. These impacts and 

consequences will be discussed further in Chapter 7.  

 
 
 
Table 7: Experiences reported by respondents in relation to heath and health/access 
to healthcare  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 4, 2018 Schools were closed down as well as health 
centers because there was nobody to work 
there. The rebels on several occasions stormed 
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health centers and took whatever drugs that 
were available. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 2, 2018 Several times they planned on breaking into 
heath centers to access drugs and also abduct 
medical workers to go and work on their 
injured fellow rebels but some of those 
attempts were futile because the hospitals 
were heavily guarded by government soldiers 
and that would make them so angry and 
frustrated causing them to transfer their anger 
on to civilians. 
 

Female, Pabo, April 20, 2018 It has many meanings for instance there are 
many sicknesses in Acholi as a result of the 
war like Ebola, Hepatitis, even Cholera. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  And in most cases rain would get us out there 
but we had no shelter to run to and as a result 
children and even some adults got sick with 
malaria and died because we could not even 
manage to access any health centers at that 
time to get treatment. People sought shelter 
there and hospitals which never had doctors 
since most of them relocated because of fear 
for their lives. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 21, 2018 Some would be sent to raid hospitals to take 
drugs and some doctors were abducted to go 
and treat some of their injured people. Then 
sadly, our women and young girls started 
running away with the soldiers who were 
brought to protect us, and this is the time 
HIV/AIDS started killing people as well. 
People who got sick of AIDS were isolated 
from the community and they were left to die 
alone.  
 

 
 
 

Education  

Diminished mobility, displacement, and insecurity also led to serious 

interruptions in access to education for many young Acholi. Frequent LRA attacks and 
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abductions posed huge risks to Acholi children and prevented or hindered access to 

schools and education centers. Schools themselves were also vulnerable and frequently 

the targets of LRA attacks, and because of this many schools shut down during the early 

years of conflict. Dolan (2009) recorded that “by August 1999, the District Education 

Officer reported that 115 out of 176 primary schools in Gulu district were displaced. 

There were 137,000 pupils enrolled under UPE21, and 1,800 teachers, of whom 500 were 

untrained” (Chapter 5, Part III, para. 2). The schools that did remain open had to move 

frequently because of insecurity. Dolan (2009) also noted that “Awach Senior Secondary 

School had moved site six times between 1988 and 2002. By 2002, only two secondary 

schools operated outside Gulu town” (Chapter 5, Part III, para. 4). 

Of the schools that did operate, most were severely understaffed. Teachers either 

fled to areas they felt were safer, such as urban centers, or were too afraid to access the 

schools for the same reason as the students; for fear of attack or abduction (Female, 

Kitgum, February 2018). In addition, most schools, particularly the more rural ones, were 

unable to get the supplies they needed to adequately operate (Dolan, 2009). School fees 

were another limiting factor. Due to the loss of their land and livelihoods (as described in 

the sections above), respondents reported that many parents lacked the money to pay for 

children’s school fees even when access to schools was possible.  

Consequently, illiteracy rates in Acholiland began to climb rapidly as the conflict 

drew on, and many young Acholi lacked basic schooling and qualifications. As Dolan 

(2009) recorded, 

 
21 UPE refers to Universal Free Primary Education, which was a government policy at the time. 
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 The disruption of education began long before the policy of protected villages was put in 

 place, and its consequences were already foreseen by Colonel Tolit in the 1994 peace 

 talks, when he warned that …in 3 or 4 years’ time…even if Government said they wanted 

 a son of Acholi to become a doctor, there will be no suitable people because people are 

 no longer going to school. (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 5, Part III, para. one) 

This finding is echoed by respondent accounts as indicated in Table 8. Many 

respondents believed that the interruptions to education caused by conflict only 

exacerbated historic and geographic divides between Acholiland and the rest of Uganda, 

setting Acholiland and the Acholi way behind the rest of the country when it came to 

literacy, legitimate skills and qualifications, access to decent jobs, government positions 

and so forth. Many Acholi blame colonial and historical legacies and systems of 

governance for creating these economic and socio-political divides but believe that the 

conflict acted to exacerbate these inequalities, leaving the Acholi in a position of poverty 

and severely limiting their agency and ability to pull themselves out. I spoke to some 

people who believed the LRA conflict was perpetuated by the GoU in order to target and 

destabilize Acholiland and the Acholi (as were the conflicts that preceded it), and to 

prevent them from gaining the economic, political, and social capacity and cohesiveness 

necessary to challenge incumbent regimes of power. While the political history of 

conflict has been touched upon in earlier chapters (Branch, 2011; Dolan, 2009), 

unpacking and understanding divergent perspectives on these issues requires a study in 

and of itself. I therefore mention these views here only to highlight the feelings of 

vulnerability and alienation felt by the Acholi, many of which existed already but were 

greatly exacerbated by the conflict and the conditions it brought about. Economic impacts 
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and issues related to dependency arising from conflict will be discussed further in 

Chapters 6 and 7 (below).   

 

Table 8: Experiences reported by respondents in relation to access to education  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018 Our children stopped going to school by that 
time because there were no teachers in these 
schools and so this explains why the majority 
of people from this region did not go far with 
their education. Most of our youth are the 
ones working as security guards in different 
organizations because they don’t have 
academic papers to get them better jobs. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 21, 2018 Our children had to stay home for a long 
period of time because it was never safe for 
them to go to school and this made most kids 
drop out of school and that is why we have so 
many adults now who are illiterate. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 18, 2018 Our children were out of school for so long 
and this caused the majority of them to lose 
morale and interest in education so as I speak 
now, we have the highest number of 
uneducated people in the region. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  Our children stopped studying and other 
economic activities came to a standstill 
because people feared that the rebels would 
strike anytime. 
 

Female, Pabo, November 23, 2018 During the war, it was difficult to make 
money to pay for children’s schooling. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 24, 2018 Businesses came to a standstill and the 
children had to stop schooling and most of 
them dropped out for good. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 4, 2018 Schools were closed down as well as health 
centers because there was nobody to work 
there. 
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This chapter highlights several things regarding Acholi experiences during early 

years of conflict, specifically those prior to the implementation of the government’s 

protected village policy and the widespread establishment of IDP camps. The first relates 

to the breadth and depth of impacts experienced by the Acholi. Collective or common 

experiences explored in this chapter indicate that impacts were both extreme and 

widespread, severely affecting almost all aspects of individual, family, and community 

life including cultural norms, traditional structures, socio-economic and livelihood 

practices, as well as social and gender relationships and dynamics. It is also clear that the 

impacts identified and examined do not necessarily have a clear line of causality, but 

rather a complex web of causality existed in the context of conflict in which many 

impacts were both intricately intertwined and often mutually reinforcing. Conflict 

therefore appears to have led to a number of extensive and rapid shocks, which rocked 

the very foundations on which traditional Acholi society was built, and fundamentally 

altered the physical, political, socio-economic, and gendered space in which Acholi had 

previously existed. By identifying and examining these impacts, this chapter sets the 

scene for understanding the longer-term changes and consequences arising from conflict, 

which will be explored in the following chapters. Both impacts mentioned here, and their 

consequences will be examined and explored in greater depth in the ensuing chapters 

(Chapter 6 and 7).  
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CHAPTER SIX: EXPERIENCES IN (IDP) CAMPS 
 
 
 
 

The previous chapter focused on respondent accounts and Acholi collective 

experiences during the early years of the conflict and prior to the implementation of 

Museveni’s protected village policy, roughly from 1996-2006. This chapter will consider 

experiences during the time Acholi spent in camps, where many individuals and families 

lived for between 5-10 years. Research questions for this study were not designed to 

specifically explore what happened to people during their time in camps, but issues 

related to camp living and the camp environment came up repeatedly in interviews 

indicating that the formation of protected villages (hereafter referred to as camps22) led to 

a very specific set of conditions and experiences that needed to be looked at in and of 

themselves. Primary data from respondents is considered alongside data from existing 

studies and literature in the sections below. These include a key study conducted by 

Adam Branch (2009; 2011) on the impacts of humanitarian intervention in Northern 

Uganda, research conducted by Sverker Finnström (Finnström, 2008) and Chris Dolan 

(Dolan, 2009) over this same period, as well as several other studies carried out during 

the time the Acholi were in camps or in the period immediately following the conflict. As 

 
22 While officially called “protected villages” by the Government of Uganda and military forces, a number 
of different terms were used to refer to these “villages”. For example, they were typically called IDP camps 
by humanitarian and aid organizations and have been referred to in relevant studies by other names such as 
“internment camps”. Respondents of this study referred to them simply as “camps”, and this is therefore the 
terminology that was adopted in this study and will be employed in the sections that follow. 
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with the previous chapter, the following sections outline collective experiences related to 

conditions arising within and from life in the IDP camps. These experiences are critical to 

understanding the significant changes observed and experienced across many, if not all, 

aspects of Acholi life during the conflict. This chapter will attempt to outline and 

illustrate experiences and impacts related specifically to life and conditions in IDP 

camps. Consequences and broad themes associated with these experiences will be dealt 

with separately in Chapter 7. 

 

Health-related issues 

Cramped living conditions in camps also led to health-related issues, many of 

which were attributed to overcrowding and poor sanitation. Camp infrastructure was not 

put in place before people arrived in camps, and it was left to camp residents to build 

their own huts, latrines, and other critical facilities. According to respondents this 

responsibility fell primarily on men. In addition, resources were extremely limited, 

meaning that large numbers of people were forced to share a small number of latrines and 

facilities (Mergelsberg, 2012). In relation to camp infrastructure, Dolan (2009) noted that  

There were virtually no sanitation facilities. In June 1998 Pabo had one pit latrine for 

every 168 people. Of the total of 250 pits, 150 were built with slabs and roofing provided 

by World Vision, but by the time they were finished half were already full. (Chapter 5, 

“Physical Layout and Shelter,” para. 3) 

Poor sanitation also meant that water sources were easily contaminated, and 

coupled with a general lack access to health services (Mergelsberg, 2012) caused 

frequent outbreaks and the rapid spread of infectious diseases; these included outbreaks 
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of cholera, hepatitis and tuberculosis, as well as otherwise preventable diseases such as 

malaria. Dolan (2009) cites a study published by IOM in 2001, in which the organization 

found that “30 per cent of a sample of 3,769 Gulu IDP camp residents, irrespective of sex 

and age, reported being sick during the month before their survey, suggestive of the 

general state of (ill) health of the population” (Chapter 6, “Physical Debilitation,” para. 

6).  

In particular, the cramped and crowded conditions endured by Acholi in camps 

were seen to be responsible for the greatly heightened infection rates and the unchecked 

spread of HIV. A rapid rise in HIV infection was attributed, both by camp inhabitants and 

by organizations working in camps, to a combination of physical factors and the 

breakdown of social norms and safeguards associated with living conditions in camps 

(Dolan, 2009). As identified in Chapter 5, increased incidence of HIV (and other sexual 

and communicable diseases) during the conflict points not just to the breakdown of 

individual and physical health, but to the broader social and cultural degradation, loss of 

cultural and traditional norms preventing certain risky behaviors, as well as drastic 

changes in physical space and economic circumstances, options, and opportunities. A 

study undertaken in the Pabo camp found that “the belief of 20 per cent of respondents 

that ‘displacement’ was the cause of their infection is broadly shared with the soldiers’ 

wives, who see urban overcrowding and people being confined in the camps as two of the 

major explanations for the rising rate of HIV infection” (Mergelsberg, 2012, p. 75).  

Mergelsberg also found that of all the diseases prevalent within camps, HIV was 

widely considered to be the most sinister, symbolizing both the physical and moral 
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debilitation of camp populations, and the breakdown of traditional norms related to social 

and intimate relationships.  

In the case of Pabo too, the fact that HIV/AIDS was presented as an invisible threat 

 made it appear even more dangerous and uncontrollable. In this sense, the disease 

 reflected the experience of the camp as a place of hidden dangers. (Mergelsberg, 2012, p. 

 70) 

These dangers were very much linked to a sense of the unknown, a lack of 

security and protection, an exposure to strangers, and to new ways of living that pushed 

people beyond the physical and social boundaries of traditional life. Based on focus 

group discussions with men and women in Gulu regarding their major health concerns, 

Dolan (2009) found that HIV and sexual health issues, ranked the highest in relation to 

both men and women’s health concerns. Table 9 indicates health issues by order of 

prevalence in 961 patients treated by traditional healers in Gulu over the period of one 

week in June 1999 and highlights the prevalence of HIV and other sexually transmitted 

infections and health issues. Table 10 provides examples from discussions with 

respondents regarding issues raised in relation to healthcare issues and access to 

healthcare in IDP camps.  
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Table 9: Illnesses treated in 961 patients in Gulu, June 1999 

 
Source: Dolan, 2009, Table 6.2 
 
 
 
Table 10: Respondent accounts related to access to healthcare/health issues in camps  
 

Alice, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  The men would be mobilized to dig rubbish pits 
and temporary pit latrines to help people in the 
camp. 
 

Female, Pabo, April 5, 2018  
 

This war did change life; I find it like it has just 
destroyed it. For instance, there are many 
sicknesses in Acholi as a result of the war like 
Ebola, Hepatitis, even Cholera; we never knew of 
it, but people experienced it in the camp. 
 

Male, Paicho, April 10, 2018  The war has also brought people too close to 
another and has made sickness become so rampant. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 13, 2018 The HIV/AIDS prevalence became so high and 
very many people got infected and years later, 
most of them died because the drugs were not yet 
free like they are now so poor peasants had no 
access to them. Very many children had to grow as 
orphans from both the conflict and HIV/AIDS 
epidemics. 
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Formation of camps 

As described in Chapter 5, the experiences of many Acholi respondents indicate 

violence was key theme in relation to the conflict. Violence was attributed not only to the 

LRA, but also to Ugandan military forces. During the early years of the conflict 

(beginning around 1986), the government’s counterinsurgency strategy was particularly 

heavy handed, involving security sweeps by the NRA that frequently entailed extensive 

human rights abuses and violence against Acholi communities perceived to be rebel 

supporters (Branch, 2011; Finnström, 2008). In later years, the government’s 

counterinsurgency strategy involved an extensive campaign of forced displacement of 

Acholi communities into what the government called protected villages (see also Chapter 

3). Museveni’s protected village policy came into effect in September 1996, when the 

government started to move hundreds and thousands of Acholi into camps, where they 

could supposedly be protected from the LRA by Ugandan military forces. This strategy 

was, however, seen to be motivated as much by a deep suspicion of the Acholi and desire 

to prevent political organizational and opposition within the Acholi population as a 

genuine desire to protect Acholi communities from the LRA (Branch, 2011; Dolan, 

2009). Government troops had previously been known to forcefully clear Acholi from 

their homes as part of their counterinsurgency strategy, for example when 100,000 were 

displaced by the NRA in the Gulu district in 1988 (Dolan, 2009); however, the protected 

village policy initiated in 1996 represented a systematic and prolonged campaign of mass 

displacement. In most cases Acholi communities did not move away from their homes 

voluntarily, but rather were subject to intimidation and violence by the Ugandan military 
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(hence the policy frequently being referred to as forced displacement). Dolan (2009) 

found from discussions with his own respondents that, for example,  

In Awere, only a few hours after giving people four days’ notice to move to the camp, 

 the UPDF began shelling areas they wanted cleared. Similarly, in nearby Odek, people 

 were given ‘a four-day ultimatum for people to leave the northern side of the main road. 

 The same evening at about 5 to 6 P.M. they [UPDF] started bombing the area, up to 

 midnight, using Mambas… For many, therefore, it was hardly a voluntary movement. As 

 one elder observed, once the army started firing artillery and using helicopter gunships 

 against those who refused to move. (Chapter 5, Part I, para. 1) 

While exact figures are hard to come by, with different databases reflecting 

different numbers, sources indicate that between 1996 and 2007 the number of Acholi 

living in the government’s protected villages rose from several hundred thousand to 

upwards of 1.5 million. This represented nearly the entire population of Acholiland 

(Branch, 2011; Dolan, 2009; Westfall, 2017). Figure 6 (Westfall, 2017) indicates the 

trajectory and estimated numbers of conflict-displaced people between 1997 and 2007, 

when people began to slowly return home following the cessation of violence agreement 

(which was signed in 2006). The figure illustrates the magnitude of displacement from 

the time the government’s protected village policy was mandated until the end of the 

conflict.  
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Figure 6: Numbers of conflict related IDP’s in Uganda 1997-2007 
Source: Internal Displacement Monitoring Center (IDMC) 2012 (cited in Westfall, 2017, p.62) 

 
 

Camps were generally set up close to towns or existing trading centers, but the 

camps themselves lacked any infrastructure to support quickly growing populations 

(Dolan, 2009). People were expected to build their own shelters and houses when they 

arrived in a camp, and basic facilities such as toilets, showers, etc. were not provided. As 

Branch (2011) notes, “when the government began the displacement…it appears to have 

done so without much thought about the duration, sustainability, or broader effects of 

interning several hundred thousand people and not providing them with food, water, 

medicine, shelter, or protection” (p. 93). Encountering such basic conditions, and forced 

to fend for themselves within the camp, many people tried to leave to return to their 

villages in the initial stages of camp establishment. The government was subsequently 

forced to consider ways to keep people in camps, which included the stick and carrot 
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method—the use of military force to prevent people from leaving, and the provision of 

food aid (Branch, 2011).  

International attention to the conflict and humanitarian presence in Northern 

Uganda was virtually non-existent during the first decade of conflict, but aid and 

humanitarian agencies began to appear in Acholiland in the years approximate to and 

directly following the establishment of camps. Without the delivery of food aid and other 

humanitarian assistance, it would have been impossible for the camps to exist and persist 

for as long as they did, and people would have eventually returned home since they could 

not otherwise sustain themselves in the camp environment (Branch, 2011). As such, 

Branch (2009; 2011) argues that it was the presence of humanitarian and aid 

organizations, and the delivery of aid to camps, that made their existence, and the 

government’s policy of forced displacement possible and ultimately sustainable over the 

long run. Furthermore, he points to the fact that the delivery of humanitarian aid relied 

heavily on the Ugandan military, both for protection and in order to ensure that camp 

populations were adequately contained, controlled, and disciplined for the purposes of 

effective aid delivery and distribution (Branch, 2009; 2011).  

Branch (2011) argues that “humanitarianism can silence its supposed 

beneficiaries, subjecting them to intense discipline in the name of efficient aid delivery” 

(p. 90). According to his argument, aid agencies in Northern Uganda were not equipped 

to ensure the level of discipline they required for the efficient delivery of aid to camp 

populations, many of whom were there against their will. They therefore came to rely on 

other actors, in particular state actors, to effectively contain and manage camp 
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populations. “Because the disciplining of people to a state of total passivity is impossible 

with the tools and techniques of humanitarianism alone, resistance by the civilian 

population ends up requiring direct forms of coercion, a kind of administrative violence” 

(Branch, 2011, p. 105). While Branch’s argument presents only one interpretation of the 

situation, others have made similar arguments, pointing to the physical and psychological 

duress under which most Acholi were forced to move into and remain in camps. Dolan 

(2009) draws similar findings from his own fieldwork, pointing to camp conditions so 

dire and severe that he equates them directly with conditions of torture. “I was repeatedly 

struck while working there by how often people referred to what was happening to them 

as ‘torture,’ and as a form of persecution. Many would describe the ‘protected villages’ as 

‘concentration camps,’ and even talk of a ‘genocide’ (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 1, “Building 

Blocks of a Counter Narrative,” para. 6). 

 In any case, fieldwork carried out by Adam Branch (2009; 2011), Chris Dolan 

(2002; 2009) and several other key studies undertaken during the period that the Acholi 

were in camps (Finnström, 2003; Woodburn, 2003), along with accounts provided by 

respondents of this study, provide a clear indication that forced displacement and 

internment, along with various physical and administrative restrictions placed on 

populations living in camps, gave rise to a new and complex set of dynamics and 

conditions that impacted people on a physical, social, cultural, emotional and 

psychological level. The section below will attempt to outline and discuss some of the 

major issues related to conditions of encampment as identified by existing studies and 

supported by information from respondents of this study. These discussions will help to 
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illustrate experiences, impacts, and changes encountered in the wider context of conflict, 

which are critical to understanding the themes and findings identified by this study, and 

discussed at length in the following chapter (Chapter 7).  

 

Administration  

As outlined in the section above, Branch (2009; 2011) argues that in order to 

accomplish their goals and effectively deliver aid to the rapidly growing number of 

Acholi within camps, it was necessary for aid organization to create systems of 

humanitarian discipline to maintain order and contain camp populations. Branch (2009; 

2011) also argues that in creating and implementing these systems, aid agencies had to 

rely on the Ugandan military (UPDF) to uphold and enforce disciplinary regimes, often 

using violence or the threat of violence in order to do so. Based on his research in 

Acholiland during the late 1990s, Dolan (2009) also noted that “with populations 

numbering in the thousands, rather than the hundreds who would be found in a village 

under more normal circumstances, the administration of camps was complicated by 

multiple and overlapping authority systems” (Chapter 5, “Administration,” para. 1). In 

talking to respondents about their time in camps, many of their experiences appeared to 

support these findings, pointing to complicated and often confusing systems of 

administration, both military/state and humanitarian/civilian. And while it appears that 

clear hierarchies and structures of authority existed in certain respects, it is also apparent 

(from existing research and accounts provided by respondents of this study) that 

overlapping systems and structures of authority led to an extremely complex and difficult 
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set of living conditions for those within camps. Figure 7 depicts overlapping systems of 

authority present and involved in the administration of camps. This graphic was created 

based on information provided by respondents and obtained from available literature and 

represents my own interpretation as the researcher. These systems and relationships are 

examined in the sections that follow.  

 
 
 

 

Figure 7: Overlapping systems of administration and authority in camps   
 
 
 
Military 

The military’s presence and involvement in the implementation of the protected 

village policy was justified on the basis that the GoU and UPDF were protecting the 
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Acholi from the LRA. However, protection was not necessarily interpreted as the first 

order of the day by the Acholi living in camps. Branch (2011) argues that military 

presence served first and foremost to contain and control Acholi populations and to 

prevent resistance or political organization. Military presence in the camp environment 

was evident in numerous ways. For example, while they were responsible for escorting 

convoys delivering aid, they also became involved in the administration of aid and the 

day-to-day running of the camps, in close conjunction with aid agencies.  

The World Food Program itself admitted in its 1999 report that “the role of convoy 

 soldiers after a while became that of ensuring orderliness at distributions, rather than safe 

 delivery along the road.... This was not only inappropriate... but also underlined the WFP-

 government-army axis in the eyes of recipients. (Branch, 2011, p. 107) 

Information from respondents similarly indicates that military presence and 

involvement in the camps was not interpreted by the Acholi as being primarily for their 

protection, but rather for the purposes of monitoring and control of Acholi communities 

by the government. One male informant from Kitgum explained that “the camps were put 

in central points where the soldiers could be able to monitor what activities go on from 

there” (Male, Kitgum, February 2018). In addition to UPDF soldiers, the government also 

mobilized and armed local militias.  

In response to heightened levels of insecurity in the region, the government created and 

 armed local defense units (LDU) and local militias such as the homeguard to protect their 

 respective camps… [but] the function of the homeguard, the UPDF, and other 

 paramilitary forces is not to provide protection to the camps, but to terrorize those in the 
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 camps into not doing anything about their lack of protection. (Anderson, 2009, pp. 64–

 65) 

Though not formally a military force, these local defense units were known and 

seen to be associated with government. Like the UPDF, many Acholi interpreted their 

role as primarily to maintain and enforce order and ensure discipline within the camp 

ecosystem. 

 

Humanitarian and civilian  

Both aid agencies and the government relied heavily on the military and 

paramilitary units to keep camp populations under control, but aid and humanitarian 

agencies also had their own systems and structures in place for maintaining order and 

implementing administrative decisions and policies (Branch, 2011). According to 

respondents, because so many villages and people from different areas were grouped 

together in camps, the local system of government that predated the conflict, the Local 

Council (LC) system23, did not and could not work effectively in this environment (Male, 

Kitgum, February 2018). As people from many villages and locations congregated in 

large numbers within various camps, district and sub-counties’ boundaries were largely 

deemed irrelevant and with this the authority of local government officials over camp 

populations diminished. As such, aid organizations typically bypassed the LC in favor of 

their own systems of administration (Anderson, 2009; Branch, 2009a, 2011; Dolan, 

2009), setting up administrative structures that utilized local Acholi from the camps as 

 
23 The Local Council (LC system) is part of the local government structure in Uganda. The Local Council 
(or LC) is an elected local official tasked with local governance at a district level.  
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points of contact, representatives and respondents. It is unclear from data available 

through this study whether those intervening in the camps simply failed to take the time 

to identify, recognize, and integrate local systems of social and political organization, or 

whether they simply felt that these systems were inefficient (or insufficient) and could 

not be relied upon to carry out the tasks at hand in relation to the management of camp 

populations. The latter is probably most likely, but either way aid agencies quickly 

established their own systems and hierarchies of control within IDP camps.   

Camp commanders or leaders, for example, were elected by humanitarian 

organizations from within the camp population to carry out administrative tasks and 

enforce discipline and order in relation to the activities or programs being implemented. 

According to both Branch (2009; 2011) and Dolan (2009), camp commanders were the 

primary point of contact for humanitarian and aid organizations within the camps and 

reported directly to them. Respondents of this study who spoke about camp commanders 

or had been appointed to this position during their time in camps, supported this 

interpretation. Table 11 provides some examples drawn from interviews conducted with 

Acholi men and women in Kitgum and illustrates the roles and positions of camp 

commanders in relation to implementing administrative tasks and maintaining order on 

behalf of aid and humanitarian organizations within IDP camps. The accounts indicate 

that the selection of camp commanders by aid organizations was based entirely on criteria 

of their own making. Selection of these individuals appears not to have considered 

existing structures of leadership or authority within Acholi communities themselves, 

meaning that the authority of camp commanders was not necessarily in line (and actually 
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frequently misaligned) with leadership and authority structures recognized and 

understood by the Acholi individuals, and communities the commanders were tasked 

with overseeing. As mentioned previously, it is not entirely clear whether aid and 

humanitarian organizations failed to do the necessary work to identify and integrate 

existing cultural and political structures of authority, or whether they simply believed 

they were insufficient (or inefficient) for the purposes required by these organizations. 

The former is most likely, but the latter could also be explained by the convergence of 

many communities into one locality, which would have made it complicated and time 

consuming to understand and reconcile local systems of leadership and cultural and 

political authority structures. Either way, it seems that while camp commanders were a 

distinct feature of camp administration, many people did not understand the selection 

criteria for these individuals or necessarily recognize or respect their authority.  

 
 
 
Table 11: Respondents descriptions of camp commander roles and responsibilities  
 

Male, Kitgum, February 12, 2018 Some people had the role of being camp 
commanders, these were the people who were in 
charge of handling matters in camps, and they 
would receive people from different locations, 
register their names in the book, distribute cards to 
them used in food and other item distribution and 
also help in settling differences among people. The 
camp commanders worked with the NGOs. The 
Local Council system did not work in camps 
because people from different villages were all put 
in one large location and that is how the camp 
commander system came up. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 9, 2018 Some people were appointed by the NGOs to help 
them register the people who would be coming in 
the camps and also help settle social matters that 
would arise from the camps. 
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Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018 Some able men and women were appointed to 
become camp commanders who were in charge of 
security in the camps and they were also the ones 
who were responsible for settling small disputes in 
camps, mobilizing and maintaining order as food 
items were being distributed to people. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 2, 2018 There were some individuals who were appointed 
as camp commanders and they were in charge of 
organizing people in camps. They would receive 
and register names of new entrants in camps and 
also help the humanitarian workers during this 
time for giving out food and other items. They had 
to make sure that people were organized and 
standing in proper lines during times for 
distributing items and this was to avoid confusion. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 8, 2018 I remember World Food Program, Uganda Red 
Cross Society, World Vision, and International 
Rescue Committee were among the NGOs that 
were in the camp. I worked closely with them 
because I was also among the many camp 
commanders and our work was to ensure that 
people were accounted for in the camps; that is 
tracking all their movements, organizing people in 
lines and checking their cards which were used to 
give out food and non-food items and also settle 
some of the issues that would rise up between or 
among people in the camps. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 18, 2018 
 

Oh yes, life was completely different because back 
home I was the boss in the family but from the 
camp I had no authority because we were living 
under strict rules that were given by the soldiers 
and other camp commanders and these rules were 
to be followed by all of us who were in the camp 
at that time. 
 

 
 
 

Other administrative units included committees, which were also comprised 

primarily of local Acholi and selected by humanitarian organizations from within camp 

populations. The role of committees was to collect information related to the effective 

delivery of aid and implementation of humanitarian programs, though their decision-

making power was limited and their mandate clearly defined and regulated by the 
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organizations that appointed them (Branch, 2009a, 2011). While other stakeholders were 

often included on committees, Branch (2009a) argues that “these committees, like the 

camp commander, are divorced from the Local Council system; if anything, members of 

the Local Councils are incorporated as surveillance tools, eviscerated of their 

participatory dimensions” (p. 490). Acholi elders or Rowdi were also incorporated into 

humanitarian organization’s administrative structures, and typically appointed as block, 

zone, or ward leaders who reported to camp commanders and were also responsible for 

collecting or disseminating information related to the work of committees (Dolan, 2009).   

Based on his fieldwork and time spent in camps, Dolan (2009) noted that 

organizations frequently had their own unique systems and ways of working with camp 

populations.  

In Atiak-Biabia, for example, the World Food Program, ICRC, and World Vision, 

 adopted three completely different beneficiary registration procedures. WFP used camp 

 leaders and Rwodi Kweri to conduct door-to-door counts, which were then compiled and 

 sent to the WFP for endorsement before registration took place. As the fieldworker noted, 

 ‘it was not effectively done, many people missed out’. ICRC, by contrast, used its own 

 fieldworkers to carry out registration, numbering each house and then moving door-to-

 door to register inhabitants. Each household was subsequently given a card, and the 

 distributions did not cause much complaint, although in at least one case a distribution 

 had to be cancelled when it was found that the cards had been issued in a corrupt fashion. 

 World Vision, which was targeting malnourished children aged 6 months to 5 years, 

 trained parish councilors in measurement of Middle-Upper-Arm-Circumference (MUAC) 

 and weight-height ratios. (Chapter 5, “Administration,” para. 6)  
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These systems were typically not coordinated or aligned, leading both to 

confusion and often to gaps in the distribution of aid or collection of important 

information regarding camp populations and their needs (Dolan, 2009). This issue will be 

discussed further in later sections.  

 

Local government  

As mentioned above, the local system of government that was in place before the 

conflict, the Local Council or LC system, could not function normally in the camp 

environment where people from different villages and sub-counties were brought together 

in one locality. Aid and humanitarian organizations largely bypassed and did not work 

with local government representatives, but LCs still attempted to uphold authority within 

the camp environment (Dolan, 2009). In the absence of a police force, which would 

typically work in conjunction with LCs to maintain law and order under normal 

circumstances, the LCs often worked in close conjunction with the military, or in many 

instances would set up their own vigilante forces to uphold order within the camps. A 

journalist conducting fieldwork in Pabo camp towards the end of the conflict observed,   

The armed men carrying out these actions were neither soldiers nor policemen, but they 

 were well known to the inhabitants of the camp. People called them ‘‘mony pa Ojera’’ 

 (Ojera’s Soldiers). Ojera is the name of a powerful local politician in Pabo. The armed 

 men acted under his command, and when I asked him about them, he explained to me 

 that they were his vigilante force, ensuring security in the camp. (Mergelsberg, 2012, p. 

 65) 
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It is not entirely clear whether these vigilante forces created by LCs and local 

government officials worked in conjunction with or were part of the militia forces created 

by government (the Home Guard and Local Defense Units). What is clear, however, is 

that systems for maintaining and enforcing order within camps were often obscure, 

overlapping, and convoluted. In many instances, the work of humanitarian organizations 

and stakeholders supporting them was uncoordinated, leading to discordant approaches to 

the delivery and distribution of humanitarian aid, and to inconsistencies in how the needs 

of camp populations were assessed and addressed. Within this environment, camp 

populations were also subjected to inconsistent actions in relation to the implementation 

of decisions and operational directives of various actors (see Figure 7), many of which 

required the use of force, coercion, or even violence to achieve their goals (Branch, 

2009b, 2011; Dolan, 2009). Military, government, and local government actors also 

pursued their own ends and agendas, many of which entailed intimidation or rough 

handling of camp populations. This only acted to increase the chaos and complexity of 

the camp environment for Acholi individuals and communities who found themselves at 

the mercy of heavy-handed, incohesive, incoherent, and competing systems of 

administration that were far removed from the political, cultural or traditional authority 

structures to which most people were accustomed. See Figure 7. 

 

Security and (lack of) protection  

Far from providing Acholi in camps with a sense of security and protection, 

respondents spoke of an environment of extreme uncertainty and feelings of heightened 
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vulnerability. On a physical level, the very layout of camps left Acholi vulnerable and 

open to attack. In the course of fieldwork conducted in Acholiland between 1997 and 

2003, Sverker Finnström observed that soldiers’ quarters were typically located at the 

center of  the camps surrounded by the shelters (huts) of the Acholi living within it 

(Finnström, 2008). This layout, which he observed was typical of most camps, created a 

physical buffer between the UPDF and the outer or exposed edges of the camp. This left 

residents open and vulnerable to attacks from the LRA while government soldiers were 

buffered by Acholi communities who were forced to build their shelters closer to the 

outer edges of the camps (see Figure 8 below).  

 
 

 

Figure 8: Sketch of typical IDP camp configuration  
Source: Finnström (2008), page 179  
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Based on discussions with his own respondents and illustrated by the diagram 

above, Finnström (2008) noted that it was, in fact, the UPDF who were protected by the 

physical set up of the camp, not the Acholi residents whom they were meant to protect.    

People told me, with reference to the geographic structure of the “protected villages” 

 that came to prevail for many years- an army detachment stationed at the center of the 

 camp, from which location it was supposed to protect the thousands of people 

 surrounding it. To live in the camp, respondents argued, is to be a living shield (kwot) 

 between two fighting forces. (p. 143) 

When the LRA did attack camps, which was not an infrequent occurrence, 

respondents explained that the UPDF were either not present or their response time was 

so slow that by the time UPDF soldiers arrived the LRA had long since disappeared. 

Table 12 provides some examples given by respondents regarding security and protection 

in camps. Many camp respondents reported that they did not feel safe or protected from 

LRA attacks, and in fact, many recalled that living in camps made them feel even more 

vulnerable and exposed than if they had remained in their home villages. Again, this 

points to the fact that for most Acholi living in camps was not a choice that many would 

have taken of their own accord or, if they had, many would have returned home once they 

realized the severity of camp conditions. As Branch (2011) argues, it was only 

intervention from aid and humanitarian agencies that made the camps livable enough to 

keep Acholi communities there over such long periods of time. Without humanitarian 

intervention it is very likely that most people would have chosen to return their own 

villages, which would have in all likelihood offered them more protection and security 

(both physical and in terms of their welfare and livelihoods) than the camps.  
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Table 12: Informant accounts related to protection in camps  
 

Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018 Every place that these rebels went was their 
stronghold because they were always ahead of the 
soldiers, the soldiers would arrive at the scene 
where the rebels have caused havoc and left. I 
think they also had a very good intelligence 
network because all their routes were properly 
planned, and they would never get ambushed or 
caught unaware by the soldiers. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 4, 2018 The soldiers who were brought to protect people 
were the ones deceiving people’s wives because 
they had money hence leading to many marriages 
breaking. Women left their husbands who didn’t 
have money for the soldiers. Young girls were not 
spared by the soldiers and as a result, very many of 
them also contracted HIV/AIDS and died leaving 
behind young children to be raised by 
grandmothers, most of whom have died. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018 These camps were protected by government 
soldiers whose mandate is supposed to be to 
protect unarmed civilians but still the rebels would 
find their way and attack people. They would 
silence their activities for some days pretending to 
be out of the area so soldiers would relax and not 
be so vigilant and this would be their perfect trap 
for both soldiers and civilians because they would 
come and ambush people and just kill whoever 
they came across. Whenever they fought, unarmed 
civilians would be the ones to suffer the 
consequences because the rebels would carry out 
massive killings to pay for the death of their 
colleagues whom they lost in the battlefield. 
 

 
 
 

Respondents also spoke of the ways in which women were afforded preferential 

treatment to men when it came to protection within camps. This appears to be the case 

both in relation to how they were treated by the UPDF, as well as by humanitarian 

organizations. From a military perspective, men posed a larger threat and were seen as 

more likely to be rebel sympathizers or an easy source of recruits for the LRA. As a 
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result, they were often the target of military sweeps or initiatives attempting to root out 

rebels and rebel collaborators. Dolan (2009) recorded that,  

From late 1996 there was a flurry of screening exercises known as panda gari (Swahili 

 for ‘climb into the truck’)…focused on rounding up hundreds of men who were then 

 obliged to identify themselves to the army – failure to do so could result in arrest on 

 suspicion of being a rebel or a rebel collaborator. (Chapter 3, “Phase III,” para.5)  

Even when not direct targets of military initiatives, such as the one described 

above, men were typically overlooked or excluded when it came to any efforts by the 

UPDF to protect camp populations. As several male respondents explained, this 

exclusion both increased men’s feelings of vulnerability while simultaneously stripping 

them of their role of protecting their families (see table 2.0 below). From a humanitarian 

perspective, they were also frequently overlooked or excluded from efforts undertaken 

within the camps to provide shelter or protection to residents. For example, while men 

were enlisted or required to provide the manual labor needed to build huts and temporary 

structures they were often disallowed or prevented from taking shelter in them. For a 

variety of reasons “priority was given to women and children, while men were left to 

sleep outside, exposed to the elements and to attacks by the LRA” (Male, Kitgum, 

January 2018). Table 13 provides some examples from respondents regarding the ways in 

which men and women were considered and treated differently when it came to physical 

security and protection. It is clear that conditions of protection and decisions made by the 

military and humanitarian organizations related to perceived (and real) vulnerability of 

women and children directly compromised Acholi male identities and denied them of 

roles that were fundamental to the achievement of Acholi masculinity. For example, 
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Acholi men were no longer able to protect their families, a role which was central to the 

achievement of Acholi male identity (see Chapter 4), and at the same time their 

heightened physical vulnerability only served to exacerbate feelings of weakness and 

crumbling masculinities. Shifting masculinities and femininities will be discussed in 

greater detail in the Chapter 7.  

 
 
 
Table 13: Informant accounts related to gender differential treatment in camps 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018 The men would also be mobilized to dig rubbish 
pits and temporary pit latrines to help people in the 
camp. We would help to erect the temporary 
structures that only women and children took 
shelter in at night, the men were supposed to sleep 
out unless there is rain, that’s when we would 
squeeze ourselves in the small structures to take 
shelter. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018 Women and children were given first priority of 
course. The men most times slept outside as I told 
you because those structures could not fit all of us 
as a family to sleep in. These were the most 
vulnerable groups so they were protected more 
than the men, and the rebels used to take our 
women whenever they would get them, so they 
were treated differently from us and given more 
attention. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018 Women and children were protected more. Women 
and children were given blankets and mats to sleep 
on first before the men so men got what remained 
from that but I don’t think they were trying to 
segregate against the men but because women and 
children need to be given more attention during 
emergency situations since in most cases they can 
be helpless. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 13, 2018 Sometimes they would tell women and children to 
go and seek shelter in church and the mission area 
but men were not allowed to access these places 
and this angered men who thought that they were 
being discriminated against and denied the chance 
to be with their women. 
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Male, Kitgum, January 21, 2018 We would help to erect the temporary structures 
that only women and children took shelter in at 
night, the men were supposed to sleep out unless if 
there is rain that’s when we would squeeze 
ourselves in the small structures to take shelter. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018 They say women and children were the most 
vulnerable groups when it comes to situations like 
being in war torn areas because a mother cannot 
run and leave her children behind but a man can so 
women and children were protected more.  

 
 
 
Subsistence and livelihood practices   

Strict curfews and restrictions on movement were also placed on camp 

populations in the name of security and protection. While people were allowed to move 

around camps during daylight hours, movement outside of camps was heavily controlled. 

“Daytime movements outside the Camp were restricted between 9:00am and 4:00pm. 

Within the Camp, there was a night curfew from 8:00pm to 6:00am in the morning” 

(Okumu, 2018, p. 41). Violating curfews was met with a heavy response from UPDF 

soldiers or vigilante groups designated to patrol the camps and their perimeters (Okumu, 

2018, p. 41), and as a result people were unable to move freely or without fear, both 

during the daytime outside of camps, or at night within them. 

These restrictions and curfews in turn impacted camp resident’s subsistence and 

livelihood practices and options. Lack of access to farming land was, in fact, raised most 

frequently by respondents of this study in relation to restrictions placed on movement 

within the camp environment (see also Chapter 7). Prior to the conflict the Acholi relied 

primarily and heavily on agriculture and subsistence farming but when they were forced 

into camps their access to land and to their gardens was severed. This impacted their 
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ability to produce and provide enough to adequately sustain themselves, as well as the 

very foundations on which life was organized and roles traditionally defined (Anderson, 

2009). As Dolan (2009) observed,  

People's principal asset base was stripped away and, particularly post-1996, life in the 

 protected villages further undermined peoples’ subsistence strategies. The period 1986 to 

 2006 thus marked a dramatic reversal in fortunes for most people in Gulu and 

 Kitgum, a reversal within the lived experience of a significant proportion of the 

 population. (Chapter 3, para. 2) 

Forced into extremely cramped living quarters there was no space for individuals 

and families to farm inside of camps, and they were not always given ready access to 

farming land outside of camps. Typically, camp residents were too far to commute to 

their own gardens24, which were in any case deemed dangerous. Access to farming land 

was therefore extremely limited both in terms of land allocated, and by the strict curfews 

placed on camp populations during daytime hours (Dolan, 2009). As noted in the section 

above people could move out of camps only between 9am and 4pm. This made the 

window available for them to access and dig in gardens very narrow. This also forced 

people to dig during the hottest hours of the day, something they would not have done 

under normal circumstances given the impacts to productivity and the physical challenges 

of doing so (Branch, 2009a; Dolan, 2009). Additionally, both women and men reported 

feelings of heightened vulnerability while accessing gardens outside of camps (see table 

 
24 Acholi respondents referred to farmland and “gardens”, and to farming activities as “digging” 
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14 below). This was due both to the imminent threat of LRA attack and the distinct lack 

of protection offered by the presence of the UPDF.  

  In some camps humanitarian organizations set up demonstration plots to teach 

camp residents better farming practices and to (supposedly) boost livelihoods and food 

security (Dolan, 2009). Dolan, however, points out the irony of these initiatives given the 

fact the Acholi were agro-pastoralists who had been successfully farming the land for 

decades and were likely far more expert in how to boost local productivity through 

farming than anyone else. “One of the more paradoxical NGO interventions into 

livelihoods…was to initiate so-called ‘demonstration’ plots such as the World Vision-

USAID Food Security Project demonstration site in Pabo, where people were to be taught 

improved agricultural techniques” (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 5, “Demonstration Sites,” para. 

1). As with systems of administration that appointed Acholi camp commanders based on 

seemingly arbitrary criteria, these programs simply assumed an absence of pre-existing 

capacity, experience or knowledge, and did not invest the time into better understanding 

local agricultural practices and livelihood systems. As suggested by respondents of this 

study (see table 14 below), the biggest issue in relation to agriculture was not related to 

capacity at all, but simply access to farming land. This was extremely limited due to 

curfews, mobility and restrictions placed on movement, an issue that humanitarian 

organizations did, or could do, little to address.  

Loss of access to farming meant extreme livelihood and economic impacts, with 

many individuals and families completely losing the ability to sustain themselves. Before 

the conflict, the Acholi identified (and were identified) as a prosperous and self-sufficient 
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society, with farming representing the core productive activity for most Acholi families 

(see Chapter 4). In the early years of the conflict insecurity, violence, and particularly 

displacement, or loss of mobility began to impact Acholi access to their farms and 

gardens, causing short and longer-term interruptions to farming activities (see Chapter 5). 

However, the camps heightened and exacerbated these impacts, cutting off people’s 

access to farming entirely and severely diminishing their economic options. Respondents 

also reported that a loss of farming meant a loss of the cultural and traditional systems on 

which their lives were built, a sense of family and community cohesion and a sense of 

meaning and identity. For example, one respondent (see Table 14 below) described 

farming as an important communal activity, associating the loss of farming with a loss of 

valuable systems of mentoring and community togetherness. Agriculture as an activity 

also largely defined men and women’s roles in traditional society, and farming 

represented the primary means through which women and men contributed collectively to 

the well-being of the family unit (see Chapter 4). As such, loss of farming also had other 

major impacts on Acholi communities and families, particularly in relation gender norms 

and relationships. These issues and themes will be discussed more deeply in Chapter 7 

along with ways in which these changes impacted men and women differently. Table 14 

helps to illustrate experiences and impacts related to loss of farming associated with 

camp living, as recounted by respondents of this study.  
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Table 14: Informant accounts related to restrictions on movement and access to 
gardens 
 

Female, Pabo, February 8, 2018 
 

Before the war we lived well, we would eat 
together, and the kids would keep together, and we 
trained them as a community. They were trained 
on respect. We would also farm together 
sometimes in a day we would work on two farms 
but when we went to the camps, it became 
impossible. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018 
 

There was no going to the gardens to dig because 
it was not safe so there was nothing much really 
that they did at that time as men. Occasionally 
when security informants would tell people that 
the rebels had moved to another area, we would 
request the soldiers to allow us run to the nearby 
gardens to get some food stuff like cassava and 
potatoes to help supplement our diet but even 
doing this was not easy because anytime you could 
be abducted by the rebels, at times they would be 
hiding nearby and this would fool people that they 
had moved to another area when in actual sense 
they were around and waiting to strike. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 21, 2018 What made it different was when I couldn’t go to 
the farm and make some decisions like one would 
make at home, for example we were not supposed 
to just move out without seeking permission from 
the soldiers and camp commanders who had to 
know wherever we went. 

Female, Paicho, February 27, 2018 
 

During the war it was difficult to look for money 
because we were unable to neither do business nor 
move out of the camp. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 13, 2018 Life was not easy because we were out of our 
homes, we could not cultivate because we had no 
land of our own and our movements were often 
restricted by soldiers and the local leaders of the 
area. We could not go to the farms because it was 
risky since the rebels were occupying our villages. 
  

Female, Paicho, January 23, 2018 
 

For instance, the issue of farming, men could not 
go to farm as it was more risky for them as 
compared to women. 
 

Female, Paicho, March 13, 2018 Life has been hard and when world food didn’t 
bring food, we would sleep hungry. We would 
walk distances to try and cultivate but time is set 
for you to be back in the camp and in your house. 
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Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017  There were many problems in the camp. You find 
that you need to find food but there is nowhere to 
farm and there are also children’s needs. 
 

 
 
 

During the conflict, and particularly when people were moved into camps, much 

of the Acholi livestock was also lost. This was because people were either unable to bring 

livestock with them to the camps, or it was looted by the LRA, the Ugandan military, or 

by Karamajong cattle rustlers who took advantage of insecurity to step up cattle raids into 

Acholiland from neighboring areas (Westfall, 2017). In a study conducted in relation to 

forced displacement in and around Gulu town, Woodburn (2003) highlights the severity 

of livestock losses with information provided by her own respondents. “One mzee (elder) 

referred to a survey in 1962 showing that each family household had chickens of an 

unknown number, and about 12 goats per household, but now many do not have any 

livestock” (Woodburn, 2003, p. 462).  

Livestock in Acholiland largely supplemented agriculture as a livelihood activity, 

but cattle and other livestock represented a significant source of wealth for the Acholi and 

had important uses such as the payment of bride price (see Chapter 4). Without this asset, 

many Acholi families became unable to afford bride payments, leading in turn to an 

erosion of traditional marriages, and the norms and rites of passage associated with this 

(see also Chapter 7). Therefore, although the loss of livestock did not have as direct and 

extreme an impact on Acholi livelihoods and self-sustainability as the loss of agriculture, 

livestock losses did have significant and substantial impacts on other aspects of Acholi 

social and cultural life. Again, Woodburn’s respondents pointed to the significance of 
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these losses during focus group discussions conducted in Gulu district, reporting that, 

"before people had plenty, but now cows are no more, they could have been sold for 

capital, but now there's nothing to sell and money is a problem" (Woodburn, 2003, p. 

462). The loss of livestock was particularly significant for men, whose identities, respect, 

and authority were contingent upon the achievement of marriage in a traditional sense 

(see Chapter 4). Single men were not entitled to the same respect and authority as married 

men in Acholi society, and some male respondents indicated that their inability to marry 

(due to financial constraints) was a source of great shame both for them and for their 

families. The breakdown of traditional marital arrangements and the impacts of economic 

losses on Acholi male identities will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7.  

Attempting to address significant livestock losses, several cattle re-stocking 

programs were initiated both by humanitarian agencies and later by government25 during 

the period the Acholi were in camps. Intending to boost livestock numbers and replenish 

cattle lost by Acholi to the conflict, the re-stocking programs prioritized the provision and 

breeding of livestock with and within communities affected by conflict (Peter Labeja, 

2014). However, during implementation of many of the restocking programs a favored 

strategy was to distribute cattle directly to women rather than to men. For the most part 

this was because they were seen by humanitarian agencies either as more responsible and 

better able to manage this resource, or as a marginalized group requiring special 

 
25 Humanitarian actors and private institutions initiated small-scale restocking programs during the time the 
Acholi were in camps, but major re-stocking programs were also initiated as part of reconstruction and 
post-conflict development initiatives carried out by government and international development institutions, 
for example under the World Bank's Northern Uganda Social Action Funds (NUSAF) and the Peace 
Recovery and Development Plan (PRDP) (Peter Labeja, 2014). 
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consideration in the distribution of financial resources and assets (Dolan, 2009). Given 

that cattle were strictly owned and managed by men in the pre-conflict period, this was a 

substantial and significant break from traditional norms and practices. Participants of this 

study did not speak much about cattle restocking programs specifically, but it is very 

clear in relation to other programs that favored or targeted women, both during and 

following conflict, that a focus on women only acted to exacerbate dynamics that fed into 

feelings of inadequacy and shame described by Acholi men in relation to the loss of their 

traditional roles and authority arising from conflict. In a context in which Acholi men 

were largely unable to provide for and protect their families (see Chapter 4 and sections 

above), handing male roles and responsibilities over to women undoubtedly undermined 

already fragile male identities. Many older Acholi men interviewed during the course of 

the study blamed external interventions for ruining women, and many perceived such 

interventions as a direct threat to their power and authority within their homes and 

families. This issue represents a significant theme arising from this study and will be 

explored further in the following chapter (see “Rights Conflict,” Chapter 7).  

 

Zoning and spatial living arrangements 

According to respondents, camps were set up in such a way that grouped people 

together based on their area of origin, and these zones determined where people were 

allowed to live within the camps (see table 15 below). However, the space people were 

given to occupy within their respective zone often did not correspond with the actual 

village they came from, meaning that people were frequently placed next to strangers 
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rather than family or familiar neighbors (Okumu, 2018). On the one hand camps brought 

hundreds of Acholi who normally lived in small and dispersed villages or settlements into 

close proximity in a way they had never experienced before. For example, Dolan (2009) 

noted that “in Pabo there were over 42,000 people from over 120 villages, settled into 

eight zones of 2 square km” (Chapter 5, “Physical Layout and Shelter,” para. 2). On the 

other hand, most Acholi were accustomed to living in close-knit communities where 

physical living arrangements were determined by family or social ties (Atkinson, 1994), 

and not so close to total strangers.  

The disruption of traditional settlement patterns and living arrangements that 

many individuals and families encountered when they arrived in camps therefore 

compromised the sense of social security that came with traditional settlement patterns. 

As one respondent explained, “as Acholi we are not used to coming together in big 

numbers like in the camps and we would not force anybody to enter his house like it was 

during the camp days” (Male, Paicho, December 2017). What this respondent is referring 

to is a disruption and breakdown of cultural and traditional norms and behaviors related 

to external relationships and interactions between extended family, friends, and strangers. 

Under normal circumstances it would have been unacceptable for anyone not part of the 

immediate family to approach or enter someone’s house without invitation, but these 

social safeguards and codes of behavior became irrelevant when people were forced to 

live in extremely close proximity to total strangers. Proximity to strangers also exposed 

people to behaviors or norms they were not familiar with, typically by exposure to others 

who lived a more urban lifestyle. As one male respondent explained, “when children 
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were in camps, they had started copying new life from the centers26 and some of them 

went back with these changes home and making them part of their life” (Male, Pabo, July 

2018). This respondent points to a larger theme identified by this study, which relates to 

the erosion of cultural and traditional norms, values, and practices by forces linked to or 

associated with conflict (such as urbanization, modernization etc.). This theme will be 

discussed in Chapter 7.   

In addition, cramped and overcrowded conditions within camps led to the 

disruption of traditional living arrangements even within families. Many families were 

forced to share a single hut due to limited space and resources with which to build. In 

turn, the physical separation of certain family members that existed under traditional 

settlement patterns became impossible in the new camp environment. For example, 

parents and children traditionally occupied separate spaces (huts), girls were physically 

separated from boys and men, and co-wives each had their own huts and occupied or 

managed totally separate spaces (see Chapter 4). New physical living arrangements 

created by (and within) camps therefore also impacted internal relationships within 

Acholi families and communities. New living conditions interrupted normal patterns of 

behavior and interaction, exposing family members to things they would not have 

encountered under normal circumstances. For example,  

Whereas in normal times boys would build their own huts from the age of eleven or 

 twelve, in the camps whole families lived in one hut, resulting in exposure of children to 

 their parents’ sexual activities. Parents taking refuge in the bush at night no longer had 

 
26 Center(s) is a term used by respondents to refer to large towns or urban centers.  
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 oversight of their children, who as a result were ‘faced with various ways of behavior 

 from different peers. (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 5, “Cultural Debilitation,” para. 7) 

As noted above, respondents reported a significant breakdown of the family unit 

within this environment, and a decay of moral (traditional) values brought about by rapid 

exposure to forces of modernization and a more urban lifestyle. Table 15 provides some 

more examples given by respondents of zoning arrangements within camps, and the 

impacts of this on physical and spatial living arrangements on camp populations. The 

erosion of cultural norms and values arising from this and other factors in the camp 

environment will be discussed in Chapter 7. 

 
 
 
Table 15: Informant accounts related to zoning and living arrangements in camps 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 12, 2018 We were taken to camps in 2003 and our camp 
was in Pader town council and by then the district 
was even just created, it was called Camp Pader 
and people were grouped in the camp according to 
their sub-counties. 
  

Male, Paicho, December 12, 2017  For instance, Acholi we are not used to coming 
together in big numbers like in the camps and we 
would not force anybody to enter his house like it 
was during the camp days. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 21, 2018 We had to leave our homes for camps, which also 
had so many challenges like food and water 
shortages, congestion, sicknesses, and other 
miserable situations. As you know being in a place 
that is not home is hard. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017  
 

I was also in the camp, but the way people lived in 
camp was different from the way we lived before. 
People lived in camp, but they were following 
camp rules so when they went home, they are now 
living the way they lived in the camps. 
 

Male, Paicho, April 10, 2018  The war has also brought people too close to 
another, not like before.  
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Male, Paicho, December 12, 2017  This issue of living together in big numbers has 

exposed our children to certain things so that they 
feel we are not important anymore. 
 

Male, Pabo, July 26, 2018  When children were in camps, they had started 
copying new life from the centers and some of 
them went back home with these changes and 
made them part of their life for example, if you 
look at the way women dress it’s not good. They 
wear short clothes and very tight trousers and also 
boys want to balance their jeans below their 
buttocks, and this is something that is not good to 
our culture. Even some married women want to 
dress indecently like some of these young girls. 
All these portray a bad image to the children who 
will also get to adopt such behavior when they 
grow up. 
 

 
 
 
Reliance on external assistance  

With decreased access to land and limited farming opportunities, coupled with a 

dramatic loss of livestock, people’s livelihood opportunities were severely curtailed by 

the camp environment and restrictions places upon them within it. People tried to make 

money in whatever way they could, but for many the reality was they had to become 

partially, if not totally, reliant on aid for their survival. “Devoid of any means of 

livelihood in the camps, a people of agriculturalists and livestock breeders have been 

reduced to near total dependence on donated food and other humanitarian aid” (Patel et 

al., 2012, p. 6). Respondents of this study talked often of dependency, referring to both 

the physical and psychological difficulties of having to rely on NGO’s27 and the 

government while in camps (see Table 16). As one female respondent put it, “we were 

 
27 Respondents referred to humanitarian organizations and development actors working both within camps 
and in the post-conflict period broadly as NGOs (an acronym for Non-Governmental Organizations). 
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like children who needed care and attention to survive” (Female, Kitgum, February 

2018).  

 
 
 
Table 16: Respondents accounts and experiences in relation to external intervention  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  From the camps we were like children who needed 
care and attention to survive because the 
government and different NGOs had to provide us 
with all the necessary things like food, blankets, 
tents, and medical care. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  Our children stayed home, we never had food of 
our own since we could not go to the gardens to 
dig and therefore had to depend on food items 
distributed in camps by the government. 
 

Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017  During the war people would wait for free food 
from NGOs. You know when you are displaced 
most of the things, they bring you find it good 
because you are in a camp. So, for us we were 
begging them for support. 
 

Male, Pabo, July 26, 2018  
 

We depended so much on free things it’s how it 
was when people were still in camps. 
 

Female, Paicho, April 4, 2018  Also, in the past we would wait for things in the 
camp and if your home is far it’s even more 
difficult. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 29, 2018  It was a place we didn’t even think of doing 
anything in, all we had were temporary structures 
with items given to us by the government. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018  The conflict forced thousands of people from 
different communities to be taken to camps and 
you imagine how disturbing it is to be displaced 
from your home because it will mean depending 
on another person for help to survive. 
 

 
 
 

The consequences of dependency will be discussed in more detail in the following 

chapter. However, at this point it is worth mentioning that in addition to discussing 
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dependency in general, respondents of this study frequently mentioned the ways in which 

external assistance entailed, in many instances, the differential consideration or treatment 

of women and men (see Table 17 below). Food, medical aid, and other provisions were, 

for example, distributed in such a way that women were given priority and made the 

direct and primary recipients. Whether it was because humanitarian organizations saw 

them as a particularly vulnerable or marginalized group, or because they trusted women 

to manage these resources more responsibly than men, the outcome was the same. In 

relation to camps in the Gulu and Amuru District, Anderson (2009) recorded that “the 

World Food Program puts women in charge of receiving food rations, and thus women 

have complete control of the food supply as well as the family's income from petty trade 

activities” (p.64). Similarly, Woodburn (2003) noted of camps in Gulu municipality that 

“food for the household is distributed to the woman in camps and credit schemes target 

women in the hopes of improving family welfare and gender equity” (p.452). 

Respondents spoke of similar experiences, indicating that standard practice for 

delivery of food aid was to distribute food rations based on the number of cook-stoves or 

cooking spots. Since women controlled the stoves, food was delivered directly to them, 

and they became responsible for managing this resource (Male, Kitgum, February 2018). 

The same was typically the case with other provisions and rations such as blankets, 

mattresses, cooking utensils, and other forms of material aid. Men were not necessarily 

excluded from receiving these items, but they were given with priority to women and as a 

result, men often did not receive them. This was either for strategic reasons, or simply 

because there were not enough resources to go around.    
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Table 9: Respondent accounts regarding differential treatment of women and men 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 18, 2018  The women would be made to get food items first 
whenever they were distributing and sometimes, 
they would be relocating to sleep elsewhere where 
they would be well guarded by government troops. 
They would be taken to the church, parish hall, and 
the hospital area but men were not allowed to 
access those areas. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 29, 2018  They were given more attention. I would say 
because the medical teams used to be available at 
times to assist mothers and attend to the pregnant 
ones whenever there were any emergencies in the 
camp but for the men, they would not mind so 
much about them. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  Consideration would be given to breast feeding 
mothers and pregnant women when it came to food 
distribution. 
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  This was all a result of the changing roles in camps 
where men without cooking spots were not given 
food. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 12, 2018  When it came to distributing food items, women 
would be given first priority. Other items like 
blankets and mats were given to women because 
some men would pick and just go to exchange 
them with alcohol and not caring that there are 
children at home. 
 

 
 
 

Aside from affording women special treatment or priority in the delivery of food 

and other aid, the same theme appears in relation to the implementation of certain 

humanitarian programs initiated in camps. The small-scale livestock re-stocking 

programs (mentioned in the section above) provide an example of female-centric 

approaches employed by those providing external assistance, though it is evident in 

several other programs implemented in camps as well. This study did not undertake a 

systematic review of humanitarian programs implemented in camps, but Table 18 
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provides examples of this phenomenon arising from discussions with respondents 

(supported by available literature) that are worth mentioning here.     

One area in which a focus on women was evident was in relation to economic 

empowerment programs, particularly microfinance programs. These programs were 

popularly referred to as Village Savings and Loans Associations (VSLA’s). Such 

programs aimed to provide training, capacity building, and access to small-scale loans to 

enhance income-generating opportunities and management skills in relation to money and 

other economic assets and opportunities. These programs, both those initiated in camps 

and those implemented in the period following conflict, focused almost exclusively on 

women. As one female informant explained, “NGOs started helping women through 

groups that they told them to form. They were trained and given startup capital to begin 

engaging in income-generating activities” (Female, Kitgum, February 2018). Another 

respondent spoke specifically of VSLA programs implemented by CARE International, 

recalling that “a group called CARE came and started giving women knowledge on how 

to save money. You were supposed to come in groups, save some money so that it helps 

you because for us in the village we do not understand banks” (Female, Paicho, 

November 2017). 

While boosting women’s economic opportunities and capacity, men’s access to 

such opportunities and programs was limited in camps, though they too encountered 

challenges related to economic opportunities and income generating capacity because of 

the camp environment (see above sections). Such programs were largely structured and 

executed based on organizational mandates and strategies focused on gender equality, but 
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the exclusion of men from these programs did not go unnoticed, neither in the short or 

longer-term. Male participants of this study frequently complained about NGOs and 

programs focusing on women. Many felt that these programs ignored and sidelined men, 

and they also expressed beliefs that such programs were making women stubborn and 

big-headed, leading in turn to issues and conflicts at the family level. In a program brief 

published by CARE International the organization also identified these sentiments from 

men in relation to Northern Uganda Women’s Empowerment Program (NUWEP)28 

finding that,   

Evidence from CARE Uganda’s Village Savings and Loans Associations (VSLA’s) 

 indicates that men felt left out of the groups and yet they too had unmet needs in terms of 

 access to financial services but also of solidarity and reconnecting and rebuilding a sense 

 of belonging and community. (Northern Uganda Women Empowerment Programme 

 (NUWEP): Engaging Men and Boys Model, n.d., p. 3) 

Human rights awareness and sensitization programs were also prevalent within 

camps, carried out both by humanitarian agencies and some government bodies. 

According to respondents, these programs were, again, primarily female-centric and 

focused on women’s rights (though children’s rights were also featured). Existing 

literature and respondent accounts point to severe limitations in relation to the 

interpretation of rights by such programs, and poor or non-existent consideration of their 

 
28 NUWEP, or Northern Uganda Women’s Empowerment Initiative was a program implemented by CARE 
international in the decade following conflict, between 2013 and 2015. The program built on two 
consecutive Women’s Empowerment Programs (WEP I and II), implemented by CARE International in 
Acholiland between 2007 and 2012. https://www.care.at/projects/northern-uganda-women-
empowerment-program-nuwep-wepiii-securing-womens-socioeconomic-and-political-rights-in-post-
conflict-northern-uganda-2013-2015-uga912/ 
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applicability within an Acholi cultural context. For example, a report published by the 

Cross-Cultural Foundation of Uganda indicates that the interpretation of women’s rights 

promoted by many international organizations deviated greatly from traditional 

interpretations of rights as understood within Acholi culture. “As awareness of human 

and women’s rights was promoted in the camps, emphasis was placed on rights, with 

little on responsibilities, including those of children and women” (The Cross Cultural 

Foundation of Uganda, 2017, p. 12). As outlined in Chapter 4, the report recognizes that 

Acholi cultural understandings of rights, particularly men and women’s rights, were 

based heavily on a complimentary set of roles and responsibilities, which together 

contributed to the greater good of the family unit. Oosterom (2011) also points to limited 

interpretations of rights by or through these programs,   

Though virtually everyone underwent some training on women’s rights in the camp, 

 given by international agencies such as the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), 

 International Rescue Committee (IRC), and World Vision, the message given appears to 

 have been reduced to ‘you should not beat your wife’. (p. 401) 

 With regards to the programs mentioned above, it is important to note that 

although such trends were evident in the implementation of these programs in IDP 

camps, these programs were not necessarily restricted just to the camps, as many 

continued into the post-conflict period. The discrepancy between implementation in 

camps and during the post-conflict period is not what is significant here, rather it is the 

different consideration of men and women in relation to external assistance programs, 

beginning in camps and continuing into the post-conflict period, which is being 

highlighted. Table 18 (below), provides some examples given by respondents regarding 
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their experiences with, and focus of, human rights programs implemented in camps. The 

consequences and implications of this type of programming arose as a major theme in 

this study and will be dealt with under “Rights Conflict” in Chapter 7.  

 
 
 
Table 10: Respondent accounts related to human rights focus of NGOs 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 21, 2018  People were sensitized and educated about their 
rights and this was majorly done for women and 
children. 
 

Male, Pabo, June 12, 2018  They taught women that women have rights and if 
they had problems, they should take the issue to 
them and they would put them (men) in jail. 
 

Female, Paicho, November 28, 2017  They focused on women’s rights. I think if it was 
possible for an NGO to bring both men and 
women together and train them together on how to 
live in a home I think this would at least bring 
about changes because both of you would be 
listening and could bring some changes in families 
because if you talk to the wife alone and she tries 
to explain to the husband he may not understand 
and the same with men if they talk to them alone 
he may fail to explain to the wife. So, talking to 
both of them may bring in some understanding to 
both of them. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 12, 2018  
 

The government had encouraged the idea of giving 
women more freedom by sensitizing them more 
about their rights and this made so many couples 
to be at logger heads with each other because each 
one of them feels their authority is being 
undermined.  
 

Women’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 
2018  
 

For those of us who were in the camps, the NGOs 
brought this thing of women and children's rights 
upon us. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 11, 2018  Women used to be given this kind of extra 
attention that everybody would see, like they were 
gathered on several occasions to be counselled and 
taught about other things like issues to do with 
rights and family planning but the men used to 
gathered once in a while to be reminded to help the 
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women with work at home, but the center of focus 
for most of these NGOs were women and children.  

 
 
 
 This chapter has primarily considered the experience of Acholi individuals and 

communities during the years (and sometimes decades) they spent in IDP camps. This 

was not initially an area identified for consideration by this research project, but it 

became quickly evident that IDP camps created a very specific set of conditions and 

experiences that shaped or even triggered some of the major changes and their 

consequences identified and explored in later chapters, and within the context of the 

conflict. More specifically, IDP camps gave rise to an extremely complex, convoluted, 

and challenging environment in which social, traditional, political, and gender norms that 

existed prior to the conflict were significantly challenged or eroded. Camp conditions and 

competing systems of administration and control fundamentally altered social, spatial, 

and physical relationships and patterns of behavior, drastically changing the options and 

opportunities available to individuals, both in the short and longer-term. Camp conditions 

not only denied Acholi individuals and communities self-determination and agency 

(Branch, 2009b; Dolan, 2009), but the ways in which external actors recognized and 

addressed issues within the camp environment both created and entrenched new gendered 

relationships, expectations, and patterns of behavior that spilled over into the post-

conflict period. One of the major observations on this front relates to focus on and 

preferential treatment of women by aid and humanitarian actors within camps. This focus 

was largely driven by a desire to protect those viewed as most vulnerable, but it also 

acted to perpetuate and exacerbate issues related to rapidly changing ideas about 
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masculinity and femininity arising from conflict conditions and experiences, which in 

turn gave rise to a new, complex and complicated set of relationships and dynamics for 

and between Acholi women and men at an individual, family and community level. 

Observations and trends related to these and other changes and their consequences form 

the focus of the following chapter (Chapter 7).  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SHIFTS AND CONSEQUENCES 
 
 
 
 

Acknowledging that no one person’s experiences of conflict are the same, the 

previous two chapters brought attention to certain information arising from the data, 

which indicates that, in the context of the conflict in Acholiland, there were certain things 

which many people experienced in the same or similar ways. Chapters four and five draw 

attention to these collective experiences of conflict, both before and during the period that 

the Acholi were in camps. In highlighting collective experiences, however, the previous 

two chapters did not attempt to deal with the consequences of those experiences on the 

lives of Acholi individuals and communities in the aftermath of conflict. This chapter will 

seek to understand the deeper implications of those experiences, and to explore the 

longer-term changes and consequences associated with them. These include changes to 

the cultural, socio-economic, and gendered space which many Acholi individuals, 

families and communities inhabit following the conflict.  

In discussing changes and their implications it is important to consider that there 

are other factors, aside from conflict, which may have contributed or led to these 

changes. In relation to the LRA conflict some have argued that “it is difficult to 

distinguish between cultural changes that have occurred over time as opposed to changes 

that have occurred directly due to the conflict as many things seem to have changed 

simultaneously, and some changes may have occurred had the conflict never happened” 
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(Westfall, 2017, p.76). This challenge has been recognized and discussed by others 

working in Acholiland (Branch, 2009b, 2011; Dolan, 2009; Finnström, 2008), who have 

identified other major forces, such as colonialism, development, religion, modernization, 

urbanization etc., which may have contributed to change. Thorough examination of these 

factors was outside the scope of this study, whose aim was to explore individual and 

community experiences in the context of conflict, and to better understand the 

consequences and impacts of those experiences as perceived by the people that lived 

through them. However, it is important to acknowledge this challenge here, and although 

this study did not directly probe the impact of such factors on the Acholi, it is clear from 

the research that these forces and factors have contributed to changes, alongside conflict, 

in this context.   

Information and perspectives gathered from respondents of this study do, 

however, point to the fact that conflict greatly accelerated many of the changes observed, 

even if it is not possible to clearly determine which changes would have occurred 

regardless of conflict. It is important to note that the majority of respondents interviewed 

believed that changes observed or experienced had happened either because of violence 

and conditions of insecurity (including displacement and resettlement), or as a result of 

the camp environment and the rapid exposure to external forces and influences that this 

brought about. In other words, either directly or indirectly a result of conflict. Regardless 

of other factors and forces which may have been at play, it also appears that conflict, and 

the conditions or experiences associated with it, accelerated many of the changes 

observed by respondents across cultural, socio-economic, gendered and physical space, 
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even if they did not directly cause them. In many instances changes experienced in the 

context of conflict occurred so fast that many individuals and communities have failed, or 

are still struggling, to adjust to these changes in the decade(s) following conflict.   

In analyzing interview data in Nvivo, several broad themes arose in relation to 

changes related or attributed to conflict by respondents. These include changes in cultural 

and traditional norms, socio-economic changes, changes in gendered norms, as changes 

to the use of physical space. This chapter will consider these broad categories of change 

and will discuss trends and themes related to the longer-term consequences of these 

changes on the lives of Acholi individuals, families, and communities following conflict. 

Figure 9 highlights the categories of change noted above, which will be considered in the 

following section. In Figure 9, the width of bands indicates the frequency with which 

certain categories of change were observed or discussed by respondents in the scope of 

this study. Segments within each category represent sub-themes, which will be discussed 

in more detail in the following section. Again, the graphic is used only to illustrate the 

frequency with which various themes were raised or identified by respondents in 

discussions and interviews and does not represent any form of quantitative analysis of 

this data. Options for visual representation of thematic frequency were limited by options 

available in Nvivo for this purpose.  
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Figure 9: Broad categories of change identified in the context of conflict  
 
 
 
Changes in cultural/traditional norms 

When discussing the impacts of conflict on Acholi individuals and communities, 

respondents spoke frequently of the breakdown and debilitation, if not total loss, of many 

aspects of Acholi culture and tradition arising from conflict. While it is difficult to 

determine which changes are a direct result of conflict and which would have occurred 

regardless of it (as mentioned in the section above), findings from this study indicate that 

many of the changes observed by respondents were associated, either directly or 

indirectly, with the conflict. In relation to changes in cultural and traditional norms for 

example, some respondents attributed changes directly to factors related to conditions of 
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conflict such as violence, insecurity, and displacement; others blamed it on the conditions 

in camps, and others still to the way on which the camps and external intervention (both 

during and after conflict) rapidly exposed people to forces of modernization and 

development. The following section will discuss a number of changes related to cultural 

and traditional norms, as identified by respondents. These changes are best understood in 

contrast to pre-conflict cultural and traditional norms detailed in Chapter 4.   

In discussing the changes identified below it is important to note that this study 

focused primarily on men and women aged 25 years and above. Although the study 

aimed to consider generational differences in perspectives by including different age sets, 

this minimum age was established to include only respondents who were old enough to 

have lived through at least a decade of conflict, and who were at least five years of age 

when the government began moving communities into camps in 1996. While this was 

done to ensure that respondents were old enough to have experienced different phases of 

the conflict, it also means that the views captured in the research largely represent the 

perspectives of a slightly older generation of Acholi and do not capture those of present-

day Acholi youth. This is a limitation of the study that must be pointed out, leaving scope 

for further research on youth experiences and perspectives in the present-day context. 

 

Loss of fireside culture  

One of the major issues raised by respondents in relation to the loss of cultural 

and traditional norms during or arising from conflict, was the loss of traditional 

mechanisms for mentoring and teaching children. As discussed in Chapter 4, the 
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mentoring of children by parents and elders was the primary method by which Acholi 

cultural norms and practices were passed down from generation to generation. Known to 

the Acholi as fireside culture, this form of mentoring was seen by many Acholi, 

particularly the older generation, as a cornerstone of Acholi culture. Prior to the conflict, 

boys would typically learn from their fathers and male elders around the fire at night 

(referred to as wangoo), and girls would be taught by their mothers or older female 

relatives (wangmac).29  

According to respondents the conflict impacted this practice in several ways. To 

begin with, before the Acholi were moved into camps, high levels of insecurity meant 

that it was virtually impossible for the traditional practice of wangoo to take place. As 

one respondent explained “when the war started there were no fireside places for training 

children” (Male, Paicho, December 2017). This was because during the years of conflict 

it was physically impossible for families to sit outside around an open fire at night as they 

traditionally would have. Doing so presented a security risk because such fires would 

alert the LRA as to people’s whereabouts, either in their village or wherever they were 

hiding. In many cases when people were displaced from their homes or on the run, they 

simply lacked the basic resources required to build a fire, and many respondents spoke of 

going hungry or eating raw food as a result while in the bush (see Chapter 5). At the 

height of the conflict, many children were also forced to leave their homes and families at 

night in search of safe places to sleep (see Chapter 5). For these children, night 

 
29 Different terms exist for the mentoring of male and female children, namely “wangoo” and “wangmac”, 
but respondents used the term “wangoo” to refer broadly to concept of fireside culture.  
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commuting created further dislocation from their families and a situation in which 

traditional systems of mentoring became impossible (see Chapter 5).  

The movement of Acholi into camps did not create a safe space in which the 

practice of wangoo could be restored either. Rather, the camp environment further 

prevented people from participating in it. Cramped conditions in the camps meant that it 

was not physically possible for families to gather outside around a fire, and strict curfews 

and restrictions placed upon camp populations prevented this from happening even if 

space had allowed (see Chapter 5). This physical loss of the fireplace therefore 

represented a much more significant loss of place and space within which to mentor 

children and pass on important cultural values and lessons. Practices of mentorship were 

abandoned and lost, and many respondents noted that these did not return after the 

conflict once communities returned to their homes. This issue was raised often in 

interviews, most frequently by an older age-set of respondents (40 and above) of both 

male and female, who frequently blamed both the conflict and the camps for the loss and 

erosion of Acholi culture and society as a whole. Some blamed it directly on the conflict, 

others on forces associated with it such as an exposure to modernization, urbanization, 

and so forth. Table 19 provides some examples given by respondents regarding the loss 

of fireside culture during or arising from conflict.   
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Table 11: Loss of fireside culture  
 

Male, Paicho, December 12, 2018  There has been change because before the war 
people would live at the fireside and training of kids 
would take place by the night fireside. But when the 
war started there were no fireside places for training 
children. Their fireside for training is now on videos 
for children. For adults if they drink alcohol their 
fireside is in the bars. But those who don’t you find 
them home. This is as a result of the war. 
 

Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017  
 

This conflict did not bring changes in the culture of 
Acholi, but Acholi lost their culture instead. They 
displaced people’s parents hence it became difficult 
for parents to train their children. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 20, 2018  
 

The reason why I say the war brought all this is 
because in the past before the war boys would learn 
from their fathers around the fire side (Wangoo) and 
girls would learn from their mothers in the kitchen 
but now the war brought everyone in the camp and 
this is not possible. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  During the war it was very difficult to bring up 
children. There were no fireside meetings that we 
could use to mentor our children. Now children dress 
up badly and disrespect elders unlike in the past. 
 

Male, Paicho, February 13, 2018  The other problem is that instead of elders present to 
manage families, the young men in families are the 
ones forcing themselves to take responsibility of the 
homes. So, unlike the past when issues of the family 
would be discussed at the fireside now it’s discussed 
in a bar. 
 

Male, Pabo, June 12, 2018  Yes, there has been a change. In the past we would 
be by the fireside to train kids but now people keep 
by the roadside the whole evening and no more 
training at fireside. 
 

Female, Pabo, April 26, 2018  In the past children were taught at the fireside and 
share meals and elders would train young ones but 
today the children don’t get this education.  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 12, 2018 We lost everything we owned to our own children 
who became greedy and didn’t care that lives matter, 
the war made us lose our identity and belonging as 
the people of Acholi. We have returned home but our 
tradition and cultural practices that guided how 
people were to live in communities were distorted 
and that will never be fixed because the elders who 
are the custodians of our tradition and norms are 
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Loss of respect for elders and parents 

When discussing the loss of fireside culture, respondents often associated this 

very closely with a loss of respect for parents and elders. This is because, in addition to 

being an important method for cultural transference, the fireside traditionally defined 

inter-generational relationships and established important and respected roles for the 

older generation tasked with mentoring the Acholi youth. A loss of fireside culture was 

therefore associated by respondents, particularly older respondents, with a loss of respect, 

discipline, and even more significantly with a breakdown and loss of cultural and moral 

norms and values, particularly in relation to the younger generation.  

Respondents spoke frequently about how children had lost respect for traditional 

elders and their parents, attributing these changes both to conflict and to the exposure that 

camp life provided younger Acholi with the influences of modernization. Older 

respondents (both male and female) often lamented that the younger generation of Acholi 

were lost, and that those who grew up during the conflict, particularly the years in camps, 

had forgotten or rejected Acholi culture in favor of movies, disco halls, and life in the 

center.30 Table 20 provides some examples given by respondents regarding loss of 

respect and breakdown of cultural value systems, which are largely attributed to conflict 

 
30 “The center” is a term used by respondents to refer to towns or urban centers, many of which developed 
around camps and remained in the aftermath of conflict.  

dying and the young generation think our tradition is 
backward and ancient but that is what our forefathers 
passed on to us and therefore it should be protected 
and practiced. 
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and exposure to modernity and changes in physical space and ways of living brought 

about by life in camps.   

 
 
 
Table 12: Loss of respect  
 

Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017  
 

The main problems we are faced with today are the 
children we produced in the camp… most of these 
kids never moved on well. So the problem we are 
facing now is how to lead and guide these kids. 
Most of these kids when back home are at casinos 
(juke box like betting machines) in the center and 
they are not farming for their future. They keep 
bringing problems to parents. So, this is the 
challenge we are facing now. 
  

Female, Paich, March 13, 2018  Thus, life in the camp. Many children are wasted 
and are not living according to tradition. They 
don’t have respect like when we would kneel down 
to offer elders anything but not now. Most of them 
are just getting pregnant without the knowledge of 
their parents. Now also the issue of rivalry over 
land is so much. The kids are not even keen on 
education but focused more on alcoholism, 
prostitution, etc. These are the changes I have 
observed. I think it’s the war. I think we are now 
used to free things as a result of relief supply. The 
young people don’t want to work hard for their 
food. 
 

Male, Paicho, December 12, 2017  
 

Like I said this issue of living together in big 
numbers has exposed our children to certain things 
so that they feel we are not important anymore. So, 
we have tried to guide them but many times they 
have not listened to us. They love that life. 
  

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  Our work would support the education of the 
children and we had time to train our children and 
they had respect. The older kids are wasted for us 
and we cannot train them. In the past any child 
would respect you but now this change has made 
any other child that is not yours does not respect 
you and tells you off. So, this change is so strange 
and different. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 20, 2017  
 

I feel that there has been a change in the way I see 
it. The reason why I say there is a change is 
because the level of respect from children of today 
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as compared to the past to elders has really 
reduced. In the past, mothers would respect their 
children and children would also respect their 
mothers. But nowadays as a result of the war 
children don’t respect them. 
 

Female, Paicho, May 30, 2018  
 
 

I have observed changes. During the war, children 
respected their parents but not now or like in the 
past before the war. Actually, I think it has wasted 
the life of the children who are now dishonest and 
undisciplined and hate work. They are more into 
theft and alcohol. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018  Our youths and children no longer accord the 
required respect to the elders like how it’s 
supposed to be according to our tradition. Elders 
are people the community believes have seen it all 
in this life so the wisdom they impart to us 
shouldn’t be taken for granted which the young 
generation does these days. They call the elders 
outdated and old fashioned but remember these are 
the people who are protecting our cultural norms 
and traditional practices from being wiped. They 
are the ones who can tell us what we don’t or 
didn’t know regarding our culture. The generation 
of today wants to copy everything from television 
and the white people, and that is from dress code, 
lifestyle relationships, food, and many other 
aspects of their lives.  
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  Even the children don’t listen to parents like 
before. They behave as if they are depressed or 
feeling lonely while others leave school and come 
by the roadside to watch films. They don’t respect 
anyone. These are things brought about by war. 
 

Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017  
 

The life of the children we produced changed 
because these kids don’t have the same respect 
children had in the past. For instance, when an 
elder like me is in the home, whatever I say 
children would listen but not now because they say 
there is a change in their life. What the elders had 
not experienced they have experienced. These are 
the changes brought about by the war. The result is 
mostly negative. The children who listen to us are 
few. These are things brought by the war. 
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Impacts to other means of cultural transference   

Respondents also reported that other means of transferring Acholi culture and 

tradition such as songs, dances, and rituals, were impacted by the conflict. Respondents 

noted that not all forms of song, dance and rituals were or have been lost, but many spoke 

of the ways in which conflict prevented or interrupted cultural practices that were typical 

prior to the conflict. Many of these practices represented important channels of cultural 

transference, and marked significant rites of passage such as courtship, marriage, the 

passage of seasons, and death (see Chapter 4). This finding is in line with findings from 

Dolan’s fieldwork (Dolan, 2009), during which his respondents also observed 

interruptions to cultural rituals, songs, and dances as a result of the conflict. Dolan (2009) 

is right to point out, however, that while these practices “as a repository of cultural 

identity came under a number of pressures…some of these were part of wider processes 

of ‘modernization’; others were very northern Uganda specific” (Chapter 6, “Dance and 

Song,” para. 6).  

Table 21 provides some examples given by respondents regarding loss of cultural 

practices such as certain rituals, songs, and dances. Respondents of this study also 

attributed the loss of cultural practices to other influences, for example modernization, 

development, and religion, but many respondents saw conflict as being primarily 

responsible for the interruption of these practices, and viewed other external influences 

(particularly those to which the Acholi were exposed in camps) as later contributing to 

the total abandonment of these practices over time. In relation to conflict, interruption of 

these practices was attributed both to general insecurity, which prevented people from 
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gathering and associating as they normally would, and to conditions in camps, where 

normal forms of social behavior and interaction were greatly affected by congestion and 

restrictions placed on camp populations (see Chapter 5).  

 
 
 
Table 13: Cultural rituals, songs, and dances 
 

Male, Paicho, December 13, 2017  
 

I think nothing good came from this conflict 
because it really destroyed our culture. We are now 
full with youths who come to meet each other and 
dance and make merry and they end up doing bad 
things hence destruction of culture. None of them 
can sing our local funeral songs because they use 
disco so they have lost their culture and now dress 
up badly with pulled down trousers at their bums. 
 

Male, Paicho, December 12, 2017  
 

As we grew up, we learnt that this Tugu tree was 
respected and they would cook for it special meals 
to appease it. This is now not respected today so 
it’s part of the changes that the war brought. So, 
this war ruined our tradition. When we came back 
we found some of these respected places 
destroyed. That is why some of these things are 
now not taking place. 
 

Male, Pabo, February 15, 2018  In the past we would go for courtship cultural 
dances…and the girls of the past would give you a 
handkerchief or cloth or a wrist bangle and since 
then that will be your partner and the formal 
process begins. But now it’s so different. The girl 
would not even consult not even whether you are 
related. All they need is to visit the hospital to 
make sure they are not sick and that is all, and they 
hide with their dating for people not to know. 
 

Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017  For us we danced our traditional dances and we 
would play with the local herb/ musical 
instruments when your time was ready as a youth 
and your father can’t stop you from it because you 
can withstand the pain of the cold night and any 
problems that may arise in the night during the 
dances. But nowadays, the kids just dance at any 
age because they say it’s their time. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  There are so many changes that I have witnessed 
and am still witnessing as regards our way of life 
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as the Acholi people because of conflict. Acholi 
people are one of the tribes in Uganda with rich 
cultures, norms, and traditional practices, which 
am sad to say are being forgotten slowly but 
steadily because of so many changes that people 
are going through, this is due to modernization and 
its practices too. 
 
Those days good marriage partners were gotten 
from traditional dance feasts and festivals where 
by different groups from different villages would 
come and gather in one central point like for three 
days as people performed their different traditional 
dances, it was from there that young men and boys 
would notice and admire girls that they want for 
wives but these days people want to meet in bars 
and night clubs when they are all drunk which is 
why marriages don’t last. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  Parents of these days want the children to speak 
only English language and they don’t even bother 
to teach the children about our culture and these 
children grow up with no idea at all to what should 
be and what should not be done in the 
communities. Children are supposed to know their 
mother tongue because it is what identifies them 
but the parents of these days think it is trendy to 
speak to their children in foreign languages. It’s 
really important for the children to know their 
culture, beliefs and norms such that they are not 
lost in other adopted cultures. 
 

 
 
 

Justice, dispute resolution, and communal discipline  

As outlined in Chapter 4, male elders were traditionally responsible for mediating 

family and community conflicts, though measures taken to resolve disputes often 

involved all those affected within a family, clan, or even the wider chiefdom. In pre-war 

Acholi society, this kind of restorative justice approach represented a collective 

responsibility to maintain order and facilitated a sense of social accountability. When it 

came to maintaining social order within the family, particularly in relation to the 
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upbringing of children, this was also seen as a collective responsibility that fell on the 

entire extended family unit (refer to Chapter 4).  

Communal discipline and participatory systems of dispute resolution and justice 

were typical before the conflict, but respondents reported that these systems have broken 

down or have ceased to exist entirely in post-war Acholi communities. Again, this change 

was attributed both directly to conflict and to other factors such as education, towards 

which attitudes have also changed since the conflict began. Respondents reported that 

matters and disputes that were resolved communally in the past (usually with the help of 

elders), are now typically taken to or dealt with in court. They also noted that traditional 

mechanisms for family counseling and community dialogue are no longer functioning or 

are rarely used. Some respondents believed that certain serious matters were better dealt 

with in court, but others believed that the loss of these mechanisms was contributing to a 

breakdown of communal responsibility and social accountability, which characterized 

family and community life prior to the conflict. Some respondents also observed that 

communal discipline of children is no longer practiced or accepted, something that was a 

distinct feature of traditional society and represented a collective responsibility and a 

communal ethos of care and justice. Based on these accounts it appears that many people 

feel that life has become more individualistic for most Acholi as a result of such changes, 

and that there has been a movement away from close and tight-knit community and 

family life.   

Some information was collected in the course of discussions regarding strict 

norms and taboos against pre-marital sex and domestic violence in pre-war Acholi 
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society (see Chapter 4), but respondents of this study did not comment on whether they 

felt that such systems provided women with adequate protection, justice, or recourse 

against such actions. Nor did participants speak specifically about women’s roles in 

communal systems of justice and dispute resolution (also involved in addition to these 

systems were the wider family unit and community). Some literature does suggest, 

however, that women played certain roles in the sanction of violence and war in pre-

conflict Acholi society, and that decisions about war were regulated by women in certain 

ways.  

Despite war being a gendered activity with a very masculine character, historically 

 decisions about war and peace-making were only taken after careful considerations. In 

 terms of the conceptualization of male roles in society and their agency in war, such 

 considerations made masculine norms and conduct dominant (cf. Enloe 1993, 261). 

 However, women still had some say and the power to control men and their decisions or 

 actions. (Okot, 2019, p. 50) 

Table 22 provides some examples given by respondents regarding changes in 

traditional systems of communal justice, responsibility, and accountability that help to 

illustrate the discussion above.  

 
 
Table 14: Changes in communal systems of justice, dispute resolution and discipline   
 

Male, Paicho, February 13, 2018  Like I said how Acholi resolve conflict. In the past 
if you got into a problem, this would be 
everybody’s problem. But now if you get into 
problems if you are lucky it’s only the relatives 
that come to your aid. So your problem is your 
own problem so people are not as united before in 
upholding the household. So life has become 
individualized not a societal problem. 
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Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  Our parents used to settle social issues at home 

with the intervention of elders who used to act as 
judges but these days any small thing sends people 
running to courts of law and this has led to 
constant enmity and hatred among people who 
should be living peacefully in communities with 
each other. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 23, 2018  In the past the extended family would support the 
family to remain intact by counseling and advising 
both parties when they have made mistakes but not 
now, there is no time for dialogue to settle family 
issues. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  You find that a relative is fighting a relative in 
court over something that happened between them 
instead of settling it at home like our parents and 
their forefathers used to do. This has caused 
divisions among people who even pass by each 
other when they are walking. Some have even 
dragged their children into this kind of fight. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  They [young men] drink and to make it worse, 
they are lazy, when it’s farming season, they are 
ones you find hanging around the trading centers 
as other people are busy in the farm with work but 
when people come back home, these are the youths 
who want food and yet they do nothing to help at 
home. This kind of behavior was not tolerated back 
in the day because other responsible youths from 
the clan had the authority to punish by beating for 
correction purposes. 
 

Male, Paicho, December 13, 2017  Everyone wants to only educate their children 
unlike the past where every elder was a parent to 
all children. So you cannot go to discipline your 
brother’s child. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 12, 2018  Those days if somebody killed another person, the 
council of elders from the side of the murderer and 
that of the deceased would come to an agreement 
such that the family of the deceased was 
compensated with some cows, goats and money 
and the murderer would then just go free without 
going to jail. But these days I am happy that when 
one kills another, they are convicted and jailed for 
committing murder, which is good because that 
means justice is served. 
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Overarching themes related to changes in cultural and traditional norms 

In discussing changes in cultural and traditional norms with respondents, several 

overarching themes became apparent in relation to these changes. These themes will be 

discussed in the following section, again bearing in mind that due to the study design 

(which targeted men and women aged 25 and above) these findings largely represent the 

views of a slightly older generation of Acholi, and not present-day Acholi youth.   

 

Lost generation  

One of the themes that appeared most strikingly in discussing changes in cultural 

and traditional norms with respondents was the demoralization of the younger generation 

of Acholi that were born during conflict, and particularly those that grew up in camps. In 

analyzing interview data this issue was frequently cited, and was marked by concerns 

related to a loss of cultural norms and values, discipline, respect for parents and elders, a 

breakdown of norms related to marriage and sexual relationships, and the adoption of 

modern or Western norms, behaviors, and values.  

Again, respondents attributed this demoralization to several factors, but most were 

seen to be either directly, or indirectly related to conflict. These factors include, for 

example, a culture of violence created by years of war, the rapid exposure to 

modernization, and external influences caused by a decade (plus) of living in IDP camps, 

a breakdown of parental oversight and traditional systems of mentoring, or the failings of 

the education system, and lack of employment opportunities following conflict. For many 

respondents, the lost generation symbolizes wider cultural debilitation and breakdown 
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arising from conflict and is one of the biggest concerns expressed by participants of this 

study. Table 23 provides some examples given by respondents in relation to the theme of 

a lost generation. Figure 10 attempts to capture this theme (based on information 

collected from respondents) both with regards to the broader changes associated with it, 

as well as those factors respondents described as contributing to this theme and its 

associated changes.  

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 10: Changes associated with, and factors contributing to a “lost generation” 
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Table 15: Examples given by respondents in relation to the theme of a “lost 
generation” 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 4, 2018  We have so many orphans who have been left 
behind because their parents died of HIV/AIDS 
and also the conflict left so many children orphans, 
as you are aware the rebels murdered thousands of 
people during the conflict. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  But it’s sad to know that most parents don’t have 
that time for their children anymore, the parents 
rush to leave home to go to the trading centers as 
the children on the other hand find their way to the 
local community video and disco halls so this 
explains a lot why majority of the youths have lost 
their way in life. They are the ones who have not 
completed education, the ones who have got 
employment so the best they do is sit and be idle in 
trading centers and smoke cigarettes, drink 
alcohol, and just mess around.  
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  You move on the streets of any town in Northern 
Uganda in the night, Acholi sub- region 
particularly and find so many young girls and 
women dressed in very short clothes and 
shamelessly calling men to take them and pay 
them later. Some of them dropped out of school to 
join the same business because of influence from 
other people they have seen doing and they think 
their lives are okay and easy. This was something 
that was never heard of back in the day, in fact one 
could even be sent away from the village and 
disowned by the clan members if that were to 
happen but these days it appears normal to people 
and then they claim it’s modernity. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 13, 2018  We lost everything we owned to our own children 
who became greedy and didn’t care that lives 
matter, the war made us lose our identity and 
belonging as the people of Acholi. We have 
returned home but our tradition and cultural 
practices that guided how people were to live in 
communities were distorted and that will never be 
fixed because the elders who are the custodians of 
our tradition and norms are dying and the young 
generation think our tradition is backward and 
ancient but that is what our forefathers passed on 
to us and therefore it should be protected and 
practiced. 
 

Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017  The life of the children we produced during war 
changed because these kids don’t have the same 
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respect children had in the past. For instance, when 
an elder like me is in the home, whatever I say 
children would listen but not now because they say 
there is a change in their life. These are the 
changes brought about by the war. The result is 
mostly negative. The children who listen to us are 
few. This is why to work like in the past like our 
elders, the kids of today cannot handle. Most of 
them run away from it from the home of a farmer. 
That is why most kids have their homes like this 
but don’t accept to live there and only want to live 
in the trading center and feel like what you tell him 
like I would is only oppressing him so he remains 
in the trading center. This makes it difficult for us. 
 

Male, Paicho, December 13, 2017  The first problem is with children that we have. I 
don’t know where to portion the blame. Children 
today don’t listen to their parents and love to do 
bad things. Parents cannot restrain their children. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017  
 

The problem men are facing is the indiscipline of 
these children we produced in the camps. It’s the 
biggest challenge. Being boys or girls. If you find 
one who has already dropped out of school, you 
are in more trouble and if you get out you will find 
them by the wayside but the way to help them is 
not there. That is the problem we have. There is a 
need for a way to help them because they say they 
have rights, but they don’t even have anywhere to 
sleep, no wife, no garden and so how do they 
survive? Even the women are facing the same 
problem. The very child you have produced will 
need food from you. Even at night. They will 
commit offenses and it’s still you the parents to 
meet the bills. Our problem is these children we 
have produced. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017  
 

Also the main problems we are faced with today 
are the children we produced in the camp. So the 
problem we are facing now is how to lead and 
guide these kids. Most of these kids when back 
home are at Casinos (juke box like betting 
machines) in the center and they are not farming 
for their future. He keeps bringing problems to his 
parents. So this is the challenge we are facing now. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018 The older kids are wasted for us and we cannot 
train them. In the past any child would respect you 
but now this change has made any other child that 
is not yours disrespect you and tells you off. So 
this change is so strange and different. 
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Female, Paicho, May 30, 2018  I have observed changes. During the war, children 
respected their parents but not now or like in the 
past before the war. Actually, I think it has wasted 
the life of the children who are now dishonest and 
undisciplined and hate work. They are more into 
theft and alcohol. 
 

 
 
 
The idea of a lost generation appears as a major concern to respondents of this 

study, (who represent an older generation of Acholi), but this theme has also been 

identified through several other studies carried in Acholiland following conflict. These 

studies indicate that the theme has been central to post-conflict discourse on Acholi 

youth, both from the perspective of an older generation and in relation to the experiences 

of Acholi youth themselves. Westfall (2017) recognized this theme during ethnographic 

dissertation research into the impacts of cultural trauma in Acholiland following conflict, 

finding that “with the majority of internally displaced persons spending over a decade in 

IDP camps, an entire generation of Acholi was socialized and acculturated in a non-

traditional environment” (p. i). In the course of 150 interviews conducted as part of his 

fieldwork Westfall took away similar findings to this study, noting that older respondents 

raised issues of cultural loss, and in particular issues related to lost Acholi youth, as one 

of their biggest challenges and concerns in the wake of the conflict.  

Similarly, in a study related to youth and political involvement in Africa, Alava 

(2017) identifies lostness as central to the experiences and identities of youth in 

Acholiland following the conflict. While this research examines the role of the church 

and religion in shaping post-conflict youth identities, Alava focuses on youth 

perspectives and argues that the theme of lostness is significant in that it represents a 
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wider discourse in which Acholi youth have navigated and negotiated political identity 

and participation in the years following conflict. 

Often, ‘lostness’ was attributed to the war, and to the materially, socially, and 

 psychologically distressing circumstances to which children were exposed during it. But 

 analyses by my respondents did not relate ‘lostness’ simply to the experiences and 

 subsequent behavior of individual representatives of the ‘lost youth’. Rather, the 

 ‘lostness’ of youth was a symptom of a general brokenness of social harmony (Porter 

 2013) in Acholi society, and of the breakdown of patterns of traditional, patriarchal and 

 gerontocratic authority encapsulated within this idealized vision of harmonious co-

 existence. (Henni Alava, 2017, p. 162) 

Alava therefore also points to lostness as a symbol of cultural debilitation and 

breakdown arising from conflict, and her research indicates that this theme is recognized 

and experienced not just by an older generation of Acholi (as captured by this study) but 

also by Acholi youth. Alava suggests, however, that while this theme has defined the 

experiences and identities of many Acholi youth, it has also provided a means through 

which some young people have expressed political agency by going against or defying 

this stereotype. Perspectives and issues facing Acholi youth were not captured by this 

study (for reasons mentioned earlier), but the theme of lostness and Alava’s findings 

point to the scope for further research on youth experiences, perspectives, and needs in 

post-conflict and present-day Acholiland.  
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Breakdown of the family unit  

Another key theme arising from interview data relates to a breakdown of the 

family unit, which was central to traditional Acholi culture. Many respondents spoke of 

family conflict and changes to internal family relationships and dynamics following 

conflict and leading to norms and behaviors that deviate greatly from the strong and 

central family unit that characterized pre-war Acholi society. According to interview 

data, this breakdown of family relationships and the family unit has occurred across 

multiple levels including between husbands and wives, between parents and children, and 

between children or siblings. Figure 11 depicts various levels of discordance within the 

family unit, and reasons for this as described by both male and female respondents. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 11: Levels of family breakdown and conflict, and reasons as outlined by 
respondents 
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A breakdown of relationships and conflict between husbands and wives was cited 

often, particularly by female respondents who typically felt that they had been abandoned 

by their husbands or that their husbands had shrugged off their traditional responsibilities 

in caring for their families. Examples given (mostly by women) include a breakdown of 

shared responsibility to raise and mentor children, and to provide economically for the 

family. These roles were central to male identities in traditional society (see Chapter 4) 

and were seen by many women to mark a significant movement away from traditional 

and cultural family dynamics. Women blamed male abandonment of responsibility and 

family conflict most frequently on alcohol consumption, which they believed caused men 

to be irresponsible and negligent. On their part, men often blamed women’s rights and 

training programs for making women stubborn and causing conflicts within the family 

(this will be discussed further in the following sections). Again, these changes were often 

associated or attributed to conditions of conflict, and, in particular, to the camp 

environment and the changes that this brought to traditional Acholi ways of life and 

living. Camps brought Acholi communities together in large numbers, in a way never 

before experienced. These conditions created major changes in the use of social and 

physical space (see Chapter 6), and in the way in which people interacted with one 

another, both on an intimate and family level, and on a wider community and societal 

level. Camps also exposed people to new people, values, and behaviors, which in turn 

impacted and often fractured relationships on a family level. Table 24 provides examples 

given by respondents regarding the breakdown of relationships within the family unit 
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between husbands and wives. The examples illustrate these changes and several factors 

attributed to them.  

 
 
 
Table 16: Breakdown of relationships within the family unit between husbands and 
wives 
 

Male, Paicho, December 12, 2018  But now people are meeting coming together in 
big numbers and people are meeting different 
people from different places in different ways, 
which is spoiling how men and women live in their 
houses. 
 

Female, Paicho, November 28, 2017  
 

With all these weaknesses brought by war, these 
changes can impact my family and can even 
destroy it. The men of today may ignore you and 
your children and this is why women are 
abandoning men and this will lead to poor relations 
so you begin to contemplate being on your own 
(independent) because most times the man is just 
disturbing you. And this is what is destroying 
families most. 
 

Female, Pabo, April 26, 2018  
 

When it comes to what we do with money from the 
harvest it brings conflict because mothers want 
their kids to go to school with that money but 
fathers do not want that. Fathers want to use it to 
buy drink. 
 

Female, Pabo, December 6, 2017  I don’t think it’s possible to get back to our past 
because the ways of those in the past and those of 
today are different. A man will not accept farming 
like they used to in the past; when there is no 
understanding in the family it gets difficult. 

Female, Pabo, November 23, 2017  It has not impacted my life well. I have not got the 
support and the joy of living in my home, as I 
would have expected. 
 

Female, Paicho, January 12, 2018  There is a total breakdown of the family that this 
war has brought us. I have been most affected. I 
have really been burdened in my house with issues 
of conflicts with my husband. 
 

Female, Paicho, January 23, 2018  
 

Some people are living well and happy in their 
families but others there are facing more separation 
and divorce leaving the children alone. 
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Female, Paicho, November 20, 2017  The good life between men and women ceased to 
exist, yet before the war men and women lived 
well in their homes. Women would understand 
their men but when this conflict started everyone 
lived on their own. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 18, 2018  Parents would share ideas and invest together but 
now alcohol has made men lose that culture. 
 

Male, Paicho, January 9, 2018  
 

In some families there are conflicts as a result of 
how to share the outcome of their work. While in 
the camps our lives changed and some of these 
vices people returned with it to their homes and 
this brings conflicts. For instance, the good 
relations between members of the family is not 
fine like a simple land conflict can end up 
involving every family member. 
 

Female, Paicho, March 27, 2018  It is in homes that it has worsened, when men went 
to the camp men took to alcoholism and up to now 
they are only into alcohol and would steal from the 
family granary to exchange with alcohol and this 
has brought conflicts to the family. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 23, 2018  
 

Men even steal items from the house in exchange 
for alcohol and when women complain the men 
become angry and blame the women for the 
conflicts in the family. But now women just 
quarrel with their husband over small things and 
before you know it she has abandoned their 
relationship and begins a new life. 

Male, Kitgum, February 8, 2018  It [right] is bringing a lot of disagreements among 
couples. Men are complaining that women are 
becoming big headed simply because some women 
are now able to stand independently and make 
their own decisions where they feel it is right to do 
so and are doing this contrary to our tradition. 
 

Male, Pabo, December 19, 2017  Now we have women’s rights, which we never had 
so this is bringing conflicts in families because 
whatever you tell your wife, she will say no. I have 
my rights. 
 

Women’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 
2017  
 

For those of us who were in the camps, the NGOs 
brought this thing of children's rights upon us. The 
men have said, now that the women have rights, 
you go ahead and do all the work. Including 
providing for children. The way men have read the 
rights of women, or their empowerment, is that 
now that they have rights, they should go ahead 
and "marry for your son," in other words do what a 
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man would traditionally do in terms of 
responsibilities in the family. 
 

 
 
 

Discordance was also noted by both men and women in relation to relationships 

between parents and children. Many respondents believed children had lost respect for 

their parents (see section below, “Loss of Respect”), and that many children had lost their 

way in general. This was attributed largely to forces of modernization brought about by 

life in camps, leading children to becoming more interested (according to their elders) in 

discos, video halls, and spending time with their friends than in their traditional roles and 

family life and responsibilities. Some respondents also spoke of a breakdown of 

relationships between siblings, which they felt was atypical of close-knit Acholi families. 

In many cases this discordance was attributed not to conflict or camps themselves, but 

most frequently to issues of land allocation and a growing number of conflicts over land 

that have characterized post-conflict Acholi life and were largely associated with 

conditions of resettlement, which will be dealt with specifically in sections below 

regarding land conflict. Table 25 provides examples given by respondents regarding the 

breakdown of relationships within the family unit, particularly between parents and 

children, and between and amongst siblings.    

 

Table 17: Breakdown within the family unit between parents and children, and 
amongst siblings 
 

Male, Paicho, March 21, 2018  The problem men are facing is indiscipline of the 
children, some of them are so undisciplined and do 
not know how to use their children’s rights, others 
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get into drinking alcohol and you cannot stop 
them. 
 

Female, Paicho, May 30, 2018  
 

I have observed changes. During the war, children 
respected their parents but not now or like in the 
past before the war. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 23, 2018  Today the children understand things much faster 
than parents and rarely listen to them because they 
spend more time with bad peer influence and 
follow friends more than parents. Worst if the 
other children come from wealthy families, this 
spoils the relationship between parents and their 
children. This brings conflict when the children are 
sent away from school since the parents cannot 
support them. For the girl decides to go to their 
home instead because her parents are not 
supportive. 

Men’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 2017  The same applies for children, that while the 
training of NGOs may claim to be good for 
husband and wife, it is even more terrible for the 
children. The type of children we have right now 
are so terrible, from watching screens, to the 
clothes they are wearing. You can't even imagine 
which kind of country makes these clothes. And 
therefore it’s just a frustrating situation. Even if 
you want to prevail over them, you can't. They are 
just going to tell you they have rights. This is the 
dilemma for men. This thing of rights, it is 
destroying our children and our wives. 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018  These days people have become so selfish and 
mean to one another. You can find brothers from 
the same parents fighting each other over useless 
matters. 
 

Male, Paicho, March 21, 2018  
 

This war has brought a lot of divisionism amongst 
children and conflicts over land but now it has 
been brought by the war. 

 
 
 

 
 
Transition from communal to individualistic society 
 
Beyond the breakdown of internal relationships and the family unit, respondents 

also described a breakdown of external relationships. Respondents explained that people 

have become more individualistic and selfish than before, no longer share or care for 
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others in the way that they used to, and for the most part are only looking out for 

themselves or immediate family. Based on information from respondents, there has been 

an evident shift in how families are conceptualized and treated. While family has always 

been (and remains) the central unit in Acholi culture, this shift involves a movement 

away from a deep concern and connection with extended family and kin, towards a 

narrower conception and concern for only those within one’s immediate family circle. 

For example, while the entire community was traditionally engaged in caring for and 

raising children and it was acceptable for others to discipline children that were not their 

own, respondents explained that this communal ethic of childcare and mentoring has 

largely ceased to exist following the conflict. The burden of care has shifted back to 

parents, and in many cases to one parent alone (the mother). A shift in how families 

support or care for relatives or those in their extended family who are in need was also 

noted. This relates largely to the ethic of care, which has ceased to extend outwards to 

part of family unit beyond the immediate family circle. For example, respondents 

explained that people no longer help each other with farming, as was the norm in 

traditional society when others were in difficult situations. Furthermore, if support is 

provided to others it usually comes at a financial price or fee these days. This apparently 

was never the case before the conflict. Special treatment of visitors or guests, which was 

always necessitated by tradition (see Chapter 4), has also been dramatically eroded with 

hospitality rarely extended to those outside immediate family circles. All these examples 

point to a breakdown of communal society, a loss of the cultural and traditional Acholi 

ethic of care, unity, communal responsibility for others, and what one respondent 
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described as the “spirit of togetherness.” This togetherness and communal responsibility 

was previously at the core of Acholi culture and society, dictating people’s behavior 

towards others. As the family unit has shrunk, so too has the reach of communal 

responsibility. Table 26 provides examples given by respondents regarding this transition 

and how it can be seen in the lives and lifestyles of individuals today.  

 
 
 
 
Table 18: Transition from communal to individualistic society  
 

Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018 People have become so selfish these days because 
they no longer want to share work and help each 
other like they used to do in those days. People 
used to form groups of up to twenty people or 
more and these groups would go digging in 
people’s farms in turn until everybody’s garden 
was done. This didn’t require any money to be 
spent but all the host family had to do was cook 
food and make local brew for the people who were 
in the farm. The spirit of togetherness was what 
defined the people of Acholi. This is not the case 
nowadays; everybody looks out for themselves and 
their family members only. It’s like that saying 
that says “everybody for himself and God for us 
all.” 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018  I used to see our parents when I was young putting 
food stuff and other things aside to visit their 
brothers and sisters who were not doing well. So 
they would travel to go and check on them, they 
would even sleep there and this was a sign of 
solidarity and love for one another. But these are 
some of the things that are dying out nowadays, 
this generation tells us that we are old and don’t 
know anything about life. 
 

Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017   Relations between us and our neighbors is there 
but not much, its weak because most people just 
have conflicts among themselves. E.g. I may have 
cows but my neighbor may not, so become so 
jealous of me. So if one of your animals makes a 
mistake in their farm they accuse you of pride and 
there is a source of conflict even with goats and 
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pigs. It’s not like the past like how I grew up. 
Living things like cows are not tied all the time 
they are allowed to move freely. You may leave 
them to graze freely and check on them later 
because the areas demarcated for grazing is clear 
and not mixed with crops. These kind of problems 
were not there and if a mistake happened you were 
only warned for it not to happen again; but now 
you will have to pay even if it’s the first mistake. 
 

Female, Kitgum February 5, 2018  Some of us didn’t go far with education but we 
understand a lot of things that happen around us 
but we don’t have the power to expose them. This 
is a very bad practice because Acholi people were 
never greedy and selfish in the past like they are 
now. They always looked out for each other. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  I have seen a lot of changes from that time [before 
conflict]. Our life used to be so simple and people 
were happy and were united but this is not the case 
these days. There are so many people competing to 
have things and because some of them cannot 
afford to have them, they resort to hurting each 
other. People have been poisoned and beaten to 
death just because another person does not want to 
see you happy and successful… these days people 
have become so selfish and self-centered. They 
want everything to be for them and their family 
members only and if you want something from 
them you have to buy it. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018  Back in the day, we used to value each other in our 
communities, people used to live as one, brothers 
and sisters but these days people have become so 
selfish and mean to one another. Things have 
changed nowadays because somebody can watch 
another suffer problems and they will not help, 
which is sad because our culture requires us to 
help out. So people have become cold-hearted 
towards each other. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 11, 2018  People are becoming selfish these days because 
they don’t want to live with relatives like it was 
done those days by our parents who were very 
okay with extended families. Nowadays people 
want to live with their biological children only and 
no other relatives which is wrong according to our 
tradition. Our parents used to take care of 
orphaned children and other needy relatives but 
this is changing of late. The best a person will do 
to help a relative is provide for them but will not 
accept them to come with them under one roof like 
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our parents so that is another area of our tradition 
and others slowly but surely getting destroyed 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  Those days people used to help each other with 
land for farming whenever you would ask, and it 
was given free of charge but these days if you 
don’t have enough land to grow your crops, you 
either hire or buy a piece for yourself, people have 
lost that heart of being kind to one another. 
Kindness died after the conflict and selfishness 
was borne and it’s what people are raising. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 13, 2018  Those days chicken, which were kept home were 
meant to be prepared for visitors as a sign of warm 
welcome to the family. Whenever a visitor(s) 
arrived home, children were sent immediately to 
chase a big cock or hen to be slaughtered for the 
visitor(s) and the gizzard was to be eaten by the 
visitor. Nowadays people rarely have chicken for 
sale and that special treatment of visitors is slowly 
becoming outdated but that has been part of our 
tradition for so long. 
 

 
 
 
Socio-economic changes  

Change in livelihoods 

Information available in the literature and gathered from respondents of this study 

(see Chapter 4) indicates that the Acholi of Northern Uganda were traditionally agro-

pastoralists, meaning that their livelihood practices consisted of a combination of 

agriculture (farming) and livestock rearing (pastoralism) (Atkinson, 1994). Traditionally 

farming was undertaken by family or cooperative working groups consisting of men, 

women, and children (Atkinson, 1994). Men and women had different and clearly 

defined roles in farming and other livelihood activities (see Chapter 4), but women and 

men’s roles collectively contributed to ensuring productivity and the wellbeing of the 

family unit. Prior to the conflict, small-scale farming and livestock rearing were the 
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norm, and ensured that Acholi families were productive and largely self-sufficient. 

Interview data indicates, however, that conflict had considerable impacts on the 

economic base of the entire region. The loss and destruction of Acholi land, farms, and 

livestock destroyed the foundations on which Acholi livelihoods were built, severely 

impacting, and altering economic stability, livelihood activities, and traditional gender 

and social relations embedded within these practices. Once a productive and self-

sufficient society, respondents point to the fact that most individuals and families are no 

longer able to sustain or support themselves using traditional means as they had done 

prior to the conflict. The following sections will deal with livelihood impacts, socio-

economic changes, and the consequences of these changes as experienced and discussed 

by respondents of this study. Changes related to gender norms more specifically will be 

dealt with in more detail in the next sections. 

 

New subsistence strategies   

Prior to the conflict, farming was undertaken almost exclusively for subsistence 

purposes with a few cash crops grown for sale. The Acholi farmed a small variety of 

crops, “for example millet, sorghum, and sesame” (Atkinson, 1994, p.54) which were for 

family subsistence, and these were crops that did particularly well in Acholiland 

(Atkinson,1994). Cash crop production was introduced later, when the colonial 

government recognized the region as ideal for growing cotton, tobacco, and maize, and 

the development of infrastructure connected it to markets (Girling, 1960). Farming was 

traditionally a cooperative activity, undertaken by family groups (Atkinson, 1994). Men 
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and women had different and clearly defined roles in farming and other livelihood 

activities, but these roles collectively contributed to ensuring productivity and the 

wellbeing of the family unit (see Chapter 4). Women were traditionally in charge of 

managing family granaries and the outcome of communal agriculture, although cash crop 

production was carried out and managed primarily by men. Family granaries allowed for 

the collection and long-term storage of food stuffs, which helped families to plan and 

sustain themselves through seasonal cycles (see Chapter 4).  

Both respondents of this study, and information available in existing studies, 

indicate that the Acholi were largely a productive, self-sufficient, and self-sustaining 

society prior to the conflict (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994; Dolan, 2002, 2009; 

Finnström, 2008; Girling, 1960). Livestock (and cattle in particular) represented an 

important source of wealth and was the key means through which bride price payments 

were made (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994). Livestock was used by the Acholi of 

Northern Uganda primarily for this purpose, as well as for farming and for ritual and 

ceremonial purposes. This was unlike other groups in the region who utilize livestock and 

livestock products for consumption and sale, and to whom it represents a major source of 

livelihoods, for example the Karamojong (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994). 

Respondents of this study raised impacts and changes to Acholi livelihoods as one 

of the biggest issues arising from conflict. Livelihood impacts were raised by 86% of 

men and women interviewed (104 respondents), with 187 references made to these 

impacts in the interview data in total. In general, major changes appear to have occurred 

in relation to farming practices, livestock ownership, trade, and access to markets, as well 
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as business. This points to an overall diversification and individualization of economic 

activities and movement away from traditional and cooperative livelihood practices. 

Table 27 illustrates the major areas of transition observed in relation to livelihood 

practices before and after the conflict.  

 
 
 
Table 19: Changes in traditional livelihood practices as outlined by respondents of 
this study 
 

 Pre-Conflict Post Conflict 
Farming Practices  Subsistence farming for 

consumption only  
Limited variety of crops (millet, 
sorghum, sesame) grown, those 
not consumed were traded or 
stored  
A few cash crops farmed for sale 
only (tobacco, cotton) 
Roles clearly defined and divided 
between men and women- 
cooperative agriculture 
Food stored in family granaries 
(managed by women)   

Most families farm for subsistence 
and commercial purposes  
Diversification of crops- away 
from traditional crops farmed in 
Acholiland towards wider variety 
of new crops farmed for sale 
Diversification of 
economic/income generating 
activities carried out by 
men/women  
Loss of granaries, food produced 
and stored in smaller amounts and 
not enough for seasonal storage  
 

Livestock  Livestock kept for specific 
purposes such as rituals and 
ceremonies, and payment of bride 
price 
 

Very few Acholi families have 
livestock, most were killed, stolen, 
looted, or lost during the war 

Markets and Trade  Few markets and trading centers 
but high prices fetched for a few 
varieties of crops farmed for sale  
Largely self-sufficient, self-
sustaining families and 
communities  

Emergence of many markets and 
trading centers around camps.  
Higher variety of crops for sale 
but lower value/prices fetched  
 

Business  Few businesses existed, focus 
mostly on agriculture  
Little need for money as 
everything farmed, raised, or 
traded  
Largely cashless economy  
 

Movement away from agriculture 
and towards new forms of 
business  
Reliance on, and need for money 
Primarily cash economy   
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 During the early years of the conflict violence, insecurity and looting by the LRA 

and Ugandan military forces greatly impeded people’s access to their farms and led to a 

large-scale loss of Acholi land, property, and livestock (see Chapter 5). Later, following 

the GoU’s policy of forced displacement (Protected Village Policy), conditions within 

IDP camps exacerbated economic losses and deprivation. Cramped living conditions and 

limited land available within camps meant that there was no space for individuals and 

families to farm. Insecurity and strict curfews and restrictions imposed upon camp 

populations further limited their ability to access farming land outside of camps (see 

Chapter 6). Staggering losses of Acholi livestock were also experienced during the years 

of the conflict as animals were killed, stolen, or left behind when people fled their homes 

or were resettled. Dolan (2009) argues that cattle losses experienced by the Acholi during 

the conflict were equal only to the staggering losses that occurred towards the end of the 

19th century because of theft by slave and ivory traders and raiders. His argument is 

backed up by figures reflecting these cattle losses, particularly during the first decade of 

the conflict. “Willet Weeks gives a figure of 123,375 for 1983 dropping to 3000 in 2001 

(Weeks 2002: 4). Gersony claims 285,000 for 1985 dropping to 5,000 in 1997” (Chapter 

3, Introduction, paragraph 3).   

Information collected from interviews indicates that this dislocation from land brought 

with it a large-scale movement away from agriculture as people were forced to diversify 

their economic activities to survive. This was particularly the case in the camp 

environment, where earning money became vital to survival. Traditionally hard money 

(cash) did not play a big role in the Acholi economy, and commercial and business 
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activities requiring cash were limited given that most families and communities were able 

to sustain themselves through subsistence farming and networks of trade and barter 

(Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 1994; Girling, 1960). However, with the loss of land and 

cooperative subsistence farming most individuals and families had to learn how to 

support themselves by other means. A proliferation of small businesses and commercial 

activities was observed in IDP camps (Anderson, 2009; Branch, 2011; Dolan, 2009; 

Esuruku, 2011; Woodburn, 2003), and along with this a dislocation of men and women 

from their traditional roles in producing and provisioning for their families. Considered 

preferentially in the delivery of aid and other humanitarian programs (see Chapter 6), 

women began to shoulder additional responsibilities in providing for their families, while 

men were pushed or retreated from these roles. As Anderson (2009) observed,  

The World Food Program puts women in charge of receiving food rations, and thus 

 women have complete control of the food supply as well as the family's income from 

 petty trade activities. While Acholi men are stereotyped as (and often are) idle during the 

 day, women are extremely productive at cooking, cleaning, caring for children, and 

 selling small goods in market. (p. 64) 

Women’s roles and the work that they participated in therefore greatly diversified 

in camps, partly out of necessity and partly because they were able to access more 

income generating opportunities than men, many of which were offered or facilitated by 

humanitarian agencies. As one female respondent explained “women cooked for the 

children and their husbands, fetched water, washed clothes. Some women started doing 

business and selling small food items like tomatoes, onions, potatoes etc. in the camp” 

(Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018). Unable to participate in the kinds of livelihood 
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activities which formed the core of men’s traditional roles (farming, hunting, cash crop 

production), and with focus from humanitarian agencies primarily on women, 

opportunities available to men became increasingly limited in the camp environment.  

Work available to men within camps was primarily manual or casual labor, for example 

building huts and shelters, digging pit latrines, and carrying water (see Chapter 6). This 

was typically unpredictable and inconsistent in nature, and with low pay for the kind of 

hard manual labor undertaken. As Dolan (2009) observed, “in situations where farming 

cannot be practiced, many men have failed to find alternative economic survival 

mechanisms…some have resorted to performing previously despised jobs like general 

sale of labor to perform menial tasks” (Chapter 7, “Gender Discourse and Practice,” para. 

3).  

 These shifts, which were largely triggered by camp life, have continued into and 

are still evident in the post-conflict period. Both male and female respondents reported 

that most families are no longer able to sustain themselves on subsistence farming alone, 

and farming is now primarily a commercial activity that takes place alongside other 

small-scale businesses. Women still appear to be largely involved in farming activities, 

although most of the output from farming is taken to market for sale rather than retained 

for consumption at home. Men’s involvement in framing appears much more limited, 

with both male and female respondents indicating that men have largely retreated from 

their roles in farming and other traditional livelihood activities such as hunting and cash 

crop production. Women report being involved in a number of other jobs and small 

businesses, including much work that was previously considered only for men. For 
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example, various forms of manual labor such as fixing huts, construction work, slashing 

grass, road maintenance and so on. As Woodburn (2003) similarly observed during 

research in the Gulu District towards the end of the conflict and directly following it, 

 Women seem to be engaged in a wider range of jobs, they do Leja Leja as well, 

 including a range of domestic tasks for other people, as a housegirl, washing clothes or 

 smearing huts for example, but also are moving into construction work…Many women 

 spoken to are brewing beer, in combination with awaro, a form of petty trade. Awaro 

 involves almost any type of food or drink and varies in scale from selling a few tomatoes 

 or cups of ground maize by the road to selling in the main market. (p. 453) 

 Men on the other hand do not appear to be involved in such a diverse array of 

economic or business activities. Respondents reported that many men are still struggling 

to find decent jobs and can often be found doing the kind of hard manual tasks and 

menial labor that they did in the camp environment. For example, construction and 

manual work such as cutting grass, building, and roadwork (fixing roads or preparing 

land for new roads). Some men appear to be involved in a limited range of business 

activities such as running boda-boda31 services, or brewing and selling alcohol, a 

commercial activity that was traditionally reserved for women. A few men are involved 

in more skilled trades like mechanics, while many sell fuel and beer on the side of the 

road.  

 A move towards business and the commercialization of farming also appears to 

have resulted in a diversification of the variety of crops farmed as people have moved 

 
31 Boda-Boda’s are motorcycles that are used to carry people around and represent one of the primary 
means of public transport in Acholiland.  
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away from crops traditionally farmed for subsistence and towards a wider variety of new 

crops farmed for sale. These include, for example, tomatoes, onions, potatoes, maize, 

fruit, and other vegetable varieties as opposed to things like millet, sorghum, cassava, 

sesame, and tobacco. This shift has been enhanced in many cases by the availability of 

agricultural loans, particularly for women, which have allowed for an investment in new 

and more diverse varieties of seeds and crops. While diversification is often looked at as 

development, this shift has also come at the loss of traditional Acholi granaries that 

allowed families to store farmed foodstuffs and plan for seasonal cycles. Most families 

now rely on business and the commercial sale of agricultural produce to generate enough 

income to provide for family needs. As one male informant pointed out, “you notice 

change in business by the number of shops in the center. In the past they were not there, 

people only had granaries which would see them through” (Male, Paicho, February 13, 

2018). Some respondents reported that a move away from traditional crops towards a 

wider variety of new cash crops has reduced productivity as people try to farm crops that 

they are not as familiar with or are not so well suited to environmental conditions in the 

region. One NGO working on women’s empowerment in Acholiland pointed out that 

with new crop varieties people are unfamiliar with growing; “any stress, such as drought 

or floods, can cause farmers to lose large parts of their harvest, as they lack knowledge of 

basic agronomic practices” (African Women Rising, n.d.) in relation to these new 

varieties.  

 Significant shifts in market access can also be observed, with most communities 

now having easy or ready access to market. This was not the case prior to the conflict, as 
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markets and urban centers were few and far between outside of a few main towns (for 

example Gulu and Kitgum). However, IDP camps became the sites of significant trade 

during the conflict, and urban and market centers can now be found throughout 

Acholiland in almost all areas where IDP camps were located. As one respondent 

explained, “in the past we had distant centers for markets and trade but now they are 

nearby here” (Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017). Acholi families and communities may 

now have much greater access to markets than they did before the conflict, but increased 

market access and crop diversity does not appear to have translated into higher economic 

productivity or sustainability. According to one male respondent, “in the past, everyone 

would cultivate the same thing, hence more market for the crops but also would farm 

mostly in food crops for the livelihood of the family. Now it is hard to know what to 

grow or sell” (Male, Paicho, April 4, 2018). In general, crop diversification has meant 

that people are producing smaller amounts of a wider variety of crops grown primarily 

for sale, decreasing specialization and productivity, and increasing market saturation and 

competition.  

 A shift away from rural agrarian lifestyles and towards more diversified and 

business-focused livelihoods was often highlighted in interviews and discussions by 

people’s aspirations to build themselves modern houses (or what respondents often called 

a stone house) instead of living in traditional mud and grass huts. For many younger 

respondents, having a stone house appeared to be the ultimate sign of business success 

and progress, particularly when someone was able to afford to buy or build a house in 

Gulu or another urban center, and to rent it out to increase their earning capacity. 
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However, while this was an often-voiced aspiration and some respondents viewed the 

movement away from subsistence farming and towards business as a new and positive 

opportunity, the majority voiced concerns regarding the pressure to make money. This 

pressure was often described as a heavy burden, and respondents explained that it had 

become increasingly difficult for individuals and families to sustain themselves as they 

had done before the conflict. This indicates that while small-scale businesses are now the 

norm, economic diversification has not necessarily led to economic stability or security 

for many families.  

 Economic stresses were raised as one of the most significant issues by most of the 

people interviewed during the course of the study—both women and men. Women 

appear to be involved in a much wider array of economic activities than prior to the 

conflict, yet for many women this has simply led to greater financial responsibility rather 

than prosperity. Men, on the other hand, have largely retreated from their participation in 

traditional livelihood activities, though this has not been met with a significant 

diversification into other activities and many men appear to be struggling with access to 

decent jobs or income generating opportunities. Table 28 highlights a few examples from 

interviews related to discussions around livelihood changes and impacts. Changes to 

traditional gender and social relations related to shifts in livelihood practices will be 

discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

 
 
 
Table 20: Respondent accounts and experiences related to economic stresses  
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Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  
 

We never had that much money but at least we 
were happy with what we used to get through 
farming, but the conflict came and destroyed it all, 
our homes, our crops, and our livestock. Before the 
war started, we were wealthy in a sense that we 
had livestock, enough land, we had crops, so 
people didn’t really care much about money in 
their lives. We used to do barter trade, you give 
what you have for those that don’t have and may 
need but all this is gone, and life has become so 
tough for most people. You have to struggle really 
hard to get money and buy things at home. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  The Acholi people never believed so much in trade 
and commercial activities because they were 
content with what they would get from their farms, 
people were used to barter trade and literal sharing 
of what they owned and it was very normal but 
these days people have become so selfish and self-
centered. They want everything to be for them and 
their family members only and if you want 
something from them you have to buy it. Money 
was needed to purchase things like salt, sugar and 
pay for medical bills, but these days you don’t 
have money, nobody knows and wants to associate 
with you. Even the people closest to us can disown 
us when it comes to money matters. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 11, 2018  Yes, those days people used to depend on 
agriculture as their source of income when they 
would sell food surplus during good harvests and 
exchange some for what they didn’t have, but these 
days most people are engaging in different income 
generating activities to earn them more income. I 
started working at the quarry site to get aggregates 
for sale and yet I never used to do that manual 
work but because we needed more income at 
home, I had to do. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 18, 2018  These days everything needs money and without it, 
you are stuck. During the conflict, I started digging 
pit latrines for people to supplement my income 
and they pay me money for my labor so that 
money would help us at home.  
 

Male, Kitgum, February 8, 2018  
 

Back then it was rare to find any woman selling in 
the market or shop because everything needed at 
home was gotten from the garden. People used to 
grow food stuff at home so there was no need for 
one to go to market to buy or to sell. The only 
things that people used to buy were things that 
could not be gotten from the gardens like salt, 
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sugar, paraffin, soap, among others. These days 
life is hard, and people are running away from 
responsibilities so one has got to do whatever can 
bring them money. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 13, 2018  Back then we used to grow mostly food crops to 
sustain the family but these days people are 
engaging more in cash crops which they sell, and 
use the money to pay school fees for children to 
study and some people have opened big businesses 
using that money. People took pride in having a lot 
of food stuff at home to feed children and they 
were content with that, they didn’t need to have a 
lot of money but now they do because almost 
everything requires money nowadays. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 5, 2018  
 

I am also seeing people engaging more in 
businesses and this has provided people with 
means of generating incomes and this money helps 
them to be able to provide for their families other 
than crying for help from the government all the 
time. People run small businesses like selling 
household items, selling clothes, and other things 
so this is good because it also helps to the service 
closer to these communities. Back in the day, 
people had to move long distances to access 
markets to buy from but now businessmen take 
them the services which is a good thing. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 6, 2018  Those days our parents used to grow crops on 
small scales just enough to feed the family because 
they didn’t really see the essence of selling it for 
money but these days people are investing a lot on 
commercial crops like cotton, and tobacco which 
were not grown in the past. People are picking 
agriculture loans to help the boost their crop 
productions and from the sale of these crops, some 
people were able to put up nice and descent houses 
and not the traditional huts that we used to live in. 
Most people now have that goal of building 
commercial houses in the centers for rent so that 
they can be able to get some money to supplement 
their income. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018  One other thing that is good that I see these days is 
the way people are embracing the world of 
business. Everybody wants to start up something 
that will generate income. Acholi people back in 
the day did not believe so much in businesses, they 
would travel far to go and buy some of the things 
that they needed but these days almost everything 
you may need can be got from within. So it’s good 
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that our people are opening their eyes to see the 
benefits of some of these things that were not part 
of us from the past. 
 

Female, Pabo, April 20, 2018  
 

Before there was not much business like today. In 
the past people would farm and sell the surplus 
from the harvest but now there are many things 
people do to make money for instance working as 
a porter at a construction site or road maintenance 
for money which was not possible during the war. 
And like slashing the roadside was only done by 
men but now even women do it for money. 
 

 
 
 

Land conflict  

Land traditionally held particularly special significance to the Acholi on multiple 

levels, as discussed in Chapter 4. On one hand, land represented an important physical 

asset, guaranteeing Acholi families and communities a source of livelihood and means by 

which to sustain themselves. On a more intangible level land represented the primary link 

between the Acholi present and past, a connection to their ancestors and a sense of 

cultural history and identity (Woodburn, 2003). As Boas & Hatloy (2005) argue, land for 

the Acholi is "material life but also spiritual well-being…the connection with the past 

through the burial of the dead, but also the future by maintaining it for the coming 

generations" (Woodburn, 2003, p. 461). In traditional Acholi society land was 

communally owned, passed down within clans and families, and was never considered as 

being for sale. Conflict over land was also extremely rare given clear rules related to the 

collective use and inheritance of land. When land disputes did occur, they were settled 

within the clan or family by the elders, who were responsible for apportioning land and 

for knowing all clan and family land boundaries (see Chapter 4). 
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Land disputes and conflicts over land were raised by respondents of this study as 

a major issue arising from conflict. This issue has also been identified by other studies as 

a significant problem in post-conflict Acholiland (Esuruku, 2011; Sengupta & Calo, 

2016; Westfall, 2017; Woodburn, 2003). Widespread displacement of Acholi families 

and communities during the conflict, both as a result of insecurity (see Chapter 5) and 

forced displacement (see Chapter 5 and 6), severed the Acholi’s connection to their land. 

Unable to remain in their homes and forced to live for many years in IDP camps, the 

displacement from, and loss of, land represented both a massive physical and cultural loss 

to the Acholi. On a physical level displacement from land had direct and significant 

livelihood impacts on Acholi families. Unable to farm, many individuals and families 

were forced to diversify their economic activities in order to survive, particularly in the 

camp environment. In many cases this affected their ability to sustain themselves, leaving 

them no choice but to rely on aid and humanitarian assistance (see sections above). 

Conflict and displacement also severely impacted the Acholi’s cultural connection to 

their land as they became disconnected from their ancestral homes and no longer had 

culturally significant places to bury their dead. As Woodburn (2003) observed “it is very 

important in Acholi culture that the dead should be buried on their lineage land to 

preserve harmony, but this has not been possible, and the dead have been buried around 

the huts in the camps. The IDPs thus are not just exiled in life but also in death” (p.461). 

Westfall (2017) similarly notes that “‘land is life,’ as one of my interviewees told me. As 

such, land conflicts may very well be the most significant conflict faced by those who 

were displaced” (p.66). 
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In addition to impacts experienced by Acholi communities as a result of 

dislocation from their land during conflict (see Chapter 5 and 6), land conflict arising 

from the resettlement process appears to have exacerbated livelihood impacts, economic 

instability and contributed to a breakdown of social cohesion amongst Acholi families 

and communities in the post-conflict period. For many families, the end of conflict and 

the return and resettlement process did not lead to a reconnection with land, but rather to 

widespread confusion over land ownership and allocation. As one respondent explained, 

prior to the conflict, “land was communally owned and the elders were the ones in charge 

of demarcating and dividing it among clan members” (Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018). 

As such very few formal land boundaries existed, and land was not titled or clearly 

allocated to individuals or families. Esuruku (2011) notes that “IDPs returning to their 

ancestral homes found themselves caught up in land conflicts as many elders who had 

knowledge of land boundaries have either been killed or died during the many years of 

displacement” (p.36). Okumu (2018) further argues that the resettlement process itself led 

to competing land claims and conflicts as families and communities with differing 

experiences of displacement returned home at different times. “Some found their former 

land and even home occupied either by those who returned earlier; had stayed behind 

since they were nearer the camps and operated as commuters, or the land had been 

bought/acquired by rich or powerful individuals” (Okumu, 2018, p. 49). Whether due to 

unclear or competing land claims and boundaries, or inconsistent and complicated 

resettlement patterns and processes, such studies make it clear that land and land conflict 

has been a major issue for families and communities returning home.  
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These findings are very much echoed by respondents of this study, who pointed to 

widespread land disputes and conflict as a major issue in the aftermath of conflict. 

Respondents indicated that such disputes were a result of confusion over land ownership, 

combined with severe economic losses and the intense pressure for people to make 

money following the conflict. With land representing the Acholi’s primary asset, 

particularly following a significant loss of livestock, the push for the commercialization 

of land (both by Acholi and by government) seems to have been widespread throughout 

Acholiland. These pressures appear to have led to the rejection of traditional principles of 

communal land ownership and a push for land subdivision and sale, something that was 

not traditionally sanctioned. Respondents reported that this has led to conflicts on 

multiple levels, both within and between families as well as between communities, as 

people try to assert their claim on land for personal or individual use and gain.  

Traditional land rights were clearly gendered, with males being exclusively 

entitled to inherit land, but some securities did exist for women in relation to the use of 

land. For example, daughters were always guaranteed use of their family land, an 

assurance that existed in case women ever needed to return to their familial homes. 

Ownership was passed down to sons, but daughters retained the rights to access and farm 

on this land at any time. Under traditional systems, women who were widowed also 

retained decision-making power over land allocation, meaning that they had authority to 

decide how their husbands land was divided up amongst their sons (see Chapter 4).  

Some female respondents reported that these protections no longer exist, with women and 

girls unable to access the same rights and protections that they did prior to the conflict.  
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This issue appears to be particularly salient in relation to the rights of widows, who have 

become even more marginalized and disadvantaged in land-related matters following the 

conflict. For women who are primarily responsible for caring for their families, land 

issues and insecurities represent a huge threat and concern. Others reported that with a 

break from traditional norms and rules related to land ownership, more women are now 

attempting to claim land, diluting inheritance-based systems and further complicating 

land claims at the family and community level. While I was unable to collect much data 

on gendered land issues (mostly because the issues are extensive and complex and would 

have represented a whole study in themselves), discussions with respondents did indicate 

that new and competing land claims at the family level (i.e. between siblings or parents 

and children) are a common source of land conflict, and that one dimension of such 

competing family claims relates to a push for women’s rights in the region. Although 

women were not entitled to own or inherit land under traditional systems, respondents 

indicated that rights awareness has brought such systems into question, leading some 

women and girls to challenge traditional systems and to try and assert, either formally or 

informally, claims to family land. Again, further research would be needed to expand on 

such issues in this study.  

These somewhat divergent perspectives on women’s rights to land point to 

generational differences in attitudes, particularly in relation to traditional norms, systems, 

and structures. Younger women, for example, tended to express concerns related to 

women’s lack of land rights, even under traditional systems, and the implications of this 

on them as individuals. Older women, on the other hand, more frequently expressed 
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concerns with the breakdown of traditional systems and the implications of that 

breakdown on communal systems of land ownership. Male attitudes towards land issues 

appeared to follow similar trends, with younger men concerned about individual rights, 

access, and ownership (or lack thereof), and those from an older generation focusing on 

the loss or breakdown of traditional communal systems.  

On top of this, traditional mechanisms for resolving land disputes through clan 

elders are no longer functioning, with most land disputes being taken to court rather than 

addressed or settled at a community level. Respondents reported that this typically results 

in complicated and lengthy court processes, many of which are not resolved to the 

satisfaction of those in dispute over land or end quickly due to lack of financial resources 

to pay for court processes. Furthermore, respondents noted that local land conflicts left 

Acholi families and communities vulnerable to land grabbing from both government and 

business interests moving into the region following the conflict. One example of this is a 

long standing and ongoing land conflict in Apaa, where there have been conflicting 

community land claims for many decades (even predating conflict). During the conflict, 

however, the government unanimously gazetted land in Apaa for wildlife conservation 

purposes. Communities who traditionally lived on this land were in IDP camps at the 

time and were not consulted by government regarding land acquisition. Following the 

conflict, communities returning to their homes found that their traditional and historical 

claims to land were denied on the basis that land was being used by government for other 

purposes. Apaa was initially identified as a research site for this study, but ongoing land 
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conflict and violence at the time of the study (2017 and 2018) prevented access to the 

area. As one respondent from another community explained,  

Investors and politicians who think they have the power of money are the ones who are 

 oppressing normal people who are even illiterate by taking away their land. Court cases 

 over land are everywhere and yet those who are poor cannot afford to pay for lawyers to 

 help them out, so they end up losing their land to these people with money (Male, 

 Kitgum, February 12, 2018).  

The origins of land conflict in Acholiland (as it exists today) can in large part be 

traced to impacts and legacies of conflict, for example forced displacement and 

unstructured resettlement processes, but land continues to represent a persistent and 

pervasive issue in Acholiland today. Land conflict was not a central focus of this study 

and much more can be said about the issue (which would require further research), but 

the study did highlight differing attitudes towards land, as described above. Despite some 

divergence in attitudes, however, the majority of respondents (both younger and older) 

pointed to land disputes as a fundamental challenge to the harmony and cohesion of 

Acholi families and communities in the post-conflict period. This finding is consistent 

with findings from research conducted by Sengupta and Calo (2016), who observed that 

“interviews often echoed a sense of hopelessness and disillusionment, rather than 

optimism. As land is the key productive asset of a rural household, land seizure has 

become a major source of violence in these communities” (p. 290). Table 29 provides 

some examples of land issues raised by respondents of this study, although there is room 

for further examination of land issues beyond what this study has identified.   
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Table 21: Experiences, issues and perspectives related to land disputes and conflict  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  I have seen a very big change in the way people 
manage matters of land these days. There are a lot 
of land disputes among people, everybody is 
struggling to have land for themselves and yet it 
was communally owned back in the day and 
everybody was okay with the arrangement our 
forefathers put in place but this is not the case 
these days. People want to sell land, which is not 
supposed to be sold, according to the Acholi 
tradition land is not supposed to be sold to 
strangers or people who do not belong to the clan. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  The issue of land conflict is becoming worse each 
day that passes by. People never used to fight over 
land back in the day because each child was given 
a portion for farming as he grows and this was 
only for the boys because girls would go and get 
married elsewhere but these days even the girls are 
fighting to have their share and this was not the 
case back then. Some have resorted to selling land 
which was never done in those days because it was 
communally owned, you use it, leave for your 
children and the list continues like that but these 
days it’s the opposite of what it used to be.  
 

Male, Kitgum, February 6, 2018  I have also seen people selling off land which they 
don’t need, and the money is used to sort other 
things that require money. In the past, our 
forefathers dictated that ancestral land should 
never be sold and some pieces lie there idle for 
many years so it’s good that some people have 
realized that land is an asset that they sell and get 
themselves other assets. It’s bringing a lot of 
conflicts among clan members who still don’t want 
to adjust to change and development. There is no 
point in letting children stay home because of lack 
of school fees and yet they can sell some part of 
the land and take the children to school to secure 
their future. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 18, 2018  There are so many land wrangles these days 
among the people of Acholi since their return 
home from the camps. People are fighting each 
other over land in every community, court cases 
have become so common and yet this was 
something rare back when the conflict was not 
there. Some people returned back home earlier 
before government officially started taking back 
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home were among the people who were grabbing 
land. Most of them took advantage of the widows 
and orphans who didn’t know much about issues 
and this is really tearing the bond people had as 
brothers and sisters. There was communal 
ownership of land those days and any 
disagreements between two parties were quickly 
settled by the elders to avoid further escalations 
into bigger issues. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  In fact, land conflicts are the biggest thing the 
region is struggling with. You find one family or 
one man claiming to own thousands of acres of 
land and yet in actual sense he is grabbing it from 
another poor man somewhere whom he thinks 
cannot win when they decide to go to courts of 
law. Even back then, land wrangles which were 
very rare by the way were settled from home with 
the help of the elders who knew every boundary, 
but these days people, the rich ones, want 
everything to be taken to courts of law because 
they can afford lawyers and this is how peoples’ 
land is being taken from them-by the greedy ones. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 13, 2018  We have been resettled back home but there are 
challenges that are rising up due to land conflicts, 
our land has been grabbed especially from the 
vulnerable orphans and widows who have nobody 
to defend them. Most elders who used to 
demarcate land for people are also late (dead) now 
so we are still grappling with quite a number of 
challenges that need to be addressed by both 
government and the local leaders. 
 

Female, Paicho, November 28, 2017  But now that we have returned from the camp 
there are so many land wrangles. Now even when 
you have cultivated a small place you see 
policemen have come to arrest you. Yet in the past 
you would just do your cultivation without any 
concerns but now there are so many land conflicts 
brought about by the war. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 12, 2018  Yes, I have seen some changes. Ever since we 
returned home, land conflicts have become 
increasingly common amongst people. Some 
people are so bent on grabbing land from their own 
and this has made people become enemies with 
each other and even brothers and relatives are 
fighting. When we left our homes for camps other 
people saw this as a perfect opportunity for them 
to grab big chunks of land from their friends.  
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Urbanization and changes in the use of space  

Acholi communities traditionally lived in small, tight knit settlements which were 

spread out and widely dispersed over an expansive region (Ronald Raymond Atkinson, 

1994; Girling, 1960). Respondents of this study recalled that access to markets and urban 

centers was limited for many communities prior to the conflict (see sections above), but 

that many communities can now be found near towns and urban centers. As one female 

respondent explained, “I think this is happening because of the conflict that pushed 

people to camps and urban areas…most people moved to towns and adopted new ways of 

life” (Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018). While population data indicates that a large 

percentage of the population in Acholiland is still considered rural32, there is no doubt 

that the proportion of communities living near towns and urban centers has increased. 

This may be partially attributed to rapid population growth in the region33, but also to the 

proliferation of towns and urban centers. If one is to drive through Acholiland today, 

urban and market centers can now be found throughout the region in almost all areas 

where IDP camps were previously located. Figure 12 provides an example of the density 

of IDP camps in Gulu, Kitgum and Pader (the districts in which this study focused) in 

2006, towards the end of the conflict.  

 
 
 

 
32 City Population, 2019 https://www.citypopulation.de/php/uganda-admin.php?adm1id=NOR 
33 Estimates indicate that the population of Acholiland was between 1-2 million prior to the conflict, with 
census data showing that the population grew from 2.5 to 8.3 million between 1991 and 2019 (City 
Population Data, 2019).  
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Figure 12: Map of IDP camps in Acholiland, 2006 
Source: Ministry of Health, Uganda, April 2006 
 
 
 

Changes in traditional living patterns and arrangements, and a significantly more 

urban lifestyle reported by respondents following conflict, can likely be linked both to 

conditions arising from life in the camps as well as to the choices that people made when 

resettling. As outlined in Chapter 6, displacement and the cramped conditions under 

which people were forced to live in IDP camps had significant impacts on both the 

physical and social use of space. Prior to this the Acholi were not accustomed to coming 

together in big groups but forced displacement into IDP camps brought large numbers of 

communities together in a way that had never happened before. As Dolan (2009) points 

out:  
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Girling identified 950 villages in Acholi District during his research in 1951, at a time 

 when the total population numbered only 215,000. Middleton, in his research amongst 

 the Lugbara at the same period, specifically contrasted their dense settlement patterns 

 with the more spread out ones of the Acholi (1970: 7). To put the majority of a 

 population now numbering over 1 million into less than fifty settlements was therefore a 

 radical measure, with radical consequences. (Chapter 5, para. 6) 

Within this setting, families who were used to living next to relatives and people 

from their clan were forced to live in close proximity to total strangers; traditional social 

norms and behaviors which governed everyday life and interactions between family and 

non-family members were shattered and people were exposed to behaviors, norms, and 

living arrangements they had never experienced before (see Chapter 6). Respondents 

reported a significant breakdown of the family unit within this environment, and a decay 

of moral (traditional) values attributed by many to the rapid exposure that camps gave 

people to forces of modernization and a more urban lifestyle (see Chapter 6).  

Once the conflict was over and IDP camps were disbanded respondents reported 

that many individuals and families chose to remain near camps, trading centers, and 

towns and not to return to traditional village or rural life. Several reasons were given by 

respondents for resistance to resettlement. These included a still uncertain security 

situation causing fears about safety, the total devastation of Acholi villages, farms and 

land meaning many people did not have anything to go back to or were faced with 

starting again from nothing; and the fact that most services available in the region at the 

time were centered around camps and towns so people remained in these areas in order to 

access them. Some respondents also explained that resistance to resettlement and return 
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to home villages was because people had become accustomed to receiving free things in 

the camps and remained close to them with the hopes of continuing to access relief and 

aid. As one respondent summed these issues up,  

When the situation became calm around 2006, the government had to resettle people 

 back to their villages but some people didn’t want to return home because they were 

 already used to the free things that NGOs were giving them, some still felt unsafe to 

 return home because of the trauma they went through and some felt like they had 

 nowhere to start from because everything of theirs were destroyed but we had to return 

 anyway to start rebuilding our lives starting from ground (Male, Kitgum, February 12, 

 2018). 

Similar sources of resistance and barriers to resettlement have been identified by 

previous studies. For example, Branch (2011) noted that people were hesitant to return 

home to their villages once the war was over due to security concerns, and that the 

“solution” to forced displacement was complicated “given that homesteads were ruined, 

granaries looted and destroyed, fields overgrown, and water sources blocked” (p.97). 

Dolan (2009) similarly observed security concerns as a barrier to resettlement and found 

that people’s resistance to return to their villages “was partly to minimize risk, and partly 

to maintain access to the resources and basic services available in camps” (Chapter 6, 

“Introduction,” para. 2). Oosterom (2011) noted that rather than returning directly to their 

villages, many people settled first in satellite camps or villages because of the extensive 

damage to infrastructure and challenges to obtaining services outside of camps, towns, 

and urban centers. Table 30 highlights these issues and provides some examples given by 

respondents in relation to urbanization and resistance to resettlement.  
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Table 22: Issues and challenges raised related to urbanization and resettlement  
 

Fear/Trauma 
Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018   People were taken back home in 2006 when Kony 

and his rebels were defeated and driven out of the 
region, some people refused to go back home 
though because they have been traumatized by the 
experience of the conflict. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  Resettling people back to their communities was 
not easy because some people had gotten 
comfortable and used free items given out, and 
some were still traumatized and had that fear that 
maybe it is not yet safe, and it was true because 
some scattered rebels would still find their way to 
these communities and cause damage. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 9, 2018  We returned from the camps in 2006 when the 
government declared that people were safe to 
return but some people refused to go back claiming 
the rebels would easily come back and kill some of 
them who survived the reign of terror. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  People returned home when the conflict was 
somehow over and the government had declared 
that it was safe for them to go home and that was 
around 2006 but some people refused to go back 
because they were traumatized and still had that 
fresh memory of what happened to them when 
they were in villages. 
 

Destruction of land, farms, property 
Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018  We returned home around 2006, yes that’s when 

we went back to our homes, but we didn’t even 
find any huts or anything that remained behind. 
The rebels burnt all of them down and so we had to 
start afresh.  
 

Male, Kitgum, March 29, 2018  We returned in 2005. That time the situation was 
calm but when people returned home, they had to 
start from zero because everything was destroyed 
by the rebels. Our huts, our properties, and even 
our children were taken. The lucky parents got 
their abducted children back and the unlucky ones 
didn’t. 
 

Access to Services/Reliance on Aid 
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Male, Kitgum, March 18, 2018  
 

Returning people back home again became a 
problem for the government because some people 
got used to the free things that were being given 
out in the camps but that could not be sustained 
since the population was too big. Some people 
totally refused to return to their villages. 
 

Female, Kitgum, April 25, 2018  
 

We returned home in 2006 when the war ended but 
not all people returned home immediately because 
they still had the fear like I said, and also some 
were already used to that life style of being kept in 
camps and given free stuff by relief agencies so 
when the government announced that it was it now 
safe to return home, some didn’t want to, so the 
government had to give orders for them to go back 
home but still some remained in town up to today. 
 

Female, Kitgum, March 13, 2018  
 

I remember some people got used to the 
humanitarian assistance to the point that some 
didn’t want to return home. Some returned home 
briefly and again went back to those trading 
centers because they don’t want to stay and dig. 
 

 
 
 

In general, respondents of this study pointed to a slow and gradual return to 

village life and indicated that many people did not return at all with a large number 

choosing to remain in the center34. This appears to be the case with the younger 

generation in particular, who many respondents indicated were rejecting traditional 

village life and customs in favor of the modern and urban life that they had become 

accustomed to in the camp environment. As one female respondent explained,  

These days everybody wants to go and live in big towns leaving the village homes with 

 the old people only, and yet they are the ones who should take care of the elderly ones. 

 They (young people) abandon the old people with nothing at home and for them they live 

 in towns. (Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018) 

 
34 This is how respondents referred to towns and urban centers 
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Another male respondent observed, 

What the elders had not experienced they (young people) have experienced, for example 

 like modernization that is coming with many small trading centers around you will find 

 loud music so people never stop keeping at such places and that is where they spend most 

 of their time. (Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017) 

In a study conducted with displaced families in Pabo, Mergelsberg (2012) found 

that many people were struggling with similar feelings of alienation and disconnection 

when returning from camps back to village life and that this was an important factor in 

explaining people’s choices to remain in or near urban centers. Echoing the views of 

many respondents of this study, Mergelsberg (2012) noted that this transition was 

particularly challenging for young Acholi who had spent most of their lives in the camp 

environment.  

Returning home was not at all easy for most families. Where a long time ago had stood 

 huts, compounds and fields, was now bush ~ a place perceived to be alien and dangerous. 

 To rebuild the homestead was hard work. Moving to the village was also a great change 

 in lifestyle. People, who had lived for years surrounded by many people, suddenly found 

 themselves in an isolated and unfamiliar setting. Adapting to this way of life was 

 especially difficult for the younger generations who had grown up in the camp and knew 

 little of rural life. A young man I met in the village told me: Coming here was not so 

 easy, because in the camp we were many. Now suddenly we were alone. (Mergelsberg, 

 2012, p. 76) 

Findings from previous studies and information collected from respondents of this 

study indicate that urban pull factors have been strong for many Acholi individuals and 
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families following the conflict, with many still remaining in close proximity to urban 

centers of some kind. Additionally, it appears that generational factors may also 

contribute to or explain people’s choices to remain in urban centers or return to villages 

following conflict. The views of Acholi youth were not captured in this study, but 

Mergelsberg’s research provides support for respondents claims that the adoption of new 

lifestyles and abandonment or resistance to return to traditional lifestyles has been 

particularly strong for Acholi youth following conflict. Westfall (2017) draws similar 

conclusions, finding that divergent attitudes are evident between Acholi youth and the 

older generation in the post conflict period. Westfall recognizes that while the identity of 

the older generation continues to be bound up and tied to their traditional homes, land, 

and cultural history Acholi youth have largely rejected these physical and cultural ties, 

looking to more modern and urban lifestyles and identities.  

It appears that one generation believes that the best road forward is to return to the 

 cultural roots, as an elder male told me, “It is who we are.” The younger generation 

 appears to see the past as the past and offering no future, “what are we going to do, dig 

 dirt and die?” The older generation appears to view the younger generation as turning 

 away from traditional Acholi customs and traditions, while the younger generation 

 expressed the constraints of traditional customs. The older generation’s identity is tied to 

 the past, to customs, to the land and it is all being challenged. (Westfall, 2017, p. 96) 

This study has also brought to light important differences that exist within Acholi 

communities in relation to how impacts and changes have been experienced, and 

consequent attitudes towards change. The research did not extensively consider the 
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perspectives of Acholi youth35, but it was noticeably clear that the opinions and attitudes 

regarding the impacts and consequences of conflict differed between older and younger 

individuals. This was particularly noticeable and significant in relation to Acholi culture 

and tradition, which was severely impacted and disrupted by the conflict. One of the 

biggest issues raised by Acholi elders and older respondents was the loss of cultural 

norms, values, and relationships. These individuals spoke often of the dislocation from 

Acholi culture and tradition caused by conflict, and the way in which changes 

experienced, particularly changes related to IDP camps, resettlement, and urbanization 

had disrupted the relationship and balance between Acholi elders and youth. The theme 

of a lost generation emerged early in the study. This theme was marked by concerns 

amongst older respondents about the loss of cultural norms and values, discipline, respect 

for parents and elders and the adoption of modern or Western norms and behaviors by 

Acholi youth who grew up in IDP camps or during the years of conflict. For many older 

respondents, this lost generation of Acholi symbolized wider cultural debilitation and 

breakdown arising from conflict, and a dislocation of Acholi youth from their cultural 

and traditional roots.  

In contrast, younger respondents tended not to raise issues of cultural loss and 

debilitation as much nor long for a return to Acholi culture and tradition to the same 

extent that older respondents and elders did. While the identity of the older generation 

continues to be bound up and tied to their traditional and cultural identity, history and 

 
35 As discussed in Chapter 3 (Methods), the study was limited to individuals who were at least 25 years of 
age in order to ensure that respondents had experienced/lived through at least 10 years of conflict and could 
speak to changes that had occurred over the course of/in the context of conflict.  
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land, younger respondents often indicated that they saw the transition away from 

traditional society as an emancipation from norms and structures that constrained them. 

For example, urban centers were seen by many younger respondents as a place of 

opportunity and new economic horizons, representing the lure of another life. For many 

elders and older respondents however, the center symbolized the demoralization of 

Acholi culture, corrosive influences of modern life (discos, movies, music etc.), and the 

dislocation of the Acholi from cultural and traditional lifestyles. Hence a common 

complaint by older Acholi that the younger generation were lost. Further consideration of 

the impacts of conflict on Acholi youth would be necessary to flesh out these and other 

generational differences in experiences and attitudes, but it is important to note them in 

the context of this study to highlight the fact that Acholi communities do not represent a 

cohesive whole. Differing experiences, attitudes, perceptions, and needs exist even within 

and amongst Acholi communities who have experienced similar kinds of impacts and 

changes arising from conflict.  

Overarching themes related to socioeconomic changes  

Diversifying down 

As discussed in previous chapters (Chapter 5 and 6) and the sections above, 

conflict and displacement led to the dislocation of many Acholi families and communities 

from their land and a subsequent loss of farming and traditional livelihood practices. 

During the years of the conflict, and particularly during the period in which the Acholi 

were living in IDP camps, people were forced to diversify their economic activities to 

survive. Economic diversification was accompanied by a proliferation of small 
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businesses and movement into a cash economy, along with a transition away from 

subsistence farming and towards the diversification and commercialization of agricultural 

practices. By the end of the conflict, the entire foundation on which traditional Acholi 

livelihoods were based—land, farming, and livestock—had been lost or destroyed, 

leaving most individuals and families reliant on businesses and commercial activities for 

survival.  

Economic diversification and a shift towards business and commercial activities 

was seen as a positive and necessary change by some respondents, but the majority of 

people interviewed indicated that, in general, most individuals and families were 

struggling to survive in the post-conflict period. In fact, economic stresses were raised as 

one of the most significant issues by both men and women interviewed in the study, 

indicating that economic diversification has not resulted in economic stability or security 

for many individuals and families. Livelihood impacts were raised by 86% of men and 

women interviewed. Poverty specifically was raised as a major concern by over one third 

of people interviewed (42 respondents), with almost equal number of men and women 

raising this issue and noting that this was their greatest challenge in the post-conflict 

period.36 Men more frequently raised other economic issues and impacts such as 

difficulty in finding jobs and employment, frequently linking lack of income and poverty 

to other issues such as family breakdown and conflict (this issue will be discussed further 

in the following sections). Similarly, one of the biggest complaints raised by female 

 
36 Poverty is distinguished from other livelihood and economic impacts because complainants often 
referred specifically to this particular issue. In instances where poverty was raised specifically, it was 
therefore noted separately to other economic and livelihood impacts to which they referred more broadly.   
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respondents relates to male absence and abandonment of traditional roles, and a shift in 

the responsibility to provide for the family onto women (this issue will also be discussed 

further in the following sections). Economic stresses associated with the burden to 

generate an income to care and provide for their families were women’s number one 

concern.  

A forced diversification away from subsistence farming practices towards a wide 

range of commercial activities appears, therefore, to have negatively impacted rather than 

improved economic productivity and self-sufficiency for the vast majority of people. 

Although there may be a wider range of economic opportunities available to people in the 

post conflict period, economic productivity and return on time invested in commercial 

and livelihood activities, including commercial farming, appears to be lower. Both men 

and women are struggling with issues of poverty and economic stability, although 

reasons given by each for these issues are slightly different. Women, for the most part, 

raised issues related to male absence and abandonment, which has left many women as 

the sole breadwinners for their families. Taking on the lion’s share of men’s roles in 

providing for their families, many female respondents talked about economic challenges 

related to ensuring all family needs were met. Women, even with diversified economic 

options, frequently feel unable to keep up with financial demands placed upon them, 

which include making sure that their families can eat, paying for children’s school fees, 

medical issues, and other daily critical needs. Men, on the other hand, pointed to 

diminished economic options and opportunities as a major cause of poverty, with less job 

and livelihood opportunities available, and more market competition, leading to a more 
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challenging economic environment. Men frequently raised poverty as a reason why 

women were no longer staying with their husbands, a situation both leading to and 

perpetuating diminished male identities and masculinity. Gendered dimensions of these 

changes will be explored in greater detail in the following section (Changes in Gender 

Roles and Dynamics). Table 31 provides some examples given by male and female 

respondents in relation to the issue of poverty to help illustrate the discussion above.  

 
 
 
Table 23: Issues of poverty raised by respondents  
 

Female, Kitgum, March 5, 2018  Yet the money received from these small 
businesses cannot help in sorting out all the bills 
that have to be paid. You find a woman seated in 
the market the whole day with goods worth less 
than thirty thousand Uganda shilling as investment 
capital and she goes back home with less than five 
thousand Uganda shillings as money earned from 
the day’s work.  
 

Men’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 2017  The problem men are having is that there is no 
woman that can or will stay in the house of a man 
who has nothing to offer her. If you have nothing 
in your hands, your wife will go to someone who 
has something in their hands. So as long as the 
men have nothing, families will continue 
separating because women will continue looking 
for men who can take care of their needs. 
 

Female, Pabo, April 20, 2018  The problem here is poverty. Most responsibilities 
are left to the women and it’s the women looking 
for small jobs to get enough money to fend for 
their family more, and men are into alcoholism. 
 

Male, Pabo, February 15, 2018  Men face the problem of not having what they 
need to farm with and because of poverty getting 
money is hard. 
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Male, Pabo, July 26, 2018  
 

When the crops are harvested and sold, everyone 
just takes his or her share of the money to go and 
do with whatever they feel like. For example, the 
boys will start womanizing and before they know 
it, there is no money and this leaves them in that 
vicious cycle of poverty year in year out. They 
don’t think of investing for the future. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 20, 2017  
 

It is the problem of poverty. People don’t have 
money and there is a lot of price fluctuation like 
now with maize people have been told to grow 
maize and it will be bought and they are in stores 
and it’s just getting rotten, yet school fees will not 
wait. 
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  There are many challenges especially financial in 
nature. At least government should reduce the 
value of money. Prices keep rising and money 
can’t be found and if you have it, the value is so 
low. Women also face major challenges of paying 
for their children to go to school, it’s the major 
challenge because of lack of money. 
 

Male, Kitgum, January 29, 2018  In Uganda it’s very hard for a man to find 
employment because in most cases women are 
given first priority so this makes it so difficult for 
us men to get money and yet we need the money to 
help us care for the family. 
 

 
 
 

Dependency syndrome  

As discussed in the section above (Urbanization and Spatial Change), resistance 

to leave IDP camps and urban centers and return home to village life appears to have 

been widespread in the aftermath of conflict. Various barriers to resettlement were 

identified by respondents (which are consistent with findings from previous studies) 

including fear, trauma, security concerns, the destruction of Acholi land, farms and 

property; as well as the delivery of important services and direct access to markets, which 

continued to be focused around towns and urban centers. Respondents also noted that 

people had become accustomed to receiving free things in IDP camps and remained in or 
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around these areas in the hopes of continuing to access relief and aid. The latter, a 

situation typically referred to as dependency syndrome by external actors and NGO’s 

operating in the region, has been identified as a major issue in Acholiland in the 

aftermath of conflict. Dolan (2009) believes, in fact, that dependency is the key to 

explaining why people did not want to return home once the conflict was over. He argues 

that the conditions people were forced to endure in IDP camps and the choices they had 

to make in order to survive had long-term implications on people’s behavior, and that 

conditions imposed upon them through displacement led to a level of individual and 

cultural debilitation so severe it became almost irreversible. 

People became too debilitated, physically, psychologically and, ultimately, culturally, to 

 break out of the situation and go home…A key to the complexity of these different 

 dimensions of debilitation is that they did not simply happen to people. Through their 

 choices of short-term survival strategies people damaged their own longer-term 

 prospects, and thus became implicated in their own debilitation. Impacts did not just 

 happen to them, but also through them. (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 6, “Introduction,” para. 3) 

Westfall (2017) recognized this phenomenon in his own fieldwork in Acholiland, 

arguing that the approach taken by external actors is primarily to blame for the 

persistence of a dependency mentality. As much as humanitarian actors relied on 

narratives of victimhood and helplessness to justify their approach to organizing and 

controlling Acholi communities within the camp environment (Branch, 2009, 2011) (see 

also Chapter 4), Westfall maintains that NGOs and development actors working in the 

post-conflict period have largely addressed issues and problems identified and defined 

externally, rather than with or by Acholi communities. In the face of total devastation of 
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Acholi land, property, livelihoods, and extreme rates of poverty in the region, Westfall 

argues that the external imposition of problems and solutions continues to drive and 

perpetuate dependency in the post-conflict period.  

If an organization comes, says they are sorry about Kony and would like to help,  poverty 

 almost prevents an answer of “no thank you.” After all, if I cannot afford to school 

 my child and an outsider wants to sponsor their school fees, it would be absurd to 

 turn it down. If it means I have to say, “yes, I am fearful of Kony,” so be it. …This not 

 only continues to feed the Western world understanding of sub-Saharan Africans as 

 helpless, hapless, hopeless, voiceless, and backwards peoples…but also continues to 

 exacerbate the problems faced; problems largely created by outsiders who are now 

 defining additional problems and solutions, that predominately only exacerbate lived 

 realities. (Westfall, 2017, p. 76) 

What Dolan (2009) has previously pointed to is a level of debilitation and 

dependence so severe it became fundamental to survival in the camp environment and so 

engrained in individual behavior that the long-term prospects of moving out of a situation 

of dependency became greatly diminished, and even undesirable. Branch (2009, 2011) 

and Westfall (2017) argue that victim narratives imposed upon Acholi communities for 

the purposes of humanitarian aid delivery and post-conflict development have further 

erased or diminished individual agency and perpetuated cycles of dependency. These 

arguments are largely upheld by the views of respondents of this study, who raised the 

issue frequently and indicated that a dependency mentality is something that many people 

still carry. Linking dependency directly to the camp environment and experiences, many 

respondents pointed to the fact that dependency has had consequences that reach beyond 
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an economic reliance on goods and services, impacting individual and collective 

behavior, as well as certain fundamental aspects of Acholi culture.  

As discussed in Chapter 4, respondents spoke of an ethic of care and hard work, 

mutual interest, complimentary gender roles, and communal responsibility as key 

characteristics of Acholi life before the war. One of the primary complaints raised by 

respondents in relation to a dependency mentality relates to the loss of an ethos of hard 

work, something that was viewed as central to traditional Acholi culture. As is evident 

from the examples provided in table 32 (below), respondents linked the dislocation from 

traditional livelihood activities and total (forced) reliance on free things in the camp 

environment to people’s reluctance to return home to rural and village life; a move away 

from cooperative and complimentary livelihood activities, as well as to a lack of 

seriousness in relation to work, an inability to help oneself, and an inertia to return to, or 

become engaged in income-generating activities following conflict. This complaint was 

particularly prevalent in relation to men’s behavior, with many women claiming that men 

had abandoned all work and responsibilities related to caring and providing for families 

to women. Both women and men frequently associated a rise in male redundancy and 

idleness with the camp environment (see Chapter 6), linking this to a rise in alcoholism 

amongst Acholi men and men’s abandonment of traditional livelihood activities and 

provisioning roles in the post-conflict period. The issue of male absence and 

abandonment will be explored in more detail in the section below (see section above, 

Male Absence/Abandonment), in conjunction with other changes in gender roles, norms 
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and dynamics. Table 32 provides some examples of issues related to dependency raised 

by male and female respondents of this study.  

 
 
 
Table 24: Dependency issues raised by respondents  
 

Female, Kitgum, March 5, 2018  Different factors and situations force people to 
change their lifestyle. The time we stayed in camps 
people were being given free items to help them 
settle in and this made a good number of people 
become lazy, always expecting to be given free 
things. When they came back home, some of them 
refused to adjust to the normal way of life of 
farming and instead resorted to drinking so this 
explains why women struggle on their own to take 
care of the children, and their husbands just drink 
and lie around. If the conflict would not have been 
there in the first place maybe our lives would have 
been better. 

Male, Kitgum, April 7, 2018  There is too much dependency among Acholi 
people today which was developed when we stayed 
in camps where food and other items used to be 
given to them for free. Some people up to today 
still want to be given free things and yet our 
parents never used to do this because everybody 
was expected to work hard and stand on their own. 
People were not lazy back in the day because they 
would do farm work cooperatively. It would make 
a family proud to get good yields during harvest 
time because that would show that they really 
worked hard, and this would also inspire other 
people to work harder. These days some people 
have become so lazy to the point that they just want 
to beg for everything.  
 

Female, Kitgum, March 2, 2018  It was not easy to start all over again when we left 
the camps for home so some people found it quite 
difficult to adjust to life without being given things 
by the government and some of the NGOs that 
were working in camps. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 29, 2018  
 

Even the ones who used to be responsible back 
then before the conflict have become lazy, people 
expect to be given things for free. The mentality of 
getting free things from NGOs and government is 
what some people still have up to now. Our region 
is lagging behind in development because some 
people don’t want to work hard to make ends meet. 
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Most businesses you see in our big towns are run 
by people from other regions…Everybody is just 
interested in knowing what good things they will 
get out of a project. 
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  I think this useless life of doing nothing in the 
camp is responsible for all these changes. If we 
were working in the farm boys would have learnt 
to farm. If there was work, they would remember 
to work, but now world food was offering free food 
so people are just used to free things. 
 

Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017  
 

The war brought these changes, when we lived for 
so long in the camps we became lazy because there 
was no access to land to do farming so you only 
wait for relief food and this made many people 
become used to just being given things. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 8, 2018  People got so used to the tendency of waiting for 
things to be done for them just like it was done in 
the camps. Most people would just wait for things 
to be done for them and the mentality is not yet 
completely wiped out. They were always alert to 
hear that items will be given out to people so some 
of them thought it would be done like that for as 
long as people need, but people’s needs are endless 
and they need to be satisfied by themselves. These 
days I see some people trying to move past being 
dependent and they are trying to do things for 
themselves, but so many of our people believe that 
anybody who comes to their community has 
intentions of supporting them and their children in 
one way or the other. 
 

Female, Kitgum, April 4, 2018  Some people still believe that they should be given 
free things the way they used to do in camps but 
they forget that was an emergency and that people 
needed urgent attention so now they should get 
back to working and fending for their families like 
they used to do before the conflict. Some people 
found it hard to leave the camps for home because 
they were already used to being given things and 
that created a bad vice in them-of wanting to wait 
on government and NGOs. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018  Some people got used to being given free things 
from the camp and this really encouraged 
unseriousness among some people and yet these 
things that were given to us were not enough, they 
were just for the emergency given the fact that we 
could not do anything on our own because of the 
rebel activities at that time. Careless drinking of 
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alcohol started from that time when people would 
just wake up and start drinking knowing that free 
food is going to be given out. So those are some of 
the things that happened those days and most 
people by the way wanted to remain in the camp 
for some time even when the government said it 
was now safe for us to return home, it’s because 
they became used to free things which were being 
distributed in the camp and did not want to return 
to our normal way of life.  
 

 
 
 
Change in gendered norms 

Changes in gender roles, norms and dynamics were also raised frequently by both 

women and men when discussing conflict and its impacts with respondents. Research has 

shown that it is not uncommon for conflict to trigger such changes in gender roles and 

dynamics, both positively and negatively. Some literature suggests that women are 

primarily victims of conflict and are often hurt or disempowered by conflict experiences 

(Bourdieu, 2004; Brison et al., 2002; Gill, 1997; Theidon, 2007), while other research 

argues that conflict can actually unlock new opportunities for women by disrupting 

structures and hierarchies of power that previously constrained them (Bennet et al., 1995; 

Cheldelin & Eliatamby, 2011; Coulter, 2008; El-Bushra, 2003; Judy & Sahl, 2005; Moser 

& Clark, 2001; Utas, 2005a) (see also Chapter 2, Literature Review). What is clear from 

findings of this study is that, in the context of Acholiland, conflict greatly impacted 

cultural and traditional norms and disrupted gendered hierarchies and systems of power 

that were embedded within them. In some cases, changes observed in gender dynamics 

were linked to, or perceived to be linked directly to, conflict experiences. For example, 

the absence of men due to death and abduction. In other cases, conflict led to changes that 
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indirectly impacted gender roles and norms. For example, a forced shift in livelihood 

practices, which in turn led to a movement away from activities and behaviors on which 

traditional gender roles were defined and enacted. Additionally, many of the changes that 

occurred during conflict seem to have persisted in its aftermath. Information from both 

male and female respondents points to the fact that women and men’s roles, relationships, 

and internal family dynamics have undergone significant changes since the conflict 

began, leading to a larger shift in gendered norms and dynamics in the post-conflict 

period.  

 

Male absence and abandonment 

An exceptionally large proportion of women interviewed throughout the course of 

this study noted either a total absence of men from their lives or complained that men had 

abandoned their (traditional) roles within their families and communities during and 

following conflict. To provide an idea of the magnitude of this issue, it was raised by 50 

out of the 67 of women interviewed in this study. Prior to the conflict a man’s primary 

role within the family was that of provider and protector, a responsibility on which 

Acholi masculinity and male identity was founded (see Chapter 4). Information collected 

from female and male respondents indicates that conflict, and conditions brought about 

by life in camps, greatly impacted men’s ability to play this role and resulted in a long-

term withdrawal of many men from family life and space.  

Direct impacts of conflict contributing to male absence include violence, death, 

and abduction. This is not to say that women did not experience these impacts, but men 
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were often direct targets of NRA and UPDF violence as they were viewed as easy 

recruits for the LRA. On the part of the LRA, men were more typically conscripted as 

combatants, making up a larger portion of LRA fighting forces than women, who were 

most often used as laborers, cooks, or army wives (see Chapter 5). When it came to 

protection from the military, women (and children) were also frequently given 

preferential treatment over men, particularly when the Acholi were moved into camps. As 

outlined in Chapter 5, respondents reported that the UPDF often allowed women access 

to shelter and protection, leaving men more open and vulnerable to attack and abduction, 

and rendering them useless in protecting their families. Anderson (2009) argues that “the 

role of ‘protector’ for Acholi men was undermined by the fact that in Acholi experiences 

with violence, the UPDF forces sent to protect the displaced from the LRA are often 

perpetrators themselves”(p. 64). Dolan (2009) also notes that during the conflict “civilian 

men's ability to achieve key elements in the normative model of masculinity into which 

they had been socialized went into protracted crisis, with their capacity to create a family 

and then provide for and protect it much reduced” (Chapter 7, “The Impact of the 

Hegemonic Model ,” para. 1).  

Respondents of this study reported several other conditions within camps, aside 

from physical protection and security, that they believed also contributed to male absence 

and the abandonment of their traditional roles and responsibilities. For example, male 

respondents spoke of how the camp environment and the restrictions under which people 

were forced to live essentially stripped men of their ability to provide for their families, 

and their role as breadwinners (see Chapter 6). A number of male respondents admitted 
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feeling disempowered and emasculated by these conditions, most of which they felt were 

beyond their control. As one male respondent explained:  

Back at my home I was the one in charge of everything. I used to give directions on what 

 should be and what should not be done, but in the camp is was different. We had no say, 

 we were living under rules which made life really hard for me especially I don’t know 

 about other people and how they felt but for me I felt small. We were not supposed to 

 move out from the camp anyhow and without permission from the camp commanders. 

 So, to me we became like children again who were under their parent’s rules. The 

 conflict disgraced and belittled us at some point in life and its painful to recall it all over 

 again, but these are memories we shall forever live with. (Male, Kitgum, February 2018) 

As outlined in Chapter 6, both male and female respondents reported that women 

were often given preferential treatment and consideration in the delivery of food and 

other material aid, and in the implementation of humanitarian programs. It appears that 

such conditions of external assistance only acted to exacerbate the dislocation of men 

from their traditional roles and positions as heads of household. Several other studies 

have also identified this trend. Sengupta and Calo (2016) found from their own research 

that a focus on women in aid delivery appeared to further marginalize men from the 

traditional roles in providing for their families. They noted that “development 

organizations, in their proactive marginalization or unintentional neglect of men, have 

unconsciously helped to perpetuate a caricatured relationship of the ‘hard-working 

woman’ and the ‘useless man’” (Sengupta & Calo, p.294). Dolan (2009) also argues that 

men’s feelings of dislocation (or thwarting) were exacerbated by external interventions 

focusing on women, while labeling men as useless, idle, and lazy. “Men are implicitly 
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labelled as having no economic initiative, in contrast to the women, and are explicitly 

described as ‘failing’” (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 7, “Gender Discourse and Practices,” para. 

1).  

Shackled by camp restrictions and often considered secondarily to women in aid 

distribution and the implementation of humanitarian programs, both male and female 

respondents explained that men had nothing to do in the camp environment. Women and 

men interviewed often associated a rise in male redundancy and idleness with the camp 

environment, and many also believed that this was the cause of an increase in alcoholism. 

Alcoholism was cited as a major issue in the camps, as well as in the aftermath of 

conflict, and was seen by many respondents both as a cause and a consequence of male 

redundancy and idleness (see Table 33 and sections below).  
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Table 25: Male redundancy and idleness  
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  
 

The men had nothing to do that I could see apart 
from erecting the small huts and tents that we took 
shelter in at night. 

Male, Pabo, December 5, 2017  The war brought these changes when we lived for 
a long time in the camps, we became lazy because 
there was no access to land to do farming so you 
only wait for relief food and this made many 
people lazy and used to being given things. Even if 
you try to work hard there are days that the way to 
the farms become so dangerous, so you have 
nothing to do but remain idle at home. 
 

Female, Paicho, January 12, 2018  Even responsible men when they went to the camp 
became redundant and just stood around. 
 

Female, Paicho, November 20, 2017  
 

Majorly it’s the problem of the conflict. During the 
conflict people had nothing to do so they got used 
to doing nothing. During life in the camp men 
were only drinking and doing nothing now that 
idea is stuck in their minds to do nothing but keep 
drinking with no idea of how to take care of 
families. It’s all brought about by the war that 
pushed people to camps and men took up alcohol 
and doing nothing because issues of alcohol was a 
problem in the camp life. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017  
 

Like for me, a man in Paicho, food relief is 
distributed to women. Our women have to look for 
firewood because we would only be allowed to 
open our doors in the morning at 9:00 am and by 
that time men are already drunk by the kitchen. 
Even those who are supposed to go farming are 
drunk as a result of redundancy. 
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  
 

This was all a result of the changing roles in camps 
where men without cooking spots were not given 
food hence started providence, and if they were 
given alcohol they would drink it so that is how it 
changed. 
 

Female, Paicho, November 28, 2017  
 

I think it’s the impact of the war because before 
the war when people went to camp life men were 
redundant and only knew how to drink alcohol. 
They would wake up in the morning and go to 
drink now this is what they are used to. When men 
went to the camps, they had nothing to do but 
drink alcohol and play cards. 
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The above conditions and circumstances were associated by respondents with 

both an immediate and long-term dislocation of traditional male roles and an increase in 

male idleness and redundancy. An extremely large number of women interviewed (close 

to 75%) describe husbands abandoning their families or losing interest in caring or 

providing for them. Table 34 highlights some examples given by women related to male 

absence and abandonment, both during and in the aftermath of conflict. These include 

male withdrawal from family space and from roles which traditionally complimented 

those of women in supporting the family unit; for example, in farming and income-

generating activities, support of children, both financially and through mentoring, as well 

as the responsibility to care for and protect women themselves. Women described that 

even in families where men were still present (alive), their participation in family life was 

hugely diminished. This is often blamed on alcoholism and irresponsibility related to 

alcohol consumption such as infidelity, lack of motivation, laziness, and mental health 

issues. Some women even claimed that men will feign craziness just to avoid pulling 

their weight in family and household responsibilities. The overall trend is that women 

have taken on the majority, if not all responsibility to care and provide for families, while 

men are either totally absent from family life or largely neglecting their responsibilities 

within and to their families.   
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Table 26: Male absence and abandonment  
 

Female, Kitgum, March 2, 2018  In most cases you find that their men are still alive 
but very irresponsible and spend most of the time 
drinking and running around with other women in 
the community leaving their wives to struggle with 
the children. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  Yes, peoples’ roles and responsibilities really 
changed because some of them had to adjust to life 
without their partners. Some women have to do 
literally everything at home as their husbands have 
left the whole responsibility of taking care of 
family members to them. 
 

Male, Pabo, July 26, 2018  
 

Some men have become so irresponsible in that all 
they know in this life is drinking alcohol. They 
have left all the responsibilities to the women and 
yet our fathers and grandfathers never used to live 
this way. 
 

Female, Pabo, May 16, 2018  
 

The main challenge is that most men have 
abandoned women and are not taking care of their 
families. All they know how to do is drink alcohol. 
 

Female, Pabo, May 18, 2018  
 

Men would work hard but now that we have 
returned men are imitating madness and don’t want 
to work together or live with women. The main 
problem is that men have abandoned women and 
women have to work on their own to meet the 
needs of their families. They all live on their own 
in their own home and if your roof leaks it’s up to 
you to take care of it. 
 

Female, Pabo, May 31, 2018  Most of them are irresponsible and have left most 
of the family responsibilities for women. I see as if 
it negatively changed things, like the issue of men 
abandoning their work for women, which is what I 
see now. Some men won’t even do simple digging. 
Like the issue of farming that I talked about, most 
men have abandoned their roles of providence to 
the women. 
 

Male, Paicho, December 12, 2017  
 

Why have men abandoned their responsibilities to 
women? Well, I have been doing my own 
investigations. I realized over 60% of the men 
drink alcohol. So alcohol is the problem. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  Women have problems. Men are not caring for the 
family any more they have left this to women and 
are not supporting them. They may go to the farm 
to weed but its nothing much. After weeding they 
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spend most of their time drinking alcohol. I no 
longer have a husband, but I see it with my other 
colleagues. Whenever they call meetings in school, 
you find mostly women who attend those 
meetings. 
 

Female, Paicho, July 3, 2018  The way I see some men have abandoned most of 
the work to women like paying fees and they 
intentionally don’t want to cooperate and move 
from one woman to another. The women remain 
alone with the children. The biggest challenge is 
feeding the family because men have abandoned 
all their responsibilities to women and the women 
are on their own. 
 

 
 
 

Female role uptake  

While respondents pointed to the fact that women did more work than men even 

in pre-conflict Acholi society (particularly in the home), traditional male and female roles 

were also largely seen as complimentary. In traditional society, each gender’s defined 

roles were understood to contribute to the overall greater well-being of the family and the 

community (see Chapter 4). Data gathered from interviews points overwhelmingly to the 

fact that the division of roles shifted drastically during and following the conflict. Female 

and male respondents participating in this study indicated that although some changes 

began prior to camps, conditions associated with camp life were seen as a major trigger 

for role transference and female role uptake. As outlined in the section above, many 

women (and some men) reported that camp life made men redundant, idle, and lazy. 

Alcoholism was seen as a major cause (and symptom) of male absence and abandonment 

in this context, although conditions of external assistance were also associated with 

shifting roles in the camp environment (see sections above).  
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  Respondents explained how the distribution of aid and focus of humanitarian 

assistance on women provided them with resources, opportunities, and training they did 

not have access to before and that were not typically afforded or available to men. Some 

women took advantage of this to set up small businesses, becoming more heavily 

involved in networks of trade and diversifying their economic opportunities within the 

camp environment. Whether out of necessity or opportunity, many of the respondents 

interviewed (both male and female) spoke of a major role shift occurring in camps. This 

shift involved women becoming the primary breadwinners and taking on the 

responsibility of caring and providing for their families while also retaining all the roles 

that were traditionally their own.  

This finding is consistent with findings from several other studies that identified 

this trend both during and following conflict. For example, Branch (2011) observed from 

his own fieldwork that “because many men had died, joined armed organizations, 

abandoned their wives, or turned to alcohol abuse, women in large part were left with the 

primary responsibility for providing for their families” (p. 138). Sengupta & Calo (2016) 

similarly noted a shift in gender roles arising from conflict finding that, “the war 

fundamentally changed the role of Acholi women by forcibly expanding their economic 

activities... men, on the other hand, were forced to relinquish their primary duties many 

were indoctrinated into a militarized and violent model of masculinity” (p. 290). 

Anderson (2009) found that in Acholiland “women are the main providers for their 

families and carry almost all of the responsibility for ensuring that their families survive” 
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and that they were “ strongly represented in civil society initiatives and NGO-led income 

generating activities” in this context (p. 6). 

 Table 35 highlights some examples given by respondents in relation to female 

role uptake as encountered in IDP camps.  

 
 
 
Table 27: Female role uptake in IDP camps 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 20, 2018  Women used to do their usual chores like cooking, 
washing, fetching water and some of them had 
small businesses of selling food items like 
tomatoes, greens and silver fish in the markets 
within the camps. Whereas the men in most cases 
would just wait to eat and go out to drink with 
friends. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  
 

A man who used to be active in farming work has 
become very lazy and only wants to drink alcohol 
and come back home to eat food, which he has no 
idea of where it has come from so the woman has 
to struggle to do things that will keep the family 
running. 
 

Male, Pabo, January 25, 2018  While in the camps there were many ways of for 
women to make money. For example, women 
would get money by doing farm work for others, 
or other businesses for money. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017  I have been seeing all this, in the past women 
would not climb roofs but when people were in 
camps you find that they are on roofs doing 
repairs. You find that a woman is making bricks 
for her house because times are hard for her. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 29, 2018  
 

Government then started to place people in camps. 
Here women did most of the work. They were the 
ones helping people in the camp majorly, so while 
people were in the camps, it was women who were 
taking care of us. 
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  But now with life in the camps, people were 
trained on how to do business. For instance, 
joining savings and investment groups. Mostly for 
women, though a few men picked up the idea of 
doing business. 
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Female, Paicho, March 13, 2018  
 

We would sell relief food supply for money or 
exchange goods for goods. 
 

Women’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 
2017  
 

Alcoholism, during the days of the camps was so 
much, that it led men to abandon their roles. This 
has forced women to start playing men's roles, 
because even when they went back home, men 
were no longer able to fulfill their roles due to 
being alcoholics. The men have become so 
irresponsible that they even feign being crazy so as 
not to play their roles. This is all a result of the 
conflict. 
 

 
 
 

During the course of this study respondents identified female role uptake in four 

main area’s including subsistence and livelihood practices, manual work and labor, 

childcare, and domestic work. Childcare and domestic work were traditionally seen as 

part of the female realm, but it is important to note that men did play a major role in 

mentoring children and ensuring they were financially provided for (see Chapter 4). They 

also contributed to certain domestic chores, particularly the physical maintenance and 

upkeep of the home (see Chapter 4). Many women reported that men had retreated from 

their family responsibilities during and following conflict, leaving women to 

singlehandedly care for their families, both in the upbringing of children and from an 

economic and financial perspective. It is interesting to note that while men largely agreed 

with women’s perspectives regarding their increased roles and responsibilities in relation 

to family responsibilities, perspectives related to men’s participation in domestic work 

were more mixed. Many women spoke of being left with all household responsibilities 

and chores (both in relation to childcare and domestic work), although some men (and a 

few women) also noted that gendered role divisions had become much more fluid in this 
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area. Examples provided indicate that, where men are present in family life, it is not 

uncommon to find men doing chores like cooking or washing clothes, which was unheard 

of before. Table 36 provides some examples given by respondents (both female and 

male) in relation to role change and transference in the areas of childcare and domestic 

work.  

 
 
 
Table 28: Role change in childcare and domestic work 
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  They (men) don’t even remember whether they 
have children to feed or to even clean the 
compound and all the work is left to women. Also, 
the issue of paying for children to go to school has 
been abandoned to women. 
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  Education and farming have all been left to 
women. Men have no roles and have children. 
Even when children are sent home with school 
requirements they just go to the women and not 
men because its only women who are in their lives 
and offering providence. We have problems 
because we do everything at home including 
budgeting for the family. 
 

Male, Paicho, February 13, 2018  
 

Men today are abandoning the responsibility of 
taking care of children and women. Women are 
shouldering the burden of taking care of children 
alone. 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  I have school age children in my home and they 
will never go to their father when in need but will 
come to their mother. It’s the same with feeding 
the kids and training the kids because most women 
in this community have husbands but they are the 
ones responsible. 
 

Female, Pabo, May 31, 2018  
 

You may also find that it’s also the women to pay 
for children’s school. Men don’t even care about it. 
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Male, Pabo, July 26, 2018  But some people in their homes share work though 
not so commonly especially when it comes to 
doing housework. I also see some men cooking 
and bathing children, even fetching water but this 
was never in the Acholi culture before.  
 

Female, Pabo, November 23, 2018  
 

In the past, I would see men cleaning the 
compound but today I don’t see men doing that 
save for a few. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018  Even men, you can now find a man cooking at 
home, bathing children, washing clothes and 
fetching water and this is something we never used 
to see in our communities. 
 

Male, Paicho, May 8, 2018  What I have experienced is that during the camp 
there are things my dad would not do but started 
doing because he learnt from the camp. He saw 
people helping their wives with domestic work and 
started doing it. 
 

 
 
 

Significant role shifts can also be seen in relation to subsistence and livelihood 

practices, as well as manual work and labor. Here certain tasks which were traditionally 

male have been largely transferred or taken up by women. Farming was always been a 

collaborative activity, though roles were clearly divided and allocated according to 

gender. For example, men were responsible for carrying out the hard, manual labor 

needed to open land and harvest crops, while women were responsible for planting, 

weeding, and preparing crops for consumption (see Chapter 4). Outside of gardens, 

manual labor was also seen to be firmly part of the male domain. This included, for 

example, work such as building or fixing huts, digging latrines, and so on.  A total of 56 

respondents discussed changes in gender roles related to subsistence and livelihood 

practices, with 69 references made to this issue in total (i.e. some respondents referenced 

this issue on multiple occasions). In relation to farming and livelihood practices 
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specifically, about half of the respondents who discussed changes in gender roles in this 

area noted that roles were now shared regardless of gender (unlike before), with women 

doing work that men would have typically done and vice versa. Others pointed to the fact 

that women had taken up more roles in relation to livelihood practices (with most 

references made to farming specifically), particularly hard manual tasks that were 

previously allocated to men. For example, opening the land to get it ready for planting, 

working with oxen to plough the land, or harvesting crops. Table 37 provides some 

examples given by respondents related to role change or transference in the area of 

subsistence and livelihood practices (most significantly farming).  

As can be seen from the examples below, most respondents discussed role 

transference in relation to women taking on and taking up roles that were previously 

reserved for men, and not the other way around. In some cases respondents described 

situations where gendered divisions had broken down and where men and women both 

played the same or similar roles, doing whatever work was needed regardless of gender. 

This situation was described far less frequently, however, and was mostly the case in 

relation to farming and agricultural practices where participants described certain 

situations in which men and women could be found in gardens clearing, planting, and 

harvesting together.  
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Table 29: Subsistence and livelihood practices 
 

Female, Pabo, December 6, 2018  
 

In the past men would dig and farm for the family 
but now most of the farming has been left for 
women. 
 

Male, Pabo, January 25, 2018  
 

In the past hunting was for men but now during the 
dry season even women are hunting. 
 

Male, Paicho, December 12, 2017  It was men who went digging. But now today if am 
going to the farm to dig I will go with my wife. 
And when we are done it’s the woman who goes 
back in the evening, but men don’t, that’s the 
change I have observed. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  We may work together if the man understands but 
most men open the land for you and the rest is your 
responsibility as a woman, to decide what to do 
with the land. You will have to weed it and harvest 
it and he may never do any more work after that. 
Work like farming and opening land. Men ignore 
the responsibility to open land and want you to do 
it yourself. 
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  Currently if you move in the morning you only 
find women in fields gardening and the men just 
want to sit and do nothing. Now farming and 
business is left to women. 
 

Male, Paicho, March 5, 2018  With this conflict men have taken over 
responsibilities that does not befit them. For 
instance, taking things like foodstuff that was 
under the supervision of women for themselves, 
which is inappropriate, while women are out in the 
gardens. 
 

Female, Paicho, November 28, 2017  
 

There is foodstuff that I have cultivated like millet 
and sim sim that needs a lot of energy to harvest, 
which men would do but now I have to do it 
myself because he only knows his motorbike (boda 
boda). 
 

Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017 Once men have reported back from farming, there 
is nothing more they do. Women continue with 
trading like small fish or goods by the roadside or 
market as a business. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  In the past it was men who would open land and 
women would weed but now everybody does the 
same thing, both women and men. In the past when 
men opened land the rest was for women but now 
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after the war, we all do the same work without 
dividing it specifically to one gender. 
 

 
 
 

In relation to manual labor outside of the farm, almost all respondents that 

discussed this issue indicated that women now carried out difficult manual tasks, which 

were previously reserved for men. These include, for example, work done to build houses 

such as making and laying bricks, cutting grass for roof thatching and repairs, and the 

cleaning and upkeep of the family compound. Other manual tasks traditionally allocated 

to men or boys, which women now describe doing, include cutting firewood and making 

charcoal, tending to livestock such as goats and chickens, and fetching and carrying water 

(something which was traditionally the job of young boys). Generally speaking, women 

point to the fact that men have largely abandoned manual tasks, most of which have been 

taken up by women out of necessity. As in the section above, discussions regarding this 

matter largely focus on how women have taken on and now shoulder these roles, with a 

few respondents (mostly men) describing how these roles are frequently shared between 

men and women. Most respondents discussing these changes linked or attributed them to 

conflict when pressed on why they felt such changes had come about. Table 38 provides 

some examples given by respondents related to role transference in manual labor and 

work.  
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Table 30: Manual labor and work  
 

Male, Paicho, March 21, 2018  
 
 

In the past before the war, the men would divide 
work they did but now we work together with 
women, even weeding and harvesting grass for the 
roof are done by both men and women. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018  
 

You can even find a woman hipping potatoes, 
burning charcoal for sale, and laying bricks. All 
these were meant to be done by men, but some 
men have become so irresponsible to the point that 
everything at home is left for the woman to do. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  
 

I have also seen women laying bricks, heaping 
potatoes, and guiding the oxen as they plough the 
garden. I have also seen ladies who climbed up on 
the roof to repair or put grass on the huts. 
 

Male, Pabo, January 25, 2018  Also, in the past there were certain roles that were 
specifically for women and men, and if men did 
the work of women it was said to be inappropriate. 
For instance, in the past when building a hut, the 
most women did was harvest grass to roof the hut, 
and collect water, but this time women are even 
making bricks which is different from the past. 
 

Female, Paicho, March 13, 2018  Women today also make charcoal and even build 
roofs for their huts when they don’t have someone 
to help them, unless you have the money to pay for 
someone to do it. Women today take goats for 
grazing and also clean the compound without men. 
So that is where you have noticed great changes in 
the roles of men and women. 
 

Women’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 
2017  
 

There is a great change in the type of work that 
women do. In the past women would never climb 
roofs to mend them, neither would they lay brick 
or do any hard labor type work. But as a result of 
the war, these are tasks that women are doing now. 
 

 
 
 

In sum, interview data indicates that changes in the division of roles between men 

and women was identified as a major trend and issue by respondents (both male and 

female) during and following conflict. In total, almost 80% of respondents mentioned 

changes in the division, or roles, across four main areas including subsistence and 
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livelihood practices, manual work and labor, childcare, and domestic work. In many 

cases these changes were attributed to, or associated with, conditions of conflict, 

particularly life in IDP camps. While roles were clearly defined and divided according to 

gender in pre-war Acholi society, the overall pattern was that of complementarity. 

Women were responsible for particular tasks and men for others, but in general roles and 

responsibilities were divided up and shared in such a way that ensured all the needs of a 

family unit were met. Some respondents spoke of a breakdown in gendered roles and 

norms leading to a more fluid division of labor and more role sharing in certain areas (for 

example domestic work and farming). However, the data seems to point overwhelmingly 

to a shift away from complementarity to a situation in which women are now shouldering 

the majority of roles and responsibilities that were traditionally seen as men’s. Certain 

studies have pointed to such changes leading to greater opportunities for women, 

particularly in economic spheres, following conflict (Ahikire et al., 2012; Sow, 2012). 

The extent to which the uptake of male roles has led to positive changes for women in 

Acholiland is, however, very questionable. About 90% of women interviewed in this 

study saw and described these shifts in negative terms, viewing these changes as a burden 

rather than a blessing. Table 39 provides some examples given by female respondents 

regarding shifts in gendered division of roles, highlighting these perspectives and the 

implications of these shifts on their lives.  
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Table 31: Consequences attributed to shifting gender roles and division of labor  
 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  I have school age children in my home, and they 
will never go to their father when in need but will 
come to their mother. The father may just wake up 
and go drink alcohol so most of the work is left to 
the women. In my family, my husband is there but 
even when he sees a problem, he does nothing 
most of the responsibility is with me. I have my 
children and dependents and so I have to take 
responsibility. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 8, 2018  Women were to stay home and take care of 
children and any other affairs while men were to 
look for money to take care of the home. This 
however has changed because most men have left 
the responsibility of taking care of the home and 
the children to women so they struggle hard to 
raise money. 
 

Female, Kitgum, March 25, 2018  Women face quite a number of challenges in my 
community. Some women have to do literally 
everything at home as their husbands have left the 
entire responsibility of taking care of the family 
members to them. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 13, 2018  For example, nowadays most men have left 
everything to be done by women, so they have no 
option but to do what they have got to do to 
survive. Life became different after the conflict 
with roles shifting to women because they 
basically do almost everything in the family. 

Female, Pabo, April 20, 2018  Most responsibilities are left to the women and it’s 
the women who look for small jobs to get enough 
money to fend for their family because men are 
into alcoholism. 
 

Male, Pabo, December 5, 2018  That (the war) is where people got lost completely. 
In the past, our parents would work together but 
today women do most of the work. Even the 
difficult work is being done by women. Women 
are doing the same things men used to do like in 
business and organizing things, and any program 
that comes and requires a course you find women 
doing it. This is the change I have seen. 
 

Female, Pabo, May 31, 2018  In the past women would only weed crops but now 
they even open land and farm on their own. I see it 
as a negative change, this issue of men abandoning 
their work to women, which is what I see now. 
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Some men don’t even do simple digging. At least 
women try since they know it’s now their 
responsibility and if they don’t then it’s themselves 
and their children who suffer. You may find that 
it’s also the women to pay for their children to go 
to school. Men don’t even care about it. 
 

Female, Paicho, November 20, 2018  
 

Now its mainly women who are taking care of 
their families, not men, including paying for kids 
to go to school. Most men are just in bars drinking 
and don’t even care about their homes except for a 
few. In terms of welfare and livelihood in families, 
unless you, as a woman, focus on working hard 
your family will suffer because men have given up. 
Most of these roles of taking care of families have 
been left to women. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  Women have problems. Men are not caring for the 
family any more, they have left this to women and 
are not supporting them. They may go to the farm 
to weed but it’s nothing much. After weeding they 
spend most of their time drinking alcohol. It’s up 
to you to ensure the children get educated. Even 
when you go to school you will find the name of 
the women not men. Even if the child is chased 
from school, the kids go back to their mothers. 
Even when they lack school requirements and they 
are with their dad the kids still go to their mother. 
 

 
 
 

Breakdown of marital norms and arrangements 

Another major area of change noted by respondents was the breakdown of norms 

and expectations related to marriage, and what many viewed as the resultant cultural 

debilitation, spread of immorality, and erosion of the traditional structures that held 

couples and families together. It is important to note, again, that this issue may represent 

a generational concern given that the study captured perspectives of individuals at least 

25 years and above. The concern was not gender specific, however, as both Acholi men 

and women interviewed during the course of this study frequently raised the issue. As 

with other changes observed, it is also unclear to what extent, or at what rate, these 
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changes would have occurred in Acholiland in the absence of conflict. What is clear, 

however, is that many respondents associated changes in marital norms and structures 

with either direct or indirect conditions of conflict.  

As discussed in Chapter 4, marriage was one of the most important institutions 

and rites of passage in pre-conflict Acholi society, playing a critical social and economic 

role both in the lives of individuals, as well as on a wider societal level (Kiconco & 

Nthakomwa, 2018). Historically, marriage played a vital role in the maintenance of the 

Acholi clan system and provided an important source of income for families through 

bride price payments. For men, marriage was one of three major pillars of Acholi 

masculinity, clearly establishing men’s roles as head of household and earning them 

respect and authority, both within their own family and the community at large. In a 

patrilocal and patrilineal society, marriage defined women’s positions within their 

husband’s family. Although constrained by these structures in many ways, marriage also 

provided Acholi women with a form of social security, ensuring they were protected and 

provided for and granting them certain rights and decision-making powers that were not 

afforded to unmarried women (see Chapter 4).  

Over the course of extensive fieldwork during and following the conflict in 

Acholiland, both Dolan (2009) and Finnström (2003) observed that conflict had, and was 

having, significant impacts on traditional marriage practices, due to both physical and 

economic constraints. Dolan (2009) noted that insecurity and strict restrictions within the 

camp environment often prevented people from holding traditional ceremonies associated 

with courtship and marriage, and more importantly, in the face of extreme economic 
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losses and deprivation many people were no longer able to afford the bride price 

payments necessary to formalize traditional marriages.  

Although there had long been men too poor to pay the bridewealth (Girling, 1960: 167), 

this was now the case for the vast majority. As Finnström also reports (2003: 24), I 

neither heard of nor witnessed a single wedding inside the protected villages throughout 

my fieldwork… With very little access to subsistence farming, education, employment 

and cash income opportunities (Chapters 2, 5), the possibilities of making bridewealth 

payments necessary for marriage were seriously curtailed, not least by competition from 

the military who had more money (Chapter 6). Whereas prior to the war many families 

held wealth in the form of livestock, this economic guarantee of marriage had been 

largely removed by cattle rustling and raiding. (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 7, “Marriage,” para.  

1) 

Sengupta and Calo (2016) observed similar challenges to traditional marriage 

arising from conflict and conditions in IDP camps. They argue that physical and 

economic barriers to marriage, brought about by direct and indirect conditions of conflict, 

fundamentally impacted both the act and function of marriage amongst conflict-affected 

Acholi communities. This in turn led to a breakdown in the gender norms and roles 

associated with or defined by marriage, which traditionally underpinned both male and 

female identities.  

The inability to marry and perform their expected roles has undermined men’s identities 

 and their legitimacy within the clan. Instead, cohabitation is fast becoming the norm, 

 although elders and the clan itself do not regard it as legitimate. Women and their 

 children therefore remain outcasts, and socially and economically vulnerable. (Sengupta 
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 & Calo, 2016, p. 293) 

Similar experiences and challenges in relation to marriage were observed over the 

course of this study. Respondents raised issues related to marriage regularly and linked a 

breakdown of marital norms to several factors including physical, social, and economic 

impacts, and experiences of conflict, both prior to and during the period the Acholi were 

in camps. Table 40 summarizes the changes noted by respondents in relation to marriage 

and marital norms and arrangements and indicates impacts with which they were 

associated. Changes observed are similar to those observed in previous studies, and 

include: an inability to pay bride price due to the loss of many individual’s and families’ 

economic base, a rise in infidelity and extra-marital relationships linked to drastic 

changes in physical and social space, a rise in cohabitation with partners outside of 

marriage, a breakdown of norms related to the protection of young girls and prevention of 

pre-menstrual and pre-marital sex, a rise in prostitution, and a rise in the infection rate of 

HIV/AIDS.  

 
 
 
Table 32: Changes in marital norms and practices, and associated impacts  
 

Observed Change Conflict  Camp-Specific 
Inability to pay bride 
price (attributed to loss 
of economic base)  

- Looting and insecurity  
- Loss of cattle 
- Loss of agriculture 
- Inability to access markets  

- Displacement  
- Loss of traditional livelihood and 

economic opportunities (most 
significantly farming and 
livestock)   

Infidelity/multiple 
partners 

- Forced and consensual 
relationships with 
soldiers/combatants 

- Breakdown of traditional living 
arrangements (overcrowding/ 
cramped conditions) 

- Influences of 
modernization/dilution of 
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- Breakdown of traditional living 
arrangements 
(displacement/insecurity) 

- Lack of traditional/parental 
oversight of youth 
 

traditional values brought about by 
camp life 
 

Cohabitation (living 
with partner outside of 
marriage) 

- Loss of economic baseline 
(agriculture, cattle, cash 
income) due to insecurity and 
looting   

- Inability to make bridewealth 
payments required for marriage 
 

- Inability to practice marriage 
ceremonies due to camp 
restrictions  

- Loss of livelihood and economic 
opportunities 

- Inability to make bridewealth 
payments required for marriage 

 
Norms re. protection of 
young 
girls/premenstrual sex 

- Breakdown of 
traditional/physical living 
arrangements (displacement 
and insecurity)  

- Lack of traditional/parental 
oversight of youth - night 
commuters phenomenon  
 

- Change in physical living 
arrangements/space within and 
between families (cramped living 
conditions/overcrowding) 

- Introduction of outside influences- 
modernization, media etc. 

Prostitution  - Increase in prostitution in 
urban/trading centers following 
urban migration (due to 
displacement/insecurity)  

- Economic deprivation  

- Major means of income generation 
for women and young girls in IDP 
camps.  

- High price for young girls willing 
to be soldier’s wives  
 

HIV/AIDS - Rape/GBV (men and women),  
- Lack of awareness/sensitization 

- Prostitution,  
- GBV/rape 
- Rise in infidelity,  
- Lack of awareness/sensitization 

 
 

Based on information collected from respondents, it appears that reasons for the 

breakdown of traditional norms related to marriage are multifaceted and complex, and 

can be attributed both to conflict-related factors, as well as others forces such as 

modernization and urbanization, which were likely accelerated by conflict, but may have 

contributed to change regardless of it. The overall trend, however, appears to be a 

loosening of marital norms and arrangements and a move away from traditional 
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structures and responsibilities that used to bind couples and families together through 

traditional marriage. While some positive changes are likely to be associated with this 

breakdown, respondents of this study, both female and male, primarily discussed the 

negative consequences. Many respondents noted that a breakdown in traditional 

marriage, and a move toward cohabitation or church marriages37, has resulted in 

challenges for both women and men. Although many people are now getting married in 

the church under civil law, this is not considered a traditional marriage. During the course 

of my interviews I heard people differentiate between church and traditional marriage on 

many occasions. The difference between the two rests on the fact that church marriages 

are not associated with the same cultural roles and responsibilities as traditional 

marriages. For those married under civil law, traditional rites of passage and claims or 

entitlements (to land, rights etc.) do not necessarily apply. From my discussions and 

experiences, it seems that in some cases people have both church and traditional 

marriages, while in others they marry only in the church. Reasons for this rest largely on 

financial constraints and an inability for many men and families to afford a traditional 

marriage (i.e. pay the bride price). As observed by Sengupta and Calo (2016), in the 

absence of traditional marriage, responsibilities defined and required of men and women 

also cease to exist. For example, female respondents noted that because couples choose to 

simply cohabitate these days, men are not bound to their families as they would have 

 
37 Although many people are now getting married in the church under civil law, this is not considered 
“traditional marriage”. During the course of my interviews I heard people differentiate between “church” 
and “traditional” marriage on many occasions. The difference being that church marriages are not 
associated with the same roles and responsibilities at traditional marriages. It seemed that in some cases 
people had both church and traditional marriages, while in other they married only in the church due to 
financial constraints on being able to afford a traditional marriage (i.e. pay the bride price).  
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been through traditional marriage and many women and children are consequently left 

unsupported when men decide to take one or more partners. Men similarly complained of 

the difficulties they faced in affording bride price or making money, and that in the 

absence of traditional marriage women often leave their partners for other men who have 

more money or can better provide for and support them and their children. For the most 

part, respondents of this study who raised this issue complained of being abandoned by 

women for wealthier men. I did not encounter men who described the opposite (i.e. being 

in a financial position to support women outside of legal or traditional marital 

arrangements), most likely because the level of wealth in rural communities I worked 

with was generally quite low, with more affluent individuals tending to opt to live in 

modern houses in urban centers rather than in the village. Figure 13 provides a visual 

representation of categories of change associated with the breakdown of marital norms as 

discussed by respondents, and some direct quotes to illustrate these categories.   
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Figure 13: Changing marital norms and relationships 
 
 
 

Acholi concepts of power— Keru and Twero 

Pre-war Acholi society was characterized by male-dominated systems of power in 

which men, particularly older men, held ultimate authority within both private and public 

spaces (see Chapter 4). Gendered power structures existed, however, within a context of 

mutuality in which both men and women’s roles and responsibilities were seen as 

complimentary and working towards the good of the family, clan, and community. 

Within this system, male power and authority was contingent on the fulfillment of certain 

responsibilities, for example the responsibility to protect and provide for their families 

(Dolan, 2009; Finnström, 2008; Oosterom, 2011; Sengupta & Calo, 2016; Woodburn, 

2003). Respect for male power and authority (from wives and children) was primarily 

earned, therefore, through the fulfillment of these responsibilities. Similarly, women’s 
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rights and decision-making powers within traditional systems, though limited to certain 

spheres, were also contingent on the fulfillment of their culturally defined roles and 

responsibilities. 

To date, much of the research on gendered power structures in both pre and post-

war Acholi society has focused largely on the issue of rights. Similarly, in the post-

conflict period, many international organizations working in Acholiland have focused on 

rights, particularly women’s rights, in an attempt to address what they see as problematic 

power dynamics and gender inequalities within post-war Acholi communities. By 

adopting the Acholi word Twero to represent and discuss the issue of rights, external 

interventions have hugely simplified the concept, using it as a literal translation and 

comparing it to Western and modern concepts of rights, particularly as they apply to 

entitlements. As such, the complexity and nuance of this concept, as it relates to gendered 

hierarchies and systems of power within Acholi culture, has been largely diluted or 

overlooked by those who have adopted it.  

Initial scoping work done for this research project made it clear that the Acholi 

concept of Twero reached far beyond existing explanations of rights as outlined in other 

studies or employed in and by many external interventions. It pointed instead to a much 

deeper meaning of the concept as it relates to gendered power relations within Acholi 

society. Furthermore, because there is no word for empowerment in the Acholi language, 

a concept which the study specifically sought to probe, it became apparent that a deeper 

understanding of Acholi concept(s) of power would be critical to the study and any 

inquiry into empowerment. For example, the literal translation of empowerment in 
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Acholi is medu twero pa mon, which means adding power for women. Interview guides 

were therefore revised to specifically probe the concept of power, which was also 

explored through focus group discussions with men and women in target communities. 

Early scoping work identified two inter-related concepts of power. The first, Twero, is a 

concept that has been widely recognized and adopted by external actors in discussions 

and interventions targeting women’s rights and empowerment. The second, Keru has not 

been widely recognized or discussed on a theoretical level, as far as this research can 

determine. Both concepts were used by respondents of this study to discuss the idea of 

power, and both appear vital to fully understanding power dynamics and gendered power 

relations within both pre and post war Acholi society.  

Based on explanations from respondents, the Acholi concept of Keru is linked to 

power, which comes from one’s ability to produce or sustain oneself or one’s family. 

Keru is something that individuals have intrinsically and it cannot be given or taken 

away. It is something that you generate from within yourself and not something that is 

bestowed upon or granted to you by others, or through the fulfillment of specific roles or 

responsibilities. As an intrinsic quality, respondents explained for example, that Keru can 

be seen in one’s strength, energy, physical fitness, and ability to work, farm, or produce 

something tangible that benefits you and your family. It also seemed to be linked to drive, 

motivation, ambition, and other less physical attributes. But in both the physical and non-

physical sense, Keru appears to be seen or understood as an output in the form of 

something that one does, or has, that provides them with the means to improve theirs or 

their family’s circumstances. This can be, for example, money or savings, agricultural 
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produce, livestock, or other material properties, as well as the desire and motivation to 

work hard and succeed. As such it appears that the concept of Keru relates primarily to 

the economic realm or space, and to an individual’s ability to improve their lives and 

their situation through hard work, energy, and a capacity that comes primarily from 

within themselves. Respondents also noted that as a concept and as a form of power, it is 

culturally acceptable and expected for women to have Keru. Traditionally both men and 

women’s Keru was central to their complimentary roles, responsibilities, and ability to 

support and sustain the family unit. Figure 14 unpacks the concept of Keru as explained 

by respondents of this study, and Table 41 highlights some examples of Keru as provided 

by respondents.  

 

 
 
Figure 14: Acholi concept of Keru 
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Table 33: Examples of Keru as described by study respondents  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 23, 2018  The Acholi language varies in pronunciation and 
meaning from district to district. But Keru to me 
means to have the ability or strength to do 
something so generally it means to have something 
or be blessed with something that other people do 
not have. For example, I can have Keru to buy a 
motorcycle that another person may not have so 
this is in terms of money to afford something. I 
may also have the Keru to travel somewhere that 
other people have always wanted to go to. 
 

Male, Kitgum, March 25, 2018  Keru means you or somebody has something 
which enables him or her to do something. It could 
be money, energy, chance or opportunity 

Male, Kitgum, February 6, 2018  Keru means somebody has something that can 
enable them to achieve something that another may 
not be privileged to do. It could be money, luck, or 
energy to work. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 18, 2018  
 

It means having something; it could be livestock, 
money, skills etc. which puts you in a better 
position compared to another person. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 9, 2018  
 

Keru means someone has the energy to do 
something that another cannot do. 

Male, Kitgum, March 2, 2018  Keru means you have something that can enable 
you to do something that another person is able to 
do. A person can have the energy to dig for long in 
the farm while another person may not have it. 
 

Male, Pabo, February 15, 2018  People look at the word Keru to imply the energy 
to fight but Keru is one who has the means to take 
care of his or her family. 
 

Female, Pabo, May 24, 2018  
 

Keru means different things. It can be the ability to 
change one’s life, it also means being strong with 
energy. 
 

Female, Paicho, June 26, 2018  
 

Keru is within yourself and having the energy. 
 

Female, Paicho, January 23, 2018  Keru is your own energy and efforts, like how 
somebody can dig and harvest by his own efforts. 
Keru is what you can do that makes you earn a 
living for your children. If you face a challenge 
and you settle it yourself without asking for others 
to help, that is Keru. 
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The second concept of power identified and discussed by respondents is that of 

Twero. This concept does in fact relate to rights, but explanations from respondents point 

to deeper and more nuanced meanings of this concept than those popularly adopted by 

external actors. Based on information collected from Acholi men and women, the concept 

of Twero relates to rights, authority, power, respect, and a wider set of social rules and 

norms that define men and women’s roles, behaviors, and positions within their families 

and community. Unlike Keru, which is described as both innate and intrinsic, respondents 

explained that Twero is something that is earned, granted, or bestowed upon you. In line 

with popular interpretations of Twero as rights, respondents did confirm that Twero is not 

something that is absolute, but something that is contingent on performance and the 

fulfillment of certain roles or responsibilities. It relates to a wide number of somewhat 

more intangible outcomes, which someone with Twero may experience or be afforded. In 

relation to oneself, for example, it relates to freedom to do what one wants (free will), 

and freedom from being interfered with by others. In relation to others it relates to one’s 

ability to exert influence and authority over others, and to be respected. In discussions 

with respondents it was used most often (by men and women) to refer to or describe 

men’s authority in the home, particularly over women and children, as well as authority 

and influence over others in social and political space. Some respondents associated it 

with ownership of property and major assets such as land. This must, however, be 

distinguished from ownership of smaller assets and properties such as livestock, which 

according to respondents can be achieved as a result of having Keru or are seen as a 
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product of it. Most respondents viewed Twero as being firmly a part of the male domain 

and not something that women were culturally or traditionally entitled to, or they were 

firmly of the belief that if women possessed Twero it should never be greater than that of 

a man.  

Lastly, although Keru and Twero are inter-related, it appears that they are not 

inter-dependent. Respondents explained that having one form of power does not imply 

you can or will have the other. One male respondent provided a good example of this by 

referring to a woman who has, or earns, money but does not have the final say in how to 

use it. According to this respondent, this is a woman with Keru but not Twero (Male, 

Kitgum, Feb 2018). Similarly, it is possible for someone with Twero to be without Keru. 

This situation could apply, for example, to a man who has authority in his household but 

does not have any money, a job, or means of earning an income. This is a situation which 

appears common to many men in Acholiland today. Figure 15 unpacks the concept of 

Twero as explained by respondents of this study, and Table 42 highlights some examples 

of Twero as provided by respondents.  
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Figure 15: Acholi concept of Twero 
 
 
 
 
Table 34: Acholi concept of Twero 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  Twero means you have a say over something, or 
you have authority over something. Twero can also 
mean somebody’s right. It is different from Keru in 
a sense that Keru cannot be above Twero. For 
example, a woman at home can have money, 
which becomes her Keru but she may not have 
Twero on how to spend before consulting her 
husband. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  
 

Twero is a right or authority that somebody has 
over something and it’s different from Keru 
because Keru is to have something and Twero is 
having a right or authority over something. You 
can have money which is Keru and at the same 
time have a right to use it to do whatever you want 
with it and that is Twero. 

Male, Kitgum, February 18, 2018  Twero means somebody has authority, power or 
rights over something and it is different from Keru 
in a sense that somebody with authority always has 
the final say in certain matters. For example, a 
woman can have Keru of having more money but 
her husband who has authority as the head of 
household will decide on how to use that money. 
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Men’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 2018  Twero is embedded in what is culturally known. 

Twero is like a set of cultural rules or norms and is 
of its own governance and dissemination. Twero is 
a value system passed down to you through your 
family. Twero exists within this context of cultural 
rules, and now that those have broken men are 
experiencing a loss of Twero, because everyone is 
doing what they want. Cultural norms and customs 
have been altered, and therefore, there is a crisis of 
what the new alternative is that has come up, that 
those who have grown up with traditional norms 
don't appreciate and therefore disregard. This crisis 
of tradition and norms defies the norm of Twero as 
it is culturally understood and enacted.  

Female, Pabo, April 12, 2018  
 

Twero is like the law. What kind of law? Laws that 
guides your life. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  A wife can have Keru in the form of money to buy 
a cell phone but her husband can exercise his 
Twero as head of the family to stop her from 
buying the cell phone. 
 

Female, Paicho, January 23, 2018  As for me now I am alone. When I had a husband, 
he had Twero over me but now I have my own 
Twero because I control myself. For instance, if 
you come here and say I want you to come and 
help me do some work. If my husband is there you 
ask for the permission from him but if he is not 
there you ask for it directly from me. Like the kids 
I have since I am alone if you need them you come 
to me and if I accept you will and if I refuse that is 
it. 
 

Male, Pabo, June 12, 2018  When I say I have Twero, you as an elder have 
Twero over me because I am young it means I 
have to respect you because you are older and they 
have authority over you.  
 

Male, Pabo, February 15, 2018  It means being final on an issue for instance if 
there is an issue being discussed, Twero is the one 
who makes the last ruling. For instance, if you 
want to slaughter this chicken, you must ask for his 
permission first. That means he has the Twero in 
this family. The person who grants permission has 
Twero. 
 

Male, Pabo, June 14, 2018  
 

Like if people are called for community meetings 
and when you are elected to lead people, it means 
you have Twero. 
 

Male, Pabo, April 18, 2018  Twero means to be free. 
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Changes in Keru and Twero 

In unpacking the concepts of Keru and Twero with Acholi men and women, it 

also became evident that many respondents believed certain shifts had occurred in 

relation to both forms of power since the conflict began (see Table 43 below). For 

example, in relation to Keru, respondents spoke of male absence and abandonment 

(discussed in the sections above), and the ways in which women have taken on the 

burden of caring and providing for the family in many cases. In a traditional context both 

men and women carried out work that contributed to the well-being and greater good of 

their families—each using their own Keru in the fulfillment of their traditional roles and 

responsibilities. In becoming the primary breadwinners and shouldering the responsibility 

of caring and providing economically for their families, women have increasingly relied 

on their own Keru to ensure that their family’s needs are met. Conversely, men’s failure 

to provide for their families demonstrates a lack of Keru on the part of many men. 

Interestingly, quite a few female respondents noted that men do not seem to have a 

problem with the idea of women becoming the primary breadwinners or shouldering the 

burden of providing for their families. This indicates that an increase in women’s 

economic or earning capacity (her Keru) is not viewed as a direct threat to male power or 

authority (Twero), even in instances where women have taken over the role of primary 

breadwinner.  
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Table 35: Changes in Keru and Twero  
 

Female, Paicho, November 20, 2017  
 

Now it’s majorly women who are taking care of 
their families, not men, including paying for kids 
to go to school. Most men are just in bars drinking 
and don’t even care about their homes except for a 
few. In terms of welfare and livelihood in families, 
unless you as a woman focus on working hard 
your family will suffer because men have given 
up. Most of these roles of taking care of the 
families have been left to women and their own 
capacity. 
 

Female, Pabo, May 10, 2018  
 

Yes, there is a change. People are into small 
businesses and the role of looking for money is 
with women. 
 

Female, Pabo, May 31, 2018  
 

Today most hard work in homes is done by the 
women. Men have become useless as a result of 
over drinking. Today women even heap potatoes 
and women are cultivating farms of other women 
for commercial gain. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  
 

Women have problems. Men are not caring for the 
family any more, they have left this to women and 
are not supporting them. It has changed my life 
because after farming I have learned to budget for 
its outcome. Whether to buy something for the 
home or buy animals. It actually changed my life. 
It trained me and made me able to care for and 
educate my children. 
 

Female, Paicho, February 6, 2018  Work like farming and opening land. Men ignore 
the responsibility to open land and want you to do 
it yourself. So, for me this is just getting worse. 
Most of the responsibility and hard work of caring 
for families is in the hands of women. 
 

 
 
 

However, it is clear that an increase in women’s Keru (specifically her economic 

responsibilities and capacity) has not been met with an increase in women’s Twero. 

While women work more, earn more, and have more economic responsibilities (and 

opportunities) in the post-conflict period, authority and decision-making structures within 
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the home still appear to be male dominated. Interview data points to some variation in 

attitudes towards Twero and traditional structures of gendered hierarchy, though overall 

the trend appears to be that many male respondents (as well as some female) still believe 

there should be gendered hierarchy within the family unit. Most male respondents 

expressed the view that only men should have Twero (holding ultimate power and 

decision-making authority over women and children), although some seemed open to the 

idea of women also having Twero as long as it was not greater than that of the man. 

Many women also expressed the view that women could or should hold Twero only if it 

did not supersede that of men. A few men expressed the view that women and men are 

equally entitled to Twero, although it was more commonly women who held this view. 

Some respondents, both male and female, were unsure of their views on this issue but 

appeared to welcome a change in traditional systems and structures of gendered 

hierarchy, or simply valued role-sharing and mutual understanding within families. 

Figure 16 represents attitudes towards changing gender roles as expressed by both male 

and female respondents during interviews. It is important to note that the graphic 

highlights views based on the frequency of references in the interview data, and therefore 

also captures instances in which some respondents may have expressed multiple 

viewpoints. Again, the graphic is intended only to help the reader visualize the data and 

frequency of references and does not suggest any form of quantitative analysis. Options 

for visual representation of this data were limited by options available in Nvivo.  
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Figure 16: Attitudes towards gender roles and gender role change  
 
 
 

Many male respondents complained that changes brought about by conflict, 

specifically the breakdown and corruption of traditional norms and values, were directly 

threatening male authority and power (Twero) within the family unit. An apparent loss of 

respect, both from wives and from their children, was a major concern for many men. 

Male respondents, particularly older men, frequently complained that women’s rights and 

programs implemented by external actors were making women disrespectful, big headed, 

stubborn, and posing a direct threat to men’s Twero within their family and home (this 

theme will be discussed further in the following section). Unlike with Keru, the 

prevailing attitude appeared to be that men seemed generally unwilling to accept the idea 

that women should or could have Twero, and certainty not if it were greater than that of 

their husband’s. Women possessing or attempting to gain Twero were viewed by many 
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men as a direct threat to male power and authority, and many women also seemed to hold 

the view that women could or should have Twero only if it did not supersede a man’s. 

Fifty-one respondents mentioned or indicated that they believed men’s Twero should 

always be greater than that of a woman, with an almost equal split between men and 

women in relation to those expressing this view. As with other changes explored in this 

study, it is important to point out here that these views and attitudes also appear to be 

impacted by age, with such views related to strict gender hierarchies (such as the above) 

represented more strongly by an older generation of Acholi. This may be particularly 

evident in the views and perspectives of many older women who tend to believe, much 

more than younger women, in traditional systems and structures of gendered hierarchy. 

Younger men also tended to be more flexible on this matter than older men. Table 44 

provides some examples of views expressed by respondents in relation to women’s 

Twero. It is worth noting here that in many instances it is not possible to directly 

represent the ages of respondents because many, particularly those of an older generation, 

do not know their age or the year in which they were born.  

 
 
 
Table 36: Views expressed regarding women’s Twero 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 23, 2018  Some women have become big headed in the 
community and don’t have respect at all. They 
now want to be in charge of everything at home 
and women according to our culture and tradition 
are supposed to submit fully to their husbands and 
abide by what they are told to do so I find this very 
disturbing. Then this thing called women’s rights 
is what is now making them behave badly even. 
They think men and women are now on the same 
level, which we are not. 
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Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018  People were also sensitized and educated about 
their rights and this was majorly done for women 
and children and that is why there is a very big 
change in the way women act these days. A 
woman can disrespect her husband by doing 
something wrong and then she justifies that she 
was exercising her right as a woman. We all have 
rights as human beings that God created us with 
but also as women, we have to submit to our 
husbands and respect them. 
 

Men’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 2018  
 

If Twero for women means that we are equal, but 
you don't have respect for me (the man), then that 
Twero is not good. One should be above the other, 
there has to be a head of the household. This raises 
the questions, does empowerment change who is 
head of the household? If men and women are 
equal, who is the head of the household? Who 
makes the decisions and the final call? 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018  The issue of women’s emancipation has also 
changed the way women relate to their partners. It 
is not a bad idea that women should have their 
freedom because we are also human beings with 
rights that have to be respected but some women 
are going overboard, they don’t respect their 
husbands and you know Acholi men have a 
problem with women like that since they feel like 
their Twero is being threatened. A woman can be 
free to do whatever she likes but she has to fully 
submit to her husband and also accord him the 
necessary respect because he is the household. 
 

Female, Pabo, April 26, 2018  Women should not have Twero because between 
both you and your husband, Twero comes from the 
husband and if it’s not there or if the wife is the 
one with Twero then it ruins the marriage. 
 

Female, Pabo, March 7, 2018  Today you hear people say Twero is in the hands 
of women. I feel that as a woman, if I have Twero 
over a man it is not good at all. I like to follow the 
Twero of the man. Because if you are in a man’s 
home you must follow the Twero (meaning 
authority) of the man. Women should not have 
Twero. If they do, it will be difficult for them 
because it will just ruin their marriage. If a woman 
has Twero she will want to have Twero over the 
man and this becomes difficult. 
 

Men’s Focus Group, Paicho, December 11, 2018  
 

For a man who has no Twero, the conduct of the 
wife reflects that this man has no Twero (through 
bad habits such skimpy dressing, sleeping around 
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etc.), by doing things that are not expected. For 
example, in Acholi they say this woman has 
overpowered their husband. That is an example of 
a man that has lost control. In other words, 
decision making is all taken by the wife, then we 
say he has lost his Twero to the wife. If the woman 
is the overall decision maker, that is an example of 
a man who has lost Twero. 
 

 
 
 

Overarching themes related to changes in gender roles and dynamics  

In exploring cultural concepts of power with respondents, several things became 

clear. The first is that it is not possible to fully understand gender relations and gendered 

power structures within Acholi culture, or changes that have occurred during or in the 

aftermath of conflict, without understanding and considering two inter-related cultural 

concepts of power- Keru and Twero. Secondly, in focusing primarily on limited 

interpretations of Twero, previous studies and many external interventions have 

overlooked complex dynamics and relationships that underpin cultural meanings and 

interpretations of power, and that define or determine gender norms and relationships still 

at play in the everyday lives of Acholi women and men. This has led to several things 

including, and most importantly, a failure to fully understand how social, political, and 

economic roles, responsibilities, and rights are still largely constrained or dictated by 

cultural understandings of power. And furthermore, a failure to understand how social, 

economic, and political opportunities are linked within cultural and traditional systems.  

For example, there has been a very heavy focus on both women’s empowerment and 

(Western style) women’s rights in Acholiland, without proper recognition or 

understanding of the complicated link between women’s economic roles and their ability 
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(or rather inability) to gain authority in social and political spaces despite their enhanced 

economic power. The potential to use cultural concepts such as Keru and Twero to 

unpack and explore obstacles to, and opportunities for, women’s equality and 

empowerment in the Acholi context has been severely underutilized, leading (too often) 

to dissonance between well intentioned project goals, and real, lived outcomes and 

consequences for women and men on the ground. 

 

Curtailed empowerment  

Several major changes have occurred in relation to gender norms, roles, and 

dynamics during and following conflict, as can be seen from the data and discussion in 

the sections above. The most striking trend appears in relation to the absence or retreat of 

men from their traditional roles and responsibilities within their families, and 

consequently a significant uptake of these roles by women. This has been most evident in 

relation to men’s responsibilities to provide for their families, a role and responsibility 

that was foundational to the achievement of masculinity in traditional society (see 

Chapter 4). Fulfillment of these roles also formed the basis on which men were entitled to 

respect and authority within their families and communities (see Chapter 4). In the post-

conflict period women have become the primary breadwinners, taking on the majority of 

men’s roles in farming, income generation, and caring and providing for their families. 

While this has presented new opportunities for women, for example their participation in 

business, trade, and a considerable contribution to driving the local economy (Ahikire et 

al., 2012), an expansion of economic roles and responsibilities does not appear to have 
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led to considerable social or political gains. In families where men are still present it 

appears that, for the most part, structures of power remain male-dominated, and authority 

and decision-making power within communities still rests with men. In other words, and 

in terms of Acholi concepts of power, while many women in the post conflict period 

demonstrate a significant amount of Keru (in most cases much more than men), still very 

few women have Twero in their homes, families, or communities.   

These cultural concepts and understanding of power may go a long way to 

explaining the disconnect between the expansion of women’s economic roles and 

opportunities and their inability to realize similar gains in social and political spaces. 

Based on interview data it appears that it is, and always has been, culturally acceptable 

for women to have Keru, which largely relates to their capacity to work, generate income, 

and support their families. However, most men, and many women, expressed the belief 

that it is largely unacceptable for women to have or gain Twero, unless that Twero 

remains less than that of the man. What this means is that an increase in women’s 

economic roles, responsibilities, and opportunities (her Keru) does not pose a direct threat 

to male power and authority (Twero), while an increase in women’s social and political 

voice, authority, and decision-making power does. In most households today men still 

retain Twero, or at a minimum are fighting to maintain it (see “Men’s Struggles” below). 

This disconnect between the achievement of Keru and Twero means that while women 

are taking on roles and experiencing mobility in certain areas, specifically the economic 

sphere, these gains are not being translated or reflected into the social or political space.  
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Others have also observed such obstacles to women’s mobility in social and 

political spaces in post-conflict Acholi society, echoing attitudes and perspectives on this 

issue reflected by many participants of this study. For example, Sengupta & Calo (2016) 

note that “although women’s responsibilities have increased significantly, along with an 

enhanced role in household decision-making (Carlson and Mazurana 2006), their 

participation in political life continues to be minimal” (p.294). Dolan (2009) observed 

that “women's voices are often ignored, and they are denied ownership of family assets. 

To this day women do not participate in clan meetings or the traditional leadership, which 

is all male, and if they do the elders will ask ‘what are women doing here in our 

meeting?’” (Chapter 7, para. 10).  

In the absence of greater role-sharing with men, or social or political mobility 

within their families and communities, women’s new roles are seldom providing them 

with freedom in a positive sense. Almost all women interviewed viewed these roles as a 

burden rather than an opportunity, feeling abandoned by men and overwhelmed by their 

responsibilities to care and provide for their families (see section above on Female Role 

Uptake). Table 45 provides some examples given by female respondents in relation to 

this point.  

 

 

Table 37: Women’s feelings regarding female role uptake  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  
 

My family right now has no male figure in it so the 
work at home is entirely on me, from farm work to 
cooking at home. 
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Female, Kitgum, March 5, 2018  
 

Women these days do everything for the family 
while the men just drink alcohol and move around 
with other women. Most women have to work so 
hard to take care of the family, something that 
couples used to share. 
 

Female, Kitgum, March 2, 2018  Most women have to take care of the family 
single-handedly because they are either widowed 
or their men have become so irresponsible that 
they leave everything at home to be done by the 
woman. 
 

Female, Kitgum, January 25, 2018 Women face quite a number of challenges in my 
community. Most women have to do literally 
everything at home as their husbands have left the 
entire responsibility of taking care of the family 
members to them. 
 

Female, Kitgum February 13, 2018  
 

For example, nowadays most men have left 
everything to be done by women, so they have no 
option but to do what they have got to do to 
survive. Life became different after the conflict 
with roles shifting to women because they 
basically do almost everything in the family. 
 

 
 
 

Furthermore, external interventions, during and following conflict, have leaned 

heavily on women’s economic empowerment and rights programs (see Chapter 6 and 

Chapter 8), which appear to have exacerbated this trend rather than adequately addressing 

it. Programs focusing primarily on building women’s economic capacity have effectively 

worked to increase women’s Keru, without a deeper understanding or consideration of 

how economic gains do or do not translate to other aspects of women’s lives. Similarly, 

programs attempting to deal with structures confining or constraining women in social 

and political spaces have done so primarily using a rights-based approach. These 

approaches have relied heavily on western understandings of rights and have ignored or 

overlooked deeper meanings of Twero as they relate to traditional systems and structures 
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of power that are still at play in the lives of Acholi women and men. In so doing, a push 

for women’s rights and empowerment in Acholiland has further isolated and threatened 

men’s already fragile sense of authority and masculinity, creating a new set of conflicts 

and challenges at the family level. As Sengupta & Calo (2016) observed through their 

own research “women’s empowerment evokes strong reactions and emotions among 

some men…They view the provision of cash, assets, and other humanitarian goods to 

women as part of this greater conspiracy to undermine or destroy the importance of 

masculinity in the household and beyond” (p. 294). This issue will be addressed further in 

the following section under “Rights Conflict” and in Chapter 8 on “External 

Intervention.” Figure 17 illustrates cultural concepts of power (Keru and Twero), the 

relationship between them, as well as forces leading or contributing to changes observed 

in each realm.  

 
 
Figure 17: Acholi concepts of Keru and Twero their interrelationship 
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Men’s struggles  

 Another very clear finding emerging from interview data relates directly to men’s 

failure and inability to fulfill their traditional roles and responsibilities within their 

families, and a subsequent crisis of masculinity that can be widely observed in the 

aftermath of conflict. This trend is consistent with findings from several other studies 

which have identified and examined different aspects of this crisis in Acholiland. For 

example, research conducted by Dolan (2009) points to a widespread “collapse of 

masculinities” arising from conflict. Dolan (2009) links this collapse to a sense of 

humiliation, which he sees as stemming directly from men’s experiences of conflict. He 

argues that these experiences effectively emasculated men by stripping them of their 

ability to fulfill roles and expectations defined by traditional models of Acholi 

masculinity. These include, for example, the expectation for men to marry, and men’s 

responsibility to protect and provide for their families (see Chapter 4). Dolan (2009) 

believes that such experiences have led to a large disjuncture between traditional models 

of masculinity and men’s lived experiences, which can no longer live up to or fulfill those 

expectations in the face of violation, debilitation, and deprivations brought about by war. 

Ahikire et al. (2012) also point to a wide-spread collapse of traditional models of 

masculinity, which they argue previously embodied positive male roles and 

responsibilities, and a rise of negative masculinities, which are now evident in the 

aftermath of conflict. Ahikire et al. (2012) observe that,  
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The majority of men, if not maimed and/or physically or psychologically demobilized, 

 are reportedly still stuck in the war period situation, where they spent most of their time-

 consuming alcohol. The war gave rise to the normalisation of negative masculinities, in a 

 sense that men lost the major sources of their generative power of participating in 

 provisioning and decision making. What is left for most of these men is to hold onto the 

 destructive power of dominance and violence. (Ahikire et al., 2012, p. 6) 

Sengupta and Calo (2016) point to conditions and experiences associated with 

war and internal displacement that have shattered traditional structures and hierarchies of 

power, impacting men’s abilities to provide for their families and resulting in a loss of 

traditional authority and control within their families. They argue that in losing their 

traditional roles men have experienced a crisis of identity, which has led to movement 

away from “positive male presence” towards “negative masculine attributes associated 

with Acholi men today” (Sengupta & Calo, 2016, p. 290). Negative attributes include 

alcoholism, violence, neglect, domination, and a number of other characteristics that are 

seen to embody a loss of traditional male identities and represent men’s struggles to 

maintain, realize, or regain a sense of control, power, and masculinity.  

The experiences of respondents of this study echo these findings, pointing to a 

dramatic loss of traditional male roles and responsibilities arising from conflict (see 

above sections on male absence and abandonment), and men’s subsequent struggles to 

deal with their failures in relation to gendered expectations and traditional models of 

Acholi masculinity. These struggles are represented in interview data by several inter-

related issues with which many Acholi men grabble today. Issues frequently raised by 

respondents which appear to be symptomatic of men’s struggles include alcoholism, loss 
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of respect (particularly from wives and children), loss of authority, lack of employment 

and livelihood opportunities, as well as mental health issues. These issues both stem 

from, and contribute to, men’s inability to fulfill their traditional roles and responsibilities 

and point to a broader crisis of identity and masculinity as identified by previous studies.  

One male respondent provided a poignant summary of this issue as it related to his own 

life, but these struggles were echoed by many other male respondents interviewed during 

the course of the study.  

The challenges us men face are many. Women have decided to misbehave these days 

 not like those days when they fully respected their husbands...Jobs are very hard to find 

 but some women don’t understand this so they will leave you for another man who can 

 afford to give her the money she wants. Women started loving money a lot when soldiers 

 were here during the conflict. These soldiers would give them little money which made 

 them excited thinking their husbands could not give them and that is how some of them 

 infected their partners back home with HIV/AIDS… As a man, you are supposed to 

 provide for your family but at times it’s hard to do that due to so many challenges in life 

 but you find that people will start to talk that you cannot provide for your family even 

 when you have tried hard to do it. But you know society cannot sympathize with 

 anybody, they will just judge you harshly and this makes life hard and it’s a challenge to 

 us as men. (Male (B), Kitgum, January 2018) 

Figure 18 highlights a combination of factors and issues raised by respondents, which are 

seen as both arising from and contributing to this idea of men’s struggles. 
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Figure 18: Factors contributing to/issues arising from men’s struggles   
 
 
 

These issues were seen, both by men and women, as symptomatic of men’s 

failure to live up to gendered expectations and traditional models of masculinity, as well 

as largely contributing to those failures. This seems to be very much the case with the 

issue of alcoholism. While it is not possible to get concrete data on the rates of 

alcoholism in Acholiland, it appears to be one of the primary problems afflicting Acholi 

men today. Sixty-six respondents, both male and female, raised alcoholism as a serious 

issue, with 119 total references to it in the study. Previous studies have also identified this 

as a major issue arising from conflict. Stemming from male redundancy and idleness in 

camps and persisting into the post-conflict period, drinking is identified both as a 

symptom or coping mechanism, as well as something that is responsible for men’s 

continued failure to fulfill their roles and responsibilities. Dolan (2009) linked drinking to 

collapsing masculinities, noting that “when traditional healers in Gulu and camp officials 

in Pabo were asked ‘why do men overdrink?’ they used almost identical language: 
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‘Firstly, redundancy, feelings of powerlessness, they cannot live as they used to do when 

they had full control’” (Chapter 6, reference 66). Sengupta & Calo (2016) similarly 

observed that “in post-war northern Uganda, alcoholism is symptomatic of deep-rooted 

trauma and loss of a productive male social identity” (p. 292). 

The production and consumption of alcohol is not new in Acholiland. Small-scale 

brewing and alcohol production were a common part of pre-conflict Acholi culture. 

Traditionally it was women who brewed alcohol (from millet or sorghum), and both men 

and women used to drink it, although in moderation (see Chapter 4). However, since the 

conflict, the production of alcohol (by traditional means) has largely been taken over by 

men, and it appears to be both an activity that occupies men’s time as well as a means by 

which some men make small amounts of money. In urban centers commercial alcohol is 

more widely available and consumed but given traditional methods for producing alcohol 

it appears most alcohol consumed in the rural setting is obtained via this means. Some 

respondents did mention that home brews are becoming more and more lethal due to the 

fact that some people now mix them with industrial chemicals such as bleach or battery 

acid to make them more potent. These home brews were sometimes blamed for making 

men go crazy.  

Respondents of this study noted that women also drink, but this issue is seen to be 

most serious for men. Many female respondents cited alcoholism as one of the primary 

reasons for men’s absence and failure to fulfill responsibilities in caring and providing for 

their families, which in turn was linked to economic stresses and even poverty. Some 

women reported that men spent all the money they earned on alcohol, or that they would 
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frequently steal either agricultural produce (from the family store), or the money obtained 

through the sale of farm produce or other income in order to buy alcohol. Research 

conducted by Sengupta & Calo (2016) also supports this finding, echoing women’s views 

that excessive drinking “results in the waste of men’s income-generating capacities, 

which considerably constrains the family’s ability to improve their financial situation” (p. 

292). Table 46 provides examples given by respondents in relation to alcoholism or 

issues associated with it as discussed above.  

 

 

Table 38: Experiences and issues related to alcohol  

 
Female, Paicho, November 20, 2018  
 

During life in the camp men were only drinking 
and doing nothing, and now that idea is stuck in 
their minds to do nothing but keep drinking with 
no idea of how to take care of families. It’s all 
brought about by the war that pushed people to 
camps. Men today don’t have much money and are 
poor so they cannot take care of women in the 
house or make providence. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018  Men are worse when it comes to drinking, some of 
them come back home in the morning daily and 
very drunk…. The little money men make all goes 
to bars and some of them don’t even bother to pay 
schools for their children, and don’t care that other 
bills medical also require money, so the burden of 
this careless drinking normally shifts on the 
women who have to do everything to ensure their 
home is supported.  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 2, 2018  The men of these days over drink alcohol and yet 
at home the woman has to struggle with everything 
to ensure that the children are okay and are going 
to school. 
 

Female, Kitgum, March 11, 2018  Kuc odwogo is the phrase people always use in 
bars when they are drinking and dancing meaning 
“peace has returned.” People drink as if they are 
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compensating for the time lost during the conflict 
when we knew no peace but some people 
especially men are over doing it because they want 
to drink and they have abandoned their wives with 
children. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 6, 2018  There are people who drink every day and you 
wonder why people say that they have no money 
and yet money for drinking is gotten easily. Heavy 
drinking among men has made them irresponsible 
at home. Women these days have to work hard to 
put food on the table and the man’s work is to 
drink and produce more children who he cannot 
take care of. 
 

Female, Pabo, April 26, 2018  But when it comes to harvest it brings conflict 
because mothers may want their kids to go to 
school with the money, but fathers do not want 
this. Fathers want to go with it to drink. 
 

 
 

Male respondents also referenced issues of alcoholism, although a lack of income 

generating opportunities and an inability to make money was more frequently raised as a 

challenge, as a reason for men’s failure to fulfill their responsibilities in providing for 

their families. Many men complained that it was very difficult to make money in the 

post-conflict period, a problem which they linked to family issues and issues related to 

relationships with women. One of the issues raised in relation to financial instability and 

lack of economic opportunities was that it was increasingly difficult, if not impossible, 

for men to get married because they could not afford to pay bride price (see section above 

on breakdown of marital norms). Another major complaint from male respondents was 

that women were frequently leaving their husbands or partners for wealthier men who 

could better provide for and take care of them. Along with this came complaints 

regarding men’s loss of respect (from their wives and families), which many men 
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believed was a direct result of their inability to earn money or provide for their families. 

Table 47 provides examples of issues raised by male respondents in relation to economic 

challenges and loss of respect for male authority.  

 

 

Table 39: Experiences related to loss of respect for male authority  

 
Male, Kitgum, February 25, 2018  It’s difficult to get money for some men in my 

community today and this makes their lives really 
hard because some women decide to use it against 
their husbands, that they have failed to take care of 
their families and even some have left their  home 
and marriages. 
 

Male, Kitgum, April 6, 2018  
 

It’s also very hard to get money these days. Some 
men have been left by their wives because they 
claim that these men cannot provide for them 
financially so they leave their marital homes and 
go away with other men who seem to have more 
money and can provide for them better than their 
husbands.  
 

Men’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 2017  Our wives don't respect us, our kids don't listen to 
us, our women only look for people with money. 
This is the biggest problem we currently have. But 
that is not what it was before.  
 

Male, Pabo, December 7, 2017  Some women, after getting money, begin to 
undermine you and disrespect you. This happens 
when a woman has money and you don’t; even 
when you have farmed together and sold some and 
given her the money for VSLA she will do 
business and when she gets big money, she will 
abandon you. The problems men face is in being 
without means and capacity in the home as a result 
of poverty. 
 

Male, Kitgum, March 8, 2018  Some men find it a challenge paying bride price to 
the girl’s family because there is no money so it 
becomes hard for them to settle with the woman 
because the girl’s family will always demand their 
daughter’s bride price be paid.  
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Other bad behaviors were also attributed to drinking by respondents of this study, 

for example promiscuity leading to the spread of HIV/AIDS, male aggression, and 

domestic violence. In relation to violence there is considerable research to support the 

idea that Acholi men’s inability to live up to traditional models of masculinity has 

resulted in frustration, aggression, and an uptick in violence. For example, Dolan (2009) 

notes that “there is much evidence that this ‘thwarting’ of aspirations and expectations 

can result in various forms of violence against the self and others” (Chapter 7, para. 5). 

Sengupta and Calo (2016) reported that “alcohol repeatedly came up during our field 

research as the dominant factor for tense gender relations and Inter Partner Violence 

(IPV)” (p.292). A similar finding was made by Okello and Hovil (2007), who found that 

“in northern Uganda, domestic violence was linked to men's loss of power and their 

failure to provide for their families and pay school fees” (Anderson, 2009, p. 65). 

Interestingly, while female respondents of this study did cite violence as an issue for 

them (women) in relation to men’s frustrations and struggles, men also raised IPV as an 

issue on the part of men. In fact, references to domestic violence were made almost as 

frequently by male respondents as females, who claimed that their drinking habits left 

them vulnerable and prone to violence from their wives. By virtue of the fact that being 

beaten or overpowered by one’s wife reinforces men’s loss of power over women, it 

appears to further contribute to men’s feelings of emasculation and consequently is an 

issue that is still very taboo and not frequently discussed or reported.  
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Male frustration is certainly one explanation for seemingly high rates of domestic 

violence following conflict, but it is important to note that it is not the only one in this 

context. Domestic violence must also be understood as being tied to socio-cultural 

dynamics and traditional hierarchies of power in Acholi culture, which underpin Acholi 

male authority and masculine identities. Although I was not able to obtain a huge amount 

of information regarding domestic violence directly from respondents (due to the 

sensitivity of the subject), it is clear that domestic violence was not simply a post-conflict 

phenomenon. Some respondents indicated that it was prevalent during the pre-conflict 

period, despite cultural taboos and norms aimed at preventing it (see Chapter 4). In a 

research paper examining domestic violence amongst the Acholi, Amone (2014) also 

notes that,  

Among the Acholi, domestic violence stems from culture. Cultural attributes empower 

 men and boys to have absolute control over their wives and sisters. In the process of 

 exerting their cultural hegemony, the men and boys commit acts of domestic violence. 

 (p. 229) 

This suggests that trends related to domestic violence must be both looked at and 

understood within the wider and historical Acholi cultural context, not just within the 

context of conflict. In the absence of reliable data on rates of domestic violence from the 

region, information regarding domestic violence is highlighted here only to underscore 

the depth and complexity of issues raised in relation to gender and impacts related to 

conflict. I found it particularly interesting to hear men, as well as women, talk about 

inter-partner violence, but at this point do not have enough data to make more substantive 
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observations and findings. Table 48 provides examples given by respondents in relation 

to their views on, and experiences with, domestic violence.  

 

 

Table 40: Experiences and issues related to domestic violence  

 
Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018  Some men are so violent towards their wives 

especially when they drink and get drunk, they 
come back home and batter these women badly 
and some do it in the presence of the children and 
then because tradition says otherwise, they will 
blame the women for that.  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 4, 2018  Some women still experience domestic and 
gender-based violence in their marriages but they 
are afraid to come out and speak up because they 
fear that it may break their marriage, so these 
women suffer silently. Some men are so angry and 
violent and the only way they settle matters is 
through physical force. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 28, 2018  
 
 

Some men are struggling with cases of gender-
based violence but in silence because they fear 
coming out to speak about them. There are some 
men, especially the ones who drink alcohol, who 
are constantly beaten by their wives but the 
community will not believe that unless they see it 
happening and then they will say the man is weak 
because he allows a woman to beat him but then 
remember this is a drunk and weak man who 
cannot defend himself. 
 

Male, Kitgum, February 6, 2018  
 

Some men also experience cases of domestic 
violence, but they fear to come out and speak 
about it in the open because they think people will 
not take them seriously. 

Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018  There are some men out there who are in abusive 
relationships, but they are afraid to come out in the 
open to talk about it, they are always beaten up by 
these women especially when they are drunk and 
cannot defend themselves. Sometimes they are 
even denied food, let alone their conjugal rights, 
and these matters are hard to talk about freely 
because your fellow men will despise you. 
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Mental health issues and suicide  

Mental and physical health problems are another issue which must be mentioned 

here in relation to men’s struggles. Although respondents of this study spoke much less 

frequently or openly about this issue than other issues, it is clear that both mental health 

problems and suicide are a widespread problem in Acholiland and one that afflicts men 

more than women. Dolan (2002; 2009) recognized these issues during his fieldwork in 

Acholiland during and directly following the conflict. He observed that in failing to fulfill 

traditional Acholi models of masculinity “men’s aspirations and expectations were 

thwarted, and they experienced social and often physical impotence and resultant 

humiliation” (Chapter 7, para. 2). Dolan argues that social humiliation is linked to, and 

appears in, physical manifestations of men’s thwarting as evidenced by increased rates of 

alcoholism, suicide, and impotence in the region. Dolan’s data on suicide was collected 

during his own fieldwork, between 1998 and 2000, and supplemented by data from the 

Gulu police station for this same period. In analyzing data on suicide available through 

police records, Dolan (2009) found that there were “noticeable gendered differences,” 

with the majority of suicides being carried out by men. He also observed that in the 

majority of cases analyzed, reasons for suicide were “directly attributed to failure to 

achieve the hegemonic model of marriage and control over women,” and in very few 

cases there was “no obvious connection with the person’s relations with a 

woman/women” (Chapter 7, Table 7.3). Table 49 reflects Dolan’s findings on this issue, 

with reasons for suicide reflected in a sample of 15 reported suicide attempts.  
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Table 41: Reasons attributed to suicides reported to police in June 1999 

 
 

Source: Dolan, 2009, Chapter 7, Table 7.3 
 

 

Similarly, Dolan (2009) found that data obtained from traditional healers on 

illnesses treated amongst a sample of 416 male patients in the Gulu District pointed to 

impotence as the number one health complaint facing Acholi men (see Table 50). In his 

discussions with traditional healers on this issue, Dolan (2009) notes that “healers 

suggested that impotence had increased as a result of fear of STIs/HIV, increasing 

alcohol abuse, increasing redundancy, and that returned abductees were often impotent 
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because of their experiences” (Chapter 7, “The Impact of the Emergence of a Hegemonic 

Model,” para. 9). Interestingly, Dolan notes that his own respondents were reluctant to 

discuss the issue of impotence, pointing to a collective shame regarding the issue, which 

is symbolic of the widespread emasculation of Acholi men resulting or arising from 

conflict. He further argues that data on rates of alcoholism, suicide, and impotence point 

to a “vicious circle between men’s social and physical impotence” (Dolan, 2009, Chapter 

7, “The Impact of the Emergence of a Hegemonic Model,” para. 9).  

 
 
 
Table 42: Rates of impotence amongst Acholi men as recorded by Dolan (2009) 
 

 
 
Source: Dolan, 2009, Chapter 7, Table 7.2 
 

 

Rights conflict  

Pre-conflict Acholi society fits within more traditional interpretations of 

patriarchal and patrilineal power relations and systems of gendered hierarchy, but it is 

also clear that gender relations and power dynamics within Acholi culture are nuanced 

and complex. Male power and authority (Twero) were contingent on a responsibility to 
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provide for and protect women and children, and both men and women had important and 

complimentary roles to play in ensuring the well-being of their families. This was 

traditionally achieved through hard work and men and women’s capacity to produce, 

provide, and care for the family unit (Keru). Women also had clearly defined rights 

within traditional society, which were respected and protected regardless of obvious 

constraints placed upon them by patriarchal structures and systems of power. Acholi 

society was based on an ethos of mutual respect and understanding, which extended to 

relationships between women and men (see Chapter 4). 

These relationships and dynamics have, however, frequently been inadequately 

understood, or overlooked in the context of conflict in Acholiland. Seeing women as 

disadvantaged and disempowered by traditional systems, and particularly vulnerable to 

violence, many external actors and interventions targeted women in the distribution of aid 

and the implementation of initiatives and programs during and directly following conflict. 

A push for women’s rights became a central focus within the camp environment, with 

this trend continuing into the post-conflict period (see Chapter 6 and Chapter 7).  

One of the major themes arising from this study relates directly to rights 

interventions and those focusing primarily on women. Information gathered from 

respondents indicates that this push has brought with it a number of unintended 

consequences for relationships and dynamics between women and men. Respondents of 

this study, particularly older male respondents, expressed a sense of anger and resentment 

towards women because of their inclusion or participation in certain interventions. Rights 

programs and initiatives were viewed by men as causing women to become troublesome 
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and disrespectful, leading to conflict within the family. In a context where men have 

largely abandoned or been displaced from their traditional roles and are failing to live up 

to traditional gendered expectations (see sections above), women’s rights appear to pose 

a direct threat to an already fragile sense of male power and authority (Twero). As Dolan 

(2009) points out, “a more modern rights-based approach to ‘gender’, when over-

simplified into a zero-sum game of women's rights versus men's rights, paradoxically also 

served to undermine men's sense of masculinity” (Chapter 7, “Gender Discourse and 

Practice,” para. 1). This can clearly be seen from the examples provided below (see table 

51), which indicate that many men appear to view women’s rights as directly in conflict 

with their own interests and positions, and as something that further disempowers Acholi 

men. Branch (2011) also observed this dynamic in his fieldwork, noting that “the 

question of women’s rights has provoked significant resentment from many men, in 

particular older men. Acholi men tended to blame government and foreign NGOs for 

promoting a desire among women for more authority than what they had had in the 

village” (p. 141). These findings were echoed by many male respondents of this study, 

who felt that women’s rights and rights interventions were problematic for men, causing 

women to become stubborn and big headed, and posing a direct threat to male power and 

authority (Twero). Table 51 provides examples from interviews with male respondents 

regarding the issue of women’s rights, or what this study identifies as rights conflict.  

 
 
 
 
Table 43: Issues and experiences related to rights conflict  
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Men’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 2018  But with the intervention of NGOs, the training 
they were giving has disempowered the men. It has 
made the Twero that they held and believed in 
useless and irrelevant. The men now don't know 
what to pursue, they feel useless and sometimes 
they feel like giving up. This is a major source of 
frustration for men. 
 

Male, Pabo, June 12, 2018  They taught women that women have rights and if 
they had problems, they should take the issue to 
them and they would put them in jail. That was bad 
because it just made men angry. 
 

Male, Pabo, January 25, 2018  
 

I think the way of life before the conflict is the 
best, not the way we live now. Today everyone is 
trying to live like the white people. In the past 
there was more Twero with the husband and when 
you spoke, they listened to you. But now if you try 
to emphasize a point and the wife is also 
emphasizing on another perspective it just brings 
conflict and it makes managing the home difficult. 
 

Male, Pabo, January 24, 2018  This time the main problem is the issue of rights of 
women. Some women are using the issues of rights 
to harass their husbands because they have the 
same rights to report their husbands or to do the 
same thing that men can do especially women who 
have more education.  
 

Male, Paicho, February 13, 2018  
 

So, if you talk of human rights in English its mild 
but when rights is translated in Acholi it 
immediately means something that those who 
don’t like living under other people’s authority 
find a problem with. Rights which is Twero 
loosely means authority and people resist 
authority. So, if you talk about increasing authority 
of women (medo twero pa mon) it is an effort to 
make their authority over men. 
 

Male, Paicho, November 29, 2017  In some instance, this training made some women 
big headed (disrespectful and not humble) and not 
respectful. So, when the man fails to say take care 
of the kitchen while she was away fetching what 
she would make it an issue for the man since 
everyone is the same. It brought some element of 
lack of respect from our women so much that men 
started to bathe at the well and not home where 
their wives would take water from them to bathe. 
This was a good training but for those who didn’t 
know how to handle it became a bad thing. This is 
where I see the difference but majorly it’s a good 
thing. 
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Male, Kitgum, February 7, 2018  The issue of women’s rights and emancipation has 

encouraged some women to become very stubborn 
and big headed towards their husbands. They no 
longer give their husbands respect at all and a man 
feels disappointed if his authority is undermined 
and despised 
 

 
 
 

Many rights-based interventions in Acholiland have been problematic exactly 

because they adopt and utilize western conceptions of rights that focus on individual 

entitlements instead of responsibilities, which are foundational to rights in traditional 

Acholi culture (The Cross Cultural Foundation of Uganda, 2017). In focusing on 

entitlements, and on women’s rights over men’s, such approaches overlook traditional 

and cultural power dynamics and relationships that bind Acholi women and men every 

day on a deeper level. Acholi women do not live in isolation from men. And even though 

male absence and abandonment has been observed as a major trend in Acholiland during 

and following conflict, the family is still the central unit within post-conflict Acholi 

society. Within this context, the issue of rights remains complex and women’s rights and 

needs cannot be seen in isolation to those of men. As Branch (2011) also points out “for 

Acholi women, rights can have many different dimensions and meanings, and they 

clearly distinguished between a foreign-sponsored version of women’s rights versus an 

Acholi version of women’s rights that made sense and was legitimate within traditional 

Acholi cultural context” (p. 140).  

Many female respondents did speak positively about women’s rights and rights 

interventions, although the reaction they provoked from men, and issues this created at 
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the family level were also raised as a major concern. Some female respondents believed 

that men were using women’s rights as an excuse for their own laziness and failure to 

fulfill expected roles and responsibilities in relation to their families, claiming that if 

women had equal rights to men, they should also do the work of men. Female 

respondents also frequently indicated that they were struggling to break down the concept 

of rights and empowerment to their partners, who did not understand such concepts and 

were consequently developing negative attitudes towards them. Some women also 

indicated that they felt it would be more beneficial if training could be more inclusive and 

include both women and men in order to avoid conflicts, misunderstandings, and 

suspicion commonly experienced in reaction to rights interventions. Table 52 provides 

some examples of issues raised by women in relation to rights and rights interventions. 

 

 

Table 44: Issues Raised by Women in Relation to Rights Interventions   

 
Women’s Focus Group, Paicho, November 11, 
2017  
 

The men have said, now that the women have 
rights, you go ahead and do all the work. Including 
providing for children. The way men have read the 
rights of women, or their empowerment, is that 
now that they have rights, they should go ahead 
and "marry for your son," in other words do what a 
man would traditionally do in terms of 
responsibilities in the family. 
 

 The government has encouraged the idea of giving 
women more freedom by sensitizing them more 
about their rights and this is making so many 
couples to be at heads with each other because 
each one of them feels their authority is being 
undermined. 
 

Female, Paicho, November 28, 2017  I think if it was possible for an NGO to bring both 
men and women together and train them together 
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on how to live in a home I think this would at least 
bring about changes because both of you would be 
listening and could bring some changes to families 
because if you talk to the wife alone and she tries 
to explain to the husband he may not understand 
and the same with men if they talk to them alone 
he may fail to explain to the wife. So, talking to 
both of them may bring in some understanding to 
both of them 
 

Female, Paicho, March 13, 2018  
 

It’s just getting worse for women because when 
you talk of twero pa mon the man just leaves you. 
That is why there is a lot of prostitution, it may be 
good, but they are not respecting women. 
 

Female, Paicho, May 30, 2018  I don’t understand it because there are a group of 
people who came here teaching us about Twero pa 
mon (rights of women) and Twero pa lutino (rights 
of children) and this just confused me the more. If 
it were in my wish, they should scrap it away 
because it just made the children and women 
confused. 
 

 
 
 

Similar findings with regards to negative or unintended consequences of rights 

and female-centric interventions also appear in relation to domestic violence. As noted in 

the section above (see above section on Men’s Struggles) there is considerable research 

to support the idea that Acholi men’s inability to live up to traditional models of 

masculinity has resulted in frustration, aggression, and an uptick in violence.  However, 

some research also points to violence as a common response to women’s rights and rights 

interventions, which also appear to directly threaten Acholi men’s fragile sense of 

masculinity and Twero. For example, Branch (2011) found that in the context of IDP 

camps “there was a widespread accusation among men that women’s rights are to blame 

for increased domestic violence in the camps: the reasoning is that, because women now 

think they can do anything in the name of women’s rights, they provoke their men into 
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beating them” (p. 141). Anderson (2009) also found that “women's new rights, roles and 

responsibilities in the camps thus render them vulnerable to a physical backlash from 

their husbands, brothers, sons, and male friends who feel emasculated” (p. 65). 

Reporting of cases of domestic violence in Acholiland is still low, and therefore 

there are few reliable statistics available to support qualitative findings regarding this 

matter. While respondents of this study did not speak as specifically to violence as a 

reaction to women’s rights and gender-centric interventions (as indicated by several 

previous studies), domestic violence as a symptom of men’s struggles in general was a 

theme that appeared frequently during interviews with Acholi women. This provides 

further indication that men’s struggles are a serious issue facing Acholi women, and that 

interventions focusing on women without considering or including Acholi men are likely 

to aggravate the situation, leading to further resistance and conflict between men and 

women at the family level. Woodburn (2003) found that external actors working in the 

Gulu district during the conflict observed an increase in the incidences of GBV in 

response to interventions focusing exclusively on women, reporting that 

  Although these interventions were designed in this way for very good reasons - 

 including the propensity of men to sell the family's food in order to buy alcohol - they can 

 be counterproductive. They may lead to increasing tensions within the households since 

 men's status as the primary breadwinner and decision maker is usurped. Several NGOs 

 and officials working in Gulu district indicated that programmes targeting women have 

 been problematic, leading to an increase in gender-based violence. (p. 445) 

Sengupta and Calo (2016) similarly identify this issue in their analysis of violence 

against women in post-conflict Uganda, noting that “the central question is whether 
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external interventions reduce or unwittingly exacerbate women’s vulnerability to GBV. 

Particularly in post-conflict contexts, women’s ‘empowerment’ as it is operationalized by 

many NGOs…is not compatible with the ‘crisis of masculinity’” (p. 294). Although the 

issue of domestic violence was not discussed extensively by respondents of this study, 

women did indicate that men’s struggles were a major challenge facing women, and that 

violence against women was a serious symptom of this issue. Table 53 provides some 

examples given by female respondents on the issue of domestic or GBV arising from 

issues related to men’s struggles (for example alcoholism, idleness and redundancy and 

feelings of frustration and anger).  

 
 
 
Table 45: Issues of domestic violence related to men’s struggles  
 

Female, Kitgum, February 5, 2018  Some men are so violent towards their wives 
especially when they drink and get drunk, they 
come back home and batter these women badly 
and some do it in the presence of the children and 
then because tradition says otherwise, they will 
blame the women for that. Some of these men 
don’t want their women to work and yet they 
cannot give them the money they ask for, so it gets 
hard for a woman to even groom herself. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 4, 2018  Some women still experience domestic and 
gender-based violence in their marriages but they 
are afraid to come out and speak up because they 
fear that it may break their marriage, so these 
women suffer silently. Some men are so angry and 
violent and the only way they settle matters is 
through physical force. 
 

Female, Kitgum, February 9, 2018  
 

Many women face cases of sexual harassments in 
communities and nothing seems to be done about 
it. Words are hurled at you as you are walking past 
a group of men who are sitting idle and this makes 
our lives hard among people because it appears as 
if we are being taken as sexual objects and not 
human beings with value and dignity. 
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It is important to note here that although the study pulled out some major themes 

in relation to Men’s Struggles and shifting male identities, (discussed above) differences 

in men’s experiences, opinions and attitudes were also observed and were most obvious 

across generations. In interviews and discussions conducted during this research, older 

men tended to focus on and discuss cultural impacts, changes and challenges arising from 

conflict. They were also most likely to support or hold on to traditional identities and 

expectations, particularly in relation to gendered norms and relationships. Men who 

exhibited more moderate views in relation to cultural or traditional systems, norms, and 

values were, more often than not, of a younger generation. The views and perspectives of 

Acholi youth were not, however, extensively captured in this research because the study 

focused on respondents of age 25 and above (see Chapter 3). The trends identified 

through the research in relation to male experiences and shifting male identities do relate, 

therefore, more directly to an older generation of men, and less to younger Acholi men 

and youth. This is one of the biggest limitations of this study, and it must be highlighted 

when discussing some of the themes above.  Lack of youth voices are particularly 

important to understand when considering that there has undoubtedly been diversity in 

men’s experiences in relation to both conflict and to the changes arising from it. Spaces 

and perspectives around male identities and experiences are very much fluid, and as such 

the transitions in male identities and experiences identified by this research do still 

represent a contested and shifting space. Further research into the experiences, 

perspectives and views of Acholi youth would be both necessary and important to further 
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tease out this diversity in experiences and attitudes, particularly across generations, both 

in relation to shifting male identities and masculinities, and in relation to female 

experiences and identities as well.  

This chapter has highlighted a number of changes and consequences arising from 

conflict, as observed and discussed primarily by participants of this study. Several things 

are clear from this data. The first is that conflict either triggered or accelerated many 

changes on an individual, family, and community level, that were felt and experienced in 

many, if not all facets of Acholi life. This includes cultural and traditional norms, socio-

economic, and livelihood systems. It is also apparent that the rate of changes experienced 

in this context was extremely rapid, meaning that even if some of the changes 

encountered would have happened regardless of conflict, within the context of conflict 

they took place so quickly that people are still struggling to adapt. Conflict also 

undoubtedly caused significant changes to gender relationships and dynamics, in many 

cases turning cultural and traditional systems and hierarchies on their head. Some of these 

impacts were linked directly to conflict experiences, while others were triggered more 

indirectly. Men and women also appear to have experienced and perceived changes 

differently, as have an older and younger generation of Acholi.  

What is evident, however, is that gendered power dynamics are still intricately 

tied to cultural and traditional systems and understandings of power. While changes in 

gender roles occurred during and following conflict, they must still be understood within 

a wider Acholi cultural context. Cultural ideas and concepts of power are still at play in 

present-day Acholi society, and these systems, structures, and expectations still very 
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much dictate, define, and often constrain individual options and opportunities. For 

example, a deeper understanding of the cultural concepts of Keru and Twero helps to 

explain why many Acholi women have experienced significant economic mobility 

following conflict yet are still largely unable to realize enhanced authority or decision-

making power in social and political spaces. Observations regarding the failure of many 

external actors to identify and integrate culturally relevant concepts and experiences into 

their programming, particularly programs related to gender empowerment and rights, also 

helps to highlight common shortcomings in these approaches and to explain why well-

intentioned project goals are often out of line with people’s lived experiences and project 

outcomes on the ground. The following chapter will focus more extensively on 

interventions in Acholiland, highlighting some important findings arising from the study 

in relation to both current and historical approaches towards gender and Acholi 

communities.   
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CHAPTER EIGHT: EXTERNAL INTERVENTION IN ACHOLILAND 
 
 
 
 

Understanding the intervention landscape in Acholiland was a vital part of 

understanding the research context and addressing research questions at the core of the 

project. This was particularly important in light of heavy intervention from humanitarian, 

aid and development organizations in the decade before and directly following the end of 

the conflict, which individuals and community members interviewed often associated 

with, or attributed to, a wide range of impacts described in previous chapters. Information 

from existing literature and data collected during early scoping studies pointed to a wide 

range of intervention approaches in the region, and primary data from the study indicated 

that varying approaches to interventions (both local and international) have resulted in 

different outcomes and consequences for Acholi communities. More importantly, data 

suggested that the intended goals and mandates of those intervening were frequently out 

of line with actual impacts and outcomes of projects on the ground. This issue was 

particularly evident when it came to questions of gender rights, empowerment, and 

equality—one of the key points of interest for this study. As such the project sought to 

better understand how organizations intervening during and after conflict addressed 

changes in gender roles, relations, and dynamics arising from conflict. And more 

critically, whether responses designed to address gendered issues were in congruence 

with women and men’s own experiences and interpretations of their situation, and with 
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the lived realities of Acholi women and men. From early visits and research in 

Acholiland, it was my feeling that some key differences may exist between local and 

international intervention approaches, particularly in relation to their conceptualization 

and approach to gender, and their understanding of, and engagement with, Acholi 

communities. In order to better probe issues related to these questions I felt it was 

necessary to supplement community perspectives and experiences with a deeper 

examination and understanding of local and international intervention approaches, and to 

better understand the basis of any differences that did appear, particularly in relation to 

gender focused interventions. 

The research project was therefore designed to include a review of the 

intervention landscape in Acholiland, which involved interviews with key organizations 

who were operating or had operated in the region during and following conflict. 

Literature and grey literature were also considered. In particular, the review sought to 

identify any differences between local and international organizations in relation to how 

they identified or addressed changes in gender roles, norms, and dynamics arising from 

conflict; their approach to gender and gender programming, and their understanding of 

and engagement with Acholi communities. There is already much literature on the role, 

effectiveness, and impact of NGOs in Africa as well as critiques and analysis on how 

such organizations function, so it is important to note that this component of the research 

did not intend nor attempt to assess or evaluate the efficacy of programs in any way. 

Rather, the intention was to understand broad trends in intervention approaches in 

Acholiland, and to identify any differences between local and international organizations 
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in their approaches to gender issues and local communities during and following conflict. 

The review was therefore limited to information and data obtained through primary 

interviews with organizations operating in the region, and in a few cases was expanded to 

information publicly available on the organizations website if it became necessary to fill 

in glaring information gaps. 

The review (outlined in Chapter 3) was conducted using a sample of organizations 

that have operated, or are currently operating, in Acholiland. These organizations were 

identified during the community interview phase when individuals were asked to recall 

which organizations and NGO’s38 had or were working in their community, and on what 

issues. A list of 38 organizations (26 international and 12 local) was compiled from 

community interview data. In total 42% (16 out of 38) of organizations mentioned by 

community members were interviewed over the course of the study. Thirty eight percent 

(10 out of 26) of international organizations referenced in community interviews were 

interviewed, and 50% (6 out of 12) of local organizations mentioned by community 

members were interviewed. Generally speaking, one semi-structured interview was 

conducted with each organization, although in a few cases a follow up interview was 

necessary. All interviews took place at the organizations’ head, regional, or local offices 

in Gulu.  

Data obtained through the review component of the project represents a more 

limited data set than information obtained through community interviews because 

 
38 Acholi communities broadly refer to local and international organizations operating in the region as 
NGOs, even if some of these organizations are not strictly non-governmental. This language is reflected in 
the interview sections below and does not necessarily reflect the correct technical definition of all 
organizations interviewed.   
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interactions with organizations were limited to only one or two interviews over the course 

of a one-month period. For this reason, and because the primary goal of this research 

phase was to pull out general trends in or between organizations in relation to 

intervention approaches, data from these organization’s interviews was treated and 

analyzed differently than community interview data. Data from interviews with local and 

international organizations was not analyzed in Nvivo but was instead analyzed using 

basic descriptive quantitative techniques39 that made it possible to pick out trends and 

patterns in programmatic structure and focus across the organizations interviewed. Some 

content analysis was also undertaken to compare more qualitative variables, such as an 

organization’s approach to gender or to local communities (see Chapter 3, Data 

Analysis). Data from the review component therefore offers a general overview of each 

organization’s goals, activities, and approach, as well as some basic insights into how 

different organizations approach gender and Acholi communities. These trends will be 

discussed in the sections below.  

 

Overview and chronology of interventions in Acholiland  

 Except for a few international faith-based organizations (Caritas, AVSI, World 

Vision) who had been working in the region for a sustained period leading up to the 

conflict, data from the intervention analysis indicates that most interventions were 

initiated during the last decade of the conflict. This decade represents the period in which 

 
39 Key descriptive information from interviews with organizations was pulled into an excel document 
which allowed for the comparison of organizations across several categories such as timeframe of 
involvement, general program focus, gender programs, geographic focus, target population etc.  
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forced displacement of Acholi communities into IDP camps was initiated and 

consolidated through Museveni’s protected village policy, which came into effect in 

1996.   

 

 

 

Figure 19: Date of initiation of activities of each organization in Acholiland  
 
 
 
 As can be seen from Figure 19, most organizations, both international and local, 

began their activity after 1996, and the most intense initiation of activity can be seen in 

the last 8-9 years of the conflict (1998-2006). This represents the period during which the 

majority of the Acholi population were living in IDP camps. Branch (2009a, 2011) 

observed this trend in his own fieldwork, noting that  
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 A few international relief agencies had had a presence in northern Uganda since the 

 inception of the war, but there are few reports of any aid activity oriented towards 

 providing relief to the Acholi civilian population until after the advent of large-scale 

 displacement in late 1996. (p. 483)  

Data from the intervention review largely reflects Branch’s observations and 

findings from other studies (Branch, 2009a, 2011; Dolan, 2009; Finnström, 2008), which 

indicate that the biggest and most concentrated focus of intervention efforts, particularly 

international intervention, were witnessed only after the formation of IDP camps, despite 

nearly a decade of conflict prior to this. Branch, in particular, argues that intervention at 

this point in time enabled and made possible the government’s policy of forced 

displacement, leading to a severe humanitarian crisis that could only be addressed 

through further and prolonged humanitarian intervention. According to Branch (2009a),   

If the relief agencies had not intervened, the government simply would not have been 

 able to sustain the camps through violence alone. But once the humanitarian 

 infrastructure had been deployed and movement out of the camps had been halted, forced 

 internment became a viable long-term strategy – so much so that it expanded 

 precipitously. (p. 484) 

Data from the intervention review clearly shows that international humanitarian 

agencies became involved around the same time (following the implementation of the 

protected village policy) and remained involved until (and beyond) the cessation of 

violence in 2006, but international intervention in general can be seen in three distinct 

phases (see Figure 20 below). These appear to be prior to conflict (primarily religious 

organizations already operating in the region), after the formation of IDP camps 
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(primarily major humanitarian organizations) and following the cessation of violence 

(primarily smaller INGO’s or development focused organizations). Patterns do vary 

slightly between local and international organizations, with local interventions appearing 

more consistently from 1995 onwards. The majority of organizations who initiated work 

during or in the IDP camp period have continued or carried over into the decade 

following conflict. A few international and local organizations initiated activity following 

the cessation of violence agreement in 2006. Again, this supports Branch’s argument that 

most external intervention in Acholiland took place only after the formation of IDP 

camps, with this data reflecting that this was the case for both local and international 

organizations.  

 
 

 

 

Figure 20: Duration of activities of each organization in Acholiland  
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General trends in mandate and programmatic focus  

Interviews with representatives of organizations originally aimed to establish 

which programs were running, both during and following conflict. But obtaining 

information on past programs became consistently problematic due to challenges related 

to the duration of involvement, staff turnover, and organizational memory, which meant 

that often representatives being interviewed could speak specifically to current programs, 

but only generally or not at all to past programs. As a result, the majority of information 

gathered about program mandates and focus relates primarily to programs currently 

running in the region, with information on past programs and programmatic change 

representing more general observations, which will be discussed in a later section. Figure 

21 indicates the current programmatic focus of all organizations interviewed. Economic 

empowerment and education programs stand out as the major focus here, with health, 

justice, gender-based violence, gender empowerment and human rights representing other 

significant areas of focus.  
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Figure 21: Breakdown of current programs implemented by local and international 
organizations interviewed 
 
 
 

Deeper analysis of these programs shows some broad trends, as well as some 

differences between local and international programs (see Figure 22 below). Information 

obtained regarding differences in programmatic focus points to the fact that local 

organizations are more responsive to, and driven by, the realities and complexities of 

individual and community needs; whereas international organizations appear to be 

implementing programs that fit more neatly into conventional peacebuilding and post-

conflict development mandates and agenda. This observation can be illustrated by the 

breakdown and explanation of local and international programs outlined in the section 
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below, which shows that local organizations tend to implement programs that are less 

general or generic and more relevant, responsive or aligned with specific local needs and 

circumstances. General trends are highlighted in Figure 22. The graph shows 

Organization Jurisdictions and the number of organizations running a specific program. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 22: Current programs currently run by organizations working in Acholiland  
 
 

 
On closer look at the programmatic focus of local versus international 

organizations (see Figure 22), several things stand out. Firstly, a major focus of 

international organizations appears to be on economic gender empowerment. This area 

represents 18% of programs implemented across international and local organizations 
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interviewed; but a breakdown of the spread between local and international organizations 

indicates that 90% of international organizations interviewed (9 organizations) were 

implementing economic empowerment programs, while only 30% of local organizations 

interviewed (3 organizations) were doing so (see Figure 22).  

Economic empowerment programs are differentiated from other gender 

empowerment programs due to a specific focus on economic issues, goals, and 

objectives; and include programs such as agriculture, livelihood programs, microfinance, 

and development programs. Although economic empowerment programs do not represent 

a major focus for local organizations (as they do for international), 50% of local 

organizations interviewed were running some form of gender empowerment program not 

related to economic empowerment (see Figure 22). Some of the programs included in this 

category are strengthening women’s voices and leadership capacity, girls’ education, 

programs to address gender inequality in the family and community more broadly, and 

women’s rights programs. In contrast only 30% of international organizations were 

running other gender empowerment programs in these areas. International organizations 

also show a heavier focus on Gender Based Violence (GBV) issues than local 

organizations, with 3 out of 10 international organizations interviewed implementing 

such programs, in contrast to only one local organization interviewed (see Figure 22). 

GBV programs included programs addressing violence against women at the community 

and family level, as well as conflict-related sexual violence. Interestingly, the only local 

NGO with a GBV program (GWED-G) focused heavily on addressing issues related to 
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GBV and sexual violence against men during conflict, whereas the programmatic focus 

of GBV programs implemented by international organizations was primarily on women.  

Health and public health programs represent 13% of programs being implemented 

by organizations interviewed, with most of these programs (71%) being implemented by 

international organizations (see Figure 22 above). These programs include HIV 

prevention, immunization, emergency medical response, maternal health, and sanitation 

and hygiene programs. It is important to note that most of these programs also focus on 

women and girls, with only a few health programs targeting or benefiting men. Both 

international and local organizations appear to have a significant interest in education, 

with these programs representing 18% of programs being implemented by organizations 

interviewed (see Figure 21 above). Education programs include adult literacy, 

entrepreneurship training, programs to increase school enrollment and retention, ICT 

education, and financial learning programs. Interestingly, local organizations appear to 

focus more heavily on adult learning and literacy than international organizations, and on 

aspects of non-conventional learning such as ICT and technology skills, whereas 

international organization appear to focus more on programs to increase school 

enrollment and retention, and youth learning programs.  

Local organizations also appear to lean more heavily towards justice programs 

than international organizations, with 67% of local organizations interviewed 

implementing justice programs of some kind, versus only 30% of international 

organizations interviewed (see Figure 22 above). Justice programs being implemented 

include transitional justice, social justice, and access to justice, as well as programs 
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targeting corruption, poor governance, and conflict related justice issues. International 

organizations appear to focus more heavily on the former (transitional and social justice 

and access to justice), whereas programs implemented by local organizations focus on 

issues of corruption, poor governance (particularly local governance) and conflict-related 

justice issues.  

Several categories of programs also appear to be implemented primarily by one 

type of actor. For example, ongoing relief programs and programs addressing the impacts 

of climate change (soil erosion, tree planting etc.) are implemented primarily by 

international organizations, whereas local organizations appear to implement a number of 

other programs that are not a core focus of international organizations, for example 

psychological, rehabilitation, and technology programs (see Figure 22 above).  

 

Gender based programs 

Information and data collected from the intervention analysis also provides 

several insights into trends in gender specific programs and the approach taken by 

international and local organizations towards gender programming. Figure 23 indicates 

the current gender specific programmatic focus of all organizations interviewed. The 

figure shows that economic empowerment represents the largest focus, with gender rights 

and advocacy, and GBV representing other significant areas of focus. Gender 

mainstreaming also represents a common approach. This approach will be discussed 

further in the following sections, but in the context of Acholiland this signifies an 

approach in which an organization claims or indicates gender is considered in all 
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programs and all aspects of their programming. Other areas of focus for gender programs 

included education (primarily girls’ education), social gender empowerment (including 

programs aimed at strengthening women’s voice and leadership capacity) and health 

(including maternal health as well as HIV awareness and prevention).  

 
 

 

 

Figure 23: Breakdown of all current programs- local and international- 
implemented by organizations interviewed 
 
 
 

As with more general programs (outlined above), a deeper analysis of gender 

specific programs (see Figure 24) points to certain trends and differences between local 

and international programs when it comes to gender programming. In addition to some 

differences in programmatic focus, differences also appear in relation to how 

organizations approach Acholi communities, and which portions of the community are 

targeted for, or through, gender related programs. These findings will be discussed in the 
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section below. Figure 24 shows gender-specific programmatic focus and the number of 

organizations running a specific program, both local and international.  

 
 

 

 

Figure 24: Gender specific programs currently run by organizations working in 
Acholiland 
 
 
 

One of the major differences between local and international organizations 

observed in realtion to the focus of gender programs has to do with heavy international 

attention on economic empowerment, as noted in the section above. When looking 

specifically at gender programs (see Figure 24), economic empowerment represents the 

majority (close to 40%) of all gender programs being implemented by international 

organizations interviewed. In comparisson, economic empowerment programs make up 

only 12% of all gender programs implemented by local organizations interviewed. Within 

this category programs focus primarily on microfinance and financial empowerment, as 
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well as livelihoods programs and income generating activities. In contrast, international 

organizations do not appear to focus on social empowerment programs of any sort, 

whereas such programs represent 19% of all gender programs being implemented by 

local organizations. These programs include initiatives related to social cohesion amongst 

families and communities, strengthening of women’s voices within families and 

communities, and training or capacity building around leadership and leadership skills.  

Gender rights and advocacy represent another major area of focus for 

international organizations with 50% of international organizations interviewed having 

some form of gender rights program (see Figure 24). Activity in the area of gender rights 

and advocacy largely included training on human and women’s rights, including 

educating women on their economic and land rights, working with police and local courts 

to uphold women’s rights, programs aimed at reporting and enforcing cases of child and 

forced marriage, as well as training on community mobilization strategies for successful 

women's rights advocacy. These trends support findings from community interviews, 

which suggest that a heavy focus on rights training is and has been common from 

international organizations, and that such trainings have been implemented by 

international actors in various forms throughout the duration of conflict and into the post 

conflict period. Acholi men in particular regularly complained about women’s rights 

trainings in interviews, frequently blaming NGOs and women’s rights programs and 

trainings for ruining Acholi women, and for challenges they (men) are facing in present 

day Acholi families and communities (see section on “Rights Conflict”, Chapter 7).  
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Gender Based Violence (GBV) represents another significant area of focus for 

international organizations whereas the involvement of local organizations in this area is 

less notable in the data (see Figure 24). GBV programs being implemented by 

international organizations include violence case identification and management, training 

on the consequences of violence, programs aiming to ensure cases of violence against 

women are reported, and programs addressing violence caused by alcoholism. These 

programs seem, for the most part, to employ a more paternalistic or punitive approach, 

aiming to help the victims of violence and focusing on justice and punishment. They 

stand in contrast to GBV programs implemented by local organizations, which appear to 

focus more on underlying social dynamics and issues that are not typically addressed by 

international organizations. For example, programs looking at domestic power relations 

within the community, and programs promoting accountability for conflict related sexual 

violence against men as well as women.  

Lastly, data from the intervention review indicates that local organizations are 

more likely or inclined to employ a gender mainstreaming approach in their work than 

international organizations. In Acholiland, gender mainstreaming represents a strategy 

taken by organizations to address gender in all or many areas of their programming, 

rather than looking at or focusing on gender issues through specific programs. This 

approach appears to be more prevalent amongst local organizations, with 31% of local 

organizations interviewed stating that they consider gender in all aspects of their work. In 

contrast, only 13% of international organizations interviewed stated that they were 

employing or promoting a gender mainstreaming approach and appear to more typically 
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have gender specific programs such as economic empowerment, gender rights and 

advocacy, and GBV programs (see Figure 24).  

 

Cultural context, relevance, and sensitivity 

These findings highlight dynamics identified through previous studies, and more 

significantly by communities interviewed as part of this research project. Of particular 

interest and importance here is how the gendered approaches outlined above relate (or do 

not relate) to Acholi cultural concepts of power (Keru and Twero), and the implications 

of this relationship on the impacts and outcomes of gender-based programs. As 

highlighted by this study (and outlined in Chapter 7), two inter-related concepts remain 

central to conceptualizations of power and gender-based relationships in Acholi society. 

The cultural concept of Keru relates primarily to the economic realm or space, and to an 

individual’s ability to improve their lives and their situation through hard work and 

energy, capacity, or motivation that comes primarily from within themselves. 

Traditionally both men and women’s Keru was central to their complimentary roles, 

responsibilities, and ability to support and sustain the family unit. It therefore was and 

still is acceptable and expected for both women and men to have Keru. As outlined in 

Chapter 7, conflict has resulted in a significant shift or increase in women’s economic 

responsibilities, although gains in women’s Keru (their capacity to earn and provide for 

their family) do not appear to pose a threat to Acholi male identity or authority. On the 

other hand, the concept of Twero relates to rights, authority, power, respect, and a wider 

set of social rules and norms that define men and women’s roles, behaviors, and positions 
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within their families and community. Twero appears to remain the ultimate form of 

power in Acholi society, defining and legitimizing an individual’s authority in their 

families and communities. Although Keru and Twero are inter-related, information from 

respondents of this study made it noticeably clear that these concepts are not inter-

dependent. Respondents explained that having one form of power does not imply you can 

or will have the other, and this is evidenced by data from this study which suggests that 

while women work more, earn more, and have more economic responsibilities (and 

opportunities) in the post-conflict period, authority and decision-making structures within 

the home still appear to be male-dominated. 

Both this and previous studies (see Chapters 5, 6 and 7) have highlighted the fact 

that external interventions during and following conflict have and continue to lean 

heavily on women’s economic empowerment and rights programs, without adequately 

understanding or considering culturally relevant concepts of power. Conversely, local 

organizations appear to look more holistically at both economic and social aspects of 

empowerment, with a greater focus on social dynamics that underpin systems of power, 

as evidenced by Figures 23 and 24. The findings and discussion in Chapter 7 indicate that 

programs focusing primarily on building women’s economic capacity have effectively 

worked to increase women’s Keru, without a deeper understanding or consideration of 

how economic gains do or do not translate to other aspects of women’s lives. In most 

cases an increase in Keru (economic/earning capacity) does not translate to any 

significant gains in authority or decision-making power within the family unit, nor social 

and political spaces (Twero). Similarly, programs attempting to deal with structures 
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confining or constraining women in the social and political spaces have done so primarily 

using rights-based approaches (see Figure 24) that rely heavily on Western 

conceptualizations and understandings of rights. Such approaches tend to ignore or 

overlook deeper meanings of Twero as they relate to traditional systems and structures of 

power that are still at play in the lives of Acholi women and men (see Chapter 7). 

Consequently programs focusing exclusively on economic empowerment do little to 

address or improve women’s social and political positions in their families or 

communities, just as programs prioritizing western style rights do not adequately address 

or consider deeper cultural and social structures which continue to define and dictate 

women and men’s responsibilities and opportunities within their families and 

communities.  

Another notable observation in relation to gender programming and varying 

approaches of international and local organizations relates to target population, or the unit 

that an organization engages with inside the family and community. As can be seen from 

Figure 25, 40% of international organizations interviewed target primarily women and 

girls, whereas only 16% of local organizations interviewed target only females. In 

contrast, 67% of local organizations interviewed target women and men, whereas only 

20% of international organizations appear to have both males and females as their target 

population.  
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Figure 25: Target population of local and international organizations interviewed  
 
 
 

Though there are some anomalies, for example one international organization 

(AVSI) that targets households and employs a comprehensive family-centered approach, 

and another (Mercy Corps) that focuses on youth and targets both girls and boys, the 

broad trend indicates that there is a noticeable difference in the way that local and 

international organizations engage with and think about gender and communities. 

Generally speaking, the intervention review indicates that international organizations are 

much more likely to focus on only females and have gender-specific programs that target 

only women and girls. In contrast, local organizations appear much more likely to focus 

on both women and men, and to look at gender more holistically in every aspect of their 

programming, rather than just through specific programs. 

Again, these differences appear to have a direct relationship to how programs are 

received and viewed by Acholi communities, and ultimately their impact and 
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sustainability on the ground. Seeing women as disadvantaged and disempowered by 

traditional systems, and particularly vulnerable to violence, many external actors and 

interventions have targeted women in the distribution of aid and the implementation of 

initiatives during and directly following conflict (see Chapter 5, 6 and 7). A push for 

women’s rights and empowerment became a central focus within the camp environment, 

and this trend appears to have continued into the post-conflict period (see Figure 25). 

Information gathered from community interviews (as well as data from previous studies) 

clearly indicates that in the context of changes in gender roles and dynamics arising from 

conflict, a push for women’s rights and empowerment in Acholiland has further isolated 

and threatened men’s already fragile sense of authority and masculinity and led to 

difficult issues and dynamics for women themselves. 

One of the major themes arising from this study (something I have called “rights 

conflict”) relates directly to interventions focusing primarily on women (see Chapter 7). 

Information gathered from respondents of this study indicates that a focus on females has 

brought with it a number of unintended consequences for relationships and dynamics 

between women and men at the family and community level, as well as affecting how 

such programs are perceived and received by communities. Respondents of this study, 

particularly older men, expressed a sense of anger and resentment towards women as a 

result of their inclusion or participation in female-focused interventions, and such 

programs were viewed by men as causing women to become disrespect men (see Chapter 

7).  
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This resistance or pushback against female-centric programs can be clearly seen 

in data gathered regarding the main challenges raised or discussed by organizations in 

relation to their work, and points to such approaches played out on the ground. As can be 

seen from Figure 26, the main challenges raised by international organizations in relation 

to their work are resistance from men, resistance from the local community, cultural 

resistance or hurdles, and challenges related to a narrow programmatic focus on women. 

Regarding the latter, certain organizations noted that a challenge regularly encountered 

relates to complaints that their work is targeting or benefiting only women, leading to 

resistance from men and the community towards certain programs or projects. The main 

challenge for local organizations appears to be funding, which does not appear to be as 

significant a challenge to international organizations (see Figure 26). While local 

organizations also raised cultural hurdles as a challenge, they appear less likely to 

encounter resistance from local communities, or specifically from men, than international 

organizations, and local organizations did not raise issues or challenges related to 

programs focusing only on women. Figure 26 illustrates the major challenges faced by 

local and international organizations as explained to me by representatives during our 

interviews.  
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Figure 26: Challenges raised by local and international organizations in relation to 
their work   
 
 
 
Approach to Acholi communities and gender 

In addition to basic comparative data obtained through the intervention review 

(discussed above), interviews with local and international organizations revealed 

interesting insights into how these organizations think about and approach Acholi 

communities, as well as how gender is approached and contextualized within the local 

context. There are exceptions, but language used by international organizations to discuss 

and talk about Acholi communities reveals a generally more paternalistic approach to 

these communities. As can be seen in the examples provided below (see Table 54), 

organizational representatives frequently describe Acholi individuals and communities as 

vulnerable, fragile, victims, indicating that these communities are assumed to be 

disadvantaged, marginalized, and lacking in capacity or any agency of their own. As such 
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they are often seen to be recipients of programs, who are typically in need of assistance 

from those intervening, and who are consequently engaged at a basic level to inform 

program development and gain feedback on implementation. Organizational 

representatives often described theirs or their organizations role as the leaders or drivers 

of projects, with the involvement of local individuals and communities limited to 

information or involvement required for programs to run smoothly. While it would be 

untrue to say that international organizations do not engage or involve local communities 

in a significant way, it is evident from interviews conducted as part of this study that 

many international organizations operating in Acholiland tend to view communities 

primarily as beneficiaries, assuming they are implicitly in need of assistance and unable 

to take the steps necessary to make vital changes on their own. Even where and when 

communities are described as partners, community engagement appears to be facilitated 

primarily to guide project design or implementation, while international organizations 

and their staff are still seen as responsible for driving or leading the design and 

implementation of projects. This agent-beneficiary relationship is evidenced by examples 

in the table below, which indicate a particular attitude and approach towards communities 

prevalent amongst those intervening from the outside.  
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Table 46: Examples pulled from interviews with international organizations in 
relation to their approach to local communities.  
 

World Vision, November 21, 2018  These people participate willingly in our 
programs and since these programs support 
them, they cooperate with us at all levels of 
our work. When we are drawing up our work 
plans, we first go to the communities and 
consult with the local leaders and it’s from 
here that other members are brought on board. 

AVSI, November 10, 2018  These communities are very cooperative when 
it comes to work, they respond positively so 
we involve them in all our work because we 
need them to help us implement our program 
successfully.                             

International Rescue Committee, November 
17, 2018  

These communities, given the fact that they 
are recovering from the tormenting conflict 
that saw most people lose homes, loved ones, 
properties among others. are viewed as the 
vulnerable ones so when we are designing our 
programs, we try as much as possible to 
involve them at all stages of our work. We 
discuss with them, get their views and advice 
then afterwards incorporate ours in so I could 
say that we just guide them on what to do, 
when and how. 

Mercy Corps, November 14, 2018  These are the people we came for, I mean the 
ones who were affected by the long 
devastating war and this means they have 
been through a lot of emotional and 
psychological trauma so we go down there 
and interact with them. We work with their 
views and support what ideas they bring on 
board. As you know, people are farmers and 
since most of our programs aim to support 
agri-business, we discuss with them. We also 
do follow up of programs as we engage them 
in focus group discussions to see where we 
were successful and what areas we need to 
improve on. 

UN Women, December 1, 2018   First of all, these communities are very fragile 
and vulnerable as a result of the civil war, so 
we handle them very carefully. We do a lot of 
community interactions with them to get their 
most pressing needs and it’s from here that we 
lay out our work plans. Community leaders 
help us a lot in identifying some of the cases 
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that we work towards. Resistance is there 
when it comes to programs that target women 
and girls only; the men and elders say we are 
teaching and encouraging their wives to leave 
them. This happens when women who are 
repeatedly abused in all ways decide to leave 
and stand on their own because we 
empowered them economically. 

Voluntary Service Overseas, November 27, 
2018  

We view these communities as those that need 
support in all areas say financial, 
psychological, emotional and moral support. 
They went through a lot during the war, so we 
go there to help them gain back their dignity. 
When we take these programs to them, they 
are really responsive and so offer us the 
support we also need from them to run the 
projects smoothly.   

African Women Rising, October 22, 2018  Apart from being beneficiaries, I would say 
this organization has grown because of the 
needs that come out from the community 
members. As I have shared, this organization 
basically started as a microfinance but 
because of the needs they mention each and 
every time we interact with them, they say 
(she quotes), “this is what we feel should be 
done and we would really be grateful” that’s 
how we have moved on to the next level. So, 
they play a great role and we usually seek 
their opinion, what they would feel should be 
done, how it could be done in the best way so 
their benefit…So, the community gives us the 
greatest idea to move from one level to the 
next. I would say they play a great role in the 
planning and development of different 
ideas......They come up with an action plan, 
things that they see around the community 
that they could do as a community.  

Care International, October 30, 2018  Almost all the intervention work requires us 
to involve and engage the communities right 
from the planning to the evaluation stage. We 
do rapid assessments to get the need of the 
community, get their views so that we have a 
base of our work. It’s from here that we can 
start to plan based on the needs from 
communities and design our programs 
accordingly. We also involve different 
stakeholders, like government entities, the 
local leaders, and other NGO partners, which 
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come in to give ideas and support at various 
levels. We also get back to the communities to 
get their feedback on how the program 
impacted their lives. So, generally there is a 
lot of community engagements right from the 
start of a program.          

 
 
 

Again, while there are clearly organizations that do not fit neatly into prescribed 

categories, interviews with local organizations revealed that, in general terms, their 

approach to local communities tends to differ from that of international organizations in 

some significant ways. Firstly, representatives of local organization rarely used language 

that victimized communities, portrayed them as vulnerable, or insinuated that they were 

unable to recognize, tackle, or address issues that were impacting or affecting them. 

Rather, communities were more often viewed by local organizations as the key to 

understanding and addressing issues at the local level, and both as partners and architects 

in the design and implementation of projects. The language used was often of mutual and 

reciprocal partnerships, in which local organizations had as much to gain and learn from 

local communities as the other way around. Over the course of multiple interviews with 

local organizations, and as can be seen from language used by many of the staff 

interviewed (see Table 55), it appeared that these organizations often viewed their role 

not as leading or driving projects, but more as guiding them in close collaboration with 

local communities. As one representative succinctly put it,  

At whatever level of our work, the communities are the authors and our work is to go 

 and in various ways possible to address the problems as they mediate them amongst 

 themselves. It’s what they share with us that we come in and help and even when it 
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 comes to implementation, they are the ones that take the lead with our guidance of 

 course (Human Rights Focus (HURIFO), September 22, 2018).   

Representatives of local organizations also referred much more frequently to the 

need for local project ownership,” and for initiatives and solutions driven by 

communities. The distinction between local communities and organizational staff was 

also noticeably different, with many local representatives describing themselves as part of 

the community, and that the community was an integral part of their team. As such the 

agent- recipient dichotomy, and the distinction between those intervening and those 

receiving help was much less evident in interviews with local organizations, primarily 

because these organizations typically recognize that Acholi individuals and communities 

implicitly have their own agency and therefore focus on how to enhance it, rather than to 

impose it from the outside. This is evidenced by examples in Table 55, which when 

compared to language in Table 54, highlight some obvious differences in how local and 

international organizations view Acholi communities.  

 
 
Table 47: - Examples pulled from interviews with local organizations in relation to 
their approach to local communities.  
 

BOSCO Uganda, September 9, 2018  Acholi, like any other communities, are not 
different apart from the war they experienced 
decades ago. I wouldn’t want to call them 
recipients, because once you start something, 
it’s yours. Maybe other people will come to 
see how it works and they become recipients 
of your experience into that kind of 
intervention. We have been working very 
closely with the communities and that 
explains why all these centers are still up and 
running without major challenges in terms of 
destructions. For example, you would imagine 
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five, ten computers in a room, not so much 
protected, no Askaris (guards) or watchmen 
and the computers are safe, the solars are up, 
accessible to the community members so this 
is only made possible because of maximum 
cooperation with the local people who make it 
their responsibility to own and guard these 
things.  

Christian Counselling Fellowship, October 
26, 2017  

The communities are involved right from the 
initial planning stage of our work. We 
coordinate with community local leaders to 
help us identify those we support, and we do 
our due diligence from there to assess whether 
they want sponsorship or not. So we are 
working with and the community at every 
stage of our program. 

GWED-G, December 1, 2018  We are here to help these communities with 
challenges that affect them, and also they are 
there to help us with what challenges and 
problems they face so that we can come in to 
support where we are needed, so it’s a matter 
of cooperation. We are them; they are us.      

Human Rights Focus (HURIFO), September 
22, 2018   

Yes, at whatever level of our work, the 
communities are the authors and our work is 
to go and, in various possible ways, confront 
the problems as they mediate them amongst 
themselves. It’s when they share with us that 
we come in and help and even when it comes 
to implementation, they are the ones that take 
the lead with our guidance of course. For 
example, when it comes to the issues of land 
conflicts, we train them and let them carry out 
the mediation themselves that way, they also 
learn how to apply this method to help other 
individuals in their communities with the 
same problems. For example, if they identify 
the issue and it’s about land, they carry out the 
mediation by taking the lead and they don’t 
have to wait for the government or the 
president to be the first ones in to solve it, 
they will do it themselves…If it’s about a 
claim for their rights, you don’t find NGOs 
marching on their behalf, they are the ones to 
do it themselves so it’s about taking the lead 
themselves, that’s why you rarely see our staff 
members in the office here. Most of them are 
always in the field to try and work with the 
communities at all times. 
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Refugee Law Project, November 29, 2018   The communities are very helpful when it 
comes to our work because they also play an 
important role of sensitizing and spreading the 
word to other members. 
 

VACNET, September 30, 2018  We work with these people from day one of 
our projects. We involve them in every stage 
of the activity and the planning and 
implementation of project. They are part of 
our team.   

 
 
 

As with their approach to Acholi communities, interviews with local and 

international organizations revealed interesting insights into how these organizations 

think about and approach gender. While some international organizations discussed a 

mainstream approach, in which they considered both men and women in their 

programming, more often than not women were seen to be vulnerable, disadvantaged, 

marginalized, and in need of special attention. As is reflected in Figure 25, international 

organizations interviewed as part of this study leaned heavily towards female-centric 

programs. Where gender was discussed in relation to both women and men, observations 

or insights were often framed broadly within a gender mainstreaming or gender equality 

approach, reflecting more general institutional mandates rather than program goals, and 

objectives framed in relation to the local context or circumstances. For example, a typical 

assumption by international organizations appeared to be that cultural norms implicitly 

discriminated and disadvantaged Acholi women. So, although gender was considered and 

discussed in relation to cultural and traditional norms, the primary assumption was that 

these norms represented systems and frameworks that must be changed or overcome to 

achieve gender equality. While Acholi society is indeed patriarchal and based on systems 
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of gendered hierarchy, women have traditionally and historically had clearly defined, 

protected, and recognized roles, as well as rights and positions within Acholi families and 

communities (see Chapter 4). “In this culture men and women have a mutually supportive 

relationship…although their gender roles are separate, women and men interdepend on 

one another and work collaboratively for the common good” (Okot, 2019, p. 45). As 

evidenced by the accounts and experiences of Acholi communities, these cultural and 

traditional systems and values were undoubtedly eroded during the conflict (see Chapters 

5-7). However, interviews with international organizations indicated that they generally 

lacked a deep or meaningful understanding of these values or structures, or of women and 

men’s traditional positions or status within Acholi society. Rarely (if ever) did 

discussions with international organizations involve acknowledgment of specific Acholi 

cultural norms, gendered relationships, or dynamics; nor consideration of cultural 

interpretations of rights relating to Acholi men and women’s roles and responsibilities in 

their families or communities. Without such understandings the primary options for 

achieving gender empowerment or equality are to work against cultural systems and 

structures, rather than considering avenues to empowerment that work with or through 

them. As can be seen from Table 56, this is precisely the approach and understanding 

demonstrated by the majority of international organizations interviewed.  
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Table 48: Examples from interviews with international organizations in relation to 
their approach to gender   
 

AVSI, November 10, 2018 All our programs are meant to benefit all. 
Gender is mainstreamed in our organization 
and we advocate for equal opportunities for 
all people. Nobody should be discriminated 
against because we are all humans.   

Care International, October 30, 2018 Most of our gender programs focus on 
challenging some of the gender-based norms, 
like those that discriminate against women 
and girls, and gender-based violence, so we 
try to educate the different communities such 
that they are well aware that some of those 
norms can actually be broken such that people 
live in harmony with equal rights and 
participation in society because we are all 
human beings who deserve equal treatment. 

International Rescue Committee, November 
17, 2018 

We try to bring women to participate and 
benefit from our programs more because they 
are the most vulnerable groups. Gender 
mainstreaming is the in thing right now all 
over the world but of course there are those 
critical gender issues that we pay close 
attention to like women’s empowerment. 
Women are sidelined from most positions and 
it is alleged that they cannot handle duties that 
come with these positions so to us this is 
discrimination, so we always seek equal 
opportunities for women as well. We 
encourage them to take up leadership 
positions in communities and empower them 
financially and economically such that they 
have what they need to depend on in future.    

Mercy Corps, November 14, 2018 Mercy Corps considers gender in its 
programming but it’s not specific to gender as 
mainstreamed. We aim at promoting gender 
equality, so our work always looks at 
involving fifty-fifty (50-50) gender inclusion. 
Gender is mainstreamed in our organization. 
We don’t have specific gender programs as 
we aim at involving both sexes in our work. 
We try so hard to make sure there is gender 
equality, which has to be fifty-fifty (50-50). 
But of course, you know gender according to 
African tradition or the most common 
definition is limited to the roles and 
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responsibilities of men and women whereby 
it’s believed that men can do certain things 
and women cannot and vice versa but that 
myth is being steadily demystified. 

UN Women, December 1, 2018   We so much believe in gender equality but 
most of our activities favor women because 
they are the most vulnerable in society. Most 
organizations tend to sideline women and girls 
from taking up specific positions and yet ones 
they could handle. Aside from that even in 
communities and homestead levels women are 
sidelined and discriminated so we want to 
eradicate gender inequality at all levels 
whereby men are favored over women. 

Voluntary Service Overseas, November 
27, 2018 

When a program is to be implemented, the 
selection of the beneficiaries should be fifty 
out of fifty. There are programs that are meant 
for women like child-maternal health and this 
is so because women and babies are the ones 
who require those services but other programs 
like social and economic empowerment, 
education and others can be given to all 
people regardless of their sex. According to 
culture, of course there are roles that are 
restricted to a specific gender, but aside from 
that everybody should be treated equality and 
not oppressing one side. 
 

 
 
 

In contrast, many local organizations appeared to approach gender somewhat 

differently to international organizations in several ways. Firstly, and most significantly, 

local organizations were far more likely to address and explore issues related to meanings 

and interpretations of gender within the local context. As can be seen from the examples 

in Table 57, addressing local Acholi understandings of gender and the context in which 

gender is constructed and experienced was noted as a key factor in considering and 

looking at gender for at least half of the local organizations interviewed. These 

organizations recognized and considered local context and culture not just as a system in 
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or through which women were constrained, but as a reality in which both women and 

men exist. As one respondent explained,  

We look at the local context. Acholi take gender as a complementary relationship 

 between a man a woman. For example, in women empowerment, it doesn’t mean that 

 you are focusing on women only. You have to bring the two because the roles are 

 complementary as I said so most of our developments, be it physical deliveries must 

 focus on a man and a woman. (Refugee Law Project, November 29, 2018) 

In Acholi culture men and women’s roles were traditionally deeply intertwined. 

Roles were still clearly defined and divided according to gender, but the overall pattern 

was that of complementarity. Women were responsible for particular tasks, and men for 

others, but in general roles and responsibilities were divided up and shared in such a way 

that ensured all the needs of a family unit were met (Chapter 4). Recognizing this 

traditional complementarity of roles, and the centrality and importance of the family unit, 

was something that local organizations seemed to prioritize to a much greater extent than 

international organizations. As one respondent explained, “families (family capital) also 

remain one of the most critical safety nets. A strong family also has many important 

implications for the health and well-being of both men, women, and children. Strong 

families are the foundation of strong communities” (GWED-G, December 1, 2018). As 

such, the majority of local organizations interviewed (4 out of 6) looked at and 

considered both women and men in their programs. This did not necessarily mean that 

they did not have gender specific programs, or that gender was simply mainstreamed in 

all programs, but rather that the tendency was to look at women and men as part of a 

comprehensive whole. Gender equality was therefore viewed by local organizations 
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much more in relation to, or within the context of, traditional systems of 

complementarity, meaning that they typically consider avenues for the achievement of 

empowerment and equality within existing cultural frameworks rather than viewing these 

systems primarily as obstacles to reaching these achievements. One organization even 

noted that their biggest challenge had to do with how they reported outwardly to their 

external (international) donors about their gender programs, explaining that 

understandings of gender as conceptualized by these donors were far removed from those 

within Acholi context, leading to discordance between the goals and objectives of major 

funders and the local implementing organization.  

Table 57 provides some poignant examples from interviews with local 

organizations which speak to their understanding and interpretation of gender. For the 

most part, local organizations prioritize local interpretations and understandings, looking 

at gender within Acholi society in a historical or traditional context, and viewing men and 

women’s roles as part of a comprehensive whole. The idea of complementarity, which is 

central to Acholi culture, also underpins and informs the approach of most local 

organizations towards gendered issues, questions, and concerns. These organizations tend 

to consider women and men’s situations in relation to the health and well-being of the 

family, which remains the central until in Acholi society today. These organizations 

recognize that women do not live in isolation from men, and that within Acholi society 

both women and men’s roles, responsibilities, and well-being impact the welfare of 

families and the wider community.  
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Table 49: Examples from interviews with local organizations in relation to their 
approach to local communities 
 

GWED-G, December 1, 2018 To begin with, and most outstanding, is to 
gain a broader understanding and perspective 
of gender. Here at GWED G gender is 
mainstreamed and so we encourage equal 
opportunity (gender equality) for all but of 
course considering the vulnerable group, we 
give them special attention. We try to balance 
men and women. For example, 400 model 
men, who are men that train others to better 
understand their new roles in this "gender 
empowered society," these are men that will 
cook food, take care of children and the sick; 
things that are typically "women's roles." The 
Model Men program is how GWED-G began 
integrating men into our gender programming. 
Families (family capital) also remains one of 
the most critical safety nets. A strong family 
also has many important implications for the 
health and well-being of both men, women 
and children. Strong families are the 
foundation of strong communities. 

Human Rights Focus (HURIFO), September 
22, 2018   

We have to really contextualize it, in Acholi, 
how is gender perceived? How do they 
understand it? So, that’s why you see in our 
reporting and writing, we tend to differ with 
the academic definition of gender or academic 
gender practitioners, those who come from 
external practices not contextualized in the 
Acholi practice; and they tend to have conflict 
because they propagate gender as if from an 
abstract society, because they use the 
knowledge they have gained in universities 
and institutions to relate, without feeling or 
getting to know the culture of the Acholi 
people. So, generally we tend to have quite a 
challenge in reporting to our donors such as 
UN women and others simply because of 
these abstract understandings of gender. If 
gender is about complementarity between a 
man and a woman, there should be no 
question whatsoever of saying equality in 
what context? And people understand it. 
Equality in Acholi may not mean equality in 
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Buganda; so, for us equality in Acholi 
emphasizes complementarity that though one 
party is doing more or less, they must make a 
whole. Even the academics cannot define 
gender and because of that, they tend to make 
comparisons in roles and tasks, which is 
obsolete in the context of the Acholi.             

Refugee Law Project, November 29, 2018   We look at the local context. Acholi take 
gender as a complimentary relationship 
between a man a woman. For example, in 
women’s empowerment, it doesn’t mean that 
you are focusing on women only. You have to 
bring the two together because the roles are 
complementary as I said so most of our 
developments, even physical deliveries, must 
focus on a man and a woman. For example, 
there is no way you are going to give only 
women goats, then the men mistreat them 
knowing that she will take those goats to the 
family where her husband also lives. So, 
whatever the intervention, you must bear in 
mind the two (man and woman). 

VACNET, September 30, 2018 We gear everything to favor the females 
because for so long, we were sidelined from 
almost all activities, so we look out for 
ourselves. We are all equal as human beings, 
so we fight for equal rights. The Acholi 
culture does not support this fully though, but 
we decided to defy that culture of belief that 
women just take anything. 

BOSCO Uganda, September 9, 2018 We have not run a specific gender related 
project much as we try to have activities that 
are geared towards encouraging equality in 
terms of access and use of those computers 
that we install in different communities so 
that’s why when you go to centers where we 
have installed the computers nobody will stop 
you whether you are a boy, girl, man or 
woman because we make it accessible to 
everybody who is interested in learning. We 
do not put restrictions at all and so everybody 
is free to access the services regardless of their 
religion affiliation, gender, and other factors.  

Christian Counselling Fellowship, October 
26, 2017 

For us, we think that when it comes to gender, 
the women and girls are always sidelined in 
Africa. So that’s why our work majorly 
focuses on vulnerable women only. We 
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empower them economically in order to be 
financially capable. 

 
 
 

An interesting example of this holistic and contextually specific gender approach 

can be found in a local organization working on gender equality in Acholiland. GWED-G 

(Gulu Women’s Economic Empowerment Development & Globalization) began work in 

Acholiland in 2004. Working primarily on women’s empowerment, equality, and rights 

issues in the aftermath of conflict, the organization soon found that they were 

encountering challenges in project implementation due to resistance and resentment from 

Acholi men. Based on these challenges the organization developed a strategy to engage 

and work with men, both in programs addressing women’s issues, as well as through 

programs looking independently at issues facing men. The cornerstone of GWED-G’s 

male engagement strategy is a program called “Model Men,” which engages men on 

three levels—as partners, as agents of change, and as clients. Figure 27 below provides 

an overview of GWED-G’s work and male-engagement strategy, drawing on information 

obtained and provided in interviews with the organization.  
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GWED-G- Gulu Women’s Economic Development & Globalization 

An interview with GWED-G, December 1, 2018 

Who do you target through your programs? 

We have from 450 to 600 women’s groups and almost 200 model men. We learnt that 
previously a lot of empowerments have been encompassing around women and focusing 
on women’s platforms, local rights, knowledge, and that has been happening without 
engaging men and that became a threat to male platforms. They began to look at it as 
threatening power relations and thinking that women’s empowerment is actually 
spoiling women, and making women claim a lot which seems not to be around 
traditional norms and all that. So, we realized that it is very important to engage men 
within our gender equality program then, despite the very many programs that we are 
doing with women’s empowerment, gender equality, etc. we went into working with 
men to achieve our goals. 

 
Can you explain the model men/male engagement approach a bit more? 

We believe that men and women can have equal power relations and we decided to 
design our strategy around three strong approaches to work with men. One is working 
with men as partners and in this approach, we know that a lot of women have men in 
their lives and these men can be your brothers, your uncles, your cousins, your 
grandpa, you know can be your husbands or somebody else so we started scanning the 
space and we said despite women abuse by men, there are still men who are positive 
about gender equality, women’s reproductive health, so why don’t we tap on these men 
as entry points and begin the conversation around women’s empowerment, talk about 
gender equality, women’s participation in leadership, and  women access to land rights 
with them?  

 
Then the second approach is working with men as agents of change. We said that there 
are men who support women’s empowerment and spaces, they can promote their land 
rights, they can promote their access to economic resources, they can also help end 
violence and they can become caregivers in the family or maybe share domestic work. 
We are trying to shift this responsibility to be a joint responsibility, that there is space 
that this man helps and cares for the family in a way that reduces on the woman’s time 
positively but also encourages the woman to have her own empowerment, her own 
capacity building, her personal growth and that they are happy about it, that their 
wives are leaders in the community, that their wives can attend women solidarity group 
movements etc.  

 
The final or third aspect of working with men is ‘men as clients’ and men as clients is 
one of the approaches where we believe that men too suffer from gender based violence, 
that there are also men who are abused, that they are suffering in silence, and that is 
not fair because men also have a right. We believe that these men instead of suffering 
silently, they need to be offered access to psycho-social redress, that they should be 
given emotional counseling and therapy, but also that these men also need economic 
support, some men might need skilling, some might need access to economic resources 
because they are still battling with these recovery, resettlement etc.  
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Figure 27: GWED-G’s male engagement strategy 
Source: GWED-G 40 
 
 
 
Variables that may account for differences in approach  

Data from the intervention review points to some broad trends and differences 

between local and international organizations in their approach to gender, gender 

programming, and Acholi communities. However, categories are not clear cut and there 

are exceptions to these generalizations even within this dataset, both amongst local and 

international organizations interviewed. For example, a few local organizations 

 
40 https://www.careuganda.org/contentimages/FINAL%20Men%20at%20the%20Centre.pdf 
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interviewed did employ a female-centric approach, have a narrower and less 

contextualized approach to gender, and saw women and communities as vulnerable and 

lacking in agency and capacity of their own. On the other hand, a few international 

organizations interviewed demonstrated a deeper and more holistic approach to gender, 

engaged Acholi communities more extensively in their work, and saw these communities 

not as beneficiaries but as partners and drivers of their programs. Though a deeper and 

more extensive study of each organization’s history, strategy, and approach would be 

necessary to comment more substantively on what accounts for these anomalies and 

differences, and present scope for further research in this area, this review did point to 

several variables that may impact the way an organization functions beyond simply a 

local or international identity. These variables will be discussed below, though it is 

important to note that this discussion is informed only by basic observations obtained 

through formal and informal discussions and interactions with both local and 

international organizations operating in Acholiland over the course of dissertation 

fieldwork. Further research would be required to explore these variables and connections 

on a deeper level.  

 

Source of funding  

Basic data, gathered from local and international organizations regarding sources 

of funding, points to some general trends in where organizations derive financial 

resources. As can be seen from Figure 28 (below), the international organizations 

interviewed largely draw their funding from four main sources: private sources (including 
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businesses and private donors) (33%), other international organizations (20%), aid or 

donor agencies (13%), and government sources (33%). It is important to note that 

organizations typically have more than one source of funding, and that multiple sources 

are reflected in the graph below for each organization interviewed (see Figure 25). Local 

organizations also draw funding from the sources mentioned above, although government 

and private sources represent a much smaller proportion of funding to local organizations 

(7.5% respectively). The largest source of funding for local organizations comes from 

international organizations and NGOs at 31% and other local organizations or sources of 

funding stand at 38%. Local sources are represented by other local and regional 

organizations or partners, local donations, and fundraising efforts, as well as other 

internal mechanisms that local organizations may have to generate revenue.  

Regarding the latter, several local organizations interviewed discussed unique 

funding models that allowed them to generate revenue on top of funding received from 

the typical local and international sources discussed above. For example, Refugee Law 

Project explained that “in addition to present and past funds from major donors, we 

generate a proportion of our income by providing consultancy services and by charging 

administrative fees for hosting interns and research associates” (Refugee Law Project, 

November 29, 2018). This model, under which the organization runs partially as a 

business that charges for certain services, allows the organization to generate revenue to 

fund its own projects and decreases its reliance on or need for external sources of 

funding. Additionally, the organization raises funds for specific projects only, rather than 

seeking core funding for projects that fall under a more general mandate. GWED-G, 
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another local organization, discussed a similar model, in which the organization generates 

funding based on the expressed needs of local communities. Under this model, funding is 

sought on a project-specific basis, and only after the project is requested by or discussed 

with local communities.  

Work is always based on the expressed needs of the community, and only after the 

 need/request has been voiced by the community itself. Once such request or needs 

 assessment is conducted, GWED-G holds meetings with the beneficiaries and also refers 

 to secondary data and the opinion of relevant stakeholders. On this basis, it is determined 

 if the project proposal is feasible, and if so, the proposal is prepared and forwarded to 

 potential funding organizations.  If funding is secured, then the project plan and activities 

 are prepared with the input and assistance of communities within the specified project 

 areas. (GWED-G, December 1, 2018) 

This data, along with formal and informal discussions with local and international 

organizations in Acholiland, points to the fact that funding sources can and do impact the 

way that an organization runs on the ground. Generally speaking and acknowledging 

there are exceptions even amongst this data set, large international organizations appear 

to benefit more from a diverse source of funding than local organizations (particularly 

from government and international/private sources). However, these organizations also 

seem to be more constrained by donor interests and bound by general mandates and 

project or policy directives. On the other hand, where local organizations struggle more 

to secure funding from diverse international and national sources (for example large 

private donors, government sources, or INGOs), funding models amongst local 

organizations appear to be more unique, adaptive, and needs driven. This, in turn, seems 
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to provide a certain level of freedom to these organizations to respond more immediately 

and effectively to local communities, and to establish projects based on specific needs 

rather than broad mandates or policy objectives.  

 
 
 

 
Figure 28: Sources of funding for local and international organizations operating in 
Acholiland.  
 
 
 
Governance structure  

In addition to the source of an organization’s funding, the governance structure 

and administrative set up of an organization appear to significantly impact or determine 

its functioning at a local level. It was very difficult to gather concrete data on this topic, 

and interview questions were not designed to specifically probe the issue, however, 

discussions with organizations, and observations regarding the way they functioned on 

the ground, pointed to several factors related to an organization’s structure which may 
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influence its behavior and local approach, beyond just its source of finances. For 

example, one important factor appeared to be the size and function of local offices, and 

whether an organization’s decision-making power was centralized at a head office away 

from Gulu (either internationally or in Kampala), or if local staff had the power to 

influence or make decisions regarding the design and implementation of local programs 

and projects. As can be expected, most of the local organizations interviewed were 

locally based, meaning their head offices and senior staff were based in Acholiland. Four 

out of six local organization had their head offices in Gulu, while two had head offices in 

Kampala, with sizable regional offices in Gulu. The head offices, governing boards, and 

executive staff of all international organizations interviewed were, unsurprisingly, based 

outside of Uganda, and most had regional or country offices in Kampala, with smaller 

local offices in Gulu. The size and structure of local offices did, however, tend to vary 

between international organizations, with some local offices composed of only one or 

two local staff, while others had significantly larger offices and more staff members. 

Most local organizations also had field offices or officers based in strategic project areas 

in multiple locations and sub-counties across Acholiland (i.e. not just in Gulu). For 

example, four out of six local organizations (66%) had field offices or officers and staff 

in 3-5 out of 7 districts, and half had a grassroots presence (field offices or staff) in at 

least six out of seven districts. In contrast, 75% of international organizations interviewed 

had field offices or staff in 3-5 districts, while only two organizations (25%) had a field 

presence in more than six districts.  
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An organization’s local set up is just one indicator of its structure, but the local 

and regional set up of organizations interviewed did provide some insights into channels 

and structures of decision-making. Local staff of international organizations interviewed 

seemed to primarily provide input on program design and implementation to senior 

management, most typically through country or regional offices in Kampala. For the most 

part, local staff interviewed indicated that important strategic decisions were channeled 

through country or head offices, with little indication that significant decision-making 

power around local projects was held at or devolved to the local office level. The very 

nature of international organizations requires that organizational and governance 

structures be centralized in one place, usually away from where core projects are being 

run. However, I was surprised to see how few international organizations had devolved 

any kind of significant or genuine decision-making power to local offices or staff. For 

example, one international organization boasted a team of over 100 local staff, 

facilitators, and community mobilizers, stating on its website that the organizations 

Uganda-based staff come from local communities and are vital to the organizations work 

and success (AWR website). However, in an interview with a staff member from the 

organization’s office in Gulu, it was clear that decisions about the organization’s local 

programs, fundraising, and so on were still centralized with its founding members, who 

were referred to by local staff as “the brains behind the operation” (AWR, March 28, 

2019). Further review of the organization’s website indicated that this was not just the 

perception of local staff; an Inter Press Service article on the organization, written by one 

of its U.S. based communications staff, opened with: “How did an aspiring Swedish 
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actress wind up running a Northern Uganda-focused nonprofit out of a humble cottage 

tucked into the hills of Montecito?” (Rouleau, A. [2019, July 3]. “Empowering Women 

in Post Conflict Africa.” Inter Press Agency).41 

The head offices and executive staff of almost all local organizations interviewed 

were based out of Gulu, with the majority indicating an extensive grassroots presence in 

and around communities at a local or sub-country level. Most interviews with local 

organizations were conducted with senior or executive staff, many of whom indicated 

that they spent a significant amount of time in the field. Unlike most international 

organizations interviewed, who by nature had head offices and senior staff sitting outside 

Uganda or in Kampala, the centralization of decision-making power for local 

organizations remained at the local level. Senior staff were in close proximity and in 

frequent contact with field staff, local communities, and projects on the ground, allowing 

for the streamlining of feedback loops and integration of decision-making structures. In 

Figure 29, the geographical distribution and organizations’ local presence is represented 

by the number of districts in which organizations work or have local offices or staff.   

 
 

 
41 Retrieved from http://www.ipsnews.net/2018/11/empowering-women-post-conflict-africa/  
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Figure 29: Geographical distribution and local presence of organizations working in 
Acholiland 
 
 
 
Institutional responsiveness and change  

The discussion above points to some broad trends and generalizations about the 

nature of engagement by local and international organizations, for example local 

organizations appear to be more sensitive and responsive to local context and 

communities than international organizations; but there are of course exceptions and 

variables that may impact or account for different behavior, as noted above. In addition to 

an organizations’ source of funding and governance, and decision-making structure, time, 

and the duration of involvement in an area also appear to influence an organizations’ 

approach on the ground and capacity to change. Interviews with local and international 

organizations included a basic question about whether the organizations programs in 
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Acholiland had changed over time, and if so the reasons for this change. Figure 30 

reflects the reasons given by organizations interviewed for programmatic change.  

As can be seen in Figure 30, the biggest reason for change given by international 

organizations was the diversification of program focus, along with a diversification in 

gender focus, meaning a shift in the way an organization approached women and men in 

its programs and projects. Interestingly, reasons given for programmatic change (see 

Figure 30) align with the major challenges raised by international organizations in 

relation to projects in Acholiland (see Figure 27 above), which included resistance from 

the community and cultural hurdles, resistance from men, and issues related to a narrow 

gender focus (i.e. focus only on women). This indicates change driven primarily by 

resistance or challenges encountered in project implementation (rather than, for example, 

changes in local circumstances or communities), but it also points to the capacity of 

organizations to change their behavior and approach over time in response to local 

realities. Regardless of what drives change, longer involvement and engagement in a 

particular area may therefore (unsurprisingly) increase the likelihood that an organization 

adapts its approach to better fit local context and circumstances. Most international 

organizations interviewed that exhibited or spoke of change in relation or response to the 

reasons listed above (and shown in Figure 30 below) had been involved in Acholiland for 

at least ten years. 

The primary reason for change in programs raised by local organizations was 

financial, not substantive, having to do with changes in or challenges around funding. 

Local organizations also raised diversification in program focus as a reason for change, 
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along with changes or circumstances in target populations. The latter was not given by 

any international organizations as a reason for change, pointing to substantive program 

change driven by changes in local circumstances, and not just challenges encountered in 

program implementation. Although time also seems to be a factor in an organizations’ 

approach, generally speaking, local organizations seem to be more adaptive, changing in 

response to local situations and circumstances, while international organizations appeared 

to be more reactive, changing primarily in relation to challenges in or resistance to 

projects. 

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 30: Reasons for programmatic changes discussed by organizations working 
in Acholiland and the number of organizations giving specific reason 
 
 

As is evidenced by the sections above, several broad trends and differences were 

observed between local and international organizations in relation to how issues 

connected to gender rights, equality, and empowerment were conceptualized and 
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approached, and generally how organizations envisaged and engaged with Acholi 

communities. This chapter has outlined several variables that may account for the 

differences observed, and there are certainly many, many more that impact or dictate the 

behavior of organizations, their approaches, and their outcomes on the ground. A local 

and international dichotomy offers only one angle of analysis, and these categories are 

certainly not clear cut. There are, even in this small sample, organizations that appear to 

break from broad trends observed here. Data from this study does, however, point to 

several significant differences and characteristics, which distinguish the behavior of local 

and international organizations interviewed and that are worth highlighting.  

One key observation relates to how gender is conceptualized and contextualized, 

and interviews with local and international organizations pointed to some stark 

differences here. International organizations tended to prioritize or rely on more Western-

centric understandings of gender, discussing the concepts first and foremost in relation to 

broader or universal organizational mandates, rather than analyzing their application and 

meaning within an Acholi context. Cultural systems and gendered hierarchies of power 

within the Acholi context were, for example, seen predominantly by these organizations 

as one of the key challenges or obstacles to gender programming, or to achieving goals of 

equality and empowerment. None of the organizations interviewed (neither local or 

international) explicitly discussed cultural concepts of power identified through this study 

(Keru and Twero), but local organizations spoke very much to the need to understand 

concepts such as gender, power, empowerment, and equality within the local context. 

Furthermore, local organizations appear to focus both on social and economic aspects of 
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gendered relationships and dynamics (as opposed to a heavy focus by international 

organizations on gender rights and economic empowerment), pointing to a deeper 

understanding of the cultural context and dynamics of power at play in women and men’s 

everyday lives. Local organizations highlighted values and systems central to Acholi 

culture, which directly impact gendered interventions, searching for ways to maneuver 

within or through these systems rather than to simply overcome or circumvent them. On 

the other hand, the potential to use cultural frameworks and concepts (such as Twero and 

Keru) to unpack, explore and address gendered issues in the Acholi context has been 

severely overlooked and underutilized by international organizations. The lack of 

consideration and understanding of cultural context and concepts of power by external 

interventions is highlighted by the persistent challenges and resistance that these 

organizations face from local communities when implementing gender (and other) 

programs, particularly those that focus exclusively on women (see Figure 30).  

On this note, organizations we engaged with also highlighted differences in their 

approach. International organizations often conceptualize gender as women’s issues, 

viewing them as marginalized or disadvantaged. And as such they tend to focus only on 

this group. By focusing solely on women, international organizations tend to overlook 

important gender relationships and dynamics that exist in men and women’s daily 

realities. The reality for most Acholi individuals and communities is that men and 

women’s lives remain intricately intertwined. And in a society where the family is still 

the core of everyday life, women do not and cannot live in isolation from men. A failure 

to recognize and address underlying social dynamics and relationships, which define 
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people’s lives naturally, leads to obstacles in the implementation of such programs. For 

example, frequent resistance to gender-based or centric programs, both by men and by 

Acholi communities more widely (see Figure 30), indicates that international 

organizations are still struggling to recognize or prioritize systems and structures that 

bind and connect women to men through their lived realities. On the other hand, local 

organizations tended to look more broadly at men and women’s issues in relation to the 

wellbeing of the family unit. Recognizing this as the central unit in Acholi culture, local 

organizations’ approach to gender was more typically conceptualized in relation to how 

women and men’s needs are affected and connected within this cultural and social space.  

As such these organizations reported encountering resistance from local communities, 

specifically from men, far less frequently in their program implementation. Nor did local 

organizations raise issues or challenges related to programs focusing only on women, all 

of which were major obstacles raised by international organizations in relation to gender 

programs (see Figure 30).  
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CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
 

Jumping in 

This research project was framed and designed in the context of wider research 

and discussions regarding gender and conflict. Particularly in relation to important 

questions about the impact of conflict on men and women’s roles in their families, 

communities and societies, and the implications of changes in gender roles and dynamics 

arising from conflict in the short and long-term well-being, empowerment, and 

development of women (and men) in communities recovering from conflict. Challenges 

and questions regarding both the interpretation and treatment of gender, and the 

conceptualization and measurement of empowerment within conflict and post-conflict 

contexts were central to this project, along with debates and discussions regarding the 

tension between applying universal models and frameworks to local contexts.  

These are not new questions or debates, but they remain important and significant as 

they continue to present major challenges to actors intervening or operating in conflict 

and post-conflict contexts; and to the impact, outcomes, and sustainability of initiatives or 

solutions implemented on the ground. Existing literature and research has pointed to both 

the poor impact, and negative and unintended consequences, of interventions planned and 

executed with the best of intentions (Branch, 2009b, 2011; Campbell, 2003; Cruikshank, 

1999; Mergelsberg, 2012; Mosse & Lewis, 2005). Consequences which, too often, arise 
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from a failure to fully understand issues within a given context or situation, or the 

implications of actions taken to address them (see Chapter 2). My own personal and 

professional experiences reinforced the need to explore these questions further, as I 

encountered and observed these challenges firsthand growing up and working in Kenya, 

and over the many years working at the nexus of conflict and development. I was 

repeatedly struck by how often important and complex concepts were still measured 

using benchmarks and frameworks that did not reflect individuals’ own interpretations of 

their situation or experiences, and at the frequent disconnect between seemingly 

appropriate institutional mandates, project goals, and good intentions; and people’s lived 

realties, challenges, and outcomes on the ground.  

 

The case of Acholiland  

What happened in Acholiland provides the context to look more deeply at these 

questions as they relate to a very real situation, and to pull out findings applicable beyond 

this case study. Not just to the world of academia, but, I hope, to policy and practice as 

well. The research project sought to look more broadly and deeply at the nature and 

consequences of changing gender relations brought about by conflict, and at how such 

changes have been felt and understood by Acholi men and women who are experiencing 

them. Through this dissertation I have attempted to look at the way in which many 

aspects of men and women’s lives and realities have been impacted, both by conflict and 

by external interventions during and following conflict, as well as to account for 

differences in experiences and attitudes within Acholi families and communities (in 
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relation to gender, age, etc.). My aim was to create a more holistic and comprehensive 

picture of the nature of changes across multiple levels, and to understand how they 

intersect and impact, both positively and negatively, on different aspects of Acholi 

women and men’s everyday lives. Although previous studies exploring changes arising 

from or following conflict at economic, political, or social levels have made important 

contributions, the project looked more deeply at the translation of changes into real-

world, local-level realities. By prioritizing Acholi men and women’s experiences and 

interpretations, my hope is that the power of this analysis goes beyond the vagueness and 

frequent disjuncture of international development and gender empowerment rhetoric, and 

taps directly into the lived realities and challenges faced by individuals and communities 

who have lived through and are still recovering from conflict. Each chapter of this 

dissertation has included a lengthy discussion on findings, and in many cases has 

presented themes or trends arising from the data. However, the following sections will 

revisit the project and its findings, highlighting those aspects which I feel deserve close 

consideration and attention.  

 

General observations regarding the rate and pervasiveness of change  

One of the biggest challenges posed to, and throughout, this project relates to the 

consideration of experiences and changes in the context of conflict. It is very hard, if not 

impossible, to determine which changes were a direct result of conflict, and which would 

have occurred regardless of it due to other major forces of change and transition such as 

colonialism, development, religion, modernization, urbanization and so forth. This 
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challenge has also been recognized and discussed by others working in Acholiland on 

similar issues (Branch, 2009b, 2011; Dolan, 2009; Finnström, 2008). However, this study 

did not seek to explore the causal mechanisms of change. The primary aim was to explore 

individual and community experiences in the context of conflict, and to better understand 

the consequences and impacts of those experiences as felt and perceived by the people 

who had lived through them. Therefore, while it is important to recognize that other 

forces were undoubtedly at play, it is also important to acknowledge in and of itself that 

many (if not most) Acholi interviewed associated changes identified either directly with 

conflict, or with conditions associated with it (for example IDP camps and/or the 

resettlement process). Further research would be needed to tease out complexities around 

the causal mechanisms of change, and this would require a wider comparative analysis 

and consideration of the experiences of other similar agro-pastoralist communities in 

transition in non-conflict contexts. Such questions were beyond the scope of this study, 

but they do point to room for further research in this area.  

What is clear from this study is that major changes occurred in the context of 

conflict, and that these were felt and experienced through many, if not all, facets of 

Acholi life. In many cases impacts and changes were mutually reinforcing and 

interacting, appearing in and across cultural, traditional, and economic systems and 

structures, social and gender dynamics, and private and public relationships and spaces 

(see Chapter 4-7). Another major observation arising from this study relates to the rate of 

change encountered and consequent opportunities for adaptation. Changes experienced in 

the context of conflict appear to have happened so fast that many individuals and 
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communities have failed, or are still struggling, to adjust to these changes in the decades 

following conflict. Regardless of causal mechanisms, therefore, conflict appears to have 

accelerated many of the changes observed or experienced across traditional, cultural, 

socio-economic, and gendered spaces and aspects of life, at a rate so fast that there has 

been little time or opportunity for adaptive processes to take place.  

This is not to say that individuals and communities did not have internal coping 

mechanisms to deal with impacts experienced, but in many cases these mechanisms do 

not appear to be or to have been sufficient, sustainable, or commensurate with the nature 

of changes experienced. This appears to have diminished individual and community 

resilience to change, leaving many Acholi still struggling to adjust to the new status quo. 

Additionally, many external interventions, particularly by international actors, do not 

appear to have adequately considered or addressed the nature and extent of changes 

experienced during conflict. This is a broad generalization and there are without doubt 

exceptions, but data gathered from this study indicates that many programs designed to 

address major issues during and following conflict have failed to adequately consider or 

understand the complexity and multidimensionality of impacts and their consequences for 

Acholi individuals and communities, or the local and cultural context in which they are 

occurring. Similarly, many solutions offered do not adequately reflect local and cultural 

realities, or the everyday needs and challenges that Acholi women and men are facing on 

the ground. 
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Change: experiences, impacts and attitudes  

Gendered experiences   

Findings from this study indicated significant differences between men and 

women with regards to their experiences, perception of impacts, attitudes towards change 

and the nature of needs and challenges they expressed. It must be noted, however, that 

categories such as age and gender intersect, so differences exist and were observed both 

between and amongst these demographic categories. The most obvious example of this 

was an observable difference in attitudes between older and younger women, with older 

women tending to focus on cultural impacts and hold on to traditional norms and values, 

particularly related to gender norms. In contrast younger women more often focused on 

and discussed a wider range of changes and challenges, and questioned cultural norms 

related to gendered roles and expectations. Generational differences will be discussed 

more in the sections below, but several themes did appear quite strikingly from the study, 

even when considering the intersectionality of experiences, perceptions, and attitudes 

across gender and generations.  

 

Women’s perspectives – Female role uptake and curtailed empowerment  

The research found that conflict undoubtedly propelled women into spaces and 

roles they did not traditionally occupy, particularly in relation to providing for their 

families. Before the conflict women played important roles in communal agriculture and 

in managing family resources, but the responsibility of providing materially and 

economically for families was traditionally placed on men. Fulfillment of these roles was 
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directly tied to Acholi perceptions and achievements of masculinity in traditional society 

(see Chapter 4). During and following the conflict, however, women took on the majority 

of men’s roles in income generation, the management of finances and family resources, 

as well as maintaining their traditional roles of caring for the family and keeping up the 

household (see Chapter 5-7). This pushed women firmly into the breadwinner role. A 

trend that can be observed widely in Acholi families in the aftermath of conflict. The 

uptake of male roles has certainly presented new opportunities for women, for example 

their increased participation in business and trade, and the control and management of 

family finances. There are also obvious benefits that have arisen from external focus on 

building women’s economic capacity, such as acquisition of skills and their enhanced 

participation and contribution to the local economy, an increased value in girls’ 

education, and the solidarity and emotional support that women find through 

microfinance and other groups created by and as a result of these programs (see Chapter 

7). However, the uptake of traditionally male roles has been driven primarily by necessity 

not choice, and as such most women who participated in this study did not see their new 

roles and responsibilities as a blessing but rather as a burden. The majority of women 

interviewed felt abandoned by men and daunted by their responsibility to single-handedly 

care and provide for their families (see Chapter 7). In the post-conflict context, women’s 

new roles therefore seldom come with or lead to freedom of opportunity in any real 

sense, and most women spoke of feeling overwhelmed and shackled by their 

responsibilities to support their families—physically, economically, and emotionally (see 

Chapter 6 and 7). 
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Furthermore, a significant disconnect has been (Ahikire et al., 2012; Sow, 2012), 

and still can be, observed between women’s enhanced economic roles and responsibilities 

arising from conflict and an increase in their mobility, visibility, and opportunities in 

social and political spheres. For example, structures of power remain largely male-

dominated (often violently so) in families where men are still present, and within Acholi 

communities’ authority and decision-making power typically rests with men. This 

phenomenon, what I have referred to as curtailed empowerment in previous chapters (see 

Chapter 7) is perplexing. However, it is also easily understood when considered in the 

context of traditional concepts and understandings of power (Keru and Twero), 

something previous studies and gender-focused interventions have largely failed to do. 

The Acholi concept of Keru relates primarily to the economic realm or space, and to an 

individual’s ability to improve their lives and their situation through hard work, energy 

and capacity that comes primarily from within themselves. It is something that 

individuals have intrinsically, not something bestowed upon or granted by others, or 

contingent upon the fulfillment of specific roles or responsibilities. The concept of 

Twero, on the other hand, relates to a wider set of social rules and norms that define men 

and women’s roles, behaviors, and positions within their families and community. It 

relates to rights, authority, power, respect, and so on. Unlike Keru, Twero is something 

that is contingent on performance and the fulfillment of certain roles or responsibilities. 

These two concepts of power are clearly linked but they are not interdependent and 

having one does not mean nor assume someone can or will have the other. 
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In becoming the primary breadwinners and shouldering the responsibility of 

caring and providing for their families during and following conflict, women have 

increasingly demonstrated and relied on their own Keru to ensure that their family’s 

needs are met. However, while women work more, earn more, and have significantly 

more economic responsibilities (and opportunities) in the post-conflict period, authority 

and decision-making structures within the home still appear to be male dominated. Again, 

this makes sense if you look at power in the cultural and traditional sense. Traditionally 

both men and women’s Keru was central to their complimentary roles, responsibilities, 

and ability to support and sustain the family unit, and it therefore was and remains 

acceptable and expected for both women and men to have Keru. An increase in women’s 

economic or earning capacity (her Keru) is therefore not viewed as a direct threat to male 

power or authority (Twero). On the other hand, men were, and still are, seen and 

expected to have ultimate authority and decision-making power (Twero) in their family 

and community (see Chapter 7). Any attempts by women to access or fulfill these roles, 

or external efforts to achieve this, are still seen as a direct threat to male power and 

authority. 

It is obvious that this disconnect continues to pose a challenge to actors working 

on gender issues in Acholiland. The biggest problem remains that cultural concepts of 

power are not adequately considered or understood, particularly when it comes to the 

relationships between economic, social, or political spheres. The main issue is that 

programs focusing primarily on building women’s economic capacity and empowerment 

typically work to increase women’s Keru without a deeper understanding or 
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consideration of how economic gains do, or more typically do not, translate to other 

aspects of women’s lives. For example, many gender-based interventions and programs 

being implemented by international organizations still focus heavily on women’s 

economic empowerment, rights, advocacy, and GBV interventions. In fact, combined, 

these areas make up the majority of all gender related programs currently being 

implemented by international organizations interviewed (see Chapter 8). In relation to 

gender empowerment specifically, international organizations tend to focus exclusively 

on economic empowerment, including microfinance and financial empowerment, as well 

as livelihoods programs and income generating activities. Thus, while women continue to 

benefit from economic empowerment programs and demonstrate economic mobility, 

their rights, freedoms, and decision-making power within their families and communities 

remain curtailed. This sits in contrast to local organizations who tend to focus on more 

contextually relevant aspects of social empowerment, including initiatives related to 

social cohesion amongst families and communities, strengthening of women’s voices 

within families and communities, and training and capacity building around leadership 

and leadership skills. 

Similarly, external (international) organizations attempting to deal with structures 

confining or constraining women in social and political spaces have done so primarily 

using a rights-based approach. These approaches have relied heavily on Western 

understandings of rights and have largely overlooked cultural interpretations, especially 

as they relate to traditional systems and structures of power (Keru and Twero) that are 

still at play in the everyday lives of Acholi women and men. In so doing, a push for 
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women’s rights and empowerment in Acholiland has further isolated and threatened 

men’s already fragile sense of authority and masculinity, creating a new set of obstacles 

and challenges for women at the family and community level.  

One of the major consequences is the pushback from men in relation to programs 

targeting, focusing, or benefitting only women; something I have referred to as Rights 

Conflict in previous chapters (see Chapter 7). Behaviors and attitudes associated with this 

phenomenon include further abandonment of male roles to women, resistance to 

programs, resentment, anger, and frustration, as well as physical violence. Strong 

reporting and data on GBV and domestic violence is still lacking in the region, but 

respondents of this study and data from previous studies indicates that the issue is 

problematic and often occurs in response to programs targeting, or outcomes benefiting, 

only women (see Chapter 7). This brings us back to the question of good intentions and 

unintended consequences, which seems to be a recurrent theme in the context of 

Acholiland, particularly when it comes to gender issues. Several other studies have 

highlighted this issue in the context of Acholiland, pointing to links between female-

centric programs and retaliation from men, as well as the incompatibility of gender rights 

and empowerment programs with collapsing male identities and a “crisis of masculinity” 

that has been widely observed in the region (Sengupta & Calo, 2016; Woodburn, 2003). 

Although the situation in Acholiland highlights these issues, they raise critical questions 

regarding the sensitivity, applicability, and harmony between the goals and outcomes of 

such interventions more broadly. A key question is, for example, whether such 

interventions can and do unintentionally worsen the situation for women.  
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Men’s experiences, perspectives, and struggles  

Differences in men’s experiences, opinions and attitudes were also observed 

throughout this study, and were most obvious across generations. In interviews and 

discussions conducted during the study, older men focused heavily on cultural impacts, 

changes, and challenges. They were also most likely to support or hold on to traditional 

identities and expectations, particularly in relation to gendered norms and relationships 

within their families and communities. Men who exhibited more moderate views in 

relation to cultural and traditional systems, norms, and values were often of a younger 

generation. The views and perspectives of Acholi youth were not, however, extensively 

captured in this research because the study focused on respondents aged 25 and above 

(see Chapter 3). The trends identified through the research in relation to male experiences 

and shifting male identities do relate, therefore, more directly to an older generation of 

men and less to younger Acholi men and youth. This is one of the biggest limitations of 

this study, and it must be highlighted when discussing some of the themes identified here. 

Lack of youth voices are particularly important to understand when considering that there 

has undoubtedly been diversity in men’s experiences in relation to both conflict and to 

the changes arising from it. Spaces and perspectives around male identities and 

experiences are very much fluid, and as such the transitions in masculinities identified by 

this research do still represent a contested and shifting space. Further research into the 

experiences, perspectives and views of Acholi youth would be both necessary and 

important to further tease out this diversity in experiences and attitudes, both in relation 
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to male identities and masculinities, and in relation to female experiences and identities 

as well. 

With these limitations in mind, the research did turn up some interesting themes 

in relation to men’s “collective” experiences and shifting identities arising from conflict. 

The most striking trend appears to be the absence or retreat of men from their traditional 

roles, and the subsequent impacts of that retreat on Acholi male identities. Experiences 

related directly to conflict (violence, abduction, death, trauma etc.) as well conditions and 

experiences encountered within IDP camps (changes to physical and social space, and the 

impacts of external influences and interventions- particularly those targeting women), 

impacted men’s ability to play these roles in significant ways (see Chapter 5-7). A 

dramatic loss of traditional male roles and responsibilities occurred during the conflict, 

with women taking up the majority of these roles. This has led to a significantly altered 

sense of masculinity for many Acholi men- particularly in relation to a disconnect 

between traditional models of masculinity, which were based primarily on men’s ability 

to provide for and protect their families, and men’s frequent inability to fulfill these roles 

in the post-conflict period. This disjuncture is tied directly to men’s “struggles” to deal 

with their failures in relation to gendered expectations and traditional models of Acholi 

masculinity, and can be seen through several inter-related issues and behaviors which are 

observable amongst Acholi men today. These include alcoholism, loss of respect 

(particularly from wives and children), loss of authority, lack of employment and 

livelihood opportunities, as well as mental health issues. These issues appear to be part of 

a self-perpetuating cycle and were seen, both by men and women, as symptomatic of a 
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situation described by respondents as men’s struggles, as well as largely contributing 

directly to issues and factors related to them (see Chapter 7).  

In a context where many men have abandoned or been displaced from traditional 

roles, the means by which Acholi men earned authority and respect have been stripped 

away and the basis of Acholi male identities fundamentally eroded and brought into 

question. In light of failures to fulfill male roles and responsibilities, male power and 

authority often becomes the only thing that can truly define male identities in a traditional 

sense. As such it remains the last pillar of traditional Acholi male identity still standing 

(see Chapter 4) and maintaining it has become something many Acholi men struggle to 

hold on to, at all costs.  Having authority in a context where it is no longer tied to the 

fulfillment of important roles and responsibilities is, however, problematic and has led to 

a space of upheaval and flux around male roles, responsibilities and wider identities. Not 

only is it common to observe that men have men retreated from many (and sometimes 

all) of their traditional roles within their families, but in some cases, men are now 

demanding authority and respect rather than earning it- according to many of the women 

interviewed. This marks a significant move away from traditional understandings of 

“rights” which were firmly built and based on the fulfillment of certain responsibilities, 

towards a situation in which many men (and women) struggle on a daily basis to 

negotiate and fulfill roles that were previously linked to traditional models of gendered 

identity.   Again, this situation is observed most significantly in relation to a slightly older 

generation, and it is important to note that the views and experiences of younger Acholi 
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men and women (not captured by this study) may represent a different perspective on 

these issues.   

Given the challenges posed (to both women and men) by complex and shifting 

gender identities, particularly male identities and “men’s struggles” (see Chapter 7), 

programs looking at or addressing serious and systemic issues faced by men are 

surprisingly thin on the ground. For example, poverty and economic or financial issues 

were raised by participants of this study as the number one challenge facing Acholi men 

today. Male respondents frequently complained that it was very difficult to find jobs, and 

that a lack of income and employment opportunities, or poverty were to blame for a range 

of other issues they faced, particularly issues with their wives or at home (see Chapter 7). 

The intervention review conducted as part of this study showed a heavy focus on 

economic empowerment by international organizations, but the majority of programs 

designed to improve or enhance economic skills and opportunities being implemented by 

these organizations are geared specifically towards women. Only a few local 

organizations indicated that they had programs geared towards enhancing men’s 

economic capacity, skills, or livelihood opportunities (see Chapter 8). Similarly, 

alcoholism and mental health issues were raised (by women and men) as a pervasive and 

serious issue facing Acholi men today (see Chapter 7). However, in discussions with both 

international and local organizations, only one local organization mentioned they were 

addressing issues related to alcoholism through their programs. This is extremely 

surprising given the rate and pervasiveness of this issue in the region, and its knock-on 

effects on the lives of Acholi women, men, and families. Psychological and rehabilitation 
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programs also did not appear to be a major priority despite mental health issues and 

concerns identified in this and previous studies (see Chapter 7). Only four programs were 

identified through the review, and three of these were run by local or regional 

organizations.  

All in all, many programs and organizations appeared to ignore rather than 

address shifting masculinities and “men’s struggles” at a basic and every-day level, and 

in so doing overlook the myriad of challenges that many men face- at a family, individual 

and community level-  in the region today. The exception was a few local organizations 

who prioritized these issues and demonstrated innovative approaches to male-

engagement that considered men’s experiences, needs and challenges alongside those of 

women (see Chapter 8). This is particularly puzzling in a place where programs and 

initiatives targeting or benefiting women have been known (and shown) to further 

threaten an already fragile sense of male power and authority, and where shifting 

masculinities, in turn, pose one of the greatest hurdles to improving women’s lives and 

situations.  

 

Generational divides  

This study has also brought to light important differences that exist within Acholi 

communities in relation to how impacts and changes have been experienced, as well as 

consequent attitudes towards those changes. As discussed in Chapter 3 (Methods), the 

study was limited to individuals who were at least 25 years of age in order to ensure that 

respondents had experienced or lived through at least 10 years of conflict and could speak 
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to changes that had occurred over the course of or in the context of conflict. In the end 

this turned out to be one of the biggest limitations of this study. I came to realize the 

perspectives and voices of younger Acholi may represent  important and often different 

attitudes towards many of the changes that have taken place- particularly changes related 

to shifting gender roles, identities and opportunities. However, although the research did 

not extensively consider the perspectives of Acholi youth, it was very clear that opinions 

and attitudes regarding the impacts and consequences of conflict differed between older 

and younger individuals. This was particularly noticeable and significant in relation to 

Acholi culture and tradition, which was severely impacted and disrupted by the conflict 

(see Chapter 7). One of the biggest issues raised by Acholi elders and older respondents 

was the loss of cultural norms, values and relationships. These individuals spoke often of 

the dislocation from Acholi culture and tradition caused by conflict, and the way in which 

changes experienced, particularly changes related to IDP camps, resettlement and 

urbanization, had disrupted traditional Acholi systems and structures of power and the 

relationship and balance between Acholi elders and youth. The theme of a “lost 

generation” emerged early on in the study (see Chapter 7). This theme was marked by 

concerns amongst older respondents about the loss of cultural norms and values, 

discipline, respect for parents and elders, and the adoption of modern or western norms 

and behaviors by Acholi youth who grew up in IDP camps. For many older respondents, 

this “lost generation” of Acholi symbolized wider cultural breakdown arising from 

conflict, and a dislocation of Acholi youth from their cultural and traditional roots. In 

contrast, younger respondents tended not to raise issues of cultural loss or breakdown as 
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much, nor long for a return to cultural and traditional ways of life to the same extent that 

older respondents or elders did. In this way it is very likely that their views and 

experiences in relation to shifting gender relations and identifies also differ, and that they 

have and do experience expectations related to traditional models of masculinity, and the 

ability or inability to fulfill responsibilities related to these, in a very different way.  

The identity of the older generation seemingly continues to be bound up and tied 

to their traditional and cultural roots and to the social and economic systems, structures 

and expectations tied to these. Younger respondents often indicated, however, that they 

saw the transition away from traditional and cultural society as an “emancipation” from 

norms and structures that constrained them. This became apparent in the research 

primarily in relation to shifts in physical place, space and ways of living, but divergent 

experiences and attitudes are also likely to exists in relation to changing gender norms, 

relationships and expectations as well. Both warrant and require deeper consideration. In 

relation to the former, however, urban centers (“the center”) were seen, for example, by 

many younger respondents as a place of opportunity and new economic horizons, 

representing the lure of another life. To many older respondents, however, “the center” 

represented the dislocation of the Acholi from cultural and traditional lifestyles and 

symbolized the “demoralization” and degradation of Acholi culture and the corrosive 

influences of modern life (discos, movies, music etc.). This is clearly seen through the 

common complaint by older Acholi that the younger generation are “lost”. Further 

consideration of the impacts of conflict on Acholi youth would be necessary to flesh out 

these and other generational differences in experiences and attitudes, but it is important to 
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note them in the context of this study to highlight the fact that Acholi communities do not 

represent a cohesive whole. Differing experiences, attitudes, perceptions, and needs exist 

even within and amongst Acholi communities who have experienced very similar kinds 

of impacts and changes arising from conflict. Again, this is particularly relevant and 

pertinent in relation to the way in which Acholi men and women have experienced and 

view shifts related to gender roles and identities. Although this study was unable to dive 

deeply into or tease out complexities and differences that may exist in relation these 

changes (due to the limitations mentioned above), it would be important to do so to better 

understand and reflect the diversity of experiences, attitudes and expectations that exist in 

and around complex, contested and shifting gendered identities in the region.  

 

Theoretical Insights 

It is my hope that this research project provides some basic yet significant insights 

into the very real and lived experiences of women and men recovering from conflict in 

Acholiland. I have tried hard to prioritize their voices and their interpretations in this 

dissertation, and to base my own conclusions on their views and experiences. This study 

has had limitations, of which I have tried to be clear. And of course, I can speak only to 

the experiences of those individuals and communities who participated in this study, and 

that my research assistants and I were fortunate enough to be welcomed into. My review 

of interventions in Acholiland was also limited to a desk review, and to a relatively small 

number of organizations whom I was able to engage with in Gulu, and that were 

identified through community interview data. I acknowledge, therefore, that my findings 
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and conclusions on intervention approaches are not representative of all interventions 

taking place in the region. I am fully aware that there are many variables that impact and 

account for how organizations function on the ground (beyond those identified here), and 

that the behavior of both international and local organizations is diverse and varied in any 

context. However, the interactions and conversations I had during a year of fieldwork in 

Acholiland, both with Acholi communities and organizations, do offer some key insights 

that I hope will be useful in better understanding the factors that contribute to varying 

impacts and outcomes of certain gendered (intervention) approaches on the ground.  

One of the key findings of the research, and its major contribution to the 

literature, relates to the complexity of Acholi cultural concepts of power and to the 

importance of these concepts in understanding and addressing these and other complex 

and changing gender dynamics arising from conflict. What became evident from this 

study is that, despite major changes observed in gender roles and norms, gendered power 

dynamics in present day Acholi society are still intricately tied to cultural and traditional 

systems and understandings of power. Changes that occurred during and following 

conflict must therefore be understood within a wider Acholi socio-cultural context as 

cultural systems, structures, and expectations still very much dictate, define, and often 

constrain individual options and opportunities. In particular, the study identifies and 

unpacks two key cultural concepts of power—Twero and Keru—which I propose are 

central to understanding gendered hierarchies, relationships, and dynamics both within 

traditional Acholi society and today. These concepts have been either totally overlooked 

or inadequately examined through previous studies, and more importantly many 
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organizations and external interventions attempting to address gender issues arising from 

conflict have completely failed to recognize or consider them. 

Acholi cultural concepts and understanding of power may go a long way to 

explaining the puzzling disconnect between the observed expansion of women’s 

economic roles and opportunities in the region (Ahikire et al., 2012; Sow, 2012), and 

their continued inability to realize enhanced authority or decision-making power in social 

and political spaces. However, observations made through this study highlight the failure 

of many external actors to identify and integrate culturally relevant concepts and 

experiences into their programming, particularly programs related to gender 

empowerment and rights. Overall the research points to several challenges that remain 

problematic for those attempting to address impacts and issues on the ground in 

Acholiland, particularly in relation to gender. These challenges are very much tied to 

wider theoretical and practical debates in this area. 

 Firstly, a lack of consideration and understanding of cultural concepts such as 

Keru and Twero in gender programing (particularly by external interventions) is a good 

example of the constraints on effectiveness posed by the imposition of external 

frameworks, especially when issues, concepts, and experiences are not adequately 

understood within a local context. This is particularly true when dealing with complex 

concepts such as empowerment, which are highly subjective and context specific. In 

Acholiland, the potential to use cultural concepts of power to unpack and explore a more 

widely recognized dissonance between women’s economic empowerment and the 

enhancement of their voices and capacity in social and political spaces has been severely 
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underutilized. This has resulted not just in a common misinterpretation of what is 

happening on the ground, but also in a frequent disconnect between well-intentioned 

project goals and the real, lived outcomes and consequences for Acholi women and men.  

The second challenge relates to how and with whom interventions engage, and 

this brings us back to the issue of gender and how it is broadly conceived. The motivation 

to focus on women typically comes from concerns regarding deeply embedded systems 

and structures that are seen to constrain them, or the disadvantaged and disempowered 

positions from which they (are assumed to) operate within these systems. A desire to 

level the playing field, so to speak, has driven and informed many approaches that 

prioritize women’s experiences and needs, which in turn see the exclusion of men 

(assumed to be the root of the problem) as key to achieving this objective. This study has 

highlighted, however, that a focus on women at the total exclusion of men has had 

serious ramifications both for women themselves, and for the outcomes and sustainability 

of projects and programs seeking to support them. Acholi cultural understandings and 

interpretations of gender see women and men as two parts of a greater whole whose roles 

and responsibilities are tied to the well-being of the family unit. In contexts such as 

Acholiland where women and men’s lives are intrinsically and intricately intertwined on 

a basic and everyday level, it is nearly impossible for women to act or operate in total 

isolation from men. Programs focusing on or benefiting only women without a deeper 

understanding of the systems, structures, and relationships binding them to men have 

therefore been plagued by resistance and pushback at a local level, leading to complicated 

and often negative consequences on relationships between women and men within Acholi 
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families and communities. This is a challenge that has been highlighted by other studies 

in the region and remains a critical factor to consider in this context. For example, 

Woodburn (2003) poignantly concluded from her own study that,  

 Women and girls still remain disadvantaged compared to men in developing 

 countries…and  should continue to receive focused assistance, but since gender is 

 inherently a relational structure the status of women cannot be improved if men are not 

 included. The implication for development practice is that, in order for gender equity to 

 be achieved, men need to be convinced of the benefits of programmes targeting women 

 and long-term attitudinal change around concepts of the family and work need to be 

 addressed. (p.465) 

As outlined in Chapter 8, some organizations and programs I examined speak to 

the strength of a more holistic, culturally, and contextually sensitive approach. This 

seems to be primarily or particularly applicable to local organizations, which appear 

much more likely to consider and understand local and cultural complexities, particularly 

when it comes to approaching gender. The majority of international organizations 

interviewed focused primarily on women, while local organizations appeared far more 

likely to look at or consider both men and women, and the family unit as a whole. 

Interviews with local organizations demonstrated a much greater acceptance and 

consideration of the diversity of both men and women’s experiences, situations, and 

needs, as well as efforts to explore ways to engage and create positive roles for men—

both within and through programs being implemented, as well as in their families and 

communities.  
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That local organizations have a more contextually sensitive understanding than 

those coming from outside it is not necessarily surprising since these actors live within 

or are part of this socio-cultural system. However, this does not change the bottom line. 

The lived experiences and realities of Acholi women and men highlighted through this 

study underscore the critical importance of understanding and carefully considering 

how situations and problems are approached by those intervening in them. Issues 

cannot be considered in isolation from the broader system of factors in which they 

exist, just as it is impossible to look at or address issues facing women without also 

considering their connection to men. This is an easy statement to make, and an 

endlessly complicated one to implement, particularly in relation to actors looking in or 

intervening from “outside”. It brings us back to the question of whether complex issues 

can be truly assessed or addressed using “external” frameworks or benchmarks. While 

it is arguably very difficult to understand or address complex concepts and issues such 

as “gender” and “empowerment” without them, this Acholi experience shows us that 

they will never be sufficient without a deeper understanding of how people (women 

and men) view their own experiences and opportunities. Both in relation to “gender” 

and “empowerment”, there is a wider and critical need, particularly in practice, to be 

aware of how externally imposed frameworks, categories and measures can simplify or 

erase the complexity of people’s experiences and realities. In the case of empowerment 

practice this means a continued push to transcend conventional frameworks and 

benchmarks typically used to conceptualize and measure it (particularly in the context 

of post conflict-development initiatives), a move away from a desire to create or uphold 
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universally applicable benchmarks, and a deeper dive into the places and spaces that 

create and give meaning to people’s lives, behaviors and expectations. In relation to 

interventions and initiatives aimed at addressing issues related to gender in conflict and 

post-conflict contexts, this also calls for analytical and practical frameworks that move 

beyond men and women as demographic categories to approaches that consider how 

masculinity and femininity are constructed, enacted and manifested in people’s 

everyday lives in any given place or context.  

 

Practical musings  

Again, major debates (across multiple fields) have dealt with questions related 

to how best to integrate local experiences, perspectives and realties into external 

interventions, and these continue to be pertinent and important questions in such 

contexts. For example, lessons and experiences from the peacebuilding field point to 

both a practical move towards this goal and ways in which interventions have 

attempted to do this (Hellmüller et al., 2018; Mac Ginty, 2015; Randazzo, 2016, 2017). 

These include (amongst other things), the development and use of models to enhance 

local engagement such as models of “local ownership” and “hybridity” that rely on an 

overlap between local and international actors (Hellmüller et al., 2018),  promoting 

“local legitimacy”, and getting “buy in” to external or international peacebuilding 

efforts and interventions by beneficiaries (Mac Ginty, 2015). 

Experience also points to some of the unintended consequences, tensions and 

“internal contradictions” inherent in this turn towards a local focus that can and do arise 
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from different efforts and approaches to make this transition (Séverine Autesserre & 

Autesserre, 2010; Sverine Autesserre & Autesserre, 2014; Richmond, 2012). Some of the 

biggest challenges appear in relation to how the local is conceptualized and therefore 

implemented through peacebuilding programs and interventions on the ground (Firchow, 

2018; Mac Ginty, 2015). Mac Ginty (2015) argues, for example, that the concept has 

been broadly applied and often confused, and that a “critical lens” is required to separate 

it from the wider “territory” of intervention activity and to understand it in relation to the 

specific “networks and relationships” to which it relates. Pamina Firchow (2018) also 

points to the ways in which peacebuilding efforts are still plagued by a drive to measure 

peace and deeper issues related to the conceptualization of key concepts, such as the 

local, peacebuilding and reconciliation in such interventions. Much as I have argued in 

relation to gender and empowerment here, Firchow (2018) argues that these concepts are 

context specific, and that inadequate time or attention has been directed in peacebuilding 

efforts to define or understand their meaning with “beneficiary populations”. Firchow 

maintains that “challenges of commensuration and translation arise when identical 

measurement systems are applied to uniquely different social and political circumstances 

facing communities around the world” (Firchow, 2018, p.30). She points to the 

importance of defining peace and identifying contextually specific indicators of peace in 

conjunction with “beneficiary” communities in order to inform and drive peacebuilding 

efforts at a local level, as well as the power of employing participatory approaches to do 

so.   
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It was not my intention to assess or pass judgment regarding the impact and 

effectiveness of external interventions or gender-focused programs operating in 

Acholiland, but broad observations made through this project may provide some 

practical lessons or suggestions to those intervening in such complex, fluid and often 

highly contested spaces. These tie into some of the arguments made above in relation to 

a local turn in peacebuilding practices, particularly in relation to the importance of 

conceptualization. Several things stood out from this research in relation to how actors 

can and do address issues related to complex and shifting gender norms, dynamics and 

identities arising from conflict. Firstly, and very much in line with Firchow’s 

arguments, the Acholi experience points to the fundamental importance of how gender 

is conceptualized at a local and programmatic level. It is clear from the Acholi context 

that the way in which gender was conceptualized in or through programs designed to 

address gender issues, impacts and changes arising from conflict very much affected 

the way in which such programs understood or imagined people’s needs and 

experiences in this context, how they viewed and engaged with Acholi communities 

(both women and men), and in turn how they were received or perceived by them. One 

of the things that became apparent through this study is that interventions that tended to 

see and think about gender as being largely synonymous with women in turn had 

narrower programmatic focuses and sought primarily to assess or address women’s 

experiences, issues and challenges. In this context such conceptualizations of gender 

have led to several major challenges for actors attempting to address women’s issues on 

a practical level, including a severe resistance and pushback from some men, and at 
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times from Acholi communities more widely. Often failing to deeply recognize or 

understand the Acholi cultural context or the ways in which Acholi men and women’s 

lives and experiences are intricately and inextricably linked on an everyday level 

through the family unit, such interventions have either missed or overlooked important 

factors that shape the lives, expectations and behaviors of both Acholi women and men. 

This in turn undermines the outcomes and sustainability of these programs on the 

ground. In particular, as outlined in relation to the theme of Rights Conflict in this 

study, some interventions focusing on women have inadvertently fed into complex 

changes in gender identities arising from conflict, especially in relation to shifting male 

identifies and traditional structures of power and authority. This research has shown 

that issues related to Men’s Struggles not only impact men, but also directly impact 

women on a very basic and everyday level and lead to a highly complex and changing 

set of dynamics and relationships related to gender identities at a family level. A failure 

to identify and address the ways in which this happens has (and continues to) 

fundamentally challenge both the outcomes on female-centric programs, as well as how 

they are perceived and received by both women and men in Acholi communities. For 

many of these programs traditional gender identities and cultural systems and structures 

of power are both viewed as and continue to pose one the biggest constraints to how 

they operate on the ground.  

On the other hand, this research points to the ways in which a more holistic and 

contextually sensitive conceptualization of gender at a programmatic level can and has 

helped to addressed some of these challenges and issues, and to fundamentally impact 
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how programs are perceived and received by Acholi women and men. For example, 

some organizations clearly recognized and considered local context and culture not just 

as a system in or through which women are constrained, but as a reality in which both 

women and men still exist. These organizations also recognized the traditional 

complementarity of men and women’s roles within wider socio-cultural systems and 

structures, and the centrality and importance of the family unit in both traditional and 

present-day Acholi society. A deeper and broader conceptualization of gender within 

this context inherently necessitates a deeper consideration and understanding of the 

complex space in which men and women’s identities, options and opportunities are 

both defined and constrained and appears to allow these programs to operate with fewer 

obstacles, challenges and resistance at an individual, family and community level.   

Examples from the research point, in particular, to the way in which certain 

organizations have directly engaged with issues of Men’s Struggles and shifting 

masculine identities and have attempted to address the realities and challenges that 

these present both to women and men, and to the greater wellbeing of their families and 

communities.  As such programs that have conceptualized gender more holistically and 

looked more broadly at men and women’s issues, experiences and needs within this 

socio-cultural context, particularly at how these are linked and intertwined at the family 

level, appear to have more directly addressed and engaged with complex and shifting 

gender identities arising from conflict and the needs and challenges (both men and 

women’s) linked to these changes.  
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For those working in such culturally complex and fluid environments, obstacles 

and challenges around how to engage effectively at a local level continue to plague 

practical decisions and outcomes, particularly for those coming from outside.  Beyond 

recommendations regarding the need for a holistic and contextually sensitive 

consideration of complex concepts such as gender at a programmatic level, the Acholi 

experience does also provide a few interesting examples of how organizations can and 

have managed to overcome or address challenges posed by cultural and contextual 

complexity. In turn this points to how they have been able to more deeply understand 

and engage with local experiences and realities on a very basic and practical level. For 

example, this research points to the capacity of organizations to change their behavior 

and approach over time in response to local complexities and realities. During my time 

in the region I did encounter international organizations that exhibited or spoke about a 

change in their approach or programs due or in response to local level factors, 

experiences or realities (see Chapter 8), and in all cases these organizations had been 

involved in Acholiland for at least ten years. On the other hand, organizations who had 

been working in the region for less time spoke less frequently (or not at all) about the 

need for or experience of programmatic change or adaptation based on local factors. 

This indicates that longer involvement and engagement in a particular area may 

therefore (unsurprisingly) increase the likelihood that an organization or particular 

program deeply considers local complexities and realities and adapts its approach to 

better fit local context and circumstances. It points to the importance of consistency and 
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longevity in relation to the implementation of programs dealing with complex questions 

and issues around gender at a local level.  

Another factor that appeared to be linked to a heightened level of cultural and 

contextual sensitivity and adaptability, other than a deep, meaningful and sustained 

engagement with Acholi communities, relates to the way in which organizations 

prioritize the engagement of local staff or partners in local programs. Of the 

organizations I engaged with, those that either had local offices and staff in Acholiland 

or worked with or through local offices, staff or partners, talked about and 

demonstrated a much deeper cultural and contextual understanding than those that did 

not.  Therefore, even (and especially) for organizations operating externally or stepping 

into complex situations and contested spaces, local staff or partners can clearly provide 

culturally and contextually relevant insights, experiences, and perspectives that those 

coming in from outside may never be able to do, even when their engagement occurs 

over a sustained period of time. This does not represent a substitute for deep and 

meaningful local level engagement with individuals and communities, but may help to 

bridge the divide, so to speak, in contexts where cultural and contextual complexity 

poses both analytical and practical challenges. While this may appear to echo 

arguments made regarding the use of local engagement and hybrid models in the 

peacebuilding field, it moves beyond the idea of just engagement.  More importantly 

the extent to which local staff or offices are free to make or drive decisions regarding 

project design and implementation (not just buy into them), both on the front and back 

end, and their ability to effectively feed information back to regional or head offices 
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regarding their views, recommendations or decisions seems to directly feed into a 

program’s sensitivity and responsiveness to local level complexities and challenges.  

Again, this is not necessarily surprising but is important to consider nonetheless as the 

different organizational structures and varied ways that organizations and programs are 

“set up” in Acholiland definitely points to the significance of both physical and 

conceptual distance (or proximity) as factors that directly impact the way programs 

conceptualize, perceive and approach local contexts and realities, and in turn how they 

engage in or with those. 

 

Scope for future research  

These practical observations and insights are, however, based on a limited set of 

interactions and interviews with organizations operating in Acholiland. While the 

findings of this study point to some interesting trends in gender-based or focused 

interventions and provide some basic practical insights, further research would 

certainly be needed to tease out and better understand both differences observed in 

these approaches, as well as factors that may impact or affect the cultural and 

contextual sensitivity, responsiveness, and adaptability of such interventions.   Because 

this research largely and primarily highlighted the views and experiences of Acholi 

communities, a deeper dive into the perspectives, experiences and approaches of 

different actors attempting to address gender issues in the region would help to shed 

light on both the nature of challenges they have experienced in this complex cultural 

context, as well as the range of tools they have used to address or overcome them.    
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This project also points to the scope and need for further research into the complex 

spaces that still exist around shifting and evolving gender identities in the region, and to 

differences in attitudes and experiences within Acholi society itself.  The study found 

that both gender and generational divides clearly impact people’s views and attitudes 

towards changes in gender norms, dynamics and identities arising from conflict (as well 

as other changes), but one of the biggest limitations of this study is that it did not 

deeply consider or explore the experiences of Acholi youth (people aged 25 and 

below).  This decision was made based on certain assumptions and goals that ultimately 

changed over the course of the study, and as it turns out the voices of Acholi youth 

likely offer different and important perspectives on some of the major changes and 

impacts identified here. This is particularly pertinent in relation to changes around 

traditional norms and structures of power, shifting gender identities (Men’s Struggles 

and Curtailed Empowerment), and external interventions attempting to address these.  

It would therefore be important to consider these generational divides and differences 

more deeply through a more extensive exploration of the experiences and perspectives 

of Acholi youth.  In relation to some of the broad themes identified here, this would 

facilitate a deeper and more nuanced understanding of the ways in which gendered 

spaces and identifies are still very much shifting, contested and in flux in Acholiland 

today.
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